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Events of the “First Bad Year for America and the World” 

Commencing on 1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015): 
 

Warning, when replying back to me, please DO NOT – DO NOT hit the send button 

before VERIFYING that my email address  in the “TO” line is correct as shown in 

blue, or else MANUALLY type: thekingdomkeys@yahoo.com into the “TO” line or 

I MIGHT NOT GET IT!  The “Bad Guys” have Commandeered my Contact’s 

‘Auto Reply’s to read: thekingdonkeys@yahoo.com (which deposits into a dummy 

account which “they” have created).  
 

Prophetic writings in “blue”        Originally Sent: 09-19-2015 

Decision making and Events in “purple”         Last Updated: 08-14-2016 

Judgments in “red” and Blessings in “pink”  

Final Stock Market Crash in “brown” 

David Kenderes comments and writings in “green” 
 

To be added or removed from the emailing list, please send your request, and/or all other queries, comments and 
attachments (Prophetic Words, Dreams, Visions, Prophecies, and Codes etc.) to thekingdomkeys@yahoo.com. I welcome 
copies of your own Prophetic Words, Dreams, Visions, Prophecies, and Codes.  Also, feel free to post this paper or 
segments of it into your blogs, websites, youtube, periscope, and other forms of social media and/or forward this email to 
others.  Sincerely, David Kenderes 
 

Hello folks, I am still way behind in my updates (the attachment’s “Snapshots of Current Events”).  I just can’t 

seem to keep up with all of terrorist attacks and such, especially with everything else that I currently have on 

my plate.  But I do hope to catch up on them eventually.   
 

Can you feel it in the air …that this year is different from other years in recent history?  With looming 

economic fears, black and white race tensions and new terrorist attacks seemingly happening every week!  I 

truly believe that a change is beginning to happen this year.  Below are my predictions for the remainder of this 

year, so long as the nation’s current heatwave continues through most of September (that is only contingency). 
 

46 Predictions (based on Codes and the Prophetic Voice – read this paper for more info) for the remainder of 

2016, Contingent upon on a Sustained (through September) “Heartland” Heatwave in America: 
 

1) Spring rains will be plentiful across the nation.  Fulfilled!  Most of the nation did have normal to above  

normal amounts of precipitation this spring (2016).  Second wettest May on record for Washington D.C. and parts of 

Virginia.  Texas and Oklahoma floods throughout the spring.  Northern California and the Pacific Northwest received 

copious amounts of snow and rain this past winter and spring.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

2) The summer heatwave (average national temperatures of 90 degrees or greater for at least 3 consecutive days) will 

begin on June 9th, 2016.  Fulfilled!  A subtropical ridge did in fact set up in America’s heartland on the exact date of 9 

June!  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

3) This year’s national heatwave will come to be known as the “heartland” heatwave and it will be relentless …not 
ending until close to October!  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

4) There won’t be any rain of any significance from mid-June until fall throughout most of the country.  Near 

100% confidence level in this prediction.  Fulfilled so far!  The last significant rains occurred in West Virginia and 

Kentucky.  On 23 June, West Virginia floods killed at least 25 people.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  Most of the territory west 

of the Mississippi is in some form of drought, as well as portions of the heartland, Michigan and northern Ohio, large 

portions of the northeast and the Carolina and Georgia uplands.  Updated: 08/02/2016.  Louisiana and parts of northern 

Florida are currently getting inundated with rain, but the vast majority of the country is well under average rainfall 

amounts for the summer.  Updated: 08/14/2016.   
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5) Downtown Fredericksburg, Virginia will experience a flood, sometime between now and the beginning of 

November 2016.  The last time downtown Fredericksburg had a major flood was in 1942.  About a 60% confidence level 

in this prediction.  Updated: 07/22/2016 
 

6) Due to a lack of rain and a relentless nationwide heatwave this year, Southern California’s 5-year drought will 

continue and even worsen!  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  Fulfilled!  Southern 

California’s drought continues to worsen!  Updated: 08/02/2016.   
 

7) A ‘new’ (first time since 2012) nationwide (most of the U.S.) drought will emerge this year!  (view the drought 

monitor archive website http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/mapsanddata/maparchive.aspx ) updated every Thursday.  

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

8) The heatwave’s peak temperatures will be in the month of July.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  

Updated: 07/24/2016.  Fulfilled!  This year’s peak heatwave date occurred on July 22, 2016.  Updated: 08/02/2016.   
 

9) Believe it or not, one or more cities (possibly Blythe, Mecca or Needles, California and/or Bullhead City, 

Florence, or Mammoth, Arizona) will actually reach or exceed 130 degrees Fahrenheit this summer’s heatwave!   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  By-in-large (the prediction was only missed by a few 

degrees) Fulfilled!  Let’s put this in perspective, the all-time record high temperature for anywhere in the world was 134 

degrees Fahrenheit, set by Death Valley on July 10, 1913!  And it is very unusual for any U.S. city to exceed 120 degrees 

Fahrenheit in any given year!  As an example Phoenix, Arizona’s all-time record high is only 122 degrees!   
 

But the heat is on this year, partially due to our friend El Nino (also known as ENSO), and the world is currently on pace 

to have its hottest year ever, since weather record keeping began!!!  A dozen or more weather stations in the desert 

southwest have met or exceeded 120 degrees so far this year!  And several cities have done it multiple times!  The highest 

recorded U.S. temperatures for some of these cities, during this years’ heatwave follows:   
 

Blythe, California hit either 126 or 122 degrees (conflicting data), Needles, California reached either 125 or 123 degrees 

(conflicting data), Parker, Arizona hit either 125 or 121 degrees (conflicting data), Bermuda Dunes, California hit 124, 

Indio, California recorded 124 degrees, La Quinta, California maxed out at 124 degrees, Bullhead City, Arizona hit either 

124 or 120 degrees (conflicting data), Mammoth, Arizona hit 123, Palm Desert, California hit 123, Cathedral City, 

California reached 122, Lake Havasu City, Arizona hit 122, Mecca, California hit 122, Palm Springs, California hit 122, 

Coachella, California hit 121, Salton City, California reached 121, Thermal, California hit 121, and Furnace Creek Resort 

(Death Valley), California even exceeded 120 degrees 4 separate times (122, 122, 121 and 121) during this year’s national 

heatwave!  Updated: 08/02/2016 
 

10) Power outages caused by the heat. Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  The 

last major power outage occurring in the United States was the “Northeastern Blackout” which occurred on August 14, 

2003.   Updated: 08/07/2016 
 

11) Fuel shortages worsen.  Get used to the heat, electricity will be out indefinitely in many places in the United 

States.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

12) Corn crops in parts of America’s heartland will be devastated!  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  

Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

13) Cattle will be sent off to the butchers early for lack of animal feed and water.  Near 90% confidence level in this 

prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  Changed to about a 75% confidence level in this prediction.  Due to the fact that 

many parts of Texas continue to receive ample rain falls this summer, which are being drawn up from the Gulf of Mexico.   

Updated: 08/02/2016 
 

14) Last year was the United States worst year in its recorded history for forest fire acreage consumption with a 

record 18 mega-fires!  This year’s forest fire numbers will be exponentially worse than last year’s totals!   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  There are 13 major forest fires burning in the 

west at this time!  Updated: 08/04/2016 
 

15) There won’t be any landfall hurricanes on the U.S. side of the Gulf of Mexico until the middle to late September.  

About an 80% confidence level in this prediction.  Fulfilled so far!  The Gulf waters are very warm this season, but 

unfavorable dry air with upper atmosphere “cap” over the heartland, is greatly discouraging the formation of supercell 

thunderstorms and tropical systems over the central U.S. thus far this summer. Updated: 07/14/2016.  Remarkably 

fulfilled so far!  Updated: 08/14/2016. 

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/mapsanddata/maparchive.aspx
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16) The dollar will begin to slide in July 2016.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  

Fulfilled!  The dollar sunk on Tuesday July 26, 2016 to its weakest level against the yen in nearly two weeks!  The slump 

was caused amid reports that Japanese stimulus efforts might fall short of investors’ expectations.  Then on Friday July 

29, 2016, the U.S. dollar slumped again in relation to the other major currencies.  This time the dollar weakened in the 

wake of weaker than expected second quarter gross domestic product data.  The weak data “crushed” the dollar (just in the 

nick of time - at the end of July) as predicted!  At the same time, the Japanese yen surged against the dollar, after the Bank 

of Japan delivered a smaller than expected round of additional stimulus (BOJ stimulus program) to boost the yen.  The 

euro also gained ground versus the dollar at the end of July, to trade at $1.1179, up from $1.1075 late Thursday July 28, 

2016.  Updated: 08/02/2016.   
 

17) The sliding dollar will cause crude oil imported to the United States to increase sharply.  Near 100% confidence 

level in this predictions.  Updated: 07/14/2016.   
 

18) There will be gold value problems (possibly due to lack of tangible gold for traders cashing in their paper 

commodities).  Near 100% confidence level in these predictions.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

19) The delayed (indicated by winter storm Jonas) Japanese disasters (Tokyo mega-earthquake, subsequent tsunami 

and Mt. Fuji eruption) initially seemingly scheduled to happen in December 2015, will occur sometime this year, resulting 

in millions of deaths!  The next 188-day earthquake array date (this date or either side of this date) to be watching for in 

the near-term is Friday 5 August, 2016.  Print out and read the attachment to learn more about the disasters in Japan.  

About a 90% confidence level in this prediction happening on August 5th or sometime else this year.   

Updated: 07/14/2016.  A 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck 70km east northeast of Iwo Jima, Japan on Thursday August 

04, 2016.  Updated: 08/09/2016.   
 

20) A volcanic eruption will occur in Venezuela around the time of the Japan disasters. 

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

21) A worldwide stock market crash will directly follow the above tragic Japanese events mentioned above.  Look for 

the last DOW Jones high, prior to the crash, to have a lot of “1”s and “8”s number elements within its final high number 

(like 18,818.81 etc.  Print out and read the attachment to learn more about the stock market crash.  About a 90% 

confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

22) The worldwide stock market will occur on a Monday and will come to be known as “Black Monday”.   

About an 80% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/23/2016 
 

23) A second worldwide stock market crash will also occur on a Monday a few weeks to months after the first crash.  

This crash will be come to be known as the “Second Black Monday”.  The worldwide stock market will never recover 

from this second crash.  About a 70% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/23/2016 
 

24) This year many will lose jobs and city and state governments will fail suddenly.   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

25) Japan and China will become friends through economic agreements this year (probably following and as a result 

of the Japan disasters) and arrange certain defense agreements that will seem aimed at Russia-but secretly aimed initially 

at the United States. This will be a great deception. The United States will fall for it. Japanese government will change 

character drastically in a visible way.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

26) The mega-west coast (California, Oregon, Washington State and western Canada) earthquake and subsequent 

tsunami will follow the Tokyo earthquake (when it occurs) approximately 3 months later – millions will die.   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

27) Food riots will break out in August in many major U.S. cities.   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

28) Food costs to soar, availability declines, quality poor, hoarding magnifies the problems.  Near 100% confidence 

level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

29) Famine begins this year and will worsen in the years ahead. 

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

30) Disease will start from California and move east. Many will be left incapacitated.   
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Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

31) From Georgia a plague to kill thousands as it spreads. Panic and fear will grip the nation.   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

32) Major terrorist attack (many times worse than 9/11) across America on September 13, 2016.   

About a 20% confidence level in this event happening this year, it most likely will occur in 2017 on the same date.   

Updated: 07/14/2016.  I recommend people staying home on this date as a precaution.  Updated: 08/02/2016.  As a result 

of some recent code work, I have upped my confidence in this event happening this year.  About a 40% confidence level 

in this event happening this year, but it might occur in 2017 on the same date instead.  Updated: 08/14/2016.   
 

33) St. Louis Missouri earthquake (about a 7.4 Richter scale level) to occur on or about September 19, 2016.   

Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

34) Many will blame this St. Louis earthquake on fracking.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  

Updated: 07/25/2016 
 

35) Record or near record water temperatures even at deep depths registered in the Gulf of Mexico this year.  Near 

100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/22/2016 
 

36) Devastating hurricane to hit New Orleans in September (middle to late?).  Near 100% confidence level in this 

prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

37) The above devastating hurricane will come to be known as the “black storm”.  About a 60% confidence level in 

this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  This hurricane might very well be the storm that finally breaks the back of this 

year’s heatwave.  Updated: 08/12/2016.  The center of this hurricane will strike somewhere in the Houston, Texas/New 

Orleans, Louisiana region.  Updated: 08/13/2016.   
 

38) Sudden and drastic temperature drops in October.  Get prepared for an extremely cold winter in many parts of the 

United States.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

39) Riots (including civil war-like happenings) and deliberate destruction by enraged individuals and extremist groups 

aiming at overthrow of the government.  Local police will fail to deal with violence and State troops will be called out and 

in some areas, the violence will be so severe that Federal troops and tanks will have to be called out.   
 

40) Near 100% confidence level in these predictions.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  Many or most riot cities will be in the 

northern half of the United States, including the city of Chicago.  Near 90% confidence level in this prediction.  

Updated: 07/22/2016.  On August 13, 2016 a 23-year-old black man armed with a handgun was killed by a police officer 

with a police cam filming the event.  The officer ordered the suspect to drop the weapon, but the suspect refused. The 

officer then shot the suspect twice, which proved to be fatal.  Multiple buildings and businesses were set on fire by rioters 

late Saturday night/early Sunday morning. The National Guard has been activated but as of yet, has not been deployed to 

the city of Milwaukee.  I believe that the Milwaukee riot is the beginning of this predictions fulfillment.  Updated: 

08/14/2016. 
 

41) A form of Martial Law will be instituted in America around the time of the November 9, 2016 election or just 

after the failed election and sometime before the EMP strike (listed below) occurs.  About an 80% confidence level in 

this prediction.  Updated: 08/02/2016   
 

42) If/when the worldwide stock market crash occurs this year, Donald Trump will drop out of the race.   

About an 80% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016  Unfulfilled – At this point, I concede, that 

Donald Trump will stay in the race through to the general election voting day, regardless of whether or not the Japanese 

disasters and stock market crash occur prior to the November 9, 2016 election day.  Updated: 08/02/2016   
 

43) The general election process will be halted and president Obama will stay in power by default and he will be 

known as the United States’ last president.  His presidency will end in demise.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  The election 

process will be halted due to the fact that the Democrats will be caught in the act of breaking the rules/manipulating the 

votes (stealing Trump votes).  President Obama in essence will say, since I can’t guarantee a fair election so I have no 

choice but to suspend/postpone the election.  But a postponed election will not take place …the U.S. will never have 

another election again!  Updated: 08/02/2016.  Donald Trump’s Words “The coming election might be rigged” will turn 

out to be prophetic!  Updated: 08/04/2016.  Hillary Clinton will actually win the election, but because of voter fraud it 

will be deemed an unfair election and it will be suspended.  Updated: 08/07/2016.  Near 100% confidence level in these 
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predictions.  If the manipulation of the Trump votes is discovered prior to voting day or discovered after the votes are 

counted and Hillary seemingly wins the election, the end result will be the same, the election will still be halted.   

Updated: 08/09/2016. 
 

44) The President will be in serious trouble by December and his presidency will end in a demise.  Near 100% 

confidence level in these predictions.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

45) In December Russia will "accidentally" (possibly a Y2K-like event) launch many nuclear warhead rockets from 

Siberia.  Most of these rockets will be destroyed by America’s Star Wars Defense System, but four warheads will manage 

to get through.  Three American cities (Lexington, Kentucky, Richmond, Virginia and Columbia, South Carolina) will be 

totally destroyed.  And one nuclear rocket aimed for New York City, will be grazed by Stars Wars System diverting its 

target and causing it to land in a valley just north of the city.  Millions will die!  New York City will be greatly damaged 

but not destroyed.  An ‘Electromagnetic Pulse’ (EMP) effect east of the Mississippi river, will occur knocking out most 

electronics, cell phones and household heating systems just prior to the winter season!   United States counter attacks by 

striking and destroying three Russian cities.  Millions will die!  Near 100% confidence level in these predictions.  

Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

46) The Josephs (modern-day apostles) will be released from their symbolic prisons (their trials, tribulations, slander 

and obscurity, etc.) and will be advanced into positions of prominence.  “True” Christian believers who have also been in 

symbolic bondages will likewise be released from their dungeons!  Near 100% confidence level in these predictions – 

happening sometime after the disasters in Japan occur.  Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

Preparations (Things to Buy) for these coming Bad Times: 
Keep up with your spiritual and physical preparations, America and the world will soon be changed forever!  

We are entering into the 7 years and 70 years of famine and captivity, where food scarcity and unavailability 

will become the norm rather than the exception!   

Food for you and your family and your pets:  At least a six month supply of long-life can foods and/or 

MRE’s.  Buy bottled water, preferably in 5-gallon size (store these items in a cool and dark room).  Don’t forget 

the toothpaste and floss, soap, deodorant and paper supplies. 
 

Cooking, Heating and Gear:  Store white gas (propane and kerosene), charcoal and wood for cooking, grilling 

and heating (woodstoves and fireplaces).  Sleeping bags rated for below zero weather, gloves, hats and warm 

socks and shoes.  Get your bug-out bag prepared and ready to go.  
 

Who am I?  I live in Central Virginia, I’m a retired electronic communications technician.  I have lots of 

hobbies and interests (namely the earth sciences), including but not limited to, horticulture, seismology, 

meteorology, astronomy, geology, gemstone and gold prospecting.  But most of all, I am a passionate student of 

Prophecy and Code Finding/Breaking.  Jesus Christ is my “first love” and trying to reach the world with the 

TRUE salvation message of the Lord is my greatest ambition.   
 

Sincerely, David Kenderes 

Email:  thekingdomkeys@yahoo.com 
 

Japan Disasters and the Worldwide Stock Market Crashes were Delayed by 1 Month or More? 
It appears that the disasters in Japan and the worldwide stock market crash that was scheduled to happen in the 

fall of 2015 was delayed by at least one month.  For more information please read “James Bailey’s 12-10-2015 

Prophetic Dream – Wild Volatility Coming in Currency Markets” and “Rachel Baxter’s January 3, 2016 

Prophetic Word – I Am Raising Up the Josephs, the Famine Begins on January 16th”.  

Matt Smith’s Prophetic Poem ‘Revealing the Future of America in 2016 and Beyond’ seems to be stating that it 

will occur between “December (2015) through February (2016)”.  Updated: 01/16/2016 
 

It’s Football Season, is it Time to Punt? 
As we know, nothing of great significance happened on 29 Elul 5775 (13 September, 2015).  And ‘seemingly’ 

nothing of any great significance happened during the month of September 2015 either or even this past fall.  

So, what should we as “watchman on the wall” do? …bury our heads in the sand?  Do we throw away all of the 
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Prophetic Writings and Codes and just give up?  No! …to God be the glory and not to man!!!  We are looking 

through a glass darkly right now, but it’s not time to throw out the baby with the bath water …it’s not time to 

punt!  God’s Prophetic Words always ring True …it is our understanding and our interpretations that many 

times go awry.  And sometimes these prophetic events are delayed for various reasons.  All these things will 

become much clearer as we approach the Lord’s return.  Updated: 01/06/2016 

1 Corinthians 13:9-10, 12 (KJV): 
“9 For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.  10 But when that which is perfect is come (Jesus’ 2nd coming 

and the receiving of our glorified bodies and minds), then that which is in part shall be done away.  12 For now 

we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as 

also I am known.” 
 

Amos 3:7 (KJV): 

“Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing (nothing of significance), but he revealeth his secret unto 

his servants the prophets.” 

Matthew 18:16 (KJV): 

16 “But if he will not hear thee, then take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three 

witnesses every word may be established.”  I have repeatedly sited at least 2 or 3 and many times 

many more Prophetic Voices for corroboration support for these ‘fall season’ events that I am spotlighting. 
Updated: 12/18/2015 
 

Prophetic Timing of the ‘First Bad Year for America’? 
Some noteworthy events (extremely deadly floods and fires in the U.S.) did occur over the 13/14 September 

2015 transition period and a noteworthy event (Volkswagen CEO quit due to the Volkswagen emission scandal) 

did happen during the 23-25 September Rosh Hashanah, Day of Atonement period.  Updated: 09/28/2015   
 

What has Changed? 
People nothing has changed!  Germany’s Volkswagen scandal has not gone away.  Germany’s 1 trillion dollar 

Deutsche Bank derivative debacle cannot be erased or fixed!  The German DAX is still hovering around this 

summer’s lows!  The U.S. 19 trillion dollar debt cannot be paid off.  It has been reported that stocks suffered 

their worst quarter in the last five years!  The DOW closed out today right around the 16,000 mark and was 

down about 313 points!  The Nikkei is also down.  Things aren’t getting better folks, they are getting worse!  

We are still living in a stock market bubble!  A worldwide stock market reset is required ...it is demanded!  

When things start to fall apart they will go down fast!  The days of lattes and frequent flier reward miles will 

soon be over!  So what should we do?  Well, we have a few extra days now to prepare (physically and 

spiritually), rather than disperse, so let’s get busy!  Updated: 09/28/2015 
 

Logical Progression leading up to the “Sudden” Worldwide Stock Market Crash: 
Don’t believe those that insist that things will continue to gradually get worse, like they have in past decades 

and in past years.  The Lord is slow to anger (past decades) until His cup overflows!  People, I think it is pretty 

safe to say, that the worldwide stock market crash won’t occur as the result of the world’s economies gradually 

getting worse.  God’s trigger will be hard and swift! …the result of a “sudden” event/s (Mt Fuji eruption, 

Tokyo earthquake and subsequent tsunami?) as illustrated in the excerpts below.  Updated: 01/18/2016 
 

David Feagin’s “The 12th Hour” Prophetic Vision:  

“All of a “sudden”, a gigantic antique clock with Roman Numerals dropped from the sky.  Everyone looked 

up; it was 11:59.  As I looked up, the large hand moved to the right.  The clock struck 12.” 
 

Joanie Stahl’s Prophetic Word – “I Am Calling You to Walk in the Darkest Period of Human History”: 

“It is midnight now. I am now searching the earth with lanterns. I am making thorough searches. I will 
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move “suddenly”. Everything you have learned from Me through these years was for the purpose of 

toughening you up for what will come upon the whole earth all at once.” 
 

Acts 16:25a (KJV) The Midnight Hour (using the “Twice Speak” Code):  

“25 And at midnight Paul (Christians who were held in captivity during the 11th hour?) and Silas prayed, and 

sang praises unto God: and the prisoners heard them.  26 And “suddenly” there was a great earthquake” 
 

Rodney Berry’s April 19, 2010 12:12:21 pm (Midnight Hour?) “Volcanoes, which One will be 

Next”? – Prophetic Word: 

“Suddenly, a volcano erupted, we all turned and huge Boulders began falling all around us” 
 

Thomas Gibson’s August 11, 2002 Prophetic Word: 

“I could see a chart with one line on it. It went up and down in a jerky fashion. “Suddenly” it dropped off so 

low that it was almost off the bottom. Then it continued its jerky up and down motion, but it was now doing so 

very near the bottom of the chart…” 
 

Kenyan Pastor Dr. Owuor’s 25 May 2012, Prophetic Vision of an Earthquake “Coming to the Earth”!   

7:30 Mark: “…then all of a “sudden”, even before I finished, a massive earthquake hit that place.” 
 

Excerpts from Brian Carn’s October 6, 2015 ‘Clarion Call’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ui_paNefl4) Video: 

18:48 Mark: “…So I really want us to be very prayerful in this season, because there’s getting ready to be a 

major shift, something “suddenly” is about to happen in the media, OK.  And again, I see something 

happening as we (USA) begin to go into a season of “smoke and ashes”.” 
 

Excerpt from Brian Carn’s November 25, 2015 (7:30 & 12:15 minute marks) Clarion Call Video: 
12:15 Mark: “…something is going to happen that is going to take away the happiness, the joy that everybody 

would normally experience.   

12:15 Mark: …something catastrophic is going to take place, where normally everybody is happy, everybody 

is rejoicing, something is going to happen “suddenly”, where people are going to say that we went into the 

New Year weeping.  It’s going to be a time of weeping as soon as the New Year begins!  There is getting 

ready to be a shaking,” 
 

Stan Johnson’s 12-05-1999 Prophetic Dream - Earthquake with and an Economic Crash:  

“All of a “sudden” the bank began to shake!  The bank fell about half the way to the floor.” 
 

Penny Notzrim’s 11, 09, 2013 Prophetic Dream “After Thanksgiving Everything Changes”: 

 “all of a “sudden” I’m looking around and I’m like honey, there’s ‘ashes falling’ on me.  I said hold on a 

second I smell something.  And I went into the other room and our Hanukea ??? was on the piano in the living 

room and the shamash candle had ‘erupted’ and blown up!” 
 

Eve Brast’s February 13, 2012 Prophetic Dream of an Economic Collapse: 

 “I was with many people and “suddenly” to the east of us a medium-sized volcano erupted so completely 

that it left a huge black crater in the earth.” 
 

James Bailey’s 7 July 2014, Prophetic Dream: 

 “I saw the world had entered into a time of increased tensions prior to a “sudden” crash of the U.S. 

stock market and devaluation of the dollar.”  “…I saw the “sudden” drop in the stock market 

happening soon after that.”  “Then “suddenly” the people who were hidden from my view on the 

other side of the U.S. table shoved the table very hard causing it to crash into the ones who 

were standing.” 
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Anonymous 12-06-2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘Caught with My Pants Down’ - the Alarm Goes Off: 

 “Then “suddenly” (maybe a little embarrassing) my pants were down and I was trying to get them back 

up, but I was struggling. I was literally caught with my pants down. Once I got them up, and the 

alarm went off again.” 
 

Anonymous September 2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘It is Here’, - Caught with My Pants Down: 

“Suddenly there is massive chaos and we all realize that "it's here".” 
 

Emma Moore’s Prophetic Dream - Do Not Be Afraid When the Bull Begins to Run Again: 

 “I turned and saw a BULL and it was running straight for me and I knew I couldn't do anything. “Suddenly” 

the bull was over me…” 

Rick Sergent’s Prophetic Vision - LARGEST CRASH IN U.S. HISTORY, July 12, 2012 
 “They are partying it up by either denying the economic conditions, thinking things will get better, or believing 

in the safety within the borders of the United States and not realizing that “sudden” destruction is near.” 
 

Jane Lowder’s Prophetic Word, January 3, 1999: 

 “Suddenly, banks shall close without notice, and the stock market shall hit an all-time low.” 
 

Harold Eatmon’s “Two Black Mondays” August 1997 Prophetic Vision: 

 “I also saw the Yen and Mark (the Mark was Germany’s currency before the Euro was instituted) fall 

dramatically (This happened in September of 2014) just before this “sudden” and inexplicable crash.” 
 

Heidi Baker’s Prophetic Vision shared at the Lancaster Prophetic Conference, August, 2015 – 

‘Americans “Suddenly” in Bread Lines and Soup Kitchens’: 

“I asked, “Why are they so well dressed and standing in this line?”  He said, “Because it is “sudden”. They are 

“suddenly” in need of food.” 
 

Nathan Leal’s 23 March, 2009 Prophetic Dream: 
 “The bank manager got hit from behind.  God said that means it is going to catch them off guard.  It’s going to strike all 

of us “suddenly”.  It’s going to be breaking news: Banks are failing all at once.”  “The banks are going to get cleaned 

out and it’s going to happen fast and “suddenly”.  That means just like in the first depression when there was a run on 

the banks, it’s going to happen again.”  “He (God) told me that the airplane I saw is the economy.  And He 

said, "The economy is going to crash.  It’s going to hit the ground and crash.  But before it crashes, it’s going to 

happen so fast (sudden) that it is going to take out small banks.” 
 

Prophetic Dream of a Black Transport Airplane Crash – David Jones, October 28, 2015: 

“I was at an airport and “suddenly” some alarming news was announced. I looked in the sky and watched a 

massive black transport plane crashed.” 
 

Eve Brast’s 10 September 2012, Prophetic Dream – Disaster in the Sky: 

“I was inspecting the damage that the space shuttle had caused as it had crashed through the side of the building. 

There were lots of bricks and broken glass all over the ground. “Suddenly”, I heard screams of terror coming from 

inside the building. Then the "Death Angel" that was painted on the mural of the Denver Airport 

jumped out through the hole and landed on the rubble from the hole.” 
 

Daniel Holloran’s 20 March 2009, Prophetic Dream: 

“I saw the space shuttle with the bay open descending, actually falling out of the sky and 

making sounds like a helicopter does that is about to crash; it was rotating wildly on a plane as do helicopters 

about to crash.” 
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Matt Smith’s Prophetic Poem Revealing the Future of America in 2016 and Beyond: 

 “December through February, Winter finds itself here, A “sudden” event will strike,  

And many will be in fear.  Know then My judgment, Has come upon this land, God reigns supreme,   

And deals with a heavy hand.” 
 

Logical Progression of the 16 “Signs” leading up to the Worldwide Stock Market Crash: 
Please read and study all of these Prophetic writings in this paper.  Let’s logically step through them and 

discover what they are really trying to tell us.  These writings did not state that a worldwide stock market crash 

would occur on 13 September, or even during the month of September 2015 for that matter.  Although some of 

them indicated a fall of late fall season event, we can’t discount the fact that sometimes prophetic events are 

delayed for various reasons.   
 

Now let’s look at the indicators or sign posts that will pave the way for a worldwide stock market crash.  I have 

listed a total of 18 signs (directly below) that I believe will precede the disasters in Japan.  But I don’t believe 

that any or all of these 18 signs combined will actually trigger the worldwide stock market crash.  I believe that 

the actual trigger for the worldwide stock market crash in late 2015 or early 2016 will occur from the Japan 

disasters (Mt Fuji volcanic eruption, massive Tokyo earthquake, and subsequent tsunami).   
 

Sign #1 – 70-Year Captivity, after Sept 08, 1945 (01 Tishri 5706) - 14 Sept 2015 (01 Tishri 5776): 

David Kenderes’ Prophetic Words about 70 Years of Bondage for America: 

“…During this 70-year cycle, the “lost” had “freedom” (because they were serving their first love – money) but 

the “saved” were bound, because the things of this world and the anti-Christian world system was fighting 

against them and winning!  We will soon and very soon see a reversal of the roles!  But sometime after 1 Tishri 

5776 (14 September 2015), the tables will be turned over!  After the world stock market crashes for the 2nd 

time and the world enters into the second Great Depression, as bad as it sounds, Christians will once again 

begin to experience freedom and turn back to their first love – the Lord Jesus Christ, while the lost will lose 

their first love – the things of this world and enter into captivity!” 

5776 is the 70th Jubilee year since Joshua led the children of Israel into the Promised Land! 

Selective transcript excerpts from Jan 24, 2016 X-Files Premier TV Show “Forever Dreaming”: 

“Garner: That we've had since the '40s. No fuel, no flame, no combustion. A simple electromagnetic field. 

Technology kept secret for 70 years while the world ran on petroleum.”, “Tad: But it's not hard to imagine... a 

government hiding, hoarding... alien technology for 70 years, at the expense of human life and the future of the 

planet. Driven not only by corporate greed, but... a darker objective.” 

Obama and Putin's meet on Monday 28 September 2015 United Nations (U.N.'s 70th birthday) 
 

Sign #2 – The “Joseph’s” and the 7 Good Years and the 7 Bad Years: 

Two Cows Born with the Number “7” on their Foreheads – What does it Mean (2008-2022)?                            

1 Tishri 5769 (30 September 2008) through 29 Elul 5782 (25 September 2022) 14-Years/2 Shemitahs?  Is a 

“7-Year Drought” Coming to the Earth?  Could “Ben-Joseph” (the son of Joseph) be a Twice Speak code 

illustration, telling us that what happened to Israel while in Egypt, will now begin to happen to America in 

spiritual Egypt/Babylon, beginning this year (5776) …in this Jubilee year?   

“American Pharaoh” Wins 2015 Belmont Stakes & Triple Crown on June 6, 2015 
Hallelujah!  It is Time for the Imprisoned “Joseph’s” to be Released from their Dungeons!       

33 Sailors Dead after Hurricane Joaquin sinks the Ship ‘El Faro’ (the “Pharaoh”) 

One of the cows born with a “7” on its forehead was named “Joseph” 
 

Sign #3 – Drop in Oil prices/Start of the Oil Crisis (Greatly Affecting Russia, Saudi Arabia and Others):   

In July of 2015 oil prices fell 21%, which was the worst drop since October 2008. 

Ugandan minister Elvis Mbonye’s Prophetic Warning: “He saw the economy plunging in June/July 2015”.   
 

Sign #4 – Weakening of the Germany (strongest economy in the EURO) and the European Economies: 
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In September 2014, the EURO (Germany’s currency) along with the British Pound and the Japanese Yen 

dropped dramatically against the dollar and the gap continues.  Germany’s 75 trillion dollar Deutsche Bank 

derivative scandal surfaced in June of 2015.  The German DAX stock exchange was walloped on August 25, 

2015 and has not recovered since.  The Volkswagen emissions scandal was revealed on September 18, 2015 and 

remains.  So, the once strongest economy in Europe (Germany) has already been weakened and humbled! 

Harold Eatmon’s “Two Black Mondays” Prophetic Vision:  “I also saw the Yen and Mark (the Mark was 

Germany’s currency before the Euro) fall dramatically just before this “sudden” and inexplicable crash”.   
 

Sign #5 - Jubilee Transition Date – Sept 13, 2015 (29 Elul 5776) / 14 Sept 2015 (01 Tishri 5776): 

It is the possible/likely transition date into the Jubilee Year, the year that occurs every 50th year, when personal, 

corporate and global debts are to be voluntarily forgiven or many times reluctantly forgiven. 

It is the possible/likely transition date from the end of 7 good years for America to the 7 bad years for America 

and the World and for the end of 70 good years and the beginning of 70 bad years.   

Will the “7-Year Fast” begin sometime during this Jubilee Year? 
 

Sign #6 - Pope Francis and President Barack Obama’s secret closed door meeting:   

It happened on September 23, 2015 on the “Day of Atonement”. 

Bette Stevens’ Prophetic Vision: “The abomination of desolation”  

Paul Keith Davis’ Prophetic Warning: “Something major is going to happen” 

Stephen Hanson’s Prophetic Word: “This ordeal will user in the one world government” 

Jennifer’s Prophetic Dream: “Some kind of evil ritual under the white house” 

Patricia Green’s Prophetic Word: “…the day Obama makes a pact with the devil” 

Ali Winters’s Prophetic Word: “Pope Francis will usher in the man of perdition” 
 

Sign #7 – The Last of the Blood Moons which was also a Supermoon occurred on September 27/28, 2015:  

The last of the 2014/2015 blood moons, which happened to also be a supermoon, occurred on the night of 

September 27, 2015 in the U.S., Canada, and in Central and South America, and in Africa, the Artic, parts of 

Asia and throughout Europe it was viewed after midnight on September 28, 2015.  If this series of ‘Blood 

Moons’ is representative of past ‘Blood Moons’, we shall see something good come from this.  How about the 

release of the Josephs and the Beginning of the ‘Last Days’ Great Revival?  But the End-Times Great Revival 

will not begin prior to the economy collapsing (worldwide stock market crash). 
 

Sign #8 – Everything Changes for the “American Woman” after the 2015 Holidays! 

Stan Patton’s December 2, 2015 Prophetic Dreams: “Everything will change” 

Penny Notzrim’s Prophetic Dream:  “After Thanksgiving everything changes”  

Bart Druckenmiller’s Prophetic Vision: “The Effect of Every Vision Shall be Retained No Longer” 

Ali Winters’ Feb 2016 Prophetic Word - “Much that has been withheld will be withheld no longer”  

Debra Elramey’s Nov 12, 2015 Prophetic Dream – Christian Woman Given 1 week Stay of Jihadist Execution  
 

Sign #9 – The FED Raises Interest Rates and Weakens the Economy on and after December 16, 2015: 

The rate hike was a small one (0.00% to 0.25%), but it will affect millions of Americans, such as home buyers, 

savers and investors.  David Rowland’s Prophetic Dre am:  “Judgment Begins with Fed Interest Rate Decision”  

James Bailey’s Prophetic Dream:  “Someone suggested this stand might be the Fed raising interest rates”  
 

Sign #10 – The Green Light and Funding for the Iran Nuclear Treaty – January 16, 2016: 

January 16, 2016:  Iran said to comply with the ‘Iran Nuclear Deal’ as sanctions are lifted.  Also today, 5 

American hostages were swapped for 4 Iranian prisoners.   
 

Revelation 6:5 (KJV): “And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, Come and see. And 

I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand.”   

Rachel Baxter’s January 3, 2016 Prophetic Word: “Famine Begins on January 16, 2016”  

Marcos Goncalves’ July 2015 Prophetic Dream – Alliance with Iran: “That the deal with Iran would grow and 

make connections with Islam and with the Middle East”   
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Lynn Myers’ 03, 2015 Prophetic Dream – “Iran Nuke Deal, U.S. Attacked by Nuke from the North”   
Updated: 01/20/2016 
 

Sign #11 – Winter Storm Jonas – The Late January 2016 Storm Complex that was given as a “Sign”: 

Jonas has a Greek etymology with a meaning of "Sign", because in ancient Greece, Greeks believed that birds 

were sent by gods as a sign to people.  The Hebrew version of the name means Dove.  (Wikipedia).   

Are the “modern day prophets” and people in general who have been waiting for God to act in the form of 

judgment in 2015 and now in 2016, looking and praying for a “Sign” from God?  Do you remember what Jesus 

said about a “Sign” and about “Jonas”?  Updated: 02/06/2016 
 

Sign #12 – The New York City Financial District Crane Collapse (Event Code) on Feb 05, 2016: 

A 565-foot ‘red’ crane collapsed in Lower Manhattan’s Financial District on Friday February 05, 2016.  The 

collapse killed 1 person and injured 3 others.  The one fatality, a 38 year old David Wichs, a Wall Street worker 

who lived in Manhattan, was sitting in his parked car at the time of the collapse.   
 

This is an “Event Code” folks, an Event Code depicting the fast approaching NYC Financial District stock 

market collapse!  Note, the crane was “red” (finances in the red) and that the deceased man was “38”  

(the number of change – financial change).   This same type of event code happened twice in the spring of 2008, 

pointing to a soon approaching stock market crash, which occurred in September!  Updated: 02/05/2016 
 

Sign #13 – James Bailey’s “The Event before the Event” March 01, 2015, Prophetic Dream Fulfilled – 

Obama Authorizes $1.2 Billion for Military Defense Equipment on February 9 2016: 
 

Sign #14 – James Bailey’s February 17, 2016 - Triple Top Reversal Could Be Forming Now: 
A triple top reversal pattern began forming six months ago and is still not complete, but it has already formed three of the 

four legs of the W shape, which is an interesting coincidence because I have seen the fulfillment of three of the four signs 

I was given.  To complete the final leg of the W the stock market would need one final rally. I believe we could see that 

soon because of two recent dreams in which I saw the value of the dollar moving up much higher prior to the coming 

crash.  The DJIA’s last 5 sessions prior to today (Thursday, February 18, 2016) finished in positive territory, so it appears 

that the last upswing of the “W” might in fact be taking place! 
 

Sign #15 – An Event (major earthquake) is “Coming to the whole World/Earth” Soon! 

Wattacoota’s May 2012, Prophetic Dream of an Earthquake in Japan, Another one is Coming! 

Kenyan Pastor Dr. Owuor’s 25 May 2012, Prophetic Vision of an Earthquake “Coming to the Earth” 

Kevin Mirasi’s Vision of a Mega Historic Earthquake “Coming to the Earth” “Very, Very, Very Soon” 

James Bailey’s 07/07/14, Prophetic Dream – Sudden Economic Collapse Coming upon the Whole World 

Joanie Stahl’s Jan 2016 Prophetic Word – I Am Calling You to Walk in the Darkest Period of Human History:  

“Everything you have learned from Me through these years was for the purpose of toughening you up for what 

will come upon the whole earth all at once.” 
 

Sign #16 – Are we Entering into the “Midnight Hour” of Mankind’s History as the Earthquake Strikes? 

David Feagin’s “The 12th Hour” Prophetic Vision:  “The clock struck 12” 

I Am Calling You to Walk in the Darkest Period of Human History:  “It is midnight now. I am now searching the earth 

with lanterns. I am making thorough searches. I will move suddenly” 

Acts 16:25-34 (KJV) The Midnight Hour (Twice Speak Code):  “25 And at midnight Paul and Silas prayed, and sang 

praises unto God: and the prisoners heard them.  26 And “suddenly” there was a great earthquake” 
Updated: 02/07/2016 
 

Sign #17 – Caught with My Pants Down – Sin will be exposed and lack of preparation will be revealed! 

Zandra Potter’s March 05, 2016 Prophetic Dream - America! You Forgot to Zip Your Pants! 
Pastors who preach false doctrines will be exposed 

Anonymous 12-06-2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘Caught with My Pants Down’ - the Alarm Goes Off: 

Anonymous September 2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘It is Here’, - Caught with My Pants Down 

Tawnie’s December 08, 2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘December 20th, Caught with My Pants Down’: 
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Sign #18 – Number “18” and the Exiting of the Josephs from Prison:   
 

Sign #19 – Dismemberment:   
 

The “Trigger” – Great natural disasters in the Tokyo, Japan region triggers a worldwide market crash?   

Technically, signs “15” through “18” are not really signs at all, but are part of the actual “trigger”. 

Folks, when the Earthquake “Coming to the Earth” strikes at the “Midnight Hour” the “trigger” for the 

worldwide stock market crash will have been activated and many will be “caught with their pants down”!  

The Joseph’s and other true Christians will be set free!    
 

Tokyo lies in a region of three converging tectonic plates (Pacific, Okhotsk and Okinawa).  The Pacific plate 

actually subducts underneath the Okhotsk Plate at the Japan Trench region, making it tsunami prone.  Seismic 

activity has been increasing in this region over the last few months.  And along with this increased earthquake 

activity (Richter scale quakes of 4’s and 5’s continue to strike around Tokyo.  A powerful 6.7 earthquake on 

November 13th.  A 6.5 Richter scale quake in the Philippines and a 6.1 Richter scale quake in Japan on 11 

January and another 6.7 magnitude quake in Japan on 14 January!  After that, a 7.1 magnitude quake jolted 

Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula on 24 January and on 30 January and a 7.3 Richter scale earthquake struck 95 km 

north of Yelizovo, Russia!  On 02 February, a 5.6 quake hit Miyako, Japan and a 5.8 hit near Yonakuni, Japan.  

And on 05 February, a 6.4 quake struck 28km north east of Pingtung, Taiwan).  Updated: 02/07/2016 
 

Volcanic activity is also increasing in the region in recent months.  The worst volcanic disaster in nearly 90 

years, occurred in Central Japan just last year, when Mt. Ontake unexpectedly erupted!  The result was the 

death of 63 people!  In May of 2015, a remote island south of Kyushu was evacuated because of another 

eruption!  Japan’s Mt. Aso in the Kumamoto prefecture of southwestern Japan, experienced an eruption on 

September 14, 2015, with a 1.2 mile high plume of smoke and pyroclastic flows!  Folks, Mt. Fuji is only about 

60 miles from Tokyo, how could the authorities evacuate the second most populous city in the world during an 

actual eruption?  Updated: 02/07/2016 
 

The ‘Ring of Fire’ is heating up again!  Things are really heating up on the Pacific “Ring of Fire” right now.   

A 6.0M quake struck on 01 April near Shingu, Japan, followed by a 6.2M quake that hit north east of Angoram, 

Papua New Guinea.  The following day on 02 April, a 6.2M quake struck near Chignik Lake, Alaska.  Then on 

April 3rd, a monster 6.9M quake struck near Port-Olry, Vanuatu!  Again on 06 April, Vanuatu was struck by 

another monster, a 6.7M earthquake hit 105km west-southwest of Sola!  The following day another 6.7 quake 

very close to the same region.  On April 13th a huge 6.9 quake terrified folks about 45 miles southeast of 

Mawlaik, Burma.  It keeps going folks …on 14 April three huge quakes struck near Port-Olry, Vanuatu (6.4M) 

and in Ueki, and Uto, Japan (6.2 and 6.0).  The 6.2 Ueki quake killed 9 people and injured scores of people!  

The following day on 15 April, a giant 7.0M earthquake struck Kumamoto-shi, Japan killing at least 41 and 

leaving hundreds injured!  Then just the next day (April 16th), a gigantic earthquake stuck near Muisne, 

Ecuador, killing more than 246 and injuring more than 2500 people!  And on 20 April, Muisne had 6.0 and 6.2 

aftershocks, while a 5.8 quake struck near Naime, Japan!  Next on 29 April, a 7.0M struck 1km south east of 

Norsup, Vanuatu and shortly after a 6.6M struck the northern East Pacific Rise.  The big earthquakes keep 

coming friends!  Updated: 04/30/2016 
 

A World Economic Collapse?  But you ask, how do we know that the devastations in Tokyo could really bring 

the economy down?  Well, the modern-day prophetic voice tells us so.  Also, what do you think a devastated 

Tokyo would do to the Tokyo/world automotive and electronics markets? 
 

Mena Lee Grebin Prophecy: 
Mena Lee Grebin stated that God mentioned a timing of September through December of 2015.  My question to 

you is – has the ‘September through December’ window past us by yet?  She was also told that are preparations 

must be completed by the end of the summer 2015.  Are your preparations finished yet?  At a minimum, we 

should have several months of water, food and toiletries for ourselves and our families.  Don’t forget to store 

some white gas (kerosene and/or propane) in a safe location.  You will need it to cook and heat with when the 

power goes out indefinitely.  Updated: 09/28/2015 
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It appears that this fall of 2015 Prophecy has been delayed.  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

Harold Eatmon’s “Two Black Mondays” Prophetic Vision:  
Harold Eatmon stated this about the timing “I saw the season to be when 'the leaves fall to the ground'     

(the fall season) then the first crash would occur”.  Well, the 2015 fall season just started, it commenced on 

September 23rd.  This prophecy also stated that there would be two crashes about two months or less apart, and 

that both crashes would occur on Mondays.  Samuel Garcia’s Prophetic Dream seemed to also be alluding to the 

fact that there would be two market crashes that would happen towards the end of the year, during the 

Christmas shopping season.  Updated: 09/28/2015 

It appears that this fall of 2015 Prophecy has been delayed.  Updated: 12/30/2015 
 

A 2015 Fall Season Hypothetical Scenario: 
Let me pose a hypothetical scenario here.  Let’s just say that on a given Saturday, Sunday or even Monday 

morning, in the not too distant future, that there is a huge earthquake and subsequent tsunami/Mt. Fuji volcanic 

eruption (the trigger), and millions of people died from the three events!  What do you think would happen to 

the worldwide stock markets with the first 3 sign’s already initiated (see above), and then “suddenly” the 4th 

and last sign becomes active?  Updated: 10/26/2015.  It appears that the fall of 2015 Scenario has been delayed.  
Updated: 12/30/2015 
 

So What am I still Watching for?   

I’m watching a singular, “sudden”, catastrophic event, the Japan disasters (Mt. Fuji volcanic eruption, 

Tokyo earthquake and subsequent tsunami) to trigger the 1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 

2015 or early 2016, and for it to change the history of mankind forever!  The “Midnight hour” event will 

commence setting the captives (the Joseph’s and true Christians) free from prison and the rest of the world 

into bondage!  We have already looked at some, but please do a word search within this paper to see how many 

times you see the Words “Sudden” or “Suddenly” in the Prophetic Voice of this attachment.  Folks, 

“suddenly” negates gradualism!  Did the first Great Depression come in gradually?  Nor will the 2nd one!  But 

some signs still have to be completed before the crashes and subsequent 2nd   Great Depression occurs  …and by 

the way, most of them will happen “Suddenly” too!   
 

I’m still watching for the German economy and DAX to continue its downward rollercoaster ride.  I doubt that 

we are done hearing about Germany yet (sign #4).  I’m also still monitoring for increasing earthquake activity 

in the Tokyo, Japan region, and closely watching Mt. Fuji for volcanic activity, until the massive earthquake 

strikes and the volcano erupts (the trigger).  And then lastly, I was anticipating a worldwide stock market crash 

in the fall season of this Jubilee year, but it hasn’t happen yet.  Was it delayed for whatever reason, I don’t 

know, but I suspect that it was …some of the prophecies seem to be indicating that.  I am still expecting it to 

occur in the upcoming days or weeks on a “Monday” in early 2016 immediately following the “trigger”.  I 

believe that this first stock market crash will be followed by a short recovery and then a second stock market 

crash, again on a “Monday”, a couple of months or less after the first crash, which will lead the world into a 

second Great Depression and the Greatest Christian revival that this world has ever seen!  I was expecting the 

first crash to happen on one of the following days:  (September 23 was the autumnal equinox – the first day of the fall 

season).  September 28th, October 5th, 12th, 19th, 26th, November 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th, December 7th, 14th, or the 21st. 

(December 22 is the winter solstice – the first day of the winter season).   
 

Well Folks, the 2015 fall season has come and gone …has the Harold Eatmon Prophecy been delayed?  Will the 

worldwide stock market crash happen after Christmas or even after New Year’s?  I strongly believe that it will, but only 

time will tell us for sure.  Please get your food and water supplies ready folks.  Updated: 12/30/2015 
 

Do I know for sure that a tanked German economy (sign #4) will proceed a Tokyo earthquake, tsunami and Mt. 

Fuji eruption (the trigger), which will lead to a worldwide “Monday” stock market crash?  No I don’t, I’m 

doing the best that I can with the Prophetic writings and Codes that I have to work with; but having said that, 

these Prophetic writings do seem to be pointing in that direction!  Updated: 12/13/2015 
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Below are some links that hopefully will be helpful to those of you that are interested in monitoring the 

aforementioned things.  Watch these ‘real-time’ links for changes that might usher in the greatest crash in the 

history of the stock market: 
 

USGS 1-Day Magnitude Worldwide Listing (select ‘zoom to world’): 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 
 

Latest earthquakes near Mt Fuji Volcano, Japan: 

http://www.volcanodiscovery.com/fuji-earthquakes.html 
 

Real-time Asian Markets News (to check the Nikkei (Japan’s Stock Exchange): 

http://www.reuters.com/finance/markets/asia 
 

Real-time DAX News (German Stock Exchange): 

http://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/dax?countrycode=dx 
 

Real-time Dow Jones Industrial Average News: 

http://www.marketwatch.com/investing/index/djia  Updated: 09/28/2015 
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Snapshots of Current Events: 
Decisions and Judgments occurring prior to and during the Tishri 1, 5776 (September 14, 2015) - 

Elul 29, 5776 (October 02, 2016) Jubilee Year: 
 

70-Year Captivity, After Sept 08, 1945 (01 Tishri 5706) - 14 Sept 2015 (01 Tishri 5776) – Sign #1:   

David Kenderes’ Prophetic Words about 70 Years of Bondage for America: 

“…During this 70-year cycle, the “lost” had “freedom” (because they were serving their first 

love – money) but the “saved” were bound, because the things of this world and the anti-

christian world system was fighting against them and winning!   

5776 is the 70th Jubilee year since Joshua led Israel into the Promised Land! 
Selective transcript excerpts from Jan 24, 2016 X-Files Premier TV Show “Forever 

Dreaming”:  “Garner: That we've had since the '40s. No fuel, no flame, no combustion. A 

simple electromagnetic field. Technology kept secret for 70 years while the world ran on 

petroleum.”, “Tad: But it's not hard to imagine... a government hiding, hoarding... alien technology for 70 years, at the 

expense of human life and the future of the planet. Driven not only by corporate greed, but... a darker objective.”  Obama 

and Putin's meet on Monday 28 September 2015 United Nations (U.N.'s 70th birthday) 
 

American Pharaoh Wins 2015 Belmont Stakes & Triple Crown on June 6, 2015 – Sign #2: 

 “As American Pharaoh came out of the far turn and squared his shoulders to 

let his rider Victor Espinoza stare down the long withering stretch of Belmont Park, 

a sense of inevitability surged through this mammoth old grandstand. The fans in a 

capacity crowd strained on the tips of their toes and let out a roar from deep in their 

souls. It was going to end, finally — this 37-year search for a great racehorse.”  By 

Joe Drape, June 6, 2015.  (This is code language folks!) 

Two Cows Born with “7” on their Foreheads (Event Code), what does it Mean? – Sign #2:   

1 Tishri 5769 (30 September 2008) through 29 Elul 5782 (25 September 

2022) 14-Years/2 Shemitahs?  Is a “7-Year Fast” Coming to the Earth?  

Could this be a Twice Speak code illustration, telling us that what happened 

to Israel while in Egypt, will now begin to happen to America in spiritual 

Egypt/Babylon, beginning in this year (5776) Jubilee year?   
 

The EURO (Germany’s currency) dramatically Drops Against the Dollar – Sign #4: 
In September 2014, the EURO (Germany’s currency) along with the British Pound and the 

Japanese Yen dropped dramatically against the dollar and the gap continues. 

Harold Eatmon’s “Two Black Mondays” Prophetic Vision:  “I also saw the Yen and Mark (the 

Mark was Germany’s currency before the Euro) fall dramatically just before this “sudden” and 

inexplicable crash”.  Updated: 01/16/2016 
 

Germany’s $75 trillion Deutsche Bank Derivative Scandal, June, 2015 – Sign #4: 
Rick Wiles’ 1998 Prophetic Word:  “Understanding that “derivatives” would bring down the 

financial system”.  Pastor Lyndsey Williams stated that the “elite” would initiate a global market 

crash by creating problems in the derivative market.  Terry Bennett’s June 2011, Prophetic Vision:  

“German economy will stumble …exposure of wrongdoings” Updated: 01/16/2016 
 

 

Friday 26 June 2015 - Supreme Court decision to approve gay marriage nationwide. 

 
22 Killed, 20 Injured in Attock Pakistan Al-Qaeda Suicide Bombing – Aug 16, 2015: 
In the village of Shadikhan, an Attock district of Pakistan, two Al-Qaeda suicide bombers 

detonated explosives in the home of Punjab Interior Minister Shuja Khanzada, killing the minister 

and at least 21 other people.  Al-Qaeda claimed responsibility for the attack.  Updated: 01/22/2016 
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21 Killed, 123 Injured in Ratchaprasong Bangkok, Thailand – August 17, 2015: 
A bomb attack outside the Erawan Shrine at theRatchaprasong Intersection in Pathum Wan 

District, Bangkok, Thailand, killed 21 and injured 123.  Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

Drop in Oil Prices, beginning of the Oil Crisis – Sign #3:   

In July of 2015 oil prices fell 21%, which was the worst drop since October 2008. 

Ugandan minister Elvis Mbonye’s Prophetic Warning: “He saw the economy plunging in 

June/July 2015”.  How is this doing to the Russian economy?  Updated: 01/16/2016 

The German DAX Stock Market Crashed on August 25, 2015 – Sign #4: 
Louie McGeorge’s Prophetic Dream:  “There will be a crash in Germany on the 25th” 

The world’s stock markets did crash on August 25, 2015, most recovered from the crash, but the 

German DAX has remained at those summer low levels.  Updated: 01/16/2016  
 

Syrian Refugee Crisis: 
Wednesday 2 September 201  5 – Syrian refuge crisis begins …thousands flood into 

Hungary and Germany over the next few weeks.   

In November, President Obama pledged to bring 10,000 Syrian refuges to America. 
 

10+ Killed, 100+ Injured in Kerawa in Cameroon Suicide Bombing – Sept 03, 2015: 
Two suicide attacks occurred in the city of Kerawa in Cameroon.  These two attacks occurred in a 

region near the Nigerian border.  The Boko Haram group was blamed for the attack.   
Updated: 01/22/2016 

 

Iran Nuclear Treaty Agreement completed on September 9, 2015: – Sign #10: 

Wednesday September 9, 2015 - President Obama’s Iran nuclear treaty goes through, since 

Congress failed to get the 60 votes (58 to 42) needed to overturn it. 

 

Butte Fire General Information - State of California begins on Sept 9, 2015: 
Wednesday September 9, 2015 (date fire started) – ‘Butte Fire’ (70,868 acres, 10,000 

people displaced, 503 residences, 330 outbuildings, 47 structures damaged).   

 

Valley Fire General Information - State of California begins on Sept 12, 2015: 
Saturday September 12, 2015 (date fire started, peaked between 13 & 14 September) – 

‘Valley Fire’ Middletown, California burns to the ground.  At its peak the fire was burning 

an unheard of 35 football fields per minute!  (76,067 acres, 13,000 people displaced, 1,910 

structures destroyed of which 585 were homes, 4 injured firefighters, and 4 civilians 

confirmed death).  
 

Megafires (Fires that Burn at least 100,000 Acres):  
The United States has had 18 megafires (mostly in California and Washington State) so far 

in 2015, which is the all-time record!  California has experienced its worst forest fire year 

in 2015, another all-time record! 
 

 

Jubilee Year: Sept 13, 2015 (2 9 Elul 5776) / 14 Sept 2015 (1 Tishri 5776) – Sign #5: 

Commencement date of the Jubilee Year? The likely transition date into the Jubilee Year, 

the year that occurs every 50th year, when personal, corporate and global debts are to be 

voluntarily forgiven or in many cases reluctantly forgiven.  Updated: 01/17/2016 

 

Partial Solar Eclipse over southern Africa on Sunday September 13, 2015: 

Sunday September 13, 2015 – A partial solar eclipse was visible over a large portion of 

southern Africa.  The eclipse was visible to people throughout South Africa, Madagascar, 

southern parts of Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.  Updated: 01/08/2016 
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Flash Flood in Utah/Arizona border area on September 14, 2015: 
Monday September 14, 2015 – A flash flood swept through the small Utah-Arizona border 

community of Hildale Monday, killing 20 people.  The largest death toll for a single event 

so far this year. 
 

Flash Flood in Utah’s Zion National Park on September 14, 2015: 
Monday September 14, 2015 – A flash flood killed 7 hikers on Monday afternoon, when 

fast-moving floodwaters rushed through a narrow park canyon in Zion National Park. 
 

The Volkswagen Emissions Scandal was revealed on September 18, 2015 – Sign #4: 
Terry Bennett’s June 2011, Prophetic Vision:  “German economy will stumble and that there would 

be exposure of wrongdoings at some high levels” 

Germany’s Volkswagen chief executive Martin Winterkorn resigned on Wednesday September 23, 

2015 as a result of the revealed scandal.  Updated: 01/16/2016  
 

145 Killed, 150+ Injured in Maiduguri, Nigeria Bombings – September 20, 2015: 
A series of attacks including suicide bombings.  Targets included a football match and a mosque.  
The Boko Haram group was blamed for the attack.   
Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

Pope Francis Meets with Obama on the Day of Atonement on September 23, 2015 – Sign #6: 
Bette Stevens’ Prophetic Vision: “The abomination of desolation”  

Paul Keith Davis’ Prophetic Warning: “Something major is going to happen” 

Stephen Hanson’s Prophetic Word: “This ordeal will user in the one world government” 

Jennifer’s Prophetic Dream: “Some kind of evil ritual under the white house” 

Patricia Green’s Prophetic Word: “…the day Obama makes a pact with the devil” 

Ali Winters’s Word: “Pope Francis will usher in the man of perdition” Updated: 01/16/2016 
 

Last of the Blood Moons, a Supermoon occurred on Sept 27/28, 2015: – Sign #7:   
The last of the 2014/2015 blood moons, which happened to also be a supermoon, occurred on the 

night of September 27, in the U.S., Canada, and in Central and South America, and in Africa, the 

Artic, parts of Asia and throughout Europe it was viewed after midnight on September 28, 2015.  
Updated: 01/08/2016 

 

 

Hurricane Joaquin Destruction, January 20-22, 2016: 
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Hurricane Joaquin – The October 2015 Storm Complex that was Lifted by Yahweh! 
Joaquin is the Spanish language version of Joachim. It is a male name which finds its origin in Hebrew and 

literally means "lifted by Yahweh" (Wikipedia).   
 

Was this storm be "lifted by Yahweh” to strike the 

East Coast in the form of judgment against 

America? Hurricane Joaquin, was a category #4 

hurricane which sat over the Bahama Islands for days.  

As it slowly moved northward, heavy winds which 

were driven from a blocking high pressure zone to the 

north, coupled with a cutoff low to the south; pulled 

hurricane Joaquin laden moisture into the Carolinas 

for days!  Some meteorologists are labelling this 

complex system a ‘one thousand year’ event!   
 

33 Sailors Dead after Hurricane Joaquin sinks the Ship ‘El Faro’ (the Pharaoh) – Sign #2: 
Since October 1, large portions of North and South Carolina have been inundated with a foot or more of rain and some 

areas have exceeded two feet of rain!   Seventeen dams have failed or breached.  Local residents are calling this flood 

event “the Biblical Flood of 2015!”  An unimaginable 55.6 trillion gallons of rain water fell in Virginia and the Carolina’s 

during this hurricane storm complex!  The death toll in the United States (South Carolina - 17 and North Carolina - 2) has 

reached nineteen.  The peanut and cotton fields are gone – they are gone!!!  Look for this loss to be transferred to costs in 

the market place. And 33 sailors are feared dead (28 Americans and 5 Polish nationals) from the missing cargo ship ‘El 

Faro’, which was lost at sea in the hurricane.  ‘El Faro’ is pronounced Pharaoh – as in ‘the Pharaoh’ as in the ‘first bad 

year’ …the theme of this paper, right?)  Faro means “lighthouse” the beacon is gone – lost in the sea (the world)!!! 
 

Hurricane Joaquin eventually reached just under category #5 hurricane strength (cat #5 requires 156 mph plus wind 

speeds) with 155 mph winds, as it traveled toward the Island of Bermuda.  This storm complex left hundreds of miles of 

severely eroded beaches in Virginia and the Carolinas, which would take billions of dollars to restore!  With all of this 

beach sand gone, the East Coast beach towns (especially the Outer Banks) are now primed for tremendous structural 

devastation, in the event that another hurricane strikes this fall, or when the annual nor'easters strike this winter!   
Updated: 10/07/2015 
 

Brian Carn’s September 30, 2015 Prophetic Warning of a “Major Catastrophe” Hitting the United States: 

Brian Carn just stated tonight (09/30/2015) on the Day Star “Heal the World” telethon, that God told him that a “Major 

Catastrophe” will hit the U.S. within the next couple of weeks!  Could the “major catastrophe” be referring to a stock 

market crash?  I believe so, but only time will tell.  Updated: 09/30/2015   
 

It appears that the “Major Catastrophe” referred to the disastrous flooding that hit the Carolina’s from the winds and rain 

that were spawned from hurricane Joaquin!  Updated: 10/25/2015 
 

Russia begins a Bombing Campaign in Syria on September 30, 2015: 
Wednesday, September 30, 2015, was the commencement date for the Russian bombing campaign 

in Syria.  Some are calling this the first stage battles of WW3! 
Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

 

102 Killed, 508 Injured in Ankara, Turkey Suicide Bombing on October 10, 2015: 
Two suicide bombers blew themselves up near Ankara’s central station, where a peace rally 

supported by HDP was taking place.   
Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

 

38 Killed, 51 Injured in N'Djamena & Chad Baga Sola, Bombings on Oct 10, 2015: 
Two groups of suicide bombers attacked a refugee center in N'Djamena and a market in Baga Sola, 

Chad. Boko Haram has been blamed for the attacks.   
Updated: 01/22/2016 
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California Interstate 5 Mudslide Rescues on October 15, 2015: 
Thursday, October 15, 2015, rescue teams freed 14 people from their mud covered vehicles on a 

section of Interstate 5 north of Los Angeles.  Over 3 inches of rain in one hour unleashed flash 

floods and subsequent mudslides that stranded hundreds of cars and trucks in feet of mud.  Many 

drivers scrambled to the roof tops of their cars for safety!  The National Weather Service in Los 

Angeles described as a "1,000-year rainfall event."  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

Great Scott! The “Back to the Future” Movie Date has Finally Arrived! 
In the 1989 film, Marty and Doc Brown hit 88 miles per hour in their time traveling 

DeLorean car and arrived at exactly 4:29 p.m. on Oct. 21, 2015.  Updated: 01/13/2016 
 

Hidden Pines Fire – Bastrop County (San Antonio, Texas area): 
October 2015 (middle to end of October) – ‘Hidden Pines Fire’ 

Raging flames lasting over two weeks consumed almost 4,600 acres. 

The fire has destroyed over 60 structures.  About 445 displaced residents were displaced 

and sent to the Smithville Recreation Center during the event.  Updated: 10/26/2015 
 

Hurricane Patricia – The Most Powerful Hurricane to Ever Hit the Western Hemisphere! 

Category 5 hurricane Patricia with winds at one point over 200 mph slammed into Mexico 

in a small fishing town near Manzanillo. The remnants of this hurricane travelled across 

Mexico into the Gulf of Mexico and southern Texas and Louisiana.  The remnants of 

Patricia mixed with an upper level Low pressure zone dropping over 9 inches of rain in 

some locations causing flooded houses, roads, and several water rescues. Updated: 10/26/2015 
 
 

Record Values of Precipitable Water in October 2015: 
The last several days brought record values of precipitable water 

in the form of rain over parts of Texas and Louisiana.  The 

Austin/San Antonio, Texas region has gone from record rains in 

the 2015 Memorial Day flood, to months of severe drought 

followed by the “Hidden Pines” fire in the middle of October; 

and now 10 to 15 plus inches of rain over a two day span in late 

October.  Houses and roads have flooded and water rescues were 

performed in the Austin/San Antonio and Houston areas.   

What is going on folks?  Updated: 10/31/2015 
 

 

ISIS claims Downing of Russian Plane Killing 224 on October 31, 2015: 
All 224 passengers were killed on Russian Airline Kogalymavia (Metrojet) Flight 9268, 

when it disintegrated at 31,000 feet in the skies above the northern Sinai Peninsula on 

Saturday October 31, 2015.  ISIS claimed responsibility for shooting down the Russian 

airliner.  Updated: 01/08/2016 

 

ISIS Suicide Bombings Kills 43 in Beirut on November 12, 2015:  
On Thursday November 12, 2015 suicide bombings killed at least 43 people and 

injured 240 in Beirut, Lebanon. ISIS has claimed responsibility for the attack.   
Updated: 01/08/2016 
 

129 Killed in the Islamic Terrorist Attacks in Paris on November 13, 2015: 
On the night of November 13, 2015, a series of simultaneously coordinated radical 

Islamic terrorist attacks struck Paris and Saint-Denis France. The attacks consisted of 7 

terrorists committing suicide bombings and mass shootings at cafés, restaurants, and a 

concert hall, where 129 People killed and another 350 injured.  Updated: 01/08/2016  
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34+ Killed, 80 Injured in Yola, Nigeria Bombing on November 17, 2015:  
A farmer's market bombing in Yola, Nigeria killed at least 34 and injured another 80 

people. Boko Haram is being blamed for the attack.   
Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

Radical Islamic Terrorist Attack in Mali Kills 27+ on November 20, 2015: 
On November 20, 2015, radical Islamist terrorists took 170 hostages and killed at least 

27 of them, 2 others were injured in a mass shooting at the Radisson Blu hotel in 

Bamako.  An Al-Qaeda affiliate claimed responsibility for the attack.  The remaining 

hostages were eventually released.  Updated: 01/08/2016 

 
13 Killed, 17 Injured in a Tunis, Tunisia Suicide Bombing on November 24, 2015: 
A bomb exploded on a bus packed with Tunisian presidential guards in the capital Tunis on 

Tuesday, killing at least 12 people in the suicide bomber attack.     
Updated: 01/22/2016 

 
 

Is Something’s Up after Thanksgiving, will “Everything” Change? - Nov 26, 2015? – Sign #8: 
Stan Patton’s 2 December 2015 Prophetic Dreams: “E verything will change” 

Penny Notzrim’s Prophetic Dream:  “After Thanksgiving everything changes”  

Bart Druckenmiller’s Prophetic Vision: “The Effect of Every Vision Shall be Retained 

No Longer”.  Debra Elramey’s Nov 12, 2015 Prophetic Dream – Christian Woman 

Given 1 week Stay of Islamic Jihadist Execution.  Joanie Stahl’s January 2016 

Prophetic Word:  “Everything you have learned from Me through these years was for 

the purpose of toughening you up for what will come”.  Updated: 01/16/2016 
 

Colorado Springs Planned Parenthood Shooting on November 27, 2015: 
On November 27, 2015, the day after Thanksgiving, 3 people (a police officer and 

two civilians) were killed and 9 others were wounded at a Colorado Springs Planned 

Parenthood Center shooting.  The shooter surrendered five hours later.   
Updated: 12/02/2015 
 
 

San Bernardino, California Radical Islamic Terrorist Attack Mass Shooting on Dec 2, 2015: 
On December 02, 2015 at 17 were wounded and 14 killed and 23 injured in a mass shooting terrorist attack.  

The rampage began at 11 a.m. PT when 2 Islamic radical terrorists (Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik) 

armed with assault-style rifles and wearing body armor and 

masks fired at least 65 rounds at public health workers gathered 

for a holiday banquet. The two assailants attempted to drive away 

in a large black SUV, but were killed by authorities in a shootout 

a few miles from the crime scene.  It was worst mass shooting in 

the U.S. since the December 14th 2012 Sandy Hook elementary 

shooting and the worst terrorist attack since 911.  This event 

follows on the heels of the 11-13-2015 Paris shooting massacre, 

where Islamic terrorists killed 130 people.  Updated: 12/10/2015 
 

All Combat Jobs are now open to Women as of December 03, 2015: 
On Thursday December 03, 2015, an historic change for American military was made 

when Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter announced that the Pentagon would open all 

combat jobs to women.  Updated: 01/11/2016 
 

27 Killed, 90 Injured, in a 3 Female Suicide Attack in Lake Chad on Dec 05, 2015: 
Three females committed a suicide bombing attack on markets in different areas of the island 

Loulou Fou, on the Chadian side of Lake Chad.  Updated: 01/22/2016 
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The Oregon Deluge occurring on December 8 and 9, 2015: 
On Tuesday and Wednesday (December 8 th and 9th), a total of 15 inches of rain flooded 

several areas along the Oregon coast, and homeowners in Tillamook couldn't drive to work 

due to a washed out bridge.  Two deaths have been attributed to the storm and the rain 

continues to fall.  Updated: 12/11/2015 
 

3 Killed, 14 Injured, in an NPA Attack in the Philippines on December 12, 2015: 
New People's Army (NPA) rebels planted a land mine device and detonated it on a group of 

Philippine soldiers, who were partroling on a road near Mibani, Philippines. The explosion killed 

two soldiers and a civilian, and another 14 injured.  Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

30 Killed, 20 Injured, in Borno, Nigeria Villages on December 12, 2015: 
Battles continue between the Nigerian military and the Boko Haram terrorist group.  Boko Haram 

Islamic terrorists, some using machetes, attacked residents of the Borno, Nigeria villages of 

Warwara, Mangari, and Bura-Shika.  Thirty were killed, and another twenty were injured, and the 

villages were set on fire.  Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

The Shut Down of the Los Angeles School System due to a Bomb Treat on Dec 15, 2015: 

The Los Angeles Unified School District (second largest school system in America with 

60,000 students) was closed Tuesday December 15, 2015 due to an electronic email bomb 

threat, which turned out to be a hoax.  Updated: 12/15/2015 

 
 

Interest Rate Hike, Stock Market Crash coming down the Pike? – Sign #9: 
David Rowland’s Prophetic Dre am:  “Judgment Begins with Fed Interest Rate Decision”  
James Bailey’s Prophetic Dream:  “Someone suggested this stand might be the Fed raising interest rates”  

Updated: 01/16/2016 

 

Yellin’ for an Interest Rate Hike! – It Happened on December 16, 

2015, the First Rate Hike in nearly a Decade! – Sign #9: 

Janet Yellin’s rate hike was a small one (0.00% to 0.25%), but it will 

affect millions of Americans, such as home buyers, savers and investors. 

It is thought that mortgage rates will now gradually increase.  The rate 

increase was widely expected in financial circles and was touted as a sign 

of the healing of the “Great Recession”. We’ll see!  Updated: 12/16/2015 
 

The DJIA Roller Coaster Ride following the Rate Hike: – Sign #9: 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average rallied to a 224 point gain (17,749.09) on 16 

December, after the announcement was made at the Yellen's press conference.   
Updated: 12/16/2015 
 

Yesterday’s Dow Jones gains were erased today as the market closed 225.53 

points down (17,523.56) on 17, December 2015.  Updated: 12/17/2015 
 

The Dow closed 367.45 points down (17,128.55) on 18, December 2015.   

The biggest 2 day loss since August!  Updated: 12/18/2015 
 

 

At Least 23 Dead After December Texas Tornadoes and Midwest Flooding on Dec 19, 2015: 
“At least 23 people have been killed and one person is missing after tornadoes barreled through Texas and 

heavy rain inundated parts of the Midwest. The Dallas area was ravaged by several 

massive tornadoes that left at least 11 people dead Saturday night (December 19, 

2015). Five people died in a flash flood in Illinois, and eight deaths have been 

confirmed in Missouri, the latest tragedy in what has become a week-long outbreak of 

severe weather.  Forecasters say two tornadoes that hit the Dallas area had winds up 

to more than 200 mph.” by Sean Breslin.  Updated: 12/27/2015 
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6 U.S. Troops Dead, & 3 Injured in a Suicide Motorcycle Attack in Afghanistan on Dec 21, 2015: 
The U.S. led military coalition in Afghanistan suffered one of its worst days in 2015 on 

Monday 21 December 2015, as six U.S. service members were killed and three others 

wounded in a Taliban suicide bombing motorcycle attack in Parwan province Afghanistan.  
Updated: 01/08/2016 

 

26 Killed, 50+ Injured, in Mardan, Pakistan on December 29, 2015: 
A suicide bomber detonated a bomb in the front entrance of a regional branch of the National 

Database and Registration Authority (NDRA) building.  The NDRA is responsible for issuing 

ID cards to residents in northwestern city of Mardan, Pakistan. The leader of Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, 

a faction of the Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan claimed responsibility.  Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

Death Toll Continues to Rise, at least 52 have Died from Winter Storm Goliath 

and Continued Midwest Flooding at the end of December 2015: 
The Midwest flooding continues with numerous Missouri levees breaking.  Flood levels 

on the Mississippi river might exceed the historic 1993 flood levels.  Updated: 12/30/2015 
 

S. California residents Leave Homes due to Methane Gas Leak, Dec 31, 2015: 
A massive methane gas leak in Aliso Canyon is sending dangerous fumes into the air 

above in the Porter Ranch area of Los Angeles.  Demonstrators staged a protest outside the 

Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, DC, on January 15, 2016. 
Updated: 01/27/2016 
 

3 Killed, 7 Injured, in Tel Aviv, Israel on January 01, 2016: 
A Gunman identified as Arab-Israeli Nasha'at Melhem, fired into a Pub and several other 

establishments on Dizingoff street in Tel Aviv.  He killed 2 civilians and wounded 7 others. The 

attacker then fled the scene, took a cab and then shot the driver dead.  Nasha'at Melhem was 

ultimately shot dead in a shoot-out by an Israeli counter-terrorism unit on 8 January 2016, in his 

hometown of Ar'ara, Israel.  Updated: 01/22/2016 

Heavy Storms Dump Copious amounts of Rain in Central & Southern California: 

San Francisco's iconic cable car system was shut down due to heavy rains that hit the area 

on January 5th, 2016.  Extensive flooding occurred in the eastern side of the San Fernando 

Valley in Los Angeles and trash cans were swept down a street in the Highland Park area. 

Mudflows poured through roadways in Glendora, California.  And parts of Orange County 

also experienced extensive flooding.  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

North Korea Conducted a Nuclear Hydrogen Bomb Test on January 06, 2016: 

North Korea detonated a nuclear hydrogen bomb on January 6, 2016, at their Punggye-ri 

Nuclear Test Site.  The United States Geological Service (USGS) reported a 5.1 magnitude 

earthquake from the location.  Updated: 01/27/2016 
 

The DJIA Closed Down 392.41 (17,749.09) on January 06, 2016 – Sign #9: 

The Dow closed down 392.41 points (16,514.10) from the previous day.  The Dow is 

moving dangerously close to the 2015 summer lows and it was the worst opening week of 

a given year in over 100 years of trading!  Updated: 01/06/2016 

 

60 Killed, 200 Injured, in a Zliten, Libya Car Bombing on January 07, 2016: 
A suicide truck bomb was detonated at the al-Jahfal police training camp in Zliten, Libya.  

Around 400 policemen were training when the attack occurred.  Sixty officers were killed 

and another 200 were injured. The Islamic State was blamed for the attack.   
Updated: 01/22/2016 
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President Obama’s Town Hall Meeting on Gun Control at George Mason UNIV on Jan 7, 2016: 
President Barack Obama scheduled a live one-hour televised CNN Town Hall 

Meeting speech on the topic of Gun Control on Thursday January 7th, 2016 at 

George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia.  This is his last major gun control 

pitch to the public before attempting to legislate his mandate into law via executive 

order!  I find the timing interesting …that the town hall speech happens just hours 

before China is scheduled to suspend the use of their stock market “circuit breakers”.  
Updated: 01/06/2016 

 

Chinese Security Regulators Suspend Stock Market Circuit Breakers on January 07, 2015: 
China suspended its recently implemented circuit-breaker system Thursday January 7, 

2015, after two Chinese stock market sessions were halted over the last two weeks.  Last 

week the circuit breaker system stopped the downward spiraling CSI300 after it had 

plunged more than 7 percent!  The Chinese market no longer has protection against a 

runaway market collapse!  Updated: 01/08/2016 
 

Philadelphia Police Officer Ambushed by a Radical Islamic Sympathizer on January 07, 2015: 
Radical Islamic sympathizer Edward Archer, using a gun previously stolen from police, 

attacked a police officer, shooting him at point-blank range more than a dozen times, 

while he was sitting at an intersection in his squad car.  The officer was struck many 

times in his bullet proof vest and three times in his left arm, but still managed to fire 

back and wound his assailant.  Updated: 01/08/2016 
 

A 6.2 earthquake Strikes 74 km from Rumoi, Japan on January 11, 2016: 
A strong 6.2 magnitude earthquake struck 74 km from the city of Rumoi, Japan in the 

Hokkaido prefecture on Monday January 11, 2016.  No reports of deaths, injuries or 

major damage were reported from this strong earthquake.  Updated: 01/17/2016 
 

Earthquake Activity Greatly Increasing in the Far East (A 6.4 in the Indonesia & 6.2 in Japan): 

 
 

Earthquake activity has dramatically increased today (January 11, 2016) in the Far East, including a 6.5 Richter 

scale quake in the Indonesia and a 6.2 Richter scale quake in Japan!  Updated: 01/11/2016 
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Karangetang Volcano on the Siau Island, Erupted on Jan 11-12, 2016: 
The Karangetang volcano, located on the Siau Island (part of the Sangihe Islands) in Indonesia 

erupted on January 11 and 12, 2016.  Darwin VAAC reported that ash from the volcano was 

observed on satellite imagery.  A small pyroclastic flow occurred from the eruption.   
Updated: 02/14/2016 
 

Syrian suicide bomber 10 killed, 14 Injured, in Istanbul on January 12, 2016: 
January 12, 2016 “A 28-year-old Syrian national blew himself up in a popular tourist district 

of Istanbul Tuesday, killing at least 10 people and injuring at least 15 more, Turkish 

government officials said.” By Fox News.  ISIS blamed for the attacks.  Updated: 01/12/2016 
 

The Iranian Revolutionary Guard Seizes 10 Sailors – January 12, 2016: 
The Iranian Revolutionary Guard seized 2 small disabled naval vessels that drifted into 

Iranian waters on Tuesday evening.  The humiliated sailors (9 men and 1 women) 

apologized and were subsequently released the following morning.  Updated: 01/13/2016 
 

President Obama’s Last State of the Union Address – January 12, 2016: 
“If this Congress is serious about winning this war and wants to send a message to our 

troops and the world, authorize the use of military force against ISIL.”  “Anyone claiming 

that America’s economy is in decline is peddling fiction…” Updated: 01/13/2016  
 

 

The DJIA Down 364.81 Points (16,151.41) on January 12, 2016: – Sign #9: 
The Dow closed 364.81 points down (16,151.41) from the previous day.  The Dow 

continues its downward slide, following the Fed’s December 16, 2015 interest rate hike.  It 

was the deepest decline since the summer of 2015 lows.  Updated: 01/13/2016 
 

Strong 6.7 M Earthquake Struck 51 km SE of Shizunai, Japan on Jan 14, 2016: 
A strong 6.7 magnitude earthquake jolts Shiunai, Japan at 03:25:00 GMT on Thursday 

January 14, 2016.  No tsunami warnings were issued and no deaths or injuries were 

reported.  Updated: 01/14/2016 
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2 Dead in Radical Islamic Terrorist Attack in Jakarta, Indonesia - Jan 14, 2016: 
CNN Report:  “At least two people, including a policeman, are dead after militants carried 

out a series of apparently coordinated gun and bomb attacks in the heart of the Indonesian 

capital of Jakarta.”  The terrorists are believed to be linked to ISIS.  Updated: 01/14/2016 
 

“As January Goes, so Goes the Year” DJIA - 390.97 Points on Jan 14, 2016: – Sign #9 

The Dow closed down 390.97 points (15,988.08).  The Dow continues its downward slide, 

following the Fed’s December 16, 2015 interest rate hike.  The DOW is headed for its worst 

single month of trading since February of 2009.  Updated: 01/15/2016 
 

12 Marines Feared Dead after 2 Helicopters Collide over the Waters off Oahu: 
Each of the two CH-53E Super Stallion helicopters had 6 Marines onboard when they 

crashed in the waters off of Haleiwa, Oahu on January 15, 2016.  Updated: 01/15/2016 
 

63 Dead, many Injured in an Eel-Adde, Somalia Seige on January 15, 2016: 
A massive siege at an African Union base in Eel-Adde, Somalia kills 63 people.   
Updated: 01/15/2016 
 

 

30+ Killed, 56+ Injured in Islamic Terrorist Hotel Attack on Jan 15/16, 2016: 
January 16, 2016:  At least 30 dead, and 56 injured and scores of the 126 hostages released 

in a terrorist siege at the ‘splendid’ luxury hotel in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.  AQIM, an 

‘al Qaeda’ linked faction, claimed responsibility for the assault.  Updated: 01/16/2016 

Iran/U.S. Deal or No Deal? Hostages Released, $150 Billion Approved Iran – Sign #10: 
Iran said to comply with the ‘Iran Nuclear Deal’ as sanctions are lifted on Jan 16, 2016.  

Five American hostages were swapped for 4 Iranian prisoners.  Washington Post journalist 

Jason Rezaian was released after serving 544 days in an Iranian prison.  Updated: 01/16/2016 
 

 

The Beginning of Famine in America, Iran Nuclear Treaty Catalyst? – Sign #10:  
Rachel Baxter’s January 3, 2016 Prophetic Word: “Famine Begins on January 16, 2016”  
 

Revelation 6:5 (KJV): “And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, 

Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of 

balances in his hand.”  Marcos Goncalves’ July 2015 Prophetic Dream – Alliance with Iran: 

“That the deal with Iran would grow and make connections with Islam and with the Middle 

East”.  Lynn Myers’ 03, 2015 Prophetic Dream – “Iran Nuke Deal, U.S. Attacked By Nuke 

from the North.” Was the ‘Iran Nuclear Deal’ the catalyst for the famine?  Updated: 01/20/2016 
 

 

10 Dead, many Injured in Aden, Yemen Suicide Car Bombing on Jan 17, 2016: 
A suicide bomber detonated his explosives while sitting in a car in front of the Aden police 

chief, General Shalal Shaea’s residence.  Shaea survived the attack, but 8 civilians and 2 

guards were killed. Al-Qaeda is being blamed for the attack.   Updated: 02/14/2016 

3 Tornadoes & Severe Storms in Florida, 2 Dead many Injured on Jan 17, 2016: 
Severe weather sparked a pair of tornadoes that tore through the Sarasota, Florida region 

Sunday morning.  This is a continuation of severe storms and a twister that struck parts of 

Florida on Saturday.  Updated: 01/17/2016 
 

3 Americans kidnapped by Militants in Iraq on January 17, 2016: 
Muslim militants kidnapped three Americans in the Iraqi capital of Baghdad on Sunday.   

An Iraqi-American woman named Russel Furat, an Egyptian-American named Amro 

Mohammed and an Iraqi-American named Wael al-Mahdawy.  Updated: 01/18/2016 
 

 
 

10 Dead, 42 Injured in Peshawar, Pakistan Suicide Bombing on Jan 19, 2016: 
A suicide bomber driving a motorcycle hit a roadside checkpoint on the N-5 National 

Highway, close to Peshawar killing ten people, including a child and injuring 42 others. 

Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan claimed responsibility.   Updated: 02/14/2016 
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3 Class Action Lawsuits Filed in Flint, over Lead-Water Crisis - Jan 19, 2016: 
Attorneys have filed lawsuits in federal, state and local governments, in defense of Flint, 

Michigan residents.  In 2014, Flint, disconnected its water supply lines from Detroit and 

connected them to the Flint River, unwittingly bringing in high contents of iron, which 

corroded the lead pipe service lines, and contaminated the water supply.  Updated: 01/19/2016 

 

Dow Spirals Down 565 Points at the Session Low! January 20, 2016 – Sign #9: 

The Dow plunged as many 565 points on Wednesday January 20, 2016, then recovered 

slightly as it closed down 249.28 points (15,766.74).  The Dow downward January free fall 

continues.  Losses are blamed on falling oil prices ($27/barrel), China’s market woes, and 

the FED’  s Interest Rate hike that occurred on December 16, 2015.   
Updated: 01/20/2016 
 

20+ killed, 17 injured in Mogadishu, Somalia, Seafood Restaurant Car Bombing on Jan 22, 2016: 
Al-Qaeda linked Al-Shabaab militants claimed responsibility for a car bombing at the gate 

of a seafood restaurant overlooking the Mogadishu Lido Beach. Another blast struck an 

hour or so later when government soldiers laid siege to the restaurant.  At least 20 were 

killed and 17 injured in the episodes.  Updated: 01/30/2016 

 

5 killed, 2 critically injured in Saskatchewan 

Canada school shooting – January 22, 2016: 
5 were killed, and 2 were critically injured in 

Saskatchewan Canada School Shooting.  The suspect 

was arrested and is in police custody.  Updated: 01/22/2016 

 

The annual Davos World Economic Forum – January 20-23, 2016: 
The sixteenth happening of the now annual World Economic Forum (WEF) held in 

the Davos mountain resort in Graubünden, Switzerland, took place on 20-23, January 

2016.  Soros: “The EU is in an existential crisis as a result of migration. The EU is 

falling apart.” and "Donald Trump is doing the work of ISIS". Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

28+ killed, 65 injured in Bodo, Cameroon on January 22, 2016: 
A busy market in Bodo, Cameroon, was attacked by 4 suicide bombers on January 22, 2016.  

At least 28 died and 65 others were injured in market blast.  The town of Bodo is close to the 

Nigerian border. Boko Haram is suspected of carrying out the attack.  Updated: 02/14/2016 

 

Winter Storm Jonas Stikes the MidAtlantic and Northeast from January 20-22, 2016: 
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Winter Storm Jonas – The Late Jan 2016 Storm Complex that was given as a “Sign” – Sign #11: 

Jonas has a Greek etymology with a meaning of "Sign", because in ancient Greece, Greeks believed that birds 

were sent by gods as a sign to people.  The Hebrew version of the name means Dove.  (Wikipedia).   
 

Are the “modern day prophets” and people in general who have been waiting for God to act in the form of 

judgment in 2015 and now in 2016, looking and praying for a “Sign” from God?  Do you remember what Jesus 

said about a “Sign” and about “Jonas”? 
 

Matthew 12:39 (KJV) (“Twice Speak” Code):  

“But he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous generation (America) seeketh after a sign; and 

there shall no sign be given to it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas” 
 

Well what was that sign in a “Twice Speak Code” setting?  Was this (Jan 21-24, 2016) 

storm given as a "Sign” to America (Washington D.C. specifically) in the form of 

judgment; and to speak to the “delay of the Prophetic Voice”, which 

originally seemed to be indicating that the “sudden” trigger event (Mt. Fuji 

eruption, Tokyo earthquake and tsunami) was to occur in the fall of 2015, 

rather than in the winter of 2016?  Well, I believe God is speaking “delay” in Jonas.   
 

Remember, the (Twice Speak Code) passage from Acts (see directly below) that seems to be saying that at the 

“great earthquake” would happen at the start of the “Midnight” hour, at which time the prisoners  

(the Joseph’s) would be released and the “great Last Days revival” would commence across the world! 
 

Acts 16:25-34 (KJV) The Midnight Hour (“Twice Speak” Code):  

“25 And at midnight Paul and Silas (the Josephs held captive during the 11th hour?) prayed, and sang praises 

unto God: and the prisoners (the other Christians held captive during the 11th hour?) heard them.  26 And 

“suddenly” there was a great earthquake”.  But at midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing 

hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening to them. Suddenly (how many times have we seen that word 

before in these pages, ha, ha) there was a great earthquake, (Mt. Fuji eruption, Tokyo earthquake and 

tsunami) so that the foundations of the prison were shaken; and immediately all the doors 

were opened and everyone’s chains were loosed. And the keeper (the unsaved people of the world 

that are successful and in charge) of the prison, awaking from sleep (the unsaved understanding that the 

Prophetic Voice of judgment was true) and seeing the prison doors open, supposing the prisoners had fled, drew 

his sword and was about to kill himself.  (realizing that their world view was wrong and all that they stood and 

lived for was seeming lost, they were contemplating taking their lives) But Paul called with a loud voice, saying, 

“Do yourself no harm, for we are all here.”  Then he called for a light, ran in, and fell down trembling before 

Paul and Silas.  (the unsaved seeing the light of the gospel and falling down to their knees and repenting of their 

sins…) And he brought them out and said, “Sirs, what must I do to be saved?”  So they said, “Believe on the 

Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be saved, you and your household.” (…and they accepted Jesus as their savior!)  

Then they spoke the word of the Lord to him and to all who were in his house. And he took them the same hour 

of the night and washed their stripes. (the unsaved people of the world that are successful and in charge will 

begin to take care of the Christians who have been in captivity and under persecution)  

And immediately he and all his family were baptized. Now when he had brought them into his house, he set 

food before them; and he rejoiced, having believed in God with all his household.” 
 

How about Jonah (“Twice Speak” Code)?  

Now the name “Jonas” is a direct form of the name Jonah.  And the story of Jonah in the Bible (in the Twice 

Speak Code) speaks of the reluctant Prophets, who refused to prophesize to Nineveh (United States) that 

judgment is coming!  Most of us know the story.  Jonah refused to preach (reluctant 11th hour preachers) to 

Nineveh (United States) and his ship (his life) was going in the wrong direction and was about to capsize into 

the sea (the sins of the world).  He told those on the ship to cast him off the ship and they did!  (the death of the 
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11th hour prophets)  He was swallowed up by the great fish and remained in his belly for 3 days, before being 

spit out and washing up to shore (coming back to his senses – the birth of the 12th hour prophets).   
 

Jonah 3:1-5&9-10 (KJV) (“Twice Speak” Code):  
“And the word of the Lord came unto Jonah the second time, (the 12th hour prophets arise) saying, Arise, go 

unto Nineveh, that great city, and preach unto it the preaching that I bid thee.  So Jonah arose, and went unto 

Nineveh, according to the word of the Lord. Now Nineveh was an exceeding great city (United States) of three 

days' journey. (3 beginning of the third thousand year period after Christ) And Jonah began to enter into the 

city a day's journey, and he cried, and said, Yet forty days, (the days of faith testing) and Nineveh (America) 

shall be overthrown. (the warnings of Rabbi Cahn and others after 9/11?) So the people of Nineveh believed 

God, and proclaimed a fast, and put on sackcloth, from the greatest of them even to the least of them.” “…Who 

can tell if God will turn and repent, and turn away from his fierce anger, that we perish not?  And God saw their 

works, that they turned from their evil way; and God repented of the evil, that he had said that he would do unto 

them; and he did it not.” 
 

Jonah 4:1, 3-4, (KJV) (“Twice Speak” Code):  
“But it displeased Jonah exceedingly, (the fact that the Prophetic Voice was delayed) and he was very angry.  

Therefore now, O Lord, take, I beseech thee, my life from me; for it is better for me to die than to live.  Then 

said the Lord, Doest thou well to be angry?” 
 

Historians state that Nineveh was destroyed in 612 B.C. by the Medes. This destruction was the (delayed) 

fulfillment of the prophet Nahum’s prediction that God would completely totally destroy the city.   

See the passage from Nahum below. 
 

Nahum 2:8-13 (KJV) (“Twice Speak” Code):  
“Though Nineveh (United States) of old was like a pool of water, Now they flee away.  “Halt! Halt!” they cry; 

But no one turns back.  Take spoil of silver!  Take spoil of gold!  There is no end of treasure,   

Or wealth of every desirable prize.  (the wealth of America will be plundered and destroyed)  

She is empty, desolate, and waste!  The heart melts, and the knees shake;  

Much pain is in every side, And all their faces are drained of color.  Where is the dwelling of the lions, 

And the feeding place of the young lions, Where the lion walked, the lioness and lion’s cub, 

And no one made them afraid?  The lion tore in pieces enough for his cubs, 

Killed for his lionesses, Filled his caves with prey, And his dens with flesh.  Behold, I am against you, says the 

Lord of hosts, I will burn your chariots in smoke, and the sword shall devour your young lions; I will cut off 

your prey from the earth, and the voice of your messengers shall be heard no more.” 
 

Now let’s look at Jonas as a “dove”.  Remember that the secondary definition for the name Jonas is “dove”. 
 

Genesis 8:6-12 (KJV) (“Twice Speak” Code):  

“And it came to pass at the end of forty days, (the days of faith testing) that Noah (12-hour Prophets?) 

opened the window of the ark (place of refuge and salvation) which he had made:  And he sent forth a raven, 

(Satan who goes forth to and fro upon the earth) which went forth to and fro, until the waters were dried up 

from off the earth.  Also he sent forth a dove (the Holy Spirit) from him, to see if the waters were abated from 

off the face of the ground; (to see if the world was receptive to the gospel of Christ) But the dove found no 

rest for the sole of her foot, and she returned unto him into the ark, for the waters were on the face of the whole 

earth: then he put forth his hand, and took her, and pulled her in unto him into the ark.  And he stayed yet other 

seven days; and again he sent forth the dove out of the ark; And the dove came in to him in the evening; and, lo, 

in her mouth was an olive leaf (olive leaf symbolizing victory and prosperity) pluckt off: so Noah knew that the 

waters were abated from off the earth.  (12-hour Prophets knew that it was time for the Last Days revival to 

begin?) And he stayed yet other seven days; and sent forth the dove; which returned not again unto him any 

more.”  (the Holy Spirit begins to move across the world in the Last Days revival!). 

So, the dove with the olive leaf in the story of Noah’s ark was also a “sign”, a sign that the flood had receded. 
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Historical Winter Storm Jonas Rivals Biggest East Coast Snowstorms Ever: 
Some are forecasting that this storm might end up being the largest single snowstorm to ever hit Washington D.C.  For it 

to do that, it will have to exceed 28 inches.  But it could very well happen since, the Washington D.C. area is located in 

the deformation zone (Lynchburg, Virginia to Baltimore, Maryland), that is expected to get 24 plus inches!   
Updated: 01/22/2016 
 

Some of the Snow Totals from Blizzard Jonas: 
West Harwich, MA:  14.5”     

Westerly, Rhode Island:  15.5”    

Woodside, Delaware:  15.5”     

Jamestown, Tennessee:  14.0”   

Greenwich, Connecticut:  16.0”   

Graysville, Ohio:  17.0”      

Old Fort, North Carolina:  19.0”   

Booneville, Kentucky:  22.0”   

Reagan National - Arlington, VA:  17.8”   

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:  22.4”   

Lagaurdia Airport – NYC, NY:  26.8”   

New York City, New York:  27.9”   

Newark, New Jersey:  28.1”      

Wash Dulles Airport – Sterling, VA:  28.3”   

BWI Airport – Baltimore, Maryland:  29.2”   

White House, New Jersey:  29.6”     

Centreville, Virginia:  30.0”      

JFK Airport – New York City:  30.5”   

Stanten Island’s Port Richmond, NY:  31.3”   

Germantown, Pennsylvania:  33.5”   

Frederick, Maryland:  35.0”      

Somerset, Pennsylvania:  35.5”      

Winchester, Virginia:  37”      

Red House, Pennsylvania:  38.0”      

Green Castle, Pennsylvania:  38.3”   

Philomont, Virginia:  39.0”      

Glengary, West Virginia:  42.0”      
 

Some Blizzard Jonas Facts: 
There have been at least 37 deaths attributed to the storm.  Eleven states (DE, GA, KY, MD, NJ, NY, NC, PA, TN, VA 

and WV) declared “States of Emergency”.  More than 170,000 residents lost power during the storm.  A total of 8,569 

airline flights were canceled.  Over 33 million people and 8 states were under blizzard warnings. There were 3 states (MD, 

VA and WV) that reported at least one city with snow fall totals exceeding 30 inches.  It was the largest single snowstorm 

total ever for Baltimore, Maryland and many other cities!  It was the first time in the United States recorded history, that 

Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York City all exceeded more than 20 inches of snow in a single snowstorm!  Snow 

removal in Washington D.C. alone, is costing 2-3 million dollars per hour, with an estimated 100 million dollar total cost.  

This will be the most expensive snow removal project in the history of the city!  Washington D.C. had a total government 

shutdown on Monday and Tuesday, January 25/26, 2016.  Numerous business roof collapses have occurred in several 

states.  A combination of winds from nor'easter Jonas, a full moon (Sunday the 24th) and daily high tides, caused the worst 

flooding in resident homes on the Jersey shore since Superstorm Sandy!  Updated: 01/26/2016 
 

A Magnitude 7.1 Quake Jolts Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula on Jan 24, 2016: 
A 7.1 magnitude earthquake hit the Kenai Peninsula, about 160 miles southwest of 

Anchorage, Alaska around 1:30 a.m. local time.  The quake was centered 53 miles 

west of Anchor Point.  Many aftershocks with magnitudes between 2.0 and 4.7 struck 

the region the rest of the day.  Updated: 01/24/2016 
 

Oregon Occupier Shot Dead in Standoff on January 26, 2016: 
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge standoff spokesman Robert "LaVoy" Finicum was 

shot dead and other protestors were arrested Tuesday, after the FBI and state police 

stopped vehicles about 20 miles north of Burns, Oregon.  Four remaining occupiers 

continue to hold-up at the location.  Updated: 01/29/2016 
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A Magnitude 7.3 Quake Strikes 95km n of Yelizovo, Russia on Jan 30, 2016: 
A major earthquake with magnitude 7.3 was reported 95 kilometers (59 miles) from 

Yelizovo, Russia on Saturday January 30, 2016.  A tsunami warning has been issued near 

Yelizovo, Russia.  No major damage was reported.  Updated: 01/30/2016 

 

 

World Health Organization declares Zika virus a global Pandemic – Feb 01, 2016: 

The tiger mosquito (Aedes aegypti) born Zika infection has spread to over 22 countries in 

the Americas.  Aedes aegypti is also the carrier of Dengue Fever, Yellow Fever and the 

Chikungunya disease.  The virus is suspected to cause small heads (Microcephaly) in 

pregnant women’s embryos along with other disorders.  The virus can also be spread 

person to person by blood and bodily fluid including semen.  Updated: 02/09/2016 
 

1 Dead, 3 injured in Crane Collapse (Event Code) Feb 05, 2016 – Sign #12: 

A 565-foot ‘red’ crane collapsed in Lower Manhattan’s Financial District on 

Friday February 05, 2016, killing 1 person and injuring 3 others.  The one 

fatality, 38 year old David Wichs, of Manhattan, was sitting in his parked car at 

the time of the collapse.  This is an “Event Code” of the coming Financial 

District stock market collapse.  Note, the crane was “red” (in the red) and that the 

deceased man was “38” (the number of change).   Updated: 02/05/2016 

The Sakurajima volcano in southern Japan erupted on February 05, 2016: 
The Sakurajima volcano on the southern island of Kyushu, dramatically erupted, sening 

a fiery explosion into the sky and lava surging down its slopes.  The volcano erupted 

Friday evening around 7 pm.  No deaths or injuries were reported.  Updated: 02/06/2016 
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A 6.4 earthquake Struck southern Taiwan on February 06, 2016: 
A strong 6.4 magnitude earthquake struck Tainan, Taiwan, collapsing a 17-story 

building Saturday.  At least 26 dead, 403 injured and over 100 still missing in the 

disaster.  Numerous other buildings collapsed in Tainan as well.  Updated: 02/09/2016 
 

A 6.3 earthquake Struck off the coast of Papa New Guinea on Feb 08, 2016: 
A strong 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck off the coast of Papa New Guinea on 

Tuesday.  The 6.3 quake struck near the town of Panguna on island of Bougainville.  

Tsunami warnings were not issued.  No major damage, casualties, or injuries were 

reported.  Updated: 02/09/2016 

 
James Bailey’s “The Event before the Event” March 01, 2015, Prophetic Dream Fulfilled – 

Obama Authorizes $1.2 Billion for Military Defense Equipment on February 9 2016: – Sign #13 

I believe the fulfillment of this prophetic dream is a “sign” letting us know a sudden economic 

collapse is coming soon. Just as the photo shows the engines already ignited, I believe our launch 

time is now very close.  Updated: 02/12/2016 

 

Saudi Arabia & 20 Arab Allies move 350,000 ground troops into Syria, by James Bailey on Feb 10, 2016: 

Wednesday, February 10 – Saudi Arabia and at le ast 20 Arab allies began moving 

350,000 ground troops into northern Saudi Arabia. From there, it is just a short pass 

through western Iraq to reach the Syrian border. In addition, they are also moving 20,000 

tanks, 2,450 warplanes and 460 military helicopters. – Trunews   Updated: 02/13/2016 

 
Dow Dropped 254.69 Points (15,660.05) February 11, 2016 – Sign #9: 

The Dow dropped 565 points (15,660.05) on Thursday February 11, 2016, for the 5th 

consecution trading session loss.  Updated: 02/12/2016 

 
A 6.5 Magnitude Hit near Lahihagalang, Indonesia on February 12, 2016: 
A strong 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck 2 km south of Lahihagalang, Indonesia on 

Friday February 12, 2016.  No reports of deaths, injuries nor major damage were 

reported from this strong quake.  Updated: 02/12/2016 
 

 

Machete Attack injures 4 at the Nazarene Restaurant on February 12, 2016: 

A man wielding a machete stormed a restaurant in Columbus, Ohio, and attacked several 

people before he was killed by police, authorities said Thursday. CNN.  
Updated: 02/12/2016 

 
2 Girls Shot Dead at Independence High School, in Glendale, AZ, on Feb 12, 2016: 

Two 15-year-old girls were found shot dead Friday morning outside an Arizona high 

school, police said, with a police spokeswoman all but saying investigators believe at 

least one of the teens may have fired the fatal shots. CNN.  Updated: 02/12/2016 
 

5.1 Magnitude Earthquake Strikes Oklahoma, on February 13, 2016: 

The third strongest Oklahoma earthquake (5.1 M) on record hit on Saturday 13, 2016.  

The epicenter was located about 17 miles north of Fairview, Oklahoma and was felt as 

far away as Kansas City.  Eleven total earthquakes struck central Oklahoma on this 

same day.  Seismologists are blaming cause on fracking.  Updated: 02/13/2016 
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3+ Dead & 73 Injured in a 50-car pileup in Central PA, on February 13, 2016: 

At least 3 died and 73 others were injured in a 50-car pileup on icy roads in Central 

Pennsylvania, after a freak white-out snow squall passed through.  A section of U.S. 

Highway I-78 was shut down until Sunday morning.  The snow squall caused near-

whiteout conditions.  Updated: 02/13/2016 
 

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia found Dead at a Resort on Feb 13, 2016: 

Conservative Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, was found dead on Saturday at a 

resort in West Texas.  Justice Scalia was the longest serving justice on the current court.    

The Ronald Reagan appointee was said to have died of natural causes. He was 79.  
Updated: 02/13/2016 
 

Ghostbusters II Predicted ‘The End of The World’ to be on Valentine’s Day, February 14, 2016: 
A woman named Elaine (actress Chloe Webb) in the 1989′s Ghostbusters II 

movie, predicted the ‘End of the World’ would occur on Valentine’s Day Feb. 

14, 2016.  She stated that an alien gave her the date while she was staying at a 

Holiday Inn in Paramus, NJ.   
Updated: 02/14/2016  

 

A 6.2 M. Earthquake Struck near Auckland Island, New Zealand on Feb 15, 2016: 

A Magnitude 6.2 Earthquake struck 219km northwest of Auckland Island, New Zealand on 

February 15, 2016.  No deaths, injuries or major damage was reported. 
Updated: 02/15/2016  
 

A 6.0 M. earthquake struck 153 km southeast of Tobelo, Indonesia on Feb 17, 2016: 

A magnitude 6.0 earthquake struck 153 km southeast of Tobelo, Indonesia on February 17, 

2016.  No deaths, injuries or major damage was reported. 
Updated: 02/18/2016  
 

A Major 7.8 M Earthquake struck southwast of Sumatra, Indonesia on March 02, 2016: 

A massive quake struck on Wednesday March 02, 2016 approximately 800 kilometers (500 

miles) southwest off the I ndonesian island of Sumatra.  The region that was devastated by 

the 2004 Indian Ocean quake and tsunami.  Tsunami warnings issued and then cancelled.  

Officials stated that all 22 of the early-warning buoys Indonesia deployed after the 2004 

tsunami disaster were inoperable during this latest event.  Updated: 03/13/2016  

Nancy Reagan dead at the age of 94, Sunday March 06, 2016: 
Former first lady Nancy Davis Reagan, wife of the late 40th President Ronald Reagan, died 

Sunday at her home in Los Angeles at the age of 94 (July 6, 1921 – March 6, 2016).  It was 

reported that Reagan died of congestive heart failure.  Mrs. Reagan was buried next to President 

Reagan and fellow actor at the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley, California on 

March 11, 2016.  Updated: 03/13/2016  
6 people killed, in an ambush-style shooting in a Pittsburgh, PA suburb on March 09, 2016: 

The ambush-style killing of six people, including a pregnant woman, her eight month 

old fetus, three other women and a man, occurred at a backyard cookout party in 

Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania.  The shootings in the Allegheny County Pittsburgh suburb 

was a "calculated, brutal" operation, according to local media reports.   
Updated: 03/13/2016  
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3 Dead, 14 Injured, in Excel factory in Hesston, Kansas on March 10, 2016: 
A gunman armed with an “assault-style” weapon drove through Heston, taking shots at people, before he 

stormed into the Excel Industries lawn equipment factory where he worked. The gunman killed three 

people and wounded 14 others before he was shot dead by a police officer.  Grief-stricken residents of the 

small south central Kansas town, parked riding lawnmowers next to American flags along some streets 

adorned them with "Hesston Hustler Strong" symbolic reference to the lawn equipment brand made at the 

factory.  Updated: 03/13/2016 

Donald Trump Chicago Rally Cancelled on March 11, 2016: 

There were thousands of people packed into the stands at the University of Illinois in 

Chicago as pep rally music was blaring, when the Donald Trump’s campaign abruptly 

canceled the rally as protesters collided with Trump supporters inside the stadium.  
Updated: 03/13/2016  
 

16 Dead, Unknown Injured, in Grand-Bassam, Ivory Coast on March 13, 2016: 
Gunmen attacked two hotels at a popular Western tourist beach resort.  Witnesses stated that the 

gunmen were shouting "Allahu akbar" during the gunfire. Sixteen people were killed, including 

four European nationals.  Updated: 03/13/2016 

 

27+ Killed, 75+ Injured in an Ankara, Turkey Car Bombing on Mar 13, 2016: 
A car bombing in the Ankara area killed at least twenty seven people and wounded at least 

seventy five others. The explosion happened in Guvenpark in the Kizilay district of 

Ankara, a key transport hub and commercial area. Several vehicles including a city 

transport bus caught on fire in the area around the blast.  Updated: 03/13/2016 

 

5 Dead and Thousands others Flee their homes as Historic Floods hit 

several southern States, March 9-13, 2016: 
Five people have been killed in Oklahoma, Texas and Louisiana since the deluge 

began several days ago, and the heavy rain promises not to let up for at least another 

day.  Several cities have surpassed more than 20 inches of rain already with more 

rain to fall.  Updated: 03/13/2016 
 

Winter Meets Summer – El Nina Climatic Season Continues, 6 Dead in Palestine, Texas – Sign #2: 
A Warm late March weather pattern in the Midwest and East Coast, ushered in late hard 

frosts in the first two weeks of April from Maine into parts of North Carolina.  Maine’s 

peach crops were decimated.  Carolina Strawberry crops have suffered.  Heavy spring rains 

have brought floods in much of the country and have prevented timely planting of summer 

crops in various region s.  Flooding has pounded parts of eastern Texas and Louisiana yet 

again over the weekend (April 29 – May 1), killing six people.  The area has been plagued 

by flooding in recent months, and this weekend 8 additional inches of rain have fallen in the 

area.  Notice that the deaths occurred in Palestine, Texas, do you see the coding?  As America turns its back on Palestine, 

the Lord allows judgment to come to America.  Updated: 05/26/2016 
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Politics and Religion (ha, ha): 
The Curtain comes down on Carly Fiorina, (Event Code) September 27, 2015: 
And what about the curtain falling down on republican presidential hopeful Carly Fiorina? 
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/curtain-collapses-carly-fiorina-speaks-stage-texas/story?id=34090620  

It happened on a Texas stage where Carly Fiorina was in 

the midst of a speaking engagement at a conference of 

women entrepreneurs.  Folks this is what I call an “Event 

Code”.  An event in one’s life that is symbolic of a 

happening in that same person’s life.  In Broadway, when 

the curtain comes down, the show is over!  Folks prior to 

the curtain coming down around Carly, the former CEO of 

Hewlett-Packard had surged up to second place in the 

national polls behind Donald Trump, but after the curtain 

came down she almost immediately dropped to around 

sixth place, where she remains today!  Updated: 11/11/2015 

Cruz-ing? Republican Presidential Candidate Ted Cruz gets Stuck in an Elevator (Event Code): 
Republican presidential candidate Ted Cruz running neck 

and neck with Trump in the Iowa polls, on Saturday 

(January 16, 2016) was briefly trapped in an elevator 

before giving a speech at the South Carolina Tea Party 

Convention.  The Texas senator quipped after he was 

released that GOP rival Donald Trump was to blame.  
 

“All right, so who put Donald Trump in charge of the 

elevator?” he said to reporters gathered outside of the 

elevator.  By Bradford Richardson  The Ted Cruz 

campaign will not be moving up.  Updated: 03/12/2016 
 

How about a Little Politics with Donald Trump? 
Republican front runner Donald Trump seems to believe that he can fix all of America’s 

financial woes singlehandedly.  He has stated that he wants to make individuals earning 

less than $25,000 ($50,000 for married couples) per year tax exempt, by heavily taxing 

the super-rich stock market hedge fund managers.  My question to him is how will he be 

able to pull off his plan once the stock market crashes?  Who will he heavily tax when 

the stock mar  ket and real estate bubbles both burst?  What will this billionaire real estate tycoon propose to fix 

America’s financial woes when his own financial portfolio “suddenly” comes crashing down?  What will he 

propose then?  I suspect that he will decide to shut down his campaign at that time.  People, when will we learn, 

that a major Spiritual problem cannot be corrected with a mechanical fix?  Updated: 10/25/2015 
 

If the Japan disasters were to happen in the coming days and if Rubio were to capture Florida on Super Tuesday 

Two, Rubio would then have an outside chance of winning the nomination against Ted Cruz.  Updated: 03/03/2016 
 

If this is in fact the first “bad year”, then according to the “Prophetic Voice”, I am expecting America’s 

extremely wet “El Nino” spring to end and the “La Nina” drought and heatwave to begin across America on 

June the 9th, with little to no rain falling in the country after mid-June.  Also look for volcanic activity to begin 

in Venezuela in the coming days.  And I am still expecting Donald Trump to suspend his campaign, if and when 

the world’s stock market crashes, for most of Trump’s wealth is held in leveraged real estate holdings which 

will plummet in a market collapse.  Also, he has proposed to fund many of his grandiose plans with stock 

market money.  If he does in fact drop out, it would seemly allow Clinton to win the general election by default, 

unless the GOP nominates a replacement candidate and/or Clinton is indicted.  But no matter how it shakes out, 

keep in mind that the Prophetic Voice tells us that there will not be a replacement president, it tells us that 

Obama will remain in office.  Updated: 05/26/2016 

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/curtain-collapses-carly-fiorina-speaks-stage-texas/story?id=34090620
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Whoops! Carly Fiorina falls off stage, by Donovan Slack, USA TODAY May 2, 2016: 
Carly Fiorina apparently lost her footing after introducing Texas Senator Ted Cruz at an event in Indiana. 
 

Donald Trump seized on the fall, saying he thinks it was a "weird deal." 
 

"They just showed it to me, and I said, 'Wow that’s really cruel,' she fell off, she just went down," he said. "And 

she went down right in front of him and he was talking and he kept talking... That was a weird deal, man." 
 

Cruz's wife, Heidi, was apparently first to notice Fiorina's tumble and reached out to help her. 
 

It’s been less than a week since the Republican hopeful announced he had picked Fiorina as his vice presidential 

running mate (if he actually wins the nomination). And they are still trying to navigate joint campaigning, it 

seems. It has not gone unnoticed on social media. Just check out this painfully awkward moment. 

(http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2016/05/02/whoops-carly-fiorina-falls-ted-cruz/83831470/) 
 

What is this “Event Code” telling us folks?  We already discussed her last event code …the one where the 

curtain fell down on her and then she bottomed out in the polls.  So now Carly falls off the stage just days 

before Cruz suspends his campaign.  Well, Senator Cruz obviously isn’t aware of, or doesn’t believe in event 

codes or he would not have picked her as his vice president running mate.  So now she falls off the stage …do I 

really need to explain the meaning of that code friends?  Updated: 05/26/2016 
 

Donald Trump’s Name Calling of other Republican Candidates while on the Campaign Trail:  
About Carly Fiorina: “Look at that face! Would anyone vote for that?” 

About Rand Paul: “I never attacked him on his look, and believe me, there’s plenty of subject matter right there” 

About Jeb Bush: “So let's assume that somebody else becomes president. Let's assume a very low-energy — 

very, very low energy, so low energy that every time you watch him, you fall asleep.  Let's say Jeb becomes 

president. Not good. Not good.” 

About Ben Carson: “Ben Carson has an incurable pathological temper” 

About Chris Christie: “like a little boy” 

About Marco Rubio: “you have this clown, Marco Rubio”, “little Marco” 

About Ted Cruz: “what he did was a disgrace” (accusing Cruz of Iowa vote stealing). Updated: 02/06/2016 

About Ted Cruz: “Lying Ted” 

About Kasich: “He isn’t that smart” 

About Bernie Sanders: “crazy Bernie” 

About Hillary Clinton: “crooked Hillary”. Updated: 05/26/2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.usatoday.com/staff/3975/donovan-slack/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2016/05/02/whoops-carly-fiorina-falls-ted-cruz/83831470/
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Excerpts from Brian Carn’s October 6, 2015 ‘Clarion Call’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ui_paNefl4) 

Video – with Periscope Problems: 
11:12 Mark: “I see a very famous presidential candidate, (Donald Trump) going to shock everybody, cause he’s 

gonna get out by Christmas time (2015)…”   
 

12:49 Mark: “…I see a very famous presidential candidate shocking everybody, because by Christmas, (2015) 

he’s gonna drop out.” 
 

18:48 Mark: “…So I really want us to be very prayerful in this season, because there’s getting ready to be a 

major shift, something “suddenly” (how many times have we seen that Word before in these Prophetic 

writings, ha, ha) is about to happen in the media, OK.  And again, I see something happening as we (USA) 

begin to go into a season of “smoke and ashes”.  (1st stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016, 

following the volcanic eruption of Mt Fuji “smoke and ashes”, and a massive Tokyo earthquake, between 

now and around Christmas/New Year’s time?)  I see Trump fading out.  And I know a lot of preachers just went 

and had a meeting with Trump, God bless them, but I hope they don’t feel like he is gonna be president – if they 

do, they are wasting their time, because the Lord already let us know what is going to happen.”  …Donald 

Trump, I see him falling out, as we go into a season of “smoke and ashes”.  
 

25:17 Mark: “And I want you to jot down those things that God (I’m jotting, I’m jotting, ha, ha) showed me, 

because the Lord showed me very clearly that someone (Donald Trump) is gonna drop out before Christmas 

(2015).  The Lord showed me very clearly that Donald Trump is gonna drop out as we hit a season of 

“smoke and ashes.”  Updated: 12/12/2015.  It appears that this prophecy has been delayed.  Updated: 01/08/2016 
 

Isaiah 15:3 (KJV): 

“In their streets they shall gird themselves with sackcloth: on the tops of their houses, and in their streets, 

every one shall howl, weeping abundantly.”  Updated: 12/27/2015 
 

Isaiah 50:3 (KJV): 

“I clothe the heavens with blackness, and I make sackcloth their covering…”  Updated: 12/27/2015 
 

Curve Ball Thrown in the most Confusing, Crazy, Chaotic Election ever! 

14:14 Mark: “I see in the realm of the Spirit …I see a curve ball being thrown into the process.  

…something is going to happen that’s going to stir the election to a whole new episode of 

pandemonium.  …I see this election as being one of the worst elections we’ve ever had.  One of the most 

confusing elections that America has ever had.  …I see something that’s going to stir the election 

to a whole new episode of chaos.  Updated: 02/03/2016 
 

Bette Stevens’ February 02, 2015 Prophetic Word, ‘Weep and Wail for the Time Has Come’: 
“The time is upon you now. Weep for what once was. Travail and wail for that which is coming.  

Adorn yourselves in sackcloth and ashes for the day is upon you when you will need to HEAR MY 

VOICE. The day is upon you when you will have to use DISCERNMENT. 
 

Where are the Prophets?  Do you run and hide because disaster is upon you? Where are My prophets of old that 

speak of these things?  Have the wolves shut your mouths?  Where are those that speak prosperity, peace, and 

escapism?  Have they too run into hiding for they know their guile? 
 

I will strike terror upon this land, upon this people, for the transgression of sin now lies in the vomit of the dogs 

and like a dog, it always returns. Proclaim once again a Clarion Call to the people to arise and make ready for 

that which is coming and will soon enter your gates, your cities, your boundaries.   

Oh weep and wail for the time has come! And no man escapes the judgment of God.”  Updated: 02/03/2016 
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Clinton questioned for 11 hours by Benghazi Committee - Oct 22, 2015 by Stephanie Condon, CBS News: 

“Democratic presidential candidate and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton spent 11 hours answering 

questions from the House Benghazi Committee Thursday. At one point, the hearing devolved into a yelling 

match between Committee Chairman Trey Gowdy and Democrats on the committee.   
 

The bickering followed Gowdy's questions regarding Clinton's email correspondence 

with Sidney Blumenthal, a longtime Clinton family friend and informal adviser. 

Democrats on the committee suggested Gowdy's line of questioning was unfair and 

politically motivated.”  The Benghazi attacks occurred in 2012.  Updated: 02/03/2016 
 

 22 Hillary Clinton emails declared 'Top Secret' – Jan 29, 2016 by Josh Gerstein & Rachael Bade: 
 

“The furor over Hillary Clinton’s use of a private email account grew more 

serious for the Democratic presidential front-runner Friday as the State 

Department designated 22 of the messages from her account “top secret.” 

It was the first time State has formally deemed any of Clinton’s emails classified 

at that level, reserved for information that can cause “exceptionally grave” 

damage to national security if disclosed.” Politico.  Updated: 02/03/2016 
 

Trump says Cruz’s Canadian birth could be ‘very precarious’ for GOP – 

Jan 05, 2016 by Robert Costa & Philip Rucker, Washington Post: 
 

“Republicans are going to have to ask themselves the question: ‘Do we want a candidate 

who could be tied up in court for two years?’ That’d be a big problem,” Trump said when 

asked about the topic. “It’d be a very precarious one for Republicans because he’d be 

running and the courts may take a long time to make a decision. You don’t want to be 

running and have that kind of thing over your head.”  Updated: 02/03/2016 
 

Iowa caucus: Hillary Clinton Won six delegates via Coin Toss - Independent News Feb 03, 2016: 
 

“A coin toss was used to decide whether Hillary 

Clinton or Bernie Sanders won at six precincts in 

the Iowa caucus.  Ms Clinton won six county 

delegates through coin tosses in Newton, Ames, 

West Branch and Davenport, as well as two 

precincts in Des Moines, the Des Moines Register 

reported.” 
 

U  nder Iowa's Democratic caucus guide, ties between two or more candidates can be determined 

by a coin toss.   

The guide states: "Note: In a case where two or more preference groups are tied for the loss of a 

delegate, a coin shall be tossed to determine who loses the delegate."  
 

Hillary Clinton ended up with 49.8% of the votes to 49.6% of the vote for Bernie Sanders in Iowa.  

It was the closest finish in a presidential primary in Iowa’s history!  It was stated that Clinton won 

all six required coin tosses.  How is that possible?  Updated: 02/03/2016 
 

Election Results from the Iowa Primaries: 
Republican Side:           Delegates: Total Del: Democrat Side:  Delegates: Total Del: Drop Outs: 

1st Place:  Ted Cruz,   8 8  1st Place:   Hillary Clinton 23 23 Mike Huckabee  

2nd Place:   Donald Trump,  7 7          2nd Place:   Bernie Sanders 21 21 Rick Santorum  

3rd Place:  Marco Rubio,  7 7    3rd Place:  Martin O’Malley  0  0 Jim Webb 

4th Place:  Ben Carson,   3 3    4th Place:  Jim Webb   0  0 

5th Place:  Rand Paul,     1 1 

6th Place:  Jeb Bush,   1 1         

7th Place:  Carly Fiorina   1 1 

8th Place:  John Kasich,   1 1          
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9th Place:  Mike Huckabee   1 1 

10th Place:  Chris Christy,    0 0 
Updated: 02/10/2016 
 

Donald Trump wants Iowa rematch, accusing Cruz of 'fraud' – BBC News February 03, 2016: 
Presidential candidate Donald Trump has called for a new election in Iowa, accusing the Republican winner, 

Ted Cruz, of fraud.  Mr Trump pointed to the fact that during the caucus the Cruz campaign told voters rival 

Ben Carson planned to quit the race, which was not true. 
 

The Cruz campaign apologized to Carson's camp, saying it was a misunderstanding. 
 

Mr Trump also cited Cruz leaflets that accused Iowans of "voting violations".  Paul Pate, the top election 

official in Iowa, condemned the mailers on Saturday, saying the state does not track or grade individual voters. 

Mr Pate said Mr Cruz's mailers "misrepresent Iowa election law" and that they were "not in keeping in the spirit 

of the Iowa Caucuses," but he stopped short of any official action. 
 

"Ted Cruz didn't win Iowa, he stole it. That is why all of the polls were so wrong and why he got far more votes 

than anticipated. Bad!" Mr Trump said.”  Updated: 02/03/2016 
 

Donald Trump and Ben Carson Stand in the Entrance Hall at New Hampshire Debate after Not 

Hearing their Names Called – the other Candidates Pass Them by (Event Code) Feb 06, 2016: 
 

Businessman Donald Trump and neurosurgeon Ben Carson did not hear 

their names being called at the beginning of the Republican New 

Hampshire Debate Saturday night, and remained standing in the entrance  

hall, while the other candidates (except for Governor John Kasich) past 

them by.  Governor Jeb Bush accidentally? bumps into Trump as he walks 

by him. 

 
Is this Event Code prophesying a departure from the campaign for Trump, 

Carson and Kasich in the not too distant future?  I believe that is exactly 

what the event code is telling us folks.  Updated: 02/06/2016 
 

 

 

Election Results from the New Hampshire Primaries: 
Republican Side:           Delegates: Total Del: Democrat Side:  Delegates: Total Del: Drop Outs: 
1st Place:   Donald Trump  10 17          1st Place:   Bernie Sanders 15 38 Chris Christy 

2nd Place:  John Kasich   4 5         2nd Place:  Hillary Clinton  9 30 Carly Fiorina 

3rd Place:  Ted Cruz   3 11  3rd Place:  Martin O’Malley  0  0 Rand Paul 

4th Place:  Jeb Bush   3 4        Jim Gilmore 

5th Place:  Marco Rubio   3 10          Martin O’Malley 
6th Place:  Chris Christy    0 0                        (Dropped out on 3/4/2016) Ben Carson 

7th Place:  Carly Fiorina   0 1 

8th Place:  Ben Carson   0 3    

9th Place:  Rand Paul     0 1 
Updated: 02/10/2016 

 

Donald Trump threatens to sue Ted Cruz – CNN February 12, 2016: 
Donald Trump on Friday threatened to sue Ted Cruz for "not being a natural born 

citizen" if the Texas senator 'doesn't clean up his act.'  "If @TedCruz doesn't clean up his 

act, stop cheating, & doing negative ads, I have standing to sue him for not being a 

natural born citizen," he tweeted.  Updated: 02/13/2016 
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Donald Trump threatens to sue Ted Cruz – CNN February 12, 2016: 
Donald Trump on Friday threatened to sue Ted Cruz for "not being a natural born citizen" if the Texas senator 

'doesn't clean up his act.'  "If @TedCruz doesn't clean up his act, stop cheating, & doing negative ads, I have 

standing to sue him for not being a natural born citizen," he tweeted.  Updated: 02/14/2016 
 

The Fiery, Attack Mode, CBS News Republican Debate (9th) in Greenville, SC on Feb 13, 2016: 
The 9th GOP Republican debate, held in Greenville, South Carolina, Saturday, 

February 13, 2016 was the fieriest debate thus far!  Seemingly everyone was on 

the attack mode except for Governor John Kasich.  Several candidates were 

accused of being liars by other candidates.  It was an extremely judgmental 

debate and not surprising since the number “9” is the number of judgment. 
Updated: 02/14/2016 

 

Donald Trump calls Pope Francis 'disgraceful' for questioning his faith on February 18, 2016: 
“Trump responds after the pope suggests presidential candidate is ‘not a Christian’ 

because of his plan to build a border wall between the US and Mexico.  Flying back 

to Rome from a trip to Mexico, the pope said: “A person who thinks only about 

building walls, wherever they may be, and not building bridges, is not Christian.” 
 

Trump responded swiftly at a campaign event in South Carolina, saying: “For a 

religious leader to question a person’s faith is disgraceful.”   “No leader, especially a 

religious leader, has the right to question another man’s religion or faith,” he told a 

packed room at a golf course resort. Trump then accused the Mexican government 

of “using the pope as a pawn”.   “They should be ashamed of themselves…”  The 

Guardian.  Updated: 02/18/2016 
 

Trump: Pope Will Wish I Were President When ISIS Attacks the Vatican on Feb 18, 2016: 
“Donald Trump says that Pope Francis will wish I were president when ISIS attacks the 

Vatican.”  After the leader of the Catholic Church called Trump “not Christian,” the 

Republican front-runner proved his point by predicting fire and brimstone, in the form 

of a deadly terrorist attack, would rain down on the Vatican.  “If and when the Vatican 

is attacked by ISIS, which as everyone knows is ISIS’s ultimate trophy, I can promise 

you that the Pope would have only wished and prayed that Donald Trump would have 

been President because this would not have happened,” the Trump campaign said in a 

press release Thursday. “ISIS would have been eradicated unlike what is happening 

now with our all talk, no action politicians.”  By Tina Nguyen. Updated: 02/18/2016 

Pope Says Contraception Might Be Okay for Women Threatened by Zika Virus on Feb 18, 2016: 
Pope Francis was on his way home from Mexico Wednesday when he was asked about abortion and the 

use of contraception in combating the dangers of the Zika virus, which has been linked to severe birth 

defects in infants born to infected mothers. 
 

The pope said that there is a "clear moral difference" between terminating a pregnancy and "preventing" 

one, according to the Associated Press. This breaks significantly from the position of Brazilian church 

officials, who just days ago said that "Contraceptives are not a solution. There is not a single change in the 
church’s position.”  By Laura June.  Updated: 02/18/2016 

 

Skipping Scalia autopsy spawns conspiracy theories - CNNPolitics.com, Death on Feb 13, 2016: 
“Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump on Monday referenced a report from 

the scene about Scalia's body when asked on a radio show to comment on the possibility 

that Scalia may have been murdered and whether there should be an independent 

investigation into this death. 
 

"They say they found a pillow on his face, which is a pretty unusual place to find a 

pillow," Trump said on conservative radio host Michael Savage's show "The Savage 
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Nation." Savage called for "the equivalent of a Warren Commission"-style investigation into Scalia's death. 
 

In a statement Tuesday, the owner of the ranch clarified to CNN what he meant when he told the San Antonio 

Express the judge was found with a "pillow over his head." 
 

"I think enough disclosures were made and what I said precisely was accurate. He had a pillow over his head, 

not over his face as some have been saying," John Poindexter, owner of the Cibolo Creek Ranch, where Scalia 

was found, told CNN over the phone. "The pillow was against the headboard and over his head when he was 

discovered. He looked like someone who had had a restful night's sleep. There was no evidence of anything 

else." 
 

A U.S. law-enforcement source told CNN: "There was absolutely nothing out of the ordinary in Justice Scalia's 

room. There were no signs of foul play."  The source added that law-enforcement agents know know the 

difference between someone dying in their sleep and being suffocated to death with a pillow. 
 

But despite the assertions of law enforcement and local justice officials that all signs pointed to death from 

natural causes, questions about the process they followed have flared on social media. 
 

The former head of criminal investigations for the Washington, D.C., police, poured fuel on the conspiracy 

theory fire. 
 

"As a former homicide commander, I am stunned that no autopsy was ordered for Justice Scalia," William O. 

Ritchie wrote in a Facebook post on Sunday, according to reports. After seeking to cast doubt on the conclusion 

of the deputy U.S. marshals who responded to a call from the ranch, he added, "My gut tells me there is 

something fishy going on in Texas."  Ritchie told CNN on Tuesday that there is still time to act because Scalia 

isn't lying in repose at the Supreme Court until Friday and his funeral isn't until Saturday. 
 

Antonin Scalia to lie in repose at the Supreme Court on Friday 
 

"At least you have a trained medical professional look and make an examination," Ritchie said. "There is 

sufficient time to do that."  The conspiracy theories surrounding the death run the gamut. In an "emergency 

transmission" posted on Facebook, Infowars' Alex Jones said, "The question is was Anthony (sic) Scalia 

murdered?" while the site Harddawn.com speculated that "the Illuminati" might have been responsible, calling 

Leonard Nimoy — who died last year — "the wild card in this equation." And a number of sites have made 

reference to a so-called "heart attack gun," a secret CIA weapon that could, per their claims, have been used to 

kill Scalia. 
 

At issue are a series of decisions made by the Texas county judge who took charge in the aftermath of Scalia's 

passing when two justices of the peace sought out by those at the ranch could not make it to the site. 
 

Reached by The Washington Post late Monday, Brian Monahan, a U.S. Navy rear admiral and the doctor who 

had reportedly cared for Scalia, declined to comment, citing "patient confidentiality."   

Skipping Scalia autopsy spawns conspiracy theories 
 

A Texas judge said Scalia was suffering from health issues 

Donald Trump cites report that the judge was found with pillow on his face 
 

A local judge's decision not to order a post-mortem examination have triggered a round of questions ranging 

from scrutiny of the procedures to the bizarre. 
 

"They say they found a pillow on his face, which is a pretty unusual place to find a pillow," Trump said on 

conservative radio host Michael Savage's show "The Savage Nation." Savage called for "the equivalent of a 

Warren Commission"-style investigation into Scalia's death. 
 

In a statement Tuesday, the owner of the ranch clarified to CNN what he meant when he told the San Antonio 

Express the judge was found with a "pillow over his head." 
 

"I think enough disclosures were made and what I said precisely was accurate. He had a pillow over his head, 

not over his face as some have been saying," John Poindexter, owner of the Cibolo Creek Ranch, where Scalia 

was found, told CNN over the phone. "The pillow was against the headboard and over his head when he was 
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discovered. He looked like someone who had had a restful night's sleep. There was no evidence of anything 

else." 
 

A U.S. law-enforcement source told CNN: "There was absolutely nothing out of the ordinary in Justice Scalia's 

room. There were no signs of foul play." 
 

The source added that law-enforcement agents know know the difference between someone dying in their sleep 

and being suffocated to death with a pillow. 
 

But despite the assertions of law enforcement and local justice officials that all signs pointed to death from 

natural causes, questions about the process they followed have flared on social media. 
 

The former head of criminal investigations for the Washington, D.C., police, poured fuel on the conspiracy 

theory fire. 
 

The U.S. Marshals Service coordinates with the Supreme Court police to provide security for the justices but 

they may decline protection. In this instance, the USMS detail was declined, so USMS personnel were not 

present at the ranch. Deputy U.S. Marshals from the Western District of Texas responded immediately upon 

notification of Scalia's death. 
 

Members of the high court do not routinely make their health information public, like presidents and 

presidential candidates.  Guevara did not order an autopsy -- the same decision, according to The Post, that the 

Scalia family made when speaking to the El Paso funeral home that received his body. 
 

George Washington University law professor Jonathan Turley said an autopsy should have been performed. 
 

"Frankly, I'm surprised there was not an autopsy," Turley told CNN's Dugald McConnell. "I was also surprised 

at how casual the treatment of the scene appeared to be. I mean, you had someone pronounced dead over the 

description of marshals on the phone. This is not just anyone, this is a member of the U.S. Supreme Court, one 

of the highest officials in the judicial branch, therefore one of the highest officials in our government."  Asked 

about the conspiracy theories, Turley said, "There's obviously an insatiable desire from many people to look at 

facts and see something untoward or suspicious. The Internet doesn't help that ... We are living at a time where 

conspiracy theories are a virtual sport. The fact that you had a justice who died and was left in his room for 

hours doesn't mean this is some Hollywood script. What it probably means is that a justice passed away in his 

room and was left for hours. Nino Scalia did have medical problems, he was 79 years old."   

Mary Kay Mallonee contributed to this report.   
 

SportsCenter Commercial Texting with Coach K and Justise Winslow as Justice Scalia Dies: 
I find it interesting that at the time of Justice Antonin Scalia’s death, that the Sports 

Center was airing their commercial about former Duke star and current Miami 

Heat’s player Justise Winslow.  What was the purpose of the commercial?   

“Oh Justise Winslow - Order in the court for chief justice is served!”   

(http://espn.go.com/video/clip?id=14398556) Updated: 02/18/2016  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://espn.go.com/video/clip?id=14398556
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Sports: 
Pittsburgh Steelers Ben Roethlisberger, Denver Broncos John Elway and the Number 7: 

So the first Cow named Ben, was named by the owner after the Pittsburgh Steelers star 

quarterback Ben Roethlisberger to act as a good luck portent for the Pittsburgh Steelers football.  

So what happened to the Steelers in the 2014/2015 season?  They finished the season with an 11-

5 record but on January 3, 2015, they lost 30-17 in the first round of the playoffs in Pittsburgh’s 

Heinz Field, to the visiting Baltimore Ravens Wildcard team.  So this Event Code wasn’t 

fulfilled in the 2014/2015 season.  So what about the Steelers’ 2014/2015 season? 
 

Well, the Steelers made the playoffs with a 9-6 record.  They managed to win their first playoff game against 

the Cincinnati Bengals 18-16 as a result of a turnover and some penalty flags in the waning seconds of the 

game.  Ben hurt his right shoulder (throwing arm) late in the game, but managed to drive far enough down the 

field in the last minute of the game, to get into field goal range for the winning 35-yard field goal.  Pittsburgh’s 

superstar receiver Antonio Brown, was spearheaded in the head by an opposing team member’s helmet, which 

drew a 15-yard penalty that set up the winning field goal.  Brown suffered a concussion and is questionable for 

the next playoff game.   
 

As a result of their win, Pittsburgh is scheduled to play the Denver Broncos in Denver next weekend.  Let’s 

continue to watch and see what unfolds here.  Remember, in the prophecy the first well-favoured cow (named 

Ben) is consumed by the ill-favoured cow (named Joseph).  Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning' 

jersey number is number 18 …the number of beginnings and rebirth.  Will the Josephs be released when Ben is 

defeated?  Will this coming weekend be the weekend of the Japan disasters leading to a Monday stock market 

crash? We shall see.   
 

Do you remember that the current Broncos General Manager John Elway was the 

former Broncos superstar quarterback and wore a jersey with the number 7 on it?  Will 

his team defeat Ben’s this weekend during the time of a Mt. Fuji eruption, Tokyo 

earthquake and tsunami? 
 

Also, please do a study on the Illuminati in America and you will discover that “their” 

roots actually were established in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. And I need not inform you 

all about the supposed Illuminati connection in Denver and with the Denver 

International airport!  Updated: 01/10/2016 
#1 

Omaha, Omaha:  Peyton Manning and the Denver Broncos sealed the deal, by beating Ben Roethlisberger’s 

Pittsburgh Steelers in the second weekend of playoff action, 23-16.  Updated: 01/17/2016 

The Coin Toss Call (Event Code) at in OT of the Packers/Cardinals Crazy NFL Playoff Game: 
The OT coin toss event occurred at midfield of the University of Phoenix Stadium in Glendale, Arizona. Green 

Bay Packers quarterback and team captain Aaron Rodgers called tails, and referee Blakeman tossed the coin in 

the air. But it didn’t flip in the air and landed on heads, which would have made the Arizona Cardinals the 

winner.  The replay camera actually confirmed that the coin did not flip!  What’s the chance of that happening, 

folks???  Herein lies the Event Code, folks, a crazy occurrence to a crazy game!  The event was the “coin toss” 

and the code meaning would be that game would have all kinds of crazy statistics to match the unusual 

likelihood of non-flip coin toss!  Let’s look at some of the craziness! 
 

 

Crazy #1:  Down 13-10, when Cardinals Carson Palmer tried threading the needle with a 

pass to Larry Fitzgerald.  But Damarious Randall covered him perfectly, sticking out his 

arm which tipped the ball up in the air. The ball fell perfectly into the arms of Michael Floyd 

for a touchdown!  New score 17-13 Cardinals. 
 

Crazy #2:  Down 20-13, after a big sack by Dwight Freeney, the Packers faced 4th and 20 from their 4-yard line 

and needing a touchdown to force overtime.  Aaron Rodgers converts on 4th and 20 for 60 yards to Jeff Janis! 
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Crazy #3:  Still down 20-13, with five seconds left in 

regulation time, Aaron did it again (Detroit).  A 7-ma n pass 

rush by the Cardinals pressured Rodgers, forcing him to 

launch up a 60 yard Hail Mary pass while falling 

backwards on one foot!  Then Jeff Janis made the catch of 

the night, sending the game into OT 17-17!  
 

Crazy #4:  Referee Blakeman decided to call off the non-flip OT toss, informing both 

teams that the coin hadn't flipped.  Prior to the second coin toss, Blakeman did not give 

Rodgers the opportunity to change his call. This time, the coin flipped and landed on 

heads for a second time. The Cardinals won the second coin toss and chose to receive 

the kickoff and eventually won the game.   
 

Crazy #5:  On the very first play of overtime, Fitzgerald weaved in and out of the 

Packers, catching the Palmer pass and eluding five or six Packer defenders to reach 

Green Bay's 5-yard line for a 75 yard gain!  

Two plays later, Palmer completed a shovel pass to Fi tzgerald for a 5-yard touchdown 

reception to win the game 26-20!  Updated: 01/18/2016 

 

NFL’s 2016 AFC and NFC Championship Game Results: 
The Denver Broncos defeated the New England Patriots 20-18 in the AFC championship game. 

The Carolina Panthers defeated the Arizona Cardinals 49-15 in the NFC championship game. 

Denver will play Carolina on February 7, 2016 for Super Bowl 50, at Levi's Stadium in Santa Clara, California. 
Updated: 01/24/2016 
 

Super Bowl 50 – Being billed as the “Good White Guy” against the “Bad Black Guy”: 
Super Bowl 50 is being billed by some as the “Good White Guy” (Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton 

Manning) against the Bad Black Guy (Carolina Panthers quarterback Cam Newton), but is it?  Stay tuned. 
Updated: 01/28/2016 
 

Super Bowl 50 – The Sherriff’s Last Rodeo?  Broncos defeat the Panthers 24-10 on Feb 07, 2016: 
 

The Carolina Panthers lost to the Denver Broncos 24-10 in Super Bowl 50 at Levi's 

Stadium.  Both quarterbacks (Peyton Manning and Cam Newton) struggled 

throughout the game against swarming pass rushes.  Denver linebacker Von Miller 

was named the Most Valuable Player of the game.  Miller stripped the ball away 

from Newton twice, setting up 2 Denver touchdowns.  Updated: 02/07/2016 
 

Freaky “Puppy-Monkey-Baby” Mountain Dew Super Bowl Commercial on February 07, 2016: 
Have you guys seen the Mountain Dew 

“Puppy-Monkey-Baby” Super Bowl 

commercial yet?  What are the “bad 

guys” trying to tell us with this one 

folks?  I’ll let you guys connect the dots 

this time.  But I’ll give you a clue, what 

does a “puppy-monkey-baby” turn into 

when it grows up?  You got it …a “dog-

monkey-man”!!!  Have you ever heard 

of Bigfoot or the Dogman before?  
Updated: 02/18/2016 
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Are you Ready for the “Mars” Phenomenon – Beginning on February 07, 2016? 
Bruno “Mars” performs in the Super Bowl 50 Half Time show.  The planet “Mars” is currently in a 5-planet 

alignment, visible alongside 4 other planets for the first time since 2005 (from December 15, 2004, to January 15, 2005).  

Winter storm “Mars” strikes the Northeast as voters prepare to vote in NH.  The “Martian” is currently showing in a 

theatre near you!  Updated: 02/08/2016 
 

 

2016 Toyota RAV4 Hybrid Commercial James Marsden in Mars: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D02DuMbJuMs  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D02DuMbJuMs
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Mars Bar ad with Porsche, with a Mars like Landscape viewed through the Vehicle Window 

Second in a series of 4 1995 Norwegian commercial for Japp, with the same actors/Rastaman 

meets a Jogger and pushes his car over a Martian-like landscape cliff: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjJACryRAOA  

 
 

Johnny Marr Eats Mars Bar and Lights Up the Night: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UW4SIdXR8ks  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjJACryRAOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UW4SIdXR8ks
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What are “they” trying to tell us folks?  Is there a connection between the number “18”, “Mars” and the coming 

events (Japan disasters and worldwide stock market crash)?  During the spring and summer of 2016 the planet 

mars reaches its closest proximity to earth since 2005.  The next 5-planet (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and 

Saturn) alignment will occur in August 2016 (August 13 to 19).  Will these events happen during this 

timeframe?  I don’t know folks, time will tell. 
Updated: 07/07/2016 

 

TV Shows: 
David Kenderes’ Jan 14, 2016 Prophetic Poem - “The Digression of the Boob Tube”! 

Friends, our moral fabric has been eroded to the umpteenth degree!  We “call good evil and evil good” and think 

nothing of it …we don’t even ‘bat an eye’ at it.  Our ‘God Reality’ has been supplanted by ‘Reality TV’.  The 

Commandments tell US to have no idols before US, but for years we have made ‘American’ TV our ‘Idol’ and we 

still haven’t repented because we don’t have “eyes to see”!  Many of today’s action and fantasy TV shows have a post-

apocalyptic setting – what are “they” trying to tell us folks?  Let’s examine the moral digression of many of the TV shows 

in the form of a Prophetic Poem: 
 

“We’ve evolved from ‘The Flintstones' to the 'Family Guy'. 
 

From ‘The Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm Show’ to ‘Rugrats’ and ‘Shorties Watchin' Shorties’. 
 

From ‘The Jetsons’ to ‘Futurama’ and the ‘Simpsons’. 
 

From 'Mister Ed' to ‘South Park’ and 'Ed, Edd n Eddy. 
 

From 'Tom and Jerry' to 'Beavis and Butt-head'. 
 

From 'The Laurel and Hardy Show' to 'Dumb and Dumber'! 
 

We’ve developed from 'Father Knows Best' and ‘Make Room for Daddy’ to 'American Dad' and 'King of the Hill'. 
 

From 'My Three Sons' to 'Two and a Half Men', ‘Shameless’ and 'Anger Management'. 
 

From 'Bachelor Father' to 'The Bachelor', 'The Bachelorette', ‘Bad Teacher’ and ‘Burning Love’. 

From the ‘The Donna Reed Show’ and ‘This Is the Life’, to ‘Growing Up Fisher’ and ‘That’s Life’. 
 

From 'The Flying Nun' to 'The Sisters', ‘Jane the Virgin’, ‘Another Period’, ‘Broad City’, and 'Lost Girl'. 
 

From 'My Little Margie', 'The Patty Duke Show' and 'Gidget' to ‘Idiotsitter’, 'Pretty Little Liars', 'Gossip Girl', 'Bad Girls', 

'Bad Girls Club' ‘Girls Behaving Badly’, ‘The Sarah Silverman Program’, 'The Secret Life of the American Teenager',  

'16 and Pregnant', ‘Secret Diary of a Call Girl’, ‘Orange Is the New Black’ and ‘The Girl’s Guide to Depravity’! 
 

We’ve advanced from 'The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show', 'I Love Lucy', 'The Dick Van Dyke Show', ‘The Mary 

Tyler Moore Show’, ‘Sanford and Son’, 'Different Strokes’ and ‘Maude’  

to ‘Rules of Engagement’, ‘The Real Housewives of Orange County’, ‘Hot in Cleveland’, ‘Boy Meets World’, ‘Big Bang 

Theory’, ‘Trophy Wife’, ‘How I Met Your Mother’, and ‘Dirty Grandpa’! 
 

We’ve exchanged 'The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet', 'Leave it to Beaver', 'Dennis the Menace', 'The Partridge Family' 

and 'The Brady Bunch', ‘Full House’ for ‘Fuller House’, ‘All in the Family’, ‘Married with Kids’, 'Keeping Up with the 

Kardashians', ‘Big Time in Hollywood, FL’, 'The Modern Family', 'Sex & the City' and ‘Masters of Sex’. 
 

Exchanged 'The Edge of Night' for ‘The Real Housewives of Potomac’ and 'Desperate Housewives'. 
 

Exchanged 'The Honeymooners’ and ‘The Jackie Gleason Show' for ‘Thirtysomething’, ‘Girls’, ‘Designing Women’, 

'Drop Dead Diva', 'Total Divas', ‘Killer Women’, ‘Erotic Confessions’, ‘Super Fun Night’ and ‘Californication’! 
 

We fought for 'The Phil Silvers Show', 'McHale's Navy', ‘Twelve O'Clock High’, ‘Gomer Pyle' and ‘Hogan’s Heroes’,  

but have since surrendered to ‘Enlisted’, ‘Last Resort’, 'The Last Ship' and ‘Nikita’. 
 

We fought for ‘Car 54 Where Are You?’, 'The Andy Griffith Show', ‘Adam 12’ and ‘The Streets of San Francisco’  

and got ‘Hunter’, 'COPS', ‘The Unusuals’, ‘Shades of Blue’ ‘Blue Bloods’, ‘Castle’, ‘The Fall’ and ‘Quantico’. 
 

We fought for ‘Sherlock Holmes’, ‘Dragnet’, ‘Perry Mason’, ‘Ironside’, ‘FBI’, ‘77 Sunset Strip’, ‘Barnaby Jones’, 

‘Barretta’, ‘The Rockford Files’, ‘Magnum, P.I.’, ‘Columbo’, ‘Mannix’ and ‘Matlock’ and got ‘Chips’, ‘The Wire’, 

‘Wayward Pines’, ‘Dexter’, ‘The Bridge’, ‘Banshee’, ‘The Blacklist’, ‘Blindspot’ ‘The Player’, and ‘Dirty Sexy Money’. 
 

We fought for ‘The Avengers’, 'Get Smart', 'Mission: Impossible', ‘The Fugitive’, ‘MacGyver’ and 'The Man From 

U.N.C.L.E.' and got ‘Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.’, ‘Agent Carter’, ‘The Americans’, 'Warehouse 13' and ‘Undercovers’! 
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We gambled with 'I've Got a Secret', 'What's My Line?', ‘Password’, ‘Jeopardy’ and ‘Let’s Make a Deal’,  

only to receive the ‘Fear Factor’, ‘Scare Tactics’, ‘Who Wants to Be a Millionaire’ and ‘Deal or No Deal’! 
 

We were captivated by 'American Bandstand' but now we are stimulated by 'MTV'. 
 

We were entertained by 'The Jack Benny Program', 'The Bob Hope Show', 'The Steve Allen Show' and the ‘Jonny 

Carson Show’ but now we are amused by ‘Real Time w/Bill Maher’, ‘The Daily Show w/Jon Stewart’, ‘The Colbert 

Report’, ‘Reno911’, ‘Brickleberry’, ‘Upright Citizens Brigade’, ‘Moonbeam City’ and ‘The Man Show’. 
 

We used to search for new celebrities on ‘The Perry Como Show’, 'Pat Boone Chevy Showroom', 'The Lawrence Welk 

Show', 'The Ed Sullivan Show', 'The Andy Williams Show', 'The Donny & Marie Show' and ‘Tony Orlando And Dawn’  

but now we find them on 'America's Next Top Model', 'Project Runway', 'Dance Moms', 'Dancing With the Stars', 'So 

You Think You Can Dance', 'America’s Got Talent', 'The X Factor', 'The Voice' and 'American Idol' shows! 
 

We acquired ‘Dr. Kildare’, ‘Marcus ‘Welby MD’ and ‘Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman’  

but later contracted ‘The Mob Doctor’, ‘Bizarre E.R.’, ‘Sex Sent Me to the ER’ and ‘Dr. Katz, Professional Therapist’! 
 

We’ve given up the ghost for 'Casper the Friendly Ghost' and ‘Topper’  

only to die for ‘Ghost Whisperer’, ‘Ghost Asylum’, 'Ghost Adventures', 'Ghost Hunters' ‘A Haunting’, ‘The Haunting’, 

‘Paranormal State’, ‘The Dead Files’ and ‘Popper’ (Z Rock). 
 

We’ve given up ‘Superman’, ‘Batman’, ‘The Hulk’, ‘The 6 Million Dollar Man’ and ‘The Greatest American Hero’ 
to die for ‘Heroes’, ‘Alphas’, ‘X-Men’, ‘Mutant X’, ‘Misfits’, ‘Scorpion’, ‘Being Human’ and ‘Legends of Tomorrow’. 
 

We’ve given up ‘The Alfred Hitchcock Hour ‘, ‘The Twilight Zone' and 'The Outer Limits', ‘Quantum Leap’ ‘Fact or 

Fiction’ and the ‘X-files’ to die for ‘Dead Zone’, 'Revolution', 'Continuum’, ‘Colony’, ‘Fringe’, 'Falling Skies', 

Shadowhunters’, and ‘Kyle XY’. 
 

We’ve given up ‘The Addams Family’, ‘The Munsters’, ‘Bewitched', 'I Dream of Jeannie' and 'Sabrina the Teenage 

Witch' to die for 'Buffy the Vampire Slayer', ‘Charmed’, 'Tales From the Crypt', ‘The Secret Circle’, ‘True Blood’, 

'Eastwick', 'Dark Shadows' ‘ZNation’, ‘The Strain’, ‘Survivors’, ‘12 Monkeys’, ‘Supernatural’, ‘Ugly Americans’  

‘Bite Me’, ‘Bloodbath and Beyond’, ‘The Magicians’, ‘666 Park Avenue’, 'The Walking Dead' and ‘Helix’. 
 

We’ve given up ‘My Favorite Martian' and 'Lost in Space' to die for 'The 4400', ‘Taken’, ‘V’, and ‘Defiance’! 
 

We’ve sown ‘Green Acres’ but we’ve reaped ‘Weeds’! 
 

We’ve traded ‘The Real McCoys’, 'The Roy Rogers Show', 'The Lone Ranger', 'Davy Crockett', 'Daniel Boone', ‘The 

Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp’, 'Wagon Train’, ‘Bonanza’ and ‘Little House on the Prairie’  

for ‘Drunk History’ and ‘The Fairies’. 
 

Traded ‘Candid Camera’ for ‘Punk'd’, ‘Zorro’ for ‘Debunked’. 
 

Long gone are ‘Captain Kangaroo’ and ‘The Captain and Tennille’ long yawn for ‘Blue’ and ‘Key and Peele’. 
 

Long gone are 'Lassie' and 'Flipper' long yawn for ‘Cassie’ (Skins) and ‘The Ripper’ (Ripper Street)! 
 

We’ve searched the seas for ‘Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea’, and ‘The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau’,  

and through our journeys discovered 'Baywatch', ‘8th & Ocean’, ‘Ocean Girl’, ‘Miss Ocean’ and the ‘Jersey Shore’.  
 

Searched on 'Gilligan's Island' and found 'Survivor', ‘Black Sails’, 'Naked and Afraid' and ‘Jerseylicious’! 
 

We’ve progressed from ‘The Beverly Hillbillies' to ‘Viva La Bam’, ‘Recovery Road’ and ‘Scandal’. 
 

Progressed from 'Happy Days' to ‘1000 Ways To Die’ and ‘Six Feet Under’! 
 

We’ve advanced from ‘The Red Skelton Show’ to 'The Jerry Springer Show' and 'The Maury Povich Show'. 
 

From 'To Tell the Truth' and 'Truth or Consequences' to 'House of Lies'. 
 

From 'The Carol Burnett Show' to 'The Ellen Degeneres Show'. 
 

From 'Mister Rogers' Neighborhood' and ‘Different Strokes’ to ‘Drawn Together’ and 'Queer as Folk'! 
 

We’ve travelled south on ‘The Highway to Heaven' and ended up on ‘The Highway through Hell'. 
 

We’ve transformed our allegiance from 'Touched by an Angel' to ‘Dark Angel’, ‘Angel from Hell’ and 'Lucifer'!” 
Updated: 01/14/2016  
 

Isaiah 5:20 (KJV): 
“Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put 

bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!”  
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2 Peter 2:12 (KJV): 
“But these, as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and destroyed, speak evil of the things that they understand 

not; and shall utterly perish in their own corruption;”   
 

We’ve sown ‘Green Acres’ but we’ve reaped ‘Weeds’! 
I think it is apropos to list (below) and discus the ‘Green Acres’ theme song at this time, since I believe it’s germane to 

what has transpired in American society over the last 70 years.  We’ve gone from an agricultural age, to an industrial age 

and now we are living in the acclaimed computer age.  Although some would say that we have increased in knowledge 

and wisdom over the decades, I would ask if it was an increase in worldly, or Godly knowledge and wisdom?  Although 

some would argue that we have learned how to excel at capitalism, while working in the city away from the country.  I 

would ask if we have forgotten how to live off of the land in the country, while living in the city?  What about morality?  

Have we traded Mana of His Word for mana of this world?  Did we start out planting good seed and growing good crops, 

only to leave our fields unattended, hoping that others would tend to the needs of growing crops?  Have we let our 

teachers and professors teach our children the ways of the world?  Have we let our politicians and judges legislate the 

morality of demons?  Has our once bountiful ‘Green Acres’ turned into a field of ‘Weeds’?  Folks, when will we realize 

that our ‘Green Acres’ are no longer there!  Updated: 01/14/2016  
 

2 Timothy 4:3-4 (KJV): 
“3 For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to 

themselves teachers, having itching ears; 4 And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be 

turned unto fables.” 
 

‘Green Acres’ Theme Song: 
 “Green acres is the place to be 

Farm living is the life for me 

Land spreading out, 

so far and wide 

Keep Manhattan, (Wall Street) 

just give me that countryside. 
 

New York 

is where I'd rather stay 

I get allergic smelling hay 

I just adore a penthouse view 

Darling, I love you, 

but give me Park Avenue.  
 

The Stores 

Fresh air 

Times Square 
 

You are my wife.  

Goodbye city life. 
 

Green Acres, we are there!” 
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Is the Truth Out There? 
Selective transcript excerpts from Jan 24, 2016 X-Files Premier TV Show “Forever Dreaming”: 
 

Mulder’s Contemplation Time: 

Mulder: In 1947, Kenneth Arnold saw nine unidentified craft out the window of his small plane, followed by 

the historic crash at Roswell and its legendary cover-up. In 1957, UFOs were spotted over our nation's capital. 

The Pentagon held press briefings. Multiple witnesses in 1967 at Malmstrom Air Force Base in Montana see 

fighters scramble but easily outrun by UFOs that climb upwards of 200,000 feet, twice the service ceiling of our 

highest-flying spy planes. Dr. Edgar Mitchell, the sixth man to walk on the Moon, cites secret studies on 

extraterrestrial materials and bodies. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and future president Gerald R. Ford 

validate the UFO phenomenon in official government memoranda. But now people only laugh, and only 

Roswell is remembered.  But we must ask ourselves... are they really a hoax? Are we truly alone? Or are we 

being lied to? 
 

Mulder & Scully’s Meeting with Tad O’Malley (the Wealthy Conspiracist) and Sveta in Low Moor, VA: 

Mulder: I'd be happy to talk to you, Mr. O'Malley, but right here is fine.  
 

Tad: Allow me my small precautions. Low-flying aircraft often employ what they call "dirt boxes" to record 

conversations that I prefer private. 
 

Scully: How many times have you been abducted, Sveta?  
 

Sveta: I lost count. And then there are the screen memories they implant.  
 

Scully: The aliens made you pregnant?  
 

Sveta: A number of times. But they take the babies before they're born. Those are the memories they 

can't remove.  
 

Scully: They removed your unborn fetuses?  
 

Sveta: Through here. They do everything through here. Even with the DNA.  
 

Tad: Tell them about your DNA, Sveta.  
 

Sveta: I have alien DNA. For sure. 
 

Tad: I want to prepare you for what you're about to see, Mr. Mulder.  
 

Mulder and Tad meet with an Engineers inside a Faraday Cage Hanger at an Undisclosed Location: 
Mulder: A Faraday cage? For what?  
 

Tad: Do you know what an ARV is?  
 

Mulder: That's what you brought me here to see? 
 

Garner: What we're showing you we do at great risk. Colleagues have had labs burned to the ground and 
work destroyed by our own government.  
 

Garner: It's running on toroidal energy, so-called zero-point energy. Simply the energy of the universe.  
 

Mulder: You're talking about free energy?  
 

Garner: That we've had since the '40s. No fuel, no flame, no combustion. A simple electromagnetic field. 

Technology kept secret for 70 years while the world ran on petroleum.  
 

Mulder: Oil companies making trillions.  
 

Garner: What I'm gonna show you next is the most unbelievable part.  
 

Mulder: Gravity warp drive... but how?  
 

Garner: Element 115. Ununpentium. 
 

Mulder: There was a moment you were being asked about your abductions... about your pregnancies, 
how the aliens took your babies... and before you answered, you looked at O'Malley. Why?  
 

Sveta: Because it's not exactly the right question.  
 

Mulder: I'm sorry, I don't understand.  
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Sveta: Because I don't believe it's aliens who were taking them.  
 

Mulder: Sveta, who took your babies?  
 

Sveta: Men.  
 

Mulder: Men? Humans? You saw their faces?  
 

Sveta: Yes. They took me aboard their ships. And... I was afraid they would kill me if I ever told anyone  

the truth.  
 

Mulder meets with the ‘Man in the Know’ on the Mall in Washington DC: 
Man in the Know: Is the hour absolutely necessary?  
 

Mulder: It was important that I see you.  
 

Man in the Know: We made an agreement about our meeting in unsecured environments.  
 

Mulder: I took the usual precautions. I'm assuming you did, too. I've been standing here for over an 
hour. I haven't seen a soul. I called you because you said, if I ever put the pieces together, that you 

would confirm.  
 

Man in the Know: And have you put them together?  
 

Mulder: I've met someone, I've seen something. 'Cause you weren't even close. Warring aliens lighting 

each other on fire and other such nonsense.  
 

Man in the Know: I was being cleverly manipulated. And what brings this new clarity?  
Mulder: I saw an ARV running on free energy. I saw it disappear.  
 

Man in the Know: That's what they all seem to do.  
 

Mulder: But the technology exists.  It's existed since Roswell. And it's been in use, being used on humans 

in human testing, the taking of men, women and children that's misreported as alien abductions.  
 

Man in the Know: So you believe you have the how.  
 

Mulder: Yes. And I think I know the why.  
 

Man in the Know: The why is more complicated than you may ever know, Mr. Mulder.  
 

Mulder: 60 years ago, we were warned about the military industrial complex gathering too much power.  
 

Man in the Know: This is old news.  The countdown has begun. It began in 2012, but no one knew. Tell 
me something new.  
 

Mulder: Alien technology being used against us, not by aliens, not with aliens, but by a venal conspiracy 

of men against humanity.  
 

Man in the Know: You're wasting my time.  
 

Mulder: What are the tests for?  
 

Man in the Know: You tell me, Mr. Mulder.  
 

Mulder: Ten years ago, you came to me saying you couldn't take your secrets to your grave, that you 

couldn't live with it.  
 

Man in the Know: I'm a man of medicine. I didn't know how my work would be used. The lies are so 
great, Mr.  
 

Mulder: The truth must be unassailable.  
 

Mulder: So let me tell the world.  
 

Man in the Know: They'll make a mockery of us.  
 

Mulder: Then let me take that bullet.  
 

Man in the Know: And these men are capable of that. You're nearly there. You're close. Roswell. That 

was a smokescreen.  
Mulder: So I've been told. 
 

Mulder, Scully, Tad and Sveta Discussions: 
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Mulder: The crashes at Roswell. More importantly, places like Aztec. World leaders signed secret memos 

directing scientific studies of alien technology and biochemistry. Classified studies were done at military 
installations S4, Groom Lake, Wright-Patterson and Dulce, extracting alien tissue.  
 

Mulder: Tests were done on unsuspecting human subjects in elaborately staged abductions, in craft using 

alien technology recovered from the downed saucers... including human hybridization through gene 
editing and forced implantation of alien embryos.  
 

Sveta: Why do such a thing and lie about it... our own government?  
 

Mulder: Your own government lies as a matter of course, as a matter of policy... the Tuskegee experiments on 

black men in the '30s; Henrietta Lacks.  
 

Sveta: What are they trying to do?  
 

Mulder: That's the missing piece.  
 

Tad: But it's not hard to imagine... a government hiding, hoarding... alien technology for 70 years, at the 

expense of human life and the future of the planet. Driven not only by corporate greed, but... a darker objective.  
 

Mulder: The takeover of America.  
 

Tad: And then the world itself, by any means necessary, however violent... or cruel... or efficient. By severe 

drought brought on by weather wars conducted secretly using aerial contaminants (Chemtrails?) and high-

altitude electromagnetic waves, (HAARP?) in a state of perpetual war to create problem-reaction- solution 

scenarios to distract, enrage and enslave American citizens at home with tools like the Patriot Act and the 

National Defense Authorization Act, which abridged the Constitution in the name of national security.  
 

Tad: The militarization of police forces in cities across the U.S. The building of prison camps by the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) with no stated purpose. The corporate takeover of food and 

agriculture, pharmaceuticals and health care, (Obamacare?) even the military, in clandestine agendas, to fatten, 

dull, sicken and control a populace already consumed by consumerism. (Dumbing Down of America) And I 

encourage you all to go shopping more.  
 

Tad: A government that taps your phone, collects your data and monitors your whereabouts with impunity.  

(Snowden) A government preparing to use that data against you when it strikes and the final takeover begins.  
 

Scully: The takeover of America.  
 

Tad: By a well-oiled and well-armed multinational group of elites that will cull, kill and subjugate. 
 

What are “they” (the bad guys) trying to tell us folks?  The TV episode showcased a laboratory hospital 

that housed young children with horrendous birth defects, while at the same time (in real life) “they” 

announce through “their” controlled media, that the Zika virus is causing small headed (Microcephaly) 
birth defects in babies, that are born to mothers infected with the virus during their pregnancies!   

Is that coincidental folks? – I think not!!! 
 

The TV episode mentioned low-flying aircraft deploying "dirt boxes" to record our conversations.  Faraday 
cage hangers, hiding alien aircraft equipped with invisible cloaking and zero-point energy (eradicating the 

need for petroleum products in society) technologies.  Alien abductions impregnating our daughters to use 
them as incubators.  Tests being done on unsuspecting humans in elaborately staged abductions.  Was 

Roswell, merely a smokescreen?  Is there a planned takeover of America and the world?  Has the entire 

world been deceived under a colossal lie for the last 70 years?  Well, let me tell you this much at this time.  
“The Truth is out There”, but it isn’t what the “bad guys” think or what they try to make us think.  Let’s 

examine ‘their phrase’ using the Standard Conversion (A=1, Z=26) Gematria Code: 
 

     20   08  05   20  18   21  20  08   09 19   15   21  20    20  08  05  18   05    =     260    =   26   =  07  15   04 

“THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE”=260=26=GOD” 
Updated: 01/28/2016 
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Walking Dead? 
Zombie Apocalypse – “Fear of the Walking Dead” Coded Messages: 

The show stated, and I’m paraphrasing, in the 09/13 & 20/2015 episodes, that ‘when things 

begin to go down, it will go down fast!’  Another paraphrased declaration came from 

Victor Strand (actor Colman Domingo) in the 09/27/2015 episode, who said:  
‘The latte and frequent flyer days are over, we have returned back to gold now’.  

After the 10/04/2015 season finale episode, the AMC network aired the “Talking 

Dead Fear” special, where they displayed on the screen the following:  “Let’s sail away and pray that the 

walkers (zombies) can’t swim.” (representing those “few” that are in the world but not of it?)   The TV special 

was alluding to the likely possibility that the group of survivors were going to sail off into sea (next season) in a 

boat pick-up that was to be arranged by Victor Strand.   
 

So let’s analyze the hidden coded messages which I believe “the bad guys” are revealing to us through these 

zombie apocalypse shows.  What I believe the “Fear of the Walking Dead”, “The Walking Dead” and to a lesser 

degree, all zombie movies and shows are telling us.  I believe that the ‘zombies’ represent us (“US” as in USA) 

…they represent Americans!  Americans that are asleep (dead) to the events that are going on all around them!  

A so-called “Christian nation” who has been asleep for years and has lost its voice.  Americans, who are so 

consumed in their own affairs, their selfish ambitions, self-centered dreams (the American dream), all-

consuming striving and searching for comforts of this life, the desires and luxuries of This-World rather than 

searching for the riches of His-Word!  (His “Word” is in “this world”, one simply has to know how to look for 

it)  These lukewarmers are totally consumed with making money and more money and more money!  And then 

spending this money and even money that they don’t have (debt), on fancy clothes, cars, boats and houses.  

Americans are consumed by sports and recreation, reality TV shows, and sexual lusts and sexual sins.  

Americans are so consumed with achieving the “American Dream” that they don’t see the approaching 

financial storm – the “American Nightmare”!  They don’t realize that their financial security blanket is about 

to be ripped right off of them!  These “walkers” are infected …they are infected with the infectious disease of 

trying to keep up with the Jones’! 
 

Have any of you wondered why the AMC network aired their new series (Fear of the Walking Dead) this year, 

before their current series (The Walking Dead) even started its final season?  And why were there only 5 

episodes in season 1 of the new show?  None of this seems to make sense on the surface does it?  Here’s what I 

believe is going on.  “They” wanted to complete the new show’s first season, with all of its new hidden 

messages, before the stock market crashes this fall or early winter!  When the bad guys state in the new show, 

‘when things begin to go down, they will go down fast’, they mean it!  When “they” state ‘the latte and 

frequent flyer days are over, we have returned back to gold now’ “they” mean it!  Why would the show 

state that we have ‘returned back to gold now’ on a zombie show?  …that doesn’t make sense either, does it 

…who would need gold during a zombie apocalypse???  Nobody would care about gold in a zombie world – 

food, water and safe housing would be all that would matter!  We have got to learn the codes folks!  It 

symbolically represents that in the future, things without intrinsic value (paper money, and especially electronic 

currency stocks and bonds), will become worthless – Gold Will Rule!   
 

And when the episodes show military constructing large chain link fences topped with razor concertina wire, 

around housing developments for “safe” housing of the ‘survivors’, ultimately, these encampments never 

remain safe do they?  These encampments represent free government housing (military controlled FEMA 

concentration camps).  And when the ‘survivors’ leave the cities on their own and construct their own walled 

safehavens, it represents those that aren’t of the walking dead, those that have “eyes to see” and “ears to hear”, 

those that aren’t blind to the coming apocalypse.  Notice that all of these shows start out with the characters 

saying ‘we have to leave the cities’.  The hidden message for Americans is that we need to flee the cities 

before it is too late, before things get really bad!  We need to leave the city before we die and join the ranks of 

the walking dead, or before martial law is instituted and we get locked up in one of the FEMA camps.  Now 
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what about their “Let’s sail away…” quote, could this be their warning to Americans to leave the United States, 

go somewhere overseas while you still have a chance?   Updated: 10/25/2015 
 

The 1994 Song ‘Zombie’ by the Cranberries: 
Another head hangs lowly 

Child is slowly taken 

And if violence causes the silence 

Who are we mistaking 

But you see it's not me 

It's not my family 

In your head in your head 

They are fighting 

With their tanks and their bombs 

And their bombs and their guns 

In your head in your head they are crying 

In your head 

In your head 

Zombie zombie zombie ei ei 

What's in your head 

In your head. 

Zombie, zombie, zombie ei, ei, ei, oh do, do, do, do, do, do, do, do 

Another mother's breakin', 

Heart is taken over 

When the violence causes silence 

We must be mistaken 

It's the same old thing since 1916 

In your head in your head 

They're still fighting 

With their tanks and their bombs 

And their bombs and their guns 

In your head in your head they are dying 

In your head 

In your head 

Zombie    
 

This song was inspired by the Irish Republican Army (IRA) bombing that killed two children in Warrington, 

Cheshire back in 1993.  The Cranberries lead singer claimed that "Zombie" spoke about "The Irish fight for 

independence.  The IRA actually declared a ceasefire on August 31, 1994, a few weeks after the song was 

released. 
 

I want to present a possible secondary meaning for the song.  A meaning representing the “bad guys” who 

control and manipulate the populous (the zombies), the politicians, the mega-corporations and the world’s 

financial system including the World Bank, the IMF and the Federal Reserve, by means of debt, payoffs, 

deception, extortion, coercion and wars.  The “bad guys” control what we hear, see and even think about!  The 

zombies infiltrating our heads, our minds and what we see and what we hear!  Today, the American zombies are 

controlled by just six, giant, monolithic media corporations (GE, News-Corp, Disney, Viacom, Time Warner 

and CBS) who control over 90 percent of the news and entertainment industry!  Updated: 10/10/2015 
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Jerry Sunberg’s 1976? Prophetic Dream – Christian’s (The Walking Injured) Rise above the 

Deceased (The Walking Dead)! 
Many years ago, I was given an interesting dream. “I, along with many others, came together to join one 

another to fight against a very real danger that threatened to take over our families and our lives to enslave us 

all. We joined together to fight against this evil. 

Next scene: 

I along with others, were in a section of a city which I understood to be “spiritual Jerusalem” and as we fought 

against our enemy, we all held our own. But then, news came to us that the enemy had employed a new strategy 

never seen before. 

In the midst of a battle, where they fought individually, now they withdrew, formed a kind of wedge and then 

they would attack as before but in unison. Just as we were hearing this, the enemy we were fighting withdrew 

and returned in the form of that wedge and we fell before them easily. 

Next scene: 

I woke up on a heap of bodies, being left for dead. I was severely wounded but was able to roll off the heap 

of bodies I was placed upon. I found my weapon, a kind of Samurai sword, which to me spoke of skill of use. I 

used that sword as a crutch to help me walk because I did not have much strength left in me because of the 

many wounds suffered. 

No one that was with me survived. I was the only one in that section of the city. Not knowing where to go, I 

wondered down one narrow corridor after another. All the corridors in this city were very narrow and wound 

this way and that way. 

Eventually, as if guided by an unseen hand, I found myself in a large open area about the size of a football field 

surrounded by various buildings and walls. I found a place to sit and rest against a wall. 

As I took my place, I watched as others came into this large place as wounded as I was and some even more so. 

They came by their ones, twos and threes. All wounded, left for dead. All found a place to rest. 

Now while I was resting, I remembered what brought me to this war. I remembered the evil threats made 

against our families, that threat of enslavement and pure evil. Remembering this gave me a kind of strength, 
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enough strength that I felt I needed to stand in the midst of all the people who have now made it to this place of 

rest. 

I rose up and began to speak aloud those same thoughts I had while I sat resting, knowing full well that 

everyone in this place were thinking the very same thoughts. We knew there would be a price to pay. We were 

willing to lay our lives down if it meant that this terrible enemy would be defeated and through our 

victory, we could assure a life of freedom from bondage and servitude for all our families we left behind. 

Saying these things brought a renewed commitment to all present and just as I finished speaking, we all rose as 

one man.  No one was healed. We were just as wounded and as weak as we were when we arrived in this place, 

but now, with a renewed commitment, we all left that place to return to that section of the city where we met 

our enemy and fell before them. I too left that place and returned to where I was left for dead. The place was the 

same but all the dead bodies had been removed and the place was “cleaned up”. 

Moments after I arrived in my section of the city, the enemy that had formed a wedge “suddenly” appeared. It 

took the very last of my strength to lift my sword for the battle when something strange happened. My sword 

“suddenly” took a life of its own and began to move in a level of skill and strength I never 

possessed and it sliced through that wedge of the enemy as a hot knife through butter. 

And so, this seemingly invincible enemy fell before this incredibly powerful sword that 

was in my hand.” End of Dream. 

 

Provision for Those that Trust in the Lord: 
Jim Robey’s Provisions Prophecy, October 02, 2008: 

“The Word of the LORD says, "Soon the American economy will collapse under the weight of 

national and personal sins.  These things must be, declares the LORD to try and purify my Bride and to 

recompense the abominations that have been committed in your country.  I have stated in MY Word that the 

nations are a drop in the bucket to me, and I do with them as I please.  Though many in this country have 

forgotten Me days without end, yet My judgments are redemptive in nature, and I will bring many people to 

Myself in their afflictions.   Many have snubbed their noses at Me by thinking that America is too powerful to 

be brought to its knees.  Yes, the goodness of the LORD brings men to repentance, but My afflictions that I 

send also bring men to repentance, as My servant David had stated. 
  

"This Economic Depression will be lengthy and will try the souls of many.  My true followers 

will be separated from those who only claim to call me by Name.  But I provide for My people, as I have 

always.  I still can provide a table in the wilderness, declares the LORD.   Do not look to the great lack that is 

coming and is even here, but look to Me, as I have stated in My Word that I keep My people satisfied during 

famine.  You have nothing to fear, but be full of faith and know that I will keep you and your families.  It is I 

Who breaks the staff of bread in a nation that transgresses against Me.  I have sent messenger after messenger, 

prophet after prophet to declare the sins of this nation, but to no avail.  I do not afflict willingly, from the heart, 

the sons and daughters of men for their sins, but to redeem and restore a people to Myself.  When a nation 

transgresses against Me, and I give them space to repent, and they trodden under foot My mercies, then it is 

righteous for me to stand up and act.  Stay in MY Word.  You are My disciples, if you continue in My Word. 
 

"To those who neglect My Word and desire the corrupt things of this world shall indeed come a reaping.  I have 

told you these things so that when your economy soon collapses that you will not lose heart, but that you will 

trust Me with all of your heart to take care of you.  But do I find faith on the earth?  Will you believe every 

Word that proceeds forth from the mouth of God?   Whose report will you believe?  Are you not a stranger and 

pilgrim traveling through this world, keeping yourselves unspotted from the world? 
 

"Take courage, I am with you and dwelling in you.  Be full of faith and trust and in the Day of Trouble  
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I will rescue and deliver you.  "With Great Love, Your God and Father." 
 

1 Kings 17:10-16 (KJV) The Giving Tishbite Woman (Twice Speak Code): 
 “10 So he arose and went to Zarephath. And when he came to the gate of the city, behold, the widow woman 

was there gathering of sticks: and he called to her, and said, Fetch me, I pray thee, a little water in a vessel, that 

I may drink.  11 And as she was going to fetch it, he called to her, and said, Bring me, I pray thee, a morsel of 

bread in thine hand.  12 And she said, As the Lord thy God liveth, I have not a cake, but an handful of meal in a 

barrel, and a little oil in a cruse: and, behold, I am gathering two sticks, that I may go in and dress it for me and 

my son, that we may eat it, and die.  13 And Elijah said unto her, Fear not; go and do as thou hast 

said: but make me thereof a little cake first, and bring it unto me, and after make for thee 

and for thy son.  14 For thus saith the Lord God of Israel, The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither shall 

the cruse of oil fail, until the day that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth.  15 And she went and did 

according to the saying of Elijah: and she, and he, and her house, did eat many days.         

16 And the barrel of meal wasted not, neither did the cruse of oil fail, according to the 

word of the Lord, which he spake by Elijah.” 
 

As the Clock strikes 12, the Midnight Hour Begins  

(An Hour of Mixed Blessings) – Sign #16: 
 

Will humanity move from the 11th to the 12th Hour (the hour of WW3 and the Lord’s return) in this Jubilee Year?  

Did God’s Time Clock shift to the last (12th) hour, when the world passed into this Jubilee year Tishri 1, 5776 

(September 14, 2015)?  I believe that it did and I’ll give you a couple of examples of 11th hour prophets that 

have passed on.  Prophet John Paul Jackson (known as the 11th hour preacher) passed away on February 18, 

2015.  And what about the Prophet Bob Jones? …he actually prophesied his own death.  He also stated (I’m 

paraphrasing) that the Great Revival would not occur before he died.  He died on Valentine’s Day, February 14, 

2014.  I actually attended his memorial church service (held in March) at Morning Star church in Fort Mill, 

South Carolina.  Prophet Jones, openly stated that the great revival would not take place until after his death.  
Updated: 10/25/2015 
 

Folks as great as the prophetic voice has been (John Paul Jackson, Bob Jones and many, many others) during 

the 11th hour, it will be enhanced 100-fold during this 12th hour!  Instead of speaking in ‘general’ the 

prophetic voice will start to become much more ‘specific’ …specific, detailed events and instruction will be 

given to His church by this season’s prophetic voice!  And just let me say, without naming any names or places 

that this new prophetic voice has already begun!  Not just abroad, but in the United States too! 
 

And the great blessings will follow as well, to those that seek the Lord with all their minds, hearts and souls.  

All manner of illness will be healed, deformities and amputated bones will be recreated, crooked backs will be 

made straight, burned-scared skin will be made new, mental illness and brain diseases will be instantly healed, 

terminal illnesses will be cured and the dead will be raised from the grave!  Food and water will be 

miraculously multiplied (to those that are willing to give to others) and the clothes and shoes that you ‘own’ 

and ‘wear’, will ‘clone’ and/or not ‘wear’ out! 
 

David Feagin’s “The 12th Hour” Prophetic Vision sent to Glynda at the ‘Wings of Prophecy’ website 04-09-2014: 

“I was outside taking a walk.  There were a lot of people doing the same thing (just living their lives and going 

about their daily business).   

All of a “sudden”, a gigantic antique clock with Roman Numerals dropped from the sky.  Everyone looked 

up; it was 11:59.  As I looked up, the large hand moved to the right.  The clock struck 12.  Glynda, everyone 

started screaming, yelling and crying.  It was horrific sounds of panic. 
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Then I could hear the people outside say, “It’s 12 o’clock, it’s 12 o’clock on God’s Prophetic Time Clock.”  

(everyone new that time was up).  I raised my hands to the heavens (as in worship).  I could see a cloud above 

me.  I was looking for Jesus to appear at that very moment.  As the cloud began to move, I woke up from the 

dream.” 

Glynda, I woke up in a cold sweat and my heart was pounding so hard.  This dream shook me up so much that I 

couldn’t sleep for the rest of the night.  So I just spent the rest of the night praying.  Last Sunday, my pastor 

preached on “We’re living in the final hour”, which to me is confirmation. 

Are we living in the final hour?  I would say we are living in the last minute of God’s Prophetic time clock.  

Time is running out.  Jesus is coming quickly.  Get read.  Make sure your sins are forgiven and you have 

received Jesus Christ as your Savior. 

Joanie Stahl’s January 2016 Prophetic Word –  

I Am Calling You to Walk in the Darkest Period of Human History: 

“It is midnight now. I am now searching the earth with lanterns. I am making thorough searches. I will 

move “suddenly”. Everything you have learned from Me through these years was for the purpose of 

toughening you up for what will come upon the whole earth all at once. 
 

Few will be able to stand up under it. Do not be fooled by those who seem to be strong in Me. Many 

will fall away. Some will return last minute. This will take everyone by surprise. I am speaking to all of you 

individually right now. Listen to Me. Each of you have relied too much on each other, and habits related to 

Christian living more than quickening your ear to Me. 
 

The time that is upon all of you will require independent strength, but not independent from Me. Circumstances 

will require immediate strength to stand. I will give you that strength, you will not have it within you to derive it 

out of yourselves at your will, but Mine. As the day is so shall your strength be. Many of you will be made to go 

through some very difficult dark places that will test your minds, your will, and your emotions. 

And do not try to figure out whether this will be during the the rise of the “man of sin” or the time that will arise 

later. The time is now. Look up and keep yourselves ready. 
 

Many are fast asleep. They equate readiness with a soft, familiarized thought. They tell themselves they are 

ready by their own viewpoint standards. But those that do will not be able to stand, not immediately anyway. 

Later many will. 
 

The pressures, fearful sights and more will eventually push them into the name of My strong tower. Everyone of 

you who have lost everything and yet still walk with Me will be those easiest for me to command. For during 

this time, they will know the time of My coming, that it is nearer now than ever before. And because they know 

it, will have a superior strength of power, superior to everything else everyone is terrified by. 

 

I have not left any of you alone, not ever. The times you felt that I did were only to reinforce you to stand like a 

mountain in the midst of severe storms. I have been warning many of you for a long time. I can only warn for so 

long. Then comes the day, the moment, the hour in which I will begin to unseat Satan and root out his kingdom, 

force his ruthless kingdom forever out of my earth. 
 

His claims of what he has the power to give are false. If anyone receives anything, it is only because I have 

allowed it. His forces of evil, his wickedness is near the end and he is very aware of that nearness. He has a 

wrath coming that he has been saving up all these millennia. Understanding is key right now. 
 

Do your lives seem common? I hear many people groaning under every weight of concern and hopelessness. 

The very cries I am hearing in my ears today echo the same as the Hebrew slaves during their long oppression. 
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Night and day, night and day until it mounted up to my throne on the sides of the north right into My ears, until 

I couldn’t take it anymore, until it came into its fullest measure. 
 

I am at that same place. Do you wonder why I said that I would roar out of Zion? Once I do rise up, I will 

devour at once. 
 

Begin to prepare yourselves in Me and only Me without mixture. Do not lean too much on 

others, other than what is necessary. Dig in and sharpen your swords, bathe them in heaven. Be in charge of 

your own weapons you have been entrusted with. You are my weapons of righteousness. And do not be afraid 

of anything, or anyone, or any threats. I know what I am doing. Your obedience to Me will determine critical 

safety measures at every turn. Home is coming for you. The harpers are harping. My gates are opening wide, 

and my hosts are preparing for all of you to come in all at once. If you could only see the loving fervor among 

the Saints of the ages! The happiness, thrill and great joy is the sentiment of heaven…”  Updated: 01/03/2016 
 

Acts 16:25-34 (KJV) The Midnight Hour (using the “Twice Speak” Code): 

“25 And at midnight Paul (Christians who were held in captivity during the 11th hour?) and Silas prayed, and 

sang praises unto God: and the prisoners heard them.  26 And “suddenly” there was a great earthquake, 

(Tokyo earthquake – Twice Speak Code?) so that the foundations of the prison were shaken: and immediately 

all the doors were opened (revival begins?), and every one's bands were loosed. (Christian captivity ends?) 27 

And the keeper of the prison awaking out of his sleep (the ‘walking dead’ that lose all of their wealth 

overnight?), and seeing the prison doors open, he drew out his sword, and would have killed himself, 

(committing suicide – jumping off skyscraper buildings, etc?) supposing that the prisoners had been fled. 

(wealth transfer to those Christians who have proven they can be trusted with the Lord’s finances?) 28 But Paul 

cried with a loud voice, saying, Do thyself no harm: for we are all here.  (Witnessing to the lost?) 29 Then he 

called for a light, and sprang in, and came trembling, and fell down before Paul and Silas, 30 And brought 

them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved?  31 And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, 

and thou shalt be saved, and thy house.”  (The Great Last Days Revival where millions of people will become 

saved?) 
 

Matthew 25:1-13 (KJV) The Ten Virgins: 
“1 Then shall the kingdom of heaven be likened unto ten virgins, which took their lamps, and went forth to meet the 

bridegroom. 
 

2 And five of them were wise, and five were foolish. 
 

3 They that were foolish took their lamps, and took no oil with them: 
 

4 But the wise took oil in their vessels with their lamps. 
 

5 While the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept. 
 

6 And at midnight there was a cry made, Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him. 
 

7 Then all those virgins arose, and trimmed their lamps. 
 

8 And the foolish said unto the wise, Give us of your oil; for our lamps are gone out. 
 

9 But the wise answered, saying, Not so; lest there be not enough for us and you: but go ye rather to them that sell, and 

buy for yourselves. 
 

10 And while they went to buy, the bridegroom came; and they that were ready went in with him to the marriage: and the 

door was shut. 
 

11 Afterward came also the other virgins, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us. 
 

12 But he answered and said, Verily I say unto you, I know you not. 
 

13 Watch therefore, for ye know neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of man cometh.” 
 

Interpretation:  Virgins=Church, Foolish Virgins=Apostate Church, Wise Virgins=True Church, Oil=Holy Spirit 
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Christina January’s Mar 28, 2016 Prophetic Poem –  

The Time of Peace Runs Out, the Clock has Struck Twelve: 
 

“The day dawns, light breaks forth, 
 

My goodness revealed. 
 

Be merciful as I AM merciful, 
 

Hold fast, the day is coming. 
 

Night precedes day, darkness before the light. 
 

Know the richness of My Love. 
 

It is worth more than silver and gold. 
 

My love endures forever – never ending. 
 

Find Me, Seek Me while I may be found. 
 

Honor Me in praise and adornment. 
 

Fully surrender that I may work in and through you. 
 

I will save you from the fowlers snare, 
 

I will hold you with My Righteous right hand. 
 

Love and mercy precedes judgment.  
 

Lo, I have been merciful. 
 

The time is near. Lo, it is at hand. 
 

War comes – it is almost here. 
 

Hold fast, stay near Me, 
 

Pray unceasingly. 
 

Detonation strikes, 
 

Fear grows, 
 

Many lives lost. 
 

Run to Me, hold fast, 
 

For you are Mine and I AM yours 
 

The time of peace runs out, 
 

The clock has struck twelve.” 
Updated: 05/14/2016 

 

Lana Vawser’s August 2016 Prophetic Vision – Clocks are about to Strike Midnight, Years of 

Disappointment will be Broken and Healed in an Instant! 

“I had an encounter recently where the Lord showed me a whole lot of rooms where "FINISHING TOUCHES" were being put 

on CREATIVE MIRACLES. 

As I saw these rooms there were clocks on the back wall of these rooms and the clock had almost struck MIDNIGHT!!!  

The atmosphere surrounded me of heaviness and despair in the "WAITING". That many have been crying out for restorative, 

creative miracles and instead of things getting BETTER and the signs of HOPE and BREAKTHROUGH starting to show, 

things were actually looking like they were getting darker and breakthrough further away. 
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But as I looked into these rooms I saw the Lord working with angelic hosts and they were putting the "FINISHING TOUCHES" 

on these creative miracles to see them released onto earth and into the lives of believers.  

These miracles that were coming to the people of God were CREATIVE MIRACLES. They weren't 'touch up's' or 'repairs', they 

were COMPLETELY NEW REPLACEMENTS from situations and closed doors to miraculous replacements of brand new 

organs and divine health.  

The sense surrounded me that where many have been waiting in the darkness for so long, waiting for the light of day, the 

breakthrough... where many have been crying out for 'restoration', not only is He going to restore, He is going to REPLACE in 

the area you have been crying out for with something BETTER THAN BEFORE. COMPLETELY NEW!!! 

YEARS OF DISAPPOINTMENT BROKEN AND HEALED IN AN INSTANT 

I watched as the "time arrived" for these creative miracles to manifest in the lives of believers and I watched as angelic hosts 

worked with the Spirit of God to bring these miracles into being in the natural. As the breakthrough of these CREATIVE 

MIRACLES and the AWE and WONDER of a GOOD FATHER that they were testifying to as they exploded in the lives of 

believers leaving them undone by His kindness and His heart of Ephesians 3:20, I saw YEARS OF DISAPPOINTMENT 

BROKEN and HEALED in AN INSTANT!!!!!  

The very areas of SO MANY YEARS of disappointment that had ushered in the lie in the heart of many believers of "this just 

must be my lot in life..." THOSE VERY AREAS, those areas of such despair, heartache and disappointment, where the 

TARGET of their next greatest DIVINE APPOINTMENT!!!!  

The VERY AREA where their has been such death, destruction, such loss, such decay, such pain, such disappointment, such 

despair was the VERY AREA that JOHN 10:10 was about to MANIFEST in GREATER FULLNESS!!! 

THE GREATEST TURNAROUND IS BEING MIRACULOUSLY BIRTHED IN THE AREAS YOU HAVE ALMOST 

GIVEN UP ON 

I saw many "sitting down in defeat" in weariness and despair from so many years of believing and contending to only be 

knocked down again by lack of breakthrough. The very place of almost giving up, I heard the Lord say "IT'S MIDNIGHT!!! 

THE NEW DAY IS DAWNING!!!" TOTAL DIVINE TURNAROUND displaying Zechariah 4:6 LOUDLY "Not by might, nor 

by power, but by My Spirit says the Lord!!!!!!".. A RADICAL NEW DIVINE DISPLAY USHERING IN A DESTINY 

DAY!!!! 

DECAY TO DESTINY 

I saw many of these areas of "decay" in the lives of believers where there has been lack of breakthrough and there seems to be a 

continual breaking down. So much prayer, so much contending, yet the wait continues... the enemy has come after those places 

with intensity and he has come ferociously because that VERY AREA is LINKED TO YOUR DESTINY!!!!! 

You are about to return to your FORTRESS you prisoners of hope! He is about to restore to you DOUBLE! (Zechariah 9:12) 

I saw the LION OF JUDAH coming FEROCIOUSLY into these areas of the lives of God's people and ROARING His authority 

over it all and THE DECAY FLED!!! The ENEMY FLED and in it's place opened a DOUBLE DOOR OF DESTINY!!! Some 

of these decay areas of your life where curses have been, are about to become some of your greatest DIVINE DISPLAY areas. 

The Lord is going to move powerfully THROUGH YOU in the very area the enemy tried to stop you and kill you, to SET 

MANY OTHERS FREE!!!  

Where the decay has continued to spread... His ROAR is bringing about the DIVINE TURN.. to OPEN UP YOUR DOUBLE 

DOOR OF DESTINY!! You just watch and see how what the enemy meant for your harm, the Lord is about to now 

SUDDENLY turn for your good!!! (Genesis 50:20) 

Hold onto your hat!!!!! You're in for the most glorious creative miracle and double door of destiny in your life that you have 

EVER seen.”  Updated: 08/13/2016 
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The Apostate Church, its Leaders and Followers: 
Anonymous Pastor’s Prophetic Dream – Doughnuts and Tornados (Pastors Warning) 

A local pastor recently shared with me (Denika Alston) a prophetic dream the Lord 

gave him and he felt like it was important to share with the body. 
 

“In the dream, he was driving down the street and I was a passenger in his car. As 

he was driving down the road, he saw a series of large tornadoes swirling together 

off in the distance. Then he suddenly said, “I want to stop and grab some 

doughnuts”.  I immediately turned to him and said, “We don’t have time to stop 

for doughnuts! The storm is coming!!” 
 

Then he said, “It won’t be long, I have a taste for doughnuts.”  I repeated, “We don’t have time for that! We have to take 

action; the storm is coming!”  He ignored my pleas and put his blinker on and got into the left lane to turn into the 

doughnut shop. Just as he did, the tornado funnels came out of nowhere and dropped down right in front of us and we 

were trapped.  Then the scene changed and the pastor was in a body of water with lots of people. There were giant waves 

in the water with the tornado still in close proximity. He was able to escape just in time, but the people where still left in 

the water.”  Updated: 02/15/2016 
 

Will the Tribulation for the Lukewarm Churches begin in this Jubilee Year? 

What will happen to the lukewarm, pretribulation rapture, positive thinking, 

prosperity gospel, politically correct, seeker sensitive, grace (disgrace), Prophetic 

Voice rejecting, tickling ears preachers and their churches, if the bottom falls out of 

the economy in this Jubilee year?  Pastors who have decided to build the kingdom of 

this world rather than the Kingdom of God.  When will they repent and return back 

to the basics, back to righteousness and holiness?  Will the members and attenders 

of these congregations continue to put money in the offering coffers, after they 

personally lose their own pensions, 401k plans, IRA’s, jobs and their houses?  Who 

will continue to pay for the pastor’s salaries, staff member salaries and church 

building mortgages then?  
 

Will they continue to attend these church services after discovering that their pastors 

can’t answer any of their questions about all of the extraordinary events that are 

happening all around them?  What if these church goers discover that there are other groups that can answer 

their questions?  Where will they go then?   
 

What about the “so-called” Christian colleges and cemetery …I mean seminary schools, are they off the hook?  

Hardly! …what do they teach and preach, what do they espouse, what are they promoting – the true gospel, or 

the world’s curriculum?  Are they teaching the modern-day Prophetic Voice or have they rejected it just as most 

of the churches have done?  Updated: 10/25/2015 
 

Ezekiel 33:6 (KJV) But if the Watchman Blow Not the Trumpet: 
 “But if the watchman see the sword come, and blow not the trumpet, and the people be not warned; if the 

sword come, and take any person from among them, he is taken away in his iniquity; but his blood will I require 

at the watchman’s hand.” Updated: 11/27/2015 
 

Revelation 2:2 (KJV) They Say They are Apostles but are Not: 
 “I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy patience, and how thou canst not bear them which are evil: and thou 

hast tried them which say they are apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars:”   
Updated: 11/14/2015 
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Revelation 2:20 (KJV) Jezebel calls Herself a Prophetess and is Not: 

“Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which 

calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things 

sacrificed unto idols.”  Updated: 11/14/2015 
 

Revelation 2:20 (KJV) Jezebel calls Herself a Prophetess and is Not: 

 “And call no man your father (as in Lordship) upon the earth: for one is your Father, which is in heaven.”  
Updated: 02/02/2016 
 

Matthew 21:12-13 (KJV) (Twice Speak Code): 
“Jesus entered the temple courts and drove out all who were buying and selling there. He overturned the tables 

of the money changers and the benches of those selling doves.”  “It is written,” he said to them, “‘My house will 

be called a house of prayer, but you are making it a den of robbers.”  Updated: 02/10/2016 
 

Bette Stevens’ September, 2015 Prophetic Vision: 

“…I then saw buildings with foreclosure signs, torn out windows, chain locked doors, and 

signs that read:  ”Keep Out.” I knew these had once been church buildings…” 
 

Pastors are Secretly Storing Up Food for Themselves While Refusing to Warn Their People, 

Debra Walker’s Prophetic Word, October 2015: 

Last month the Holy Spirit said to me, “There are preachers who have secretly stored up food for 

themselves, and not disclosed it to their churches.”  I even know who some of them are. Then on 

November 19th, confirmation came from Holy Spirit while I was watching The Jim Bakker Show and he said 

the same thing. 

“Pastors, who are placed into this position of responsibility, of being watchmen on the wall, and  

shepherds of the flocks placed into their care, will have the blood of the sheep upon their hands if they do 

not warn them to prepare. The same food that they have stored up for their own blessing will be 

turned into a curse for them.”  These same pastors are thinking that when disaster strikes, the sheep will 

still be attending their churches and giving into their pockets. The surprise to them will be that it will 

completely turn around:  Many in their congregations will leave, and the Underground Church will begin to 

emerge.” Updated: 11/27/2015 
 

Ali Winters’ January 2016 Prophetic Word – Soon I Will Begin to Bring Down Pastors: 

“Rebellion instead of righteousness fills My house.  Pimps posing as pastors speak lies driving the 

lost further from Me.  Soon, very soon, I will begin to bring down pastors, first one then 

another. 
 

Pastors have taught the ways of the world, but NOT My Word. My lambs have been subtly led 

to slaughter by those trusted to teach and train them. False shepherds have given false hope to 

millions and millions have taken that false hope, let down their guard, and allowed lies to 

be spoken into their spirit from the father of lies. Millions have come to faith through religion, a 

religion built upon lies, deception, corrupt theology, and void of godly teaching. Caring not for holiness, they 

labor in vain. 
 

These shepherds are great obstacles to faith, placing hindrances on all sides. Their desire is fame and 

name without principle or pathos to teach and train My flock. Their lampstands will be removed and another 

will take their place. Judgments forthcoming will rock My church. Some will crumble, others will re-examine 

their foundations, but none will escape My judgment. 
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Across America My people reject the good, embracing the profane. America has traded her 

palace for a pig pen. Where righteous robes should wrap My people, only filthy rags cover their nakedness and 

sin. They have taken holy vessels and traded them for the profane and detestable. Fools say in their heart, 

‘There is no God.’ My people profess to know Me yet live as if I do not exist. Your sins have reached into 

heaven, now your guilt demands retribution. 
 

You cannot escape the righteous judgment of your holy God. My children, ‘Return to Me.’ 

But you say, ‘We will not return.’ 
 

Life has taken you from Me. Lives seeking money, a bigger this, a better that, have stolen 

your heart. When all is taken from you will you return to Me or shake your fist in anger? Soon enough all 

will know where your treasures have been buried. Soon enough all will see. Will you stand naked and 

ashamed or fall to your knees in humility and heartache over choices you have made?  

Soon enough all will know, even you. Your sins will find you out.”  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

Matt Smith’s June 3, 2016 Prophetic Word - These Wicked Pastors shall surely Pay for Leading 

my Sheep to the Slaughter House: 
“I have a message from the Lord, which He gave me yesterday. This scathing message concerning the pastors in 

our land had me literally crying. I warn you when reading this, it got to my spirit very deeply, and I am not even 

a pastor.  As I was studying Ezekiel 34:1-10 (shown at the bottom of this post), the Lord asked me, “Why are 

you studying this book?” 
 

My reply, “Because I wanted to read the book of Ezekiel, and this chapter 34 got my attention and was very 

disturbing, and sad how pastors act today.” 
 

The Lord then replied, “I am disgusted with these wicked pastors.” 
 

I then cried out for mercy and asked the Lord to explain. He eventually told me, “Write down what I say.” 
 

 “I am the Lord God, and My anger is hot! My anger has kindled against these pastors! I am mad and disgusted 

with them. They peddle lies! They peddle lust! They peddle whoredom! Know this very well, I see everything 

they do, and it makes me sick. 
 

These pastors shall surely pay for leading my sheep to the slaughter house. Well, I am going to take these 

pastors to the slaughter house, and slaughter them. They are an embarrassment to My name. My Son Jesus 

Christ died on the cross, and they teach as though He never did. They do not teach repentance and mercy, they 

teach harlotry! 
 

The day is coming when these pastors will wish they never got in bed with Satan. They think they are cool! 

They think they are cute! They think they are pretty! They are not; they are utterly disgusting. I will destroy 

every one of them, I will shame them in their nakedness. Their makeup will be taken off, and the people will see 

how ugly they are. I will embarrass them, just like they are an embarrassment to me. They will surely pay. For 

they are full of many spiritually transmitted diseases. They are sick, very sick. They teach doctrines not of me. 
 

They lie, cheat, and steal! They cheat the people. They steal from the people. They lie to people, and expect to 

be blessed by Me. I do not bless these lies. I am the Lord, and I require holiness. I require honesty, even when it 

hurts. 
 

I require no interest and no fees when it comes to My kingdom, yet you take usury from people, and keep them 

down and poor. You take usury to fatten yourselves. You take usury to kill the innocent. You even take bribes 

to kill the innocent. You cannot take a bribe for your salvation. 
 

You, My sheep, must come out of these churches, for if you do not you will be slaughtered. I am calling you out 

of these churches, into my real shepherds. I am calling you out into the truth. 
 

For all My shepherds who have done what has been commanded of them, to all My shepherds who have done 

what is right, who have not squandered what was given to them, or their opportunity, they have taught and 
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preached love, they have taught and preached holiness, they have taught and preached repentance, they have 

taught and preached mercy, they have not preyed on the weak, they have not lied, they have not cheated, they 

have not stolen from their members, nor anyone else. 

 

I am the Lord God I see you and I will remember you. I am raising you up. You will show forth great signs and 

wonders. 
 

You wicked pastors, you think you can pimp me out? You are whores, and whores are not over pimps. Satan is 

your pimp. I am God, not a pimp! I am not a whore either. You open your legs for a dollar. You open your legs 

for popularity. You open your legs for so called protection. You will now reap all the diseases from being a 

harlot, and I the Lord God will shut your legs for good. 
 

The days are coming when these wicked pastors will not know what hit them, and like a whirlwind, I will bring 

much destruction upon them. Your dollar will not save you, in the hour of My judgment. The rapture is coming 

soon, but not before many trials and tribulation. I shall bring down America, and many in the west, and these 

wicked pastors will not have anyone to save them. 
 

My true shepherds teach the right way, and I will see them through this storm. I am the Lord God, you must 

keep My commandments. You must live holy. You must repent. You must believe on the name of My Son 

Jesus and be baptized. Do not let anyone tell you any different. 
 

You wicked pastors, it’s over for you! You have allowed this land to become this way because you refuse to 

walk upright and rightly divide My word. You are a bunch of sissies and cowards in My eyes. You refuse to 

fight in My army. You refuse to walk in your true calling. You refuse to walk in holiness. Now I refuse to walk 

with you, or fight with you. You wicked pastors your time is over!” 
 

I then asked the Lord one final question, “Didn’t the people desire all these sins?” 
 

The Lord replied “Yes, but these shepherds refused to teach them holiness and My ways. Thus, they had 

nothing but a desire to sin whenever they left the church house. Many choose to follow these pastors because 

they have the choice. My desire has always been to leave people with no option, but to follow the true shepherd, 

but man wanted Satan. If Adam and Eve would have followed me, and not Satan, I would have dealt with 

eliminating Satan from their presence then, and they would have passed the test. Sadly, many choose Satan over 

Me, and in the end if they do not come back to Me, they will have Satan for all eternity, where their will be 

weeping, and gnashing of teeth. 
 

When there are true shepherds in the land, and many of them, people will seek them for the truth, and find them. 

But when there are no true shepherds in the land, they will seek for guidance, and they will not find any. Seek 

Me while you can, because a day will come when you will not be able to seek Me any more. Instead it will be 

judgment day and you will have found who your true master is. Will it be Me, because you served Me, or will it 

be Satan because you served him? 
 

Those who truly seek Me will find Me. Unless you blaspheme against the Holy Spirit, there is no sin I will not 

forgive. Tell My people to come unto Me. The hour is very late, we are minutes away from 

midnight. The tribulation will soon begin, please know Me and My commandments. Tell the people, I am the 

Lord God, and The Book of Revelation is unfolding right now.” 
 

Ezekiel 34:1-10: 

1 And the word of the Lord came to me, saying, 

2 “Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel, prophesy and say to them, ‘Thus says the Lord God to 

the shepherds: “Woe to the shepherds of Israel who feed themselves! Should not the shepherds feed the flocks? 

3 You eat the fat and clothe yourselves with the wool; you slaughter the fatlings, but you do not feed the flock. 

4 The weak you have not strengthened, nor have you healed those who were sick, nor bound up the broken, nor 

brought back what was driven away, nor sought what was lost; but with force and cruelty you have ruled them. 
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5 So they were scattered because there was no shepherd; and they became food for all the beasts of the field 

when they were scattered. 

6 My sheep wandered through all the mountains, and on every high hill; yes, My flock was scattered over the 

whole face of the earth, and no one was seeking or searching for them.” 

7 ‘Therefore, you shepherds, hear the word of the Lord: 

8 “As I live,” says the Lord God, “surely because My flock became a prey, and My flock became food for every 

beast of the field, because there was no shepherd, nor did My shepherds search for My flock, but the shepherds 

fed themselves and did not feed My flock”— 

9 therefore, O shepherds, hear the word of the Lord! 

10 Thus says the Lord God: “Behold, I am against the shepherds, and I will require My flock at their hand; I 

will cause them to cease feeding the sheep, and the shepherds shall feed themselves no more; for I will deliver 

My flock from their mouths, that they may no longer be food for them.” Updated: 06/04/2016 
 

Benjamin Faircloth’s July 24, 2016 Prophetic Word - There is a Poisonous Pollution being 

Spewed across the Churches of America: 
“During my early morning prayer time on July 24 2016, the Father spoke the 

following words to me. 

“There is a poisonous pollution being spewed across the churches of 

America. A false prophecy of hope, rooted in the trust of a man. I will expose 

this false Hananiah prophecy in the coming days! I will clear the air in My 

Churches with fresh revelation and fresh anointing. I am not the author of 

confusion! I have not sent these false prophets, who are not prophets, but 

mouthpieces for the wicked one! 
 

Confusion, deception, and false revelation reeks from the mouth of these 

vipers and snakes. Their venomous poison has been designed to confuse My 

Church, to paralyze them between two opinions. Whom shall I serve and 

whom shall I believe? But I will settle the score and I will settle the issue. I 

will silence the prophets of Hananiah with great vindication to My 

Jeremiah’s, My Isaiah’s, and My Prophets of Truth! 
 

I will clear the air says your God. I will remove the stench of the Prophetic 

Pollution that the prophets of Baal proclaim. This will be the showdown of 

My Word against the god of this world. 
 

The prince of the air has confused many but I will reveal My Truth. I will reveal My Voice and those who know 

Me will respond and follow Me. My Sheep know My Voice, My Church knows My Ways, My Bride knows the 

time of Her departure. For it is when the fig tree bears her fruit, the time is nigh. Do not be dismayed by the 

prophesies of false peace and false hope. The tares will always grow among you. But you must abide in Me and 

My Words abide in you. That will be the difference between the wheat and tares of the last days. I know the 

difference says the Lord and I will reap, bundle, and store what is Mine! 
 

But for the unprofitable servant, I will cast him out. For I will reward both the wicked and the righteous. Choose 

this day; to whom will you serve, and to whom will you listen!” 
 

The Father then revealed to me the following prophetic teaching. The prophet Jeremiah was instructed by God 

to tell the King of Judah and the five kings of foreign nations that they would go into bondage to the King of 

Babylon. This was a very heavy and hard word to give and receive, but it was the word of the Lord. It was such 

an extreme word that the Father added some consequences if they did not obey His plan. 
 

And it shall come to pass, that the nation and kingdom which will not serve the same Nebuchadnezzar the king 

of Babylon, and that will not put their neck under the yoke of the king of Babylon, that nation will I punish, 

saith the LORD, with the sword, and with the famine, and with the pestilence, until I have consumed them by 

his hand. (Jeremiah 27:8) 
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The Father then said in essence, “Don’t try to prophesy your way out of this judgment! I said what I said and I 

will do what I’m going to do!” 

9 Therefore hearken not ye to your prophets, nor to your diviners, nor to your dreamers, nor to your enchanters, 

nor to your sorcerers, which speak unto you, saying, “Ye shall not serve the king of Babylon” 

10 For they prophesy a lie unto you, to remove you far from your land; and that I should drive you out, and ye 

should perish. (Jeremiah 27:9-10) 
 

The Father warned them not to listen to anyone in their “spiritual barn” that spoke contrary to what He was 

saying to them through His prophet. False prophets will lie to us out of the very nature of self-preservation! 

The prophetic parallel of Jeremiah 27 is taking place in our nation right now. We have a sure word of judgment 

coming to America, and really it’s already here. If you don’t believe me, just take a few moments at your 

computer and research how much blood has been shed in this nation and around the world, in this month alone. 

Honestly, the world has gone off the cliff of sanity, into the abyss of madness! 
 

But because we are in a major election cycle, the prophets of false hope and false peace are sprouting up 

everywhere! We have entered the old worn-out mantra cycle that repeatedly says; “If we can just get the right 

person in office, things will change.” 
 

Once again our major leaders of mega ministries are promising us that with enough prayer and of course enough 

financial support, God will see our efforts and once again bless us! Plus, everybody will live a long and happy 

glorious life (except for the 60 million aborted babies)! But the reality is judgment has been determined by the 

Courts of Heaven and no amount of lip service and political deal making with Heaven will change the outcome! 
 

Can you see all the church superstars gathering together on some massive stage, praying and agreeing on 

doctrine of any kind? It’s not happening now, but it might happen after the sword of the Lord intensifies across 

this nation, but I wouldn’t buy any advanced tickets for that one. Now if our church leaders want to find the 

biggest stage on the planet that will hold the weight of their egos, and strip off their pride, wearing only 

sackcloth and ashes, maybe, just maybe, Heaven would offer a reprieve. But from where I’m sitting, I can only 

hear the sound of crickets! 
 

Jeremiah declares the warning and uses a prophetic illustrated sermon by means of a yoke around his neck. 

America, we have been wearing a yoke around our neck for over seven years under this current administration! 

Can you tell me what merits of righteousness and deep acts of repentance grants us the freedom from this yoke? 

The silence is deafening because we have been silent in our crying out to God! Our pulpits are quiet, lethargic 

and impotent, not because of an IRS code (501c3) but because we don’t believe in the Covenant called the 

Bible! We are not forbidden to speak of the Blood of the Lamb by our government. We don’t preach about it 

because we don’t believe in its’ power! We are not forbidden to speak against the sin of abortion, murder, 

pedophilia, homosexuality, or even the sin of lying. The PC police (politically correct), may not like it, but I 

fear God and not man! Yes, there are incidents of persecution, intimidation, and mafia style extortion taking 

place against the Church, but that should be NORMAL CHRISTIANITY! Go back to the book of Acts, look 

how the Church was birthed, in, by, and through persecution! We are too pampered to understand the power and 

principal of persecution, but our crash course has only begun! 
 

The modern day Laodicean, Babylonian church, doesn’t speak to the sin of our day because they don’t have the 

fear of the Lord! It has nothing to do with the government! That is a lie. Research church statistics on what they 

believe and you will find we are apostate in our theology. Our seminaries have become cemeteries where dead 

men teach dead men a lifeless gospel of humanism! That is why we are living in Hell right now! 
 

The People’s Choice and Voice: 

Jeremiah recorded how the false prophet Hananiah, who was only a son of a prophet, prophesied in the House 

of the Lord, that all would be well. By the way, these false prophets still operate in the House of the Lord! 

Hananiah rebuked the words of Jeremiah and sought to negate the plans of Heaven. 
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1 And it came to pass the same year, in the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah king of Judah, in the fourth year, 

and in the fifth month, that Hananiah the son of Azur the prophet, which was of Gibeon, spake unto me in the 

house of the LORD, in the presence of the priests and of all the people, saying, 

2 Thus speaketh the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel, saying, I have broken the yoke of the king of Babylon. 

3 Within two full years will I bring again into this place all the vessels of the LORD’S house, that 

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon took away from this place, and carried them to Babylon: 

4 And I will bring again to this place Jeconiah the son of Jehoiakim king of Judah, with all the captives of 

Judah, that went into Babylon, saith the LORD: for I will break the yoke of the king of Babylon. (Jeremiah 

28:1-4) 

In verse 2, Hananiah spoke as the devil did to Eve by releasing confusion and deception. Genesis 3:1-7. Did the 

Lord really say what was said? Did He really mean it? This is what the false Hananiah spirit does, he confuses 

the language of the prophetic and produces a type of pollution that clouds the truth! Folks, that is what is 

happening right now in America! This prophetic parallel is undeniable.  Updated: 08/04/2016 
 

Nelson Lee’s 5/8/2015 Prophetic Dream – Judgment is Coming to America’s Defiant Sleeping Churches: 

“I had a terrible dream on the night of May 8, 2015. It was very vivid and terrifying. I awoke in a cold sweat 

and immediately knew this was a dream from the Lord. 
 

 

In my dream, I walked up to a concrete slab (maybe 20’ x 20’) situated in the 

middle of a green field. One by one, four men laid down individually. All of 

them were nude in various poses. A voice told me, “These people will burn.” 
 

Then I saw a giant blow-torch, about three feet in diameter, belching a long 

stream of blue flame, which consumed each of these people, one at a time. The 

flame came from BEHIND me and went THROUGH me to consume them. I 

was not the source of the flame, but I was immune to it. At first I thought they 

were dead bodies being cremated. 
 

The first man was lying nude on his left side (facing me) and on the right side of the slab. Then the flame came 

on and consumed him. I saw the fire blister his skin and it began to boil and char, but he was sound asleep and 

never showed any reaction. It was very graphic and very sickening. 
 

Next I saw another man laying on his left side on the left side of the slab and facing away from me. This man 

was also asleep, but when the flame came on again I same him flinch. A voice then told me, “These are not 

dead, but asleep.” 
 

I prayed for this man to have a painless death and for God to have mercy on him. I was sickened at the thought 

of him suffering. 
 

Then I saw a third man laying in the same position as the second man. However, he was awake and KNEW 

what he was doing. He had intentionally laid down. 
 

I then realized that ALL three men had intentionally put themselves on the slab knowing their fate. The first two 

had simply tried to sleep through the judgment as to lessen the pain. The first man had successfully slept 

through the fire because he was so fast asleep it didn’t wake him. The second man tried to ignore the fire, but he 

could not. 
 

I was terrified when I saw the third man was awake. I cried out to God to lessen his torment and to make this 

quick so he didn’t suffer. I watched his ivory skin turn light brown as the fire hit him. I watched his hair catch 

on fire. Then I saw he was in extreme pain, but he would not cry out to the voice to save him. I observed a 

certain arrogant defiance in him as his skin browned then blackened. It looked a lot like a marshmallow getting 

roasted, until finally he burst into flames. I realized he just took it, and it was then I realized that all three of 

these men had intentionally placed themselves on the slab knowing punishment was coming. They did not care. 
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The first two were just trying to escape the pain of the fire by sleeping although the second man didn’t achieve 

his goal. The third man was a willing participant, but all three were defiant to the end. 
 

Then I saw the fourth guy. He was also nude and on all fours facing away from me. His butt in the air defiantly. 

It was a disgusting and disturbing sight. He was strutting his butt in the air and then the voice told me he was a 

homosexual. He was yelling at the fire, “Hurry up!” 
 

He was wanting to be burned, beginning with his genitalia, as if to gain some sort of perverse pleasure from it. 

Then the flame consumed him. 
 

Immediately the slab was clear. Two giant hands held a small metal trashcan, no bigger than a waste-bucket, 

and showed me the inside of the contents: it was full of ash. I realized in my spirit this was what was left of 

these four men. 
 

It amazed me that none of these men screamed or begged for mercy. I was begging for mercy for them, at least 

the last three, for it to stop and for their deaths to be painless and quick (when it became apparent the fire 

wouldn’t stop).  
 

It was also apparent that all of them had willingly placed their bodies on the slab knowing 

their fate. They knew they were headed to their deaths, but they were defiant, arrogant to 

the end.” 
 

Interpretation: 

The four men represent four different types of churches in America. God’s judgment is coming to those who are 

in the church, but are not part of THE church (the true Body of Christ). These people are willingly embracing 

the Laodicean life because to get off the slab of judgment is too inconvenient for them. 
 

1. The first man represents the majority of self-labeled Christians who are are simply asleep by their own 

choice. 

2. The second man represents those who are aware of what’s going on, but don’t want to do anything about it. 

3. The third man represents those who KNOW what is happening and what is wrong, but in their arrogance they 

refuse to repent and do what it takes to stop the coming judgment. 

4. The fourth man is the part of the American church who is getting into bed with the homosexual revolution. 

God is judging America because of her sin and these churches are openly embracing the homosexual agenda 

(despite Romans 1:26, 27) by ordaining homosexual clergy, performing weddings for   homosexual couples, 

and compromising the Word of God. They do it willingly and are proud of their disobedience. The fourth man 

represents the apostate church, the church which is rejecting the authority of God’s Word and embracing the 

world. 
 

The fire is God’s judgment, which is coming and is now unavoidable. God is judging the church in America 

because it is asleep, indifferent, and apostate. 
 

I represented the part of the church which will pass through this judgment and be refined by it, but not hurt or 

destroyed. There will be a remnant who will be found awake when this judgment comes, which explains why I 

was not burned by the flame.  Updated: 01/09/2016 
 

Bette Stevens’ January 2016 Prophetic Word - This Year is the Judgment Upon My House: 
The Lord is saying, “This year is the judgment upon My house, meaning judgment has begun at the house of 

God FIRST. 
 

You cannot command Me. I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy and judgment as I will. 

I will take some home with Me this year, and there will be those that I take out of here and 

they will enter eternity without Me. For I am God and there is no other. 
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I will first judge ALL prophets. I will judge ALL pastors. My hand is raised to remove 

churches that I have long since left. There will not be many make it if they do not repent. 

Hear the word of the Lord. 
 

2016 will leave everyone in turmoil. You don’t believe? Then watch what I will do. 2016 will bring much chaos 

and mayhem such as has not been seen. 
 

Hell and the afterlife will be more real to you in this season as things take off, things you thought would not 

happen.  Guard your heart. 
 

My true church will arise in this year (2016) and in 2017 will begin the coming of the 

Kingdom-age church and the reign of Yeshua. We will walk in much more Kingdom authority 

because the Kingdom of God will be at hand. God will begin to more intensely build His church 

likened to the church in the book of Acts. There will be more added daily to this church as more 

people enter in. The glory anointing will be so very heavy that some people will glow. There will be an 

increase of God’s authority and power beginning in the fivefold ministries.  Guard your ears 

for you will hear false things come out of those that claim to know and speak for Me. A true prophet, 

prophetess, or messenger doesn’t bring in only peace and safety, nor do they proclaim 

only prosperity, rather they warn when they see danger approaching. They can see things 

pertaining to the church as God gives them clearer insight. They are not shaken by slander or 

persecution against them. They are sold out to the Lord and their sole purpose is to serve God and harvest souls. 
 

Their needs are provided by God, so if a person does bless them they know how to put 

that blessing back into the Kingdom. They are not easily distracted and will continue moving forward. 

They do and say only what the Lord directs. Selah!”  Updated: 01/06/2016 
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The Shemitah Year: 

Some of the more recent 7-Year Shemitah Year Cycles: 
(1896-1903) 1 Tishri 5657 (08 September 1896) – 29 Elul 5663 (21 September 1903) 

(1903-1910) 1 Tishri 5664 (22 September 1903) – 29 Elul 5670 (03 October 1910) 

(1910-1917) 1 Tishri 5671     (04 October 1910) – 29 Elul 5677 (16 September 1917) 

(1917-1924) 1 Tishri 5678 (27 September 1917) – 29 Elul 5684 (28 September 1924) 

(1924-1931) 1 Tishri 5685 (29 September 1924) – 29 Elul 5691 (11 September 1931) 

(1931-1938) 1 Tishri 5692 (12 September 1931) – 29 Elul 5698 (25 September 1938) 

(1938-1945) 1 Tishri 5699 (26 September 1938) – 29 Elul 5705 (07 September 1945)   

(1945-1952) 1 Tishri 5706 (08 September 1945) – 29 Elul 5712 (19 September 1952) 

(1952-1959) 1 Tishri 5713 (20 September 1952) – 29 Elul 5719 (02 October 1959) 

(1959-1966) 1 Tishri 5720     (03 October 1959) – 29 Elul 5726 (14 September 1966) 

(1966-1973) 1 Tishri 5727 (15 September 1966) – 29 Elul 5733 (26 September 1973) 

(1973-1980) 1 Tishri 5734 (27 September 1973) – 29 Elul 5740 (10 September 1980) 

(1980-1987) 1 Tishri 5741 (11 September 1980) – 29 Elul 5747 (23 September 1987) 

(1987-1994) 1 Tishri 5748 (24 September 1987) – 29 Elul 5754 (05 September 1994) 

(1994-2001) 1 Tishri 5755 (06 September 1994) – 29 Elul 5761 (17 September 2001) 

(2001-2008) 1 Tishri 5762 (18 September 2001) – 29 Elul 5768 (29 September 2008) 

(2008-2015) 1 Tishri 5769 (30 September 2008) – 29 Elul 5775 (13 September 2015) 

(2015-2022) 1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015) – 29 Elul 5782 (25 September 2022) 

(2022-2029) 1 Tishri 5783 (13 September 2022) – 29 Elul 5789 (09 September 2029) 

(2029-2036) 1 Tishri 5790 (10 September 2029) – 29 Elul 5796 (21 September 2036) 
 

Shemitah Year Events of the Twentieth Century:  The rising up and the falling of empires.  

Rabbi Cahn's 20th Century Shemitah Year Events from his book “The Mystery of the Shemitah”: 
1917: America rises to power ending World War I.  The rising of the Communist State of the Soviet Union.  

1917: The defeat of Germany. The fall of the Czar of Russia.  The fall the Austrian-Hungarian Empire.  The fall of the 

Turkish-Ottoman Empire.  

1938: German Nazis attack Jewish businesses and burn Jewish Synagogues on Kristallnacht (the Night of Broken Glass.) 

1945: Nazi Germany is defeated.  The Atomic bomb is dropped on Japan thus ending World War II.  Japan signs peace 

treaty the same week of the end of the Shemitah year.  

1945: The United States becomes a military super power. The U.S. dollar becomes the world standard currency. The 

United States is the richest country in the world, and the world's largest lender nation.     

1973: The United States Supreme Court declares that America's can kill their unborn babies.  

1973: The World Trade Center is completed which is a symbol of Americas economic strength.  

1973: America looses its first war to Vietnam.  Nixon takes America off the Gold standard.  This sets in motion the 

decline of the U.S. dollar. 

1980: The U.S. Supreme Court bans the posting of the Ten Commandments in Public Schools.  Thus God is now 

completely banned from our public schools in America.  

2001: The World Trade Center buildings (the symbols of Americas economic strength) are destroyed by an Islamic  

terrorist attack.  One week later Wall Street has one of its greatest collapses on the last day of the Jewish Shemitah Year.   

2008: Exactly seven years later, Wall Street suffers its largest decline.  America is now the world's largest debtor nation.  

2014-2015: In Sept of 2014 we start a new Shemitah Year.  This happens in connection with a Tetrad of 4 Blood Moons 

which all occur on Jewish feast days.  As the United States has turn away from God and endorsed many sins, it is very 

possible that God's judgment will fall on America during this year of the Shemitah.  
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The “Joseph’s” and the 7 Good Years and the 7 Bad Years – Sign #2: 
Two Cows Born with the Number “7” on their Foreheads – What does it Mean (2008-2022)?  1 Tishri 

5769 (30 September 2008) through 29 Elul 5782 (25 September 2022) 14-Years/2 Shemitahs: 

The 2 cows (“Ben” the black & white Holstein “well-favoured cow” born in Pittsburgh, PA and “Joseph” the 

Red Heifer “ill-favoured sacrificial cow” born in Gatesville, Texas), with the “7’s” on their foreheads 

(incomplete ‘7’ on Joseph) on the exact same day 1 Tishri 5775 (25 September, 2014), which was the first day 

of 7th Shemitah year of Sabbatical 7-year cycle 1 Tishri 5775 (25 September 2014) – 29 Elul 5775 (13 

September 2015)!  Could the first cow named “Ben” represent the last 7 “well-favoured” ((1 Tishri 5769 (30  

Complete ‘7’ (2008-2015) black & white Holstein cow named Ben       Incomplete ‘7’ (2015-2022) red Heifer sacrificial cow named Joseph  
 

September 2008) – 29 Elul 5775 (13 September 2015)) prosperous years in America and the second cow named 

“Joseph” represent the next 7 “ill-favoured” ((1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015) – 29 Elul 5782 (25 

September 2022)) lean years of dearth in America?  Could “Ben-Joseph” (the son of Joseph) be a Twice Speak 

code illustration, telling us that what happened to Israel while in Egypt, will now begin to happen to America in 

spiritual Egypt/Babylon, beginning this year (5776) …in this Jubilee year?  I believe it is.  Other than Israel, the 

United States is the only nation in the history of mankind who has made a covenant with God. Updated: 10/10/2015 
 

Numbers 19:1 (KJV): 
“And the Lord spake unto Moses and unto Aaron, saying, 2 This is the ordinance of the law which the Lord hath 

commanded, saying, Speak unto the children of Israel, that they bring thee a red heifer without spot, wherein is no 

blemish, and upon which never came yoke:” 
 

Heb 9:13-14 (KJV) Choose to be Judged by the Red Heifer or Purged by the Blood of Christ? 

“13 For if the blood of bulls and of goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the 

purifying of the flesh:  14 How much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal 

Spirit offered himself without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works to 

serve the living God?” 
 

7 Well-favoured (plenty) Years (2008-2015), followed by 7 Ill-favoured (lean) Years (2015-2022):         

Will the United States and its American Pharaoh be heading into 7 famished years of dearth?  But 

remember Joseph …when God allows judgment to flow, it is always mixed with mercy!  Those that put their 

full trust in the Lord will be protected, guided and in many cases prospered!  Updated: 10/03/2015 
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American Pharaoh Wins 2015 Belmont Stakes & Triple Crown on June 6, 2015: 
 

 “As American Pharaoh came out of the far turn and squared his shoulders to let 

his rider Victor Espinoza stare down the long withering stretch of Belmont Park, a 

sense of inevitability surged through this mammoth old grandstand. The fans in a 

capacity crowd strained on the tips of their toes and let out a roar from deep in their 

souls. It was going to end, finally — this 37-year search for a great racehorse.”  By Joe 

Drape, June 6, 2015.  (This is code language folks!) 

Genesis 41:1-37 (KJV) Pharaoh’s 2 Twice Speak Code Dreams - 7 Years of Plenty followed by     

7 Years of Dearth (2008-2022) – (Well Favoured Kine & Corn (2008-2015) Years of Plenty) 

swallowed up by (Ill Favoured Kine & Corn (2008-2022) Years of Dearth): 
 

 “1 And it came to pass at the end of two full years, that Pharaoh dreamed: and, behold, he stood by the river.    

2 And, behold, there came up out of the river seven well favoured kine and fatfleshed; and they fed in a 

meadow.  3 And, behold, seven other kine came up after them out of the river, ill favoured and leanfleshed; and 

stood by the other kine upon the brink of the river.  4 And the ill favoured and leanfleshed kine did eat up the 

seven well favoured and fat kine. So Pharaoh awoke.   
 

5 And he slept and dreamed the second time: and, behold, seven ears of corn came up upon one stalk, rank and 

good.  6 And, behold, seven thin ears and blasted with the east wind sprung up after them.  7 And the seven thin 

ears devoured the seven rank and full ears. And Pharaoh awoke, and, behold, it was a dream.  8 And it came to 

pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he sent and called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the 

wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but there was none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.  

9 Then spake the chief butler unto Pharaoh, saying, I do remember my faults this day:  10 Pharaoh was wroth 

with his servants, and put me in ward in the captain of the guard's house, both me and the chief baker:   
 

11 And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man according to the interpretation of his 

dream.  12 And there was there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the guard; and we 

told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.  13 And it 

came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored unto mine office, and him he hanged.   
 

14 Then Pharaoh sent and called Joseph, and they brought him hastily out of the dungeon: and he shaved 

himself, and changed his raiment, and came in unto Pharaoh.  15 And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have 

dreamed a dream, and there is none that can interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, that thou canst understand 

a dream to interpret it.  16 And Joseph answered Pharaoh, saying, It is not in me: God shall give Pharaoh an 

answer of peace.  17 And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, In my dream, behold, I stood upon the bank of the river:  

18 And, behold, there came up out of the river seven kine, fatfleshed and well favoured; and they fed in a 

meadow:  19 And, behold, seven other kine came up after them, poor and very ill favoured and leanfleshed, 

such as I never saw in all the land of Egypt for badness:  20 And the lean and the ill favoured kine did eat up the 

first seven fat kine:  21 And when they had eaten them up, it could not be known that they had eaten them; but 

they were still ill favoured, as at the beginning. So I awoke.  22 And I saw in my dream, and, behold, seven ears 

came up in one stalk, full and good:  23 And, behold, seven ears, withered, thin, and blasted with the east wind, 

sprung up after them:  24 And the thin ears devoured the seven good ears: and I told this unto the magicians; but 

there was none that could declare it to me.  25 And Joseph said unto Pharaoh, The dream of Pharaoh is one: 

God hath shewed Pharaoh what he is about to do.  26 The seven good kine are seven years; and the seven good 

ears are seven years: the dream is one.  27 And the seven thin and ill favoured kine that came up after them are 

seven years; and the seven empty ears blasted  
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with the east wind shall be seven years of famine.  28 This is the thing which I have spoken unto Pharaoh: 

What God is about to do he sheweth unto Pharaoh.  29 Behold, there come seven years of great plenty 

throughout all the land of Egypt:  30 And there shall arise after them seven years of famine; and all the plenty 

shall be forgotten in the land of Egypt; and the famine shall consume the land;  31 And the plenty shall not be 

known in the land by reason of that famine following; for it shall be very grievous.  32 And for that the dream 

was doubled unto Pharaoh twice; it is because the thing is established by God, and God will shortly bring it to 

pass.  33 Now therefore let Pharaoh look out a man discreet and wise, and set him over the land of Egypt.  34 

Let Pharaoh do this, and let him appoint officers over the land, and take up the fifth part of the land of Egypt in 

the seven plenteous years.  35 And let them gather all the food of those good years that come, and lay up corn 

under the hand of Pharaoh, and let them keep food in the cities.  36 And that food shall be for store to the land 

against the seven years of famine, which shall be in the land of Egypt; that the land perish not through the 

famine.  37 And the thing was good in the eyes of Pharaoh, and in the eyes of all his servants.”  
 

Will America’s Corn Harvest be Coming to an End in 2016? 
If we believe that America has entered the Jubilee 

Year and that we are under the judgment of God, 

and if we believe that Pharaoh’s Prophetic Dream 

about the Corn is a Twice Speak Code Prophecy for 

America, then we also have to believe that 

America’s corn harvest will come to an end in the 

summer of 2016.  You might ask, how is this 

possible?  I’ll tell you how, through an upcoming 

2016 summer heatwave and drought.  You might 

then ask, well we have had lots of heatwaves and 

droughts in America during the last seven years, 

which didn’t affect America’s corn harvest, so how 

could 2016 be any different?  The reason why the 

corn harvests weren’t affected during the last 7-year 

cycle (in fact we had the greatest corn harvests in 

America’s history during the last seven years), was 

because the summer heatwaves and droughts and even floods were not nationwide, they were localized.  We 

would experience a heatwave and drought in one section of the country while other parts of the country 

experienced ample rain and bountiful corn harvests.  In other years the sections of the country that had great 

harvests, experienced floods or droughts while neighboring States received the abundant corn harvests. 
 

I believe (1977 Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt’s prophecy – (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oXPe-6Zuf4)) 

that in 2016, after the spring rains have ended, the entire nation will go into a heatwave (starting on June 6th) 

and drought season with little to no rain falling down on America from mid-June forward!   
 

Have Christians been Tricked by the ‘World System’ and its False Promises Prophecies? 
Remember that Jacob (in the world but not of it) loved Rachel (well favoured) and thought that he only needed 

to serve (bondage that is in the world) Laban (the ‘Shadow’ System) 7 years to get her, but he was tricked by 

Laban and ended up with Leah (ill favoured) instead of getting Rachel (well favoured).  He was in bondage 

(bondage that is in the world), for 7 years, and then had to serve another 7 years (for a total of 14 years) before 

he was free (freedom in the Lord) to have Rachel.  I believe that Christians have been under the bondage and 

weight of this ungodly, world system for the last 14 years (2001-2015), but the heavy weight and religious 

persecution will soon be reprieved during this Jubilee Year (Tishri 1, 5775 (September 25, 2014) through Elul 

29, 5775 (September 13, 2015)). 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oXPe-6Zuf4
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-TKPouyzA4vk/VNza5cle8FI/AAAAAAAADt8/rXImWYFA4ZI/s1600/cornprod.gif
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Genesis 29:10-28 (KJV) Jacob (Christians) Twice Speak Code 14 Year Bondage (2001-2015) – 

(served 7 Years for (Ill Favoured Leah – Ill Favoured America toward Christians (2001-2008)) 

and then (served 7 years for Rachel (2008-2015)) before getting his Freedom (Well Favoured 

Rachel – Well Favoured America toward Christians through God’s Protection & Provision)): 
“10 And it came to pass, when Jacob saw Rachel the daughter of Laban his mother's brother, and the sheep of 

Laban his mother's brother, that Jacob went near, and rolled the stone from the well's mouth, and watered the 

flock of Laban his mother's brother.  11 And Jacob kissed Rachel, and lifted up his voice, and wept.  12 And 

Jacob told Rachel that he was her father's brother, and that he was Rebekah's son: and she ran and told her 

father.  13 And it came to pass, when Laban heard the tidings of Jacob his sister's son, that he ran to meet him, 

and embraced him, and kissed him, and brought him to his house. And he told Laban all these things.  14 And 

Laban said to him, Surely thou art my bone and my flesh. And he abode with him the space of a month.  15 

And Laban said unto Jacob, Because thou art my brother, shouldest thou therefore serve me for nought? 

tell me, what shall thy wages be?  16 And Laban had two daughters: the name of the elder was Leah, and the 

name of the younger was Rachel.  17 Leah was tender eyed; but Rachel was beautiful and well favoured.  

18 And Jacob loved Rachel; and said, I will serve thee seven years for Rachel thy younger daughter.  19 And 

Laban said, It is better that I give her to thee, than that I should give her to another man: abide with me.  20 And 

Jacob served seven years for Rachel; and they seemed unto him but a few days, for the love he had to her.  21 

And Jacob said unto Laban, Give me my wife, for my days are fulfilled, that I may go in unto her.  22 And 

Laban gathered together all the men of the place, and made a feast.  23 And it came to pass in the evening, that 

he took Leah his daughter, and brought her to him; and he went in unto her.  24 And Laban gave unto his 

daughter Leah Zilpah his maid for an handmaid.  25 And it came to pass, that in the morning, behold, it was 

Leah: and he said to Laban, What is this thou hast done unto me? did not I serve with thee for Rachel? 

wherefore then hast thou beguiled me?  26 And Laban said, It must not be so done in our country, to give 

the younger before the firstborn.  27 Fulfil her week, and we will give thee this also for the service which 

thou shalt serve with me yet seven other years.  28 And Jacob did so, and fulfilled her week: and he gave 

him Rachel his daughter to wife also.” 

Lana Vawser’s June 2016 Prophetic Word - I Heard the Seven Mountains Crying Out, Where 

Are the Josephs? 
The Lord has been speaking to me a lot lately about the seven mountains and recently I had an encounter with 

Jesus and He showed me the seven mountains crying out for the manifested sons and daughters of God to arise 

and to take their place. It’s time to ARISE and SHINE. (Isaiah 60:1) 
 

The positioning is happening from a deep place of intimacy and rest/trust in Him, and doors were opening that 

were unimaginable and so glorious, to position God’s people to move into and further into these seven 

mountains of culture (arts and entertainment, business, family, religion, government, media, education) 

awakened to the truth that they are called as “salt and light” and releasing the Glory and goodness of God 

wherever they are positioned. 
 

As the Lord is taking me deeper into His heart to see cities and nations transformed through influencing and 

taking the seven mountains for Jesus, I heard the seven mountains crying out “WHERE ARE THE 

JOSEPH’S?” 
 

Instantly I was surrounded by the sense that many with a Joseph-like mantle and calling upon their lives are 

hiding in caves because of the opposition and trials they have faced constantly and are weary and disillusioned 

about their mantle, which has prevented them from being released into their destiny and positioning. 
 

I saw others still in the PIT process and waiting to be “called for”. In the midst of ‘process’, keeping their hearts 

positioned towards the Lord, going deeper in intimacy and allowing the Lord to do the deep heart surgery, 

character refining and building work within their hearts. There was such a purifying work taking place in the 
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PIT, they recognized the work of the Spirit of God, but at the same time they were dreaming of the day of 

release and destiny. 
 

AWAKEN! AWAKEN! A GREAT MOVE OF AWAKENING! I AM AWAKENING THE JOSEPH’S! 

Over both of these areas I saw the Spirit of God blowing powerfully a mighty rushing wind. As it blew fiercely, 

I heard the words “AWAKEN! AWAKEN! A GREAT MOVE OF AWAKENING! I AM AWAKENING 

THE JOSEPH’S!!!” 
 

For the past few years, the Lord has been highlighting the positioning of the Joseph’s to me, almost like the 

‘lead up and preparation’ for a great REVEALING. 
 

As I heard the seven mountains crying out “Where are the JOSEPH’s?” I was surrounded by the sense that 

the “FULLNESS OF TIME” has arrived for the Joseph’s to be DELIVERED and POSITIONED!!!!!! 

VINDICATION is UPON you! 
 

There has been an INTENSE preparation over the Joseph’s and that has been to mature you in intimacy with 

Jesus. To prepare, train, purify and refine you, but you are now being CALLED FOR. 

JOSEPH’S YOU ARE BEING RELEASED AND INCREASED 
 

The PIT you have been in is now turning to POSITION! Your destiny and increase is about to MANIFEST! 

Networks, connections, and open doors are upon you, a strategic placing to release the word of the Lord and 

divine wisdom and strategy to AFFECT THE NATIONS!!!!! 
 

Your positioning in this season will see the move of the Spirit THROUGH YOU to affect cities and nations. 

There is an extension of tent pegs and sphere’s of influence opening up in this season for the Joseph’s to move 

in with their mouths FULL OF TRUTH. 
 

WHERE YOU HAVE FACED POISON, YOU SHALL NOW SEE PROMOTION 

Where there has been intense attack, where there has been venomous poisonous words, intense jealousy, and 

lies of the enemy coming against you and against the dreams the Lord has given you, the Lord is turning the 

tables. He has strengthened you and taught you how to fight using His Word, and broken off strongholds of the 

fear of man. He has taught you to keep your heart pure towards Him and others in the assault, and He is now 

positioning you for GREAT promotion. The VERY AREAS that these venomous poisonous words and lies hit, 

is the VERY AREA the Lord is now positioning you in with great FAVOR and PROMOTION. 
 

Your roots have gone deep in Jesus in the PIT so you can STAND TALL, STRONG, MATURE and with great 

integrity and character in God’s favor. His Glory will shine brighter than ever through you than you have ever 

seen in this new positioning of promotion. 
 

DO NOT FEAR, THE LORD IS USING YOU TO OPEN UP A NEW PAGE OF DESTINY FOR 

INDIVIDUALS AND NATIONS 
 

The Joseph’s will speak in this season with such truth and boldness, their words saturated in the love of 

Jesus with sharp accuracy of heavenly strategy. There will be GREAT TURNAROUND seen on increased 

levels in the seven mountains from the grass roots to the top of the mountains. Everywhere the Spirit of God 

will move through these Joseph’s there will be an ACTIVATION for the destiny and dreams of individuals and 

nations to be AWAKENED! 
 

Increase and momentous breakthrough is coming upon the Joseph’s personally and corporately in this 

season. You shall move forward with crowns of wisdom and heavenly strategy as you are positioned in 

places you never dreamed in this season. You will be positioned to release the strategy of heaven and see 

BREAKTHROUGH. 
 

The Lord has been developing the revelation of the power of RESTING in HIM in the TESTING, which many 

of the Joseph’s have walked through lately. They shall now see effectual doors and domino effects of 

breakthrough released as they minister. 
 

DO NOT RUN AND HIDE, THIS IS YOUR TIME TO SHINE 
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Do not run and hide! Stay positioned and watch the Lord position you to see the greatest move of His Spirit 

through you that you have ever seen. You have been prepared for such a time as this! 
 

He is not only activating your destiny and bringing you out of the caves and the pits more AWAKE than you 

have ever been, but He is also restoring to you YOUR DREAMS that you felt were long forgotten. 
 

Joseph’s you MUST take your place in this season as the Lord opens doors for you. The seven mountains of 

culture are crying out for you to arise!!! Say “YES” to Jesus again and watch and see the beautiful positioning 

hand of God. More shall be added to you in a day of obedience to Him than you have ever seen. 
 

You’re being called for in this season! It’s time to step in as the voices of HOPE, but not only positioned as 

voices of HOPE, but as those who release HOPE AND STRATEGY!!! Your area of influence is about to 

TURN IT’S HEAD to you because of the wisdom and strategy of heaven upon you to bring LIFE and 

BREAKTHROUGH to that very mountain! From the grassroots to the top of the mountain, He is using you to 

REROUTE and CHANGE history and release DESTINY!!!! 
 

THE MEDIA MOUNTAIN IS CALLING FOR YOU JOSEPH’S!!! 

I saw specifically the media mountain calling for the Joseph’s. The Lord is sending you into the media 

mountain in this season to release a great move of His Spirit to see the COMMUNICATION of heaven 

released. The prophetic is moving into the media mountain in explosive, increased ways in this season 

through the Joseph’s (and many other ways) to release the strategic revelation of heaven that will see the 

media mountain affect and changed by the revelation of the God who SPEAKS. Our beautiful, creative, 

powerful all knowing Jesus will speak life, revelation, insight and wisdom through His Joseph’s in the 

media mountain in this season that will see unprecedented signs, wonders and turnarounds take place 

where the GOOD NEWS of the Gospel and GOODNESS of God is going to be communicated in NEW, 

FRESH and CREATIVE ways.  Updated: 08/04/2016 

 

Hallelujah!  It is Time for the Imprisoned Joseph’s to be Released from their Prisons!       

Joseph hated by his brothers, thrown in a pit, served in Potiphars House and then thrown in 

Prison for a total of 14 Years (1994-2015 – Twice Speak Code) – Sign #2: 
For us “Joseph’s”, we have had to endure 14 years of incredible 24/7 persecution from the “bad guys”!  It has 

been a relentless barrage of “kill, steal and destroy”!  For me personally, the hardest aspect of these past 14 

years has not been enduring the trials and tribulations, but rather it has been sharing these persecution stories 

with people who were near and dear to my heart, only to be rebuffed, shunned and rejected!  In recent years and 

days, I have all but stopped sharing these things with others.  But as incredulous as these stories might seem to 

be, they are nonetheless as real as you are reading the words off of this paper!  
 

The days are coming when all of us Josephs will be able to meet with each other, face to face and share all of 

these stories amongst each other!  It will be time of releasing tears, and joyful laughs and lots of bear (no pun 

intended) hugs!  For the only person that can fully relate to a Joseph is another Joseph!  
 

How Long Was Joseph In Potiphars House? How Long In Prison? 

In Genesis 41:46 we learn that Joseph was 30 when he was made overseer to the king of Egypt.  Since he was 

17 when he was sold into Egypt, which means he spent 13 years total in Potiphars house and in prison. We 

know Joseph was in prison at least 2 years because chapter 40 tells us about the servants of the king whose 

dreams Joseph interpreted.  The first verse of chapter 41 tells us that 2 years passed after that event before the 

king had the dreams that Joseph was called to interpret. 

So Joseph lived in Potiphar’s house 11 years or less and was in prison 2 or more years.   

According to the Joseph was 17 when he was sold into Egypt.   

He was 30 when he was made overseer (Jesus was also 30 years old when his ministry started) 
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He was 39 when his brothers first came to Egypt (second year of the famine, or nine years after being made 

overseer) 

He was probably 41 or so when the brothers came a second time and Jacob comes to Egypt 

He was 110 when he died 
 

Genesis 41:38-46 (KJV) Joseph Released from Prison & Given Unimaginable Wealth & Position: 
“38 And Pharaoh said unto his servants, Can we find such a one as this is, a man in whom the Spirit of God is?  

39 And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, Forasmuch as God hath shewed thee all this, there is none so discreet and 

wise as thou art:  40 Thou shalt be over my house, and according unto thy word shall all my people be ruled: 

only in the throne will I be greater than thou.  41 And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, See, I have set thee over all the 

land of Egypt.  42 And Pharaoh took off his ring from his hand, and put it upon Joseph's hand, and arrayed him 

in vestures of fine linen, and put a gold chain about his neck; 43 And he made him to ride in the second chariot 

which he had; and they cried before him, Bow the knee: and he made him ruler over all the land of Egypt.  44 

And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I am Pharaoh, and without thee shall no man lift up his hand or foot in all the 

land of Egypt.”  45 And Pharaoh called Joseph's name Zaphnathpaaneah; and he gave him to wife Asenath the 

daughter of Potipherah priest of On. And Joseph went out over all the land of Egypt.                                      

And Joseph was thirty years old when he stood before Pharaoh king of Egypt. And Joseph 

went out from the presence of Pharaoh, and went throughout all the land of Egypt.” 

Prophet Brian Carn’s 12/6/2015 Prophetic Word (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LridNaFjjY): 

51:07 mark:  “…America is about to experience a famine.  I mean for real you’ll.  We’re getting 

ready to see things in our country that we’ve never seen before!  And I’m telling you that while everyone else is 

losing their minds, He’s gonna keep you in perfect peace!...” Updated: 12/10/2015 
 

Rachel Baxter’s January 3, 2016 Prophetic Word –  

I Am Raising Up the Josephs, the Famine Begins on January 16th - Sign #10 (Iran Nuclear Deal):  
“On January 3 2016 I was awakened and heard, “See.”  I saw before me twirling figures as if dancing in another 

time with sacks on their backs. They were adorned by jewelry, fancy clothes, and had their hair done up.  I was 

made to understand they were joyful in the Lord for having listened and prepared. 
 

Then I heard “I am raising up the Josephs. The date the famine begins is January 16th”. 

I went back to sleep, but was awakened again and saw in the spirit a huge pile of mechanical bows, but no 

arrows to go with them. 
 

Then I went back to sleep again, but was awakened again and saw in the spirit as if in the corner of my room a 

very tall figure that appeared to be in a dark robe.  I heard, “Tell them what is coming”. 
 

I said, “Yes, I will tell them anything you say.” 

In my head I heard, “There is no God like Jehovah,” playing over and over again from deep within me. 

Contemplating these things, I believe the first vision represented a picture of those people who will have plenty 

in the time of famine that is coming upon our nation.  We are facing a great famine and I feel like this will be 

a time of lack of food and a lack of all resources for many people who have been asleep to the times we are 

living in.  But for those who have been and are awake, they will rejoice in the Lord for His great provision. 

 

I asked the Lord to help me understand what the pile of bows with no arrows represents. I feel it will be a time 

of great war when so many will lose their lives that all the “arrows” will be used up and there will be no more 

men to carry and fight with the “bows”. 
 

The tall figure in a dark robe represents the angel of death and destruction who has been given the key to death 

and hades.  He is coming to take many who are living outside of the Lord. 

Then I heard this: 
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“Write what I have to say to the Nations: You have not heeded my warnings.  You have not stopped to bow to 

me, and now I will break your back.  You forget that it is I that raises up kings and nations and it is I that causes 

them to fall.  But you will remember again! 
 

I call to you now My people to awake from your slumber.  Sober up so that you can see what is going on around 

you.  Listen to My voice and follow Me.  The war will rage around you. Many will fall at your right hand and 

your left, but determine to keep your eyes on Me.  I will lead you through the darkness and into the great light 

my children.” 
 

I was led to Ephesians 3 where the Apostle Paul writes: 
 

Ephesians (KJV):  21-3:7  

7 Whereof I was made a minister, according to the gift of the grace of God given unto me by the effectual working of his 

power. 

8 Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, is this grace given, that I should preach among the Gentiles the 

unsearchable riches of Christ; 

9 And to make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the beginning 

of the world hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ: 

10 To the intent that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places might be known by the church the 

manifold wisdom of God, 

11 According to the eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord: 

12 In whom we have boldness and access with confidence by the faith of him. 

13 Wherefore I desire that ye faint not at my tribulations for you, which is your glory. 

14 For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, 

15 Of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named, 

16 That he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner 

man; 

17 That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded in love, 

18 May be able to comprehend with all saints what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height; 

19 And to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fulness of God. 

20 Now unto him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power that 

worketh in us, 

21 Unto him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus throughout all ages, world without end. Amen.  
 

I then saw a picture of a great expanse of tents that look like small army tents propped up in a wide open space.  

They are exposed to all the elements and are defenseless against the forces of nature.  I then see in the distance a 

mighty and marvelous castle fortress.  I’m reminded of the way the Lord made a way for Joseph to be 

positioned safely in the castle of the ruler and to have authority over the riches of the 

kingdom. 
 

God Almighty is inviting us in to his castle in this late hour.  Some of us have been living just outside the gates, 

so we don’t have far to go.  We are being made to see the storm coming and He is calling us to come inside.  

Still others have erected their flimsy tent covering very far from the mighty castle of the Lord.  They have a 

long journey to get from where they are, living under the lie of the false covering, truly exposed and vulnerable, 

to where the castle of the Lord is and where safety can be found.  They must awaken right now to have time to 

make it before the great storm arrives and is raging and there is no longer a way.  Every false covering will be 

destroyed and all those who choose to dwell in them.”  Updated: 01/04/2016 

 

 

 

 

The Jubilee Year/s – Sign #5: 
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Year of the Jubilee – What has Rabbi Jonathan Cahn Stated? 
Rabbi Jonathan Cahn believes that we might have entered into a "Super Shemitah" or year of 

the Jubilee, which supposedly happens every 50 years, and without going into much detail on 

the subject at this time, there are quite a few indicators that would seem to back up this 

theory.  While the past Shemitah (7th year of the 7-year cycle) supposedly ran from Tishri 1, 5775 (September 

25, 2014) through Elul 29, 5775 (September 13, 2015); the "Super Shemitah" or Jubilee year (the 50th year at 

the end of seven cycles of the Shemitah years) supposedly began on Tishri 1, 5776 (September 14, 2015) and 

will end on Elul 29, 5776 (September 19, 2016).  So according to Rabi Cahn, the cleansing (judgment and 

blessing) of the world’s finances can happen anytime during this Biblical Jubilee year.  The Jubilee is a 

sabbatical year, a year of rest for the land, its inhabitants and with its financial dealings.  Updated: 10/02/2015 

The Jubilee – Leviticus 25:8-10 (KJV): 

 “8 And thou shalt number seven sabbaths of years unto thee, seven times seven years; and the space of 
the seven sabbaths of years shall be unto thee forty and nine years.  9 Then shalt thou cause the trumpet 

of the jubile to sound on the tenth day of the seventh month, in the Day of Atonement shall ye make the 

trumpet sound throughout all your land.  10 And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty 

throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants thereof: it shall be a jubile unto you; and ye shall return 

every man unto his possession, and ye shall return every man unto his family.” 
 

Some of the more recent Jubilee Years? 
(1998-1999) 1 Tishri 5759 (21 September 1998) – 29 Elul 5759 (10 September 1999) 

(1999-2000) 1 Tishri 5760 (11 September 1999) – 29 Elul 5760 (29 September 2000) 

(2000-2001) 1 Tishri 5761 (30 September 2000) – 29 Elul 5761 (17 September 2001) 

(2001-2002) 1 Tishri 5762 (18 September 2001) – 29 Elul 5762 (06 September 2002) 

(2002-2003) 1 Tishri 5763 (07 September 2002) – 29 Elul 5763 (26 September 2003) 

(2003-2004) 1 Tishri 5764 (27 September 2003) – 29 Elul 5764 (15 September 2004) 

(2004-2005) 1 Tishri 5765 (16 September 2004) – 29 Elul 5765     (03 October 2005)   

(2005-2006) 1 Tishri 5766     (04 October 2005) – 29 Elul 5766 (22 September 2006) 

(2006-2007) 1 Tishri 5767 (23 September 2006) – 29 Elul 5767 (12 September 2007) 

(2007-2008) 1 Tishri 5768 (13 September 2007) – 29 Elul 5768 (29 September 2008) 

(2008-2009) 1 Tishri 5769 (30 September 2008) – 29 Elul 5769 (18 September 2009) 

(2009-2010) 1 Tishri 5770 (19 September 2009) – 29 Elul 5770 (08 September 2010) 

(2010-2011) 1 Tishri 5771 (09 September 2010) – 29 Elul 5771 (28 September 2011) 

(2011-2012) 1 Tishri 5772 (29 September 2011) – 29 Elul 5772 (16 September 2012) 

(2012-2013) 1 Tishri 5773 (17 September 2012) – 29 Elul 5773 (04 September 2013) 

(2013-2014) 1 Tishri 5774 (05 September 2013) – 29 Elul 5774 (24 September 2014) 

(2014-2015) 1 Tishri 5775 (25 September 2014) – 29 Elul 5775 (13 September 2015) 

(2015-2016) 1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015) – 29 Elul 5776   (02 October 2016) 

(2016-2017) 1 Tishri 5777      (03 October 2016) – 29 Elul 5777 (20 September 2017) 

(2017-2018) 1 Tishri 5778 (21 September 2017) – 29 Elul 5778 (09 September 2018) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel's 10 Jubilees Prophecy: 
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 “When the Ottomans (Turks) conquer Jerusalem they will rule over Jerusalem for eight Jubilees.  Afterwards 

Jerusalem will become no-man’s land for one Jubilee, and then in the night Jubilee it will once again come back 

into the possession of the Jewish nation – which would 

signify the beginning of the Messianic end time.” 

When he was asked where he received his wisdom from, 

his answer was:  “The prophet Elijah, who will precede the 

Messiah, appeared to me and revealed many things to me 

and emphasized that the precondition from answered 

prayer is that it is fueled by enthusiasm and joy for the 

greatness and holiness of God.” 

 

12TH-CENTURY RABBI PREDICTED ISRAEL'S FUTURE 
Now his prophecies about return of Messiah are being studied 

Published: 11/14/2012 at 7:56 PM 
 

When Trumpet 1 Hits Earth  

worldslastchance.com  

 

JERUSALEM – Judah Ben Samuel was a legendary and prolific German rabbi of the 12th century who made 

some astonishing and specific predictions about the future of Jerusalem and Israel that came true. 
 

Judah Ben Samuel, also known as Judah he-Hasid (Judah the Pious), lived and worked from the end of the 12th 

century until the beginning of the 13th century in Regensburg, authoring a number of books in the German 

language. 
 

Ludwig Schneider of Israel Today magazine has translated some of his work into English over the last few 

years, including “The Book of the Pious – Sefer Hasidim” and the “Book of Calculations – Sefer Gematriyot.” 
 

Following the Christian crusades to the Holy Land, between 1096-1270, a regular correspondence developed 

between the Jews in the Holy Land and the Christian West. Thus, for example, the rabbis in Worms and 

Regensburg in Germany knew that Saladin’s Ayyubids had been ruling in the Holy Land since 1187. 
 

At this time, Judah Ben Samuel published the results of his biblical calculations (Gematria) and astrological 

observations and summarized as follows: “When the Ottomans (Turks) – who were already a power to be 

reckoned with on the Bosporus in the time of Judah Ben Samuel – conquer Jerusalem they will rule over 

Jerusalem for eight jubilees. Afterwards Jerusalem will become no-man’s land for one jubilee, and then in the 

ninth jubilee it will once again come back into the possession of the Jewish nation – which would signify the 

beginning of the Messianic end time.” 
 

One jubilee is 50 years (Leviticus 25). It is the 50th year after seven times seven years, the year in which each 

person should regain ownership of his or her land. Ben Samuel’s calculations were purely theoretical; there was 

absolutely no sign at that time of their being fulfilled. He himself was not able to experience their fulfillment, 

for it was only 300 years after his death that the first of his predictions were to come true. 
 

The Mamluks, who had been reigning in Jerusalem since 1250, were conquered in 1517 by the Ottoman Turks. 

They remained for eight jubilees (8 x 50 = 400 years), that is to say they were in Jerusalem for 400 years. 

Exactly 400 years later, in 1917, the Ottoman Turks were conquered by the British. The League of Nations 

conferred the Mandate for the Holy Land and Jerusalem to the British. Thus, from 1917, under international 

law, Jerusalem was no-man’s land. 
 

http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=C-RqvylEcVuaJBoG5b_q7uYgDo7zGyAWj6bu1wAHAjbcBEAEg7dKbIWDJzqmN7KSAEKAB3Zri1QPIAQGoAwHIA8MEqgSfAU_Q8RcJkanNwaiCT29Qd8hRxqZ4k4-QzEqLLhKB-7GELzJIOJXksKqcIxo5jmAFSUkoF3qpchK99JdoljI9bNiwYjjPweWn5zInUu0rQMvNSdsgIxy1iWZvssj_WhgQclfFgsiF36zsqYXecDKwBk9zoWnRIl1pBvZSJc7hF2zLywHamuP18534dgh6HI4iIe3YNu8dfbesssMFwV7qfYgGAYAHi-WdKqgHpr4bqAe1wRvYBwE&num=1&cid=5GiLfuFKPrpt_qmyRypemo0L&sig=AOD64_0WlWdzsve-Fb2xWKl3oI1lYJSGnQ&client=ca-pub-8415620659137418&adurl=http://www.worldslastchance.com/videos%23play458
http://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=C-RqvylEcVuaJBoG5b_q7uYgDo7zGyAWj6bu1wAHAjbcBEAEg7dKbIWDJzqmN7KSAEKAB3Zri1QPIAQGoAwHIA8MEqgSfAU_Q8RcJkanNwaiCT29Qd8hRxqZ4k4-QzEqLLhKB-7GELzJIOJXksKqcIxo5jmAFSUkoF3qpchK99JdoljI9bNiwYjjPweWn5zInUu0rQMvNSdsgIxy1iWZvssj_WhgQclfFgsiF36zsqYXecDKwBk9zoWnRIl1pBvZSJc7hF2zLywHamuP18534dgh6HI4iIe3YNu8dfbesssMFwV7qfYgGAYAHi-WdKqgHpr4bqAe1wRvYBwE&num=1&cid=5GiLfuFKPrpt_qmyRypemo0L&sig=AOD64_0WlWdzsve-Fb2xWKl3oI1lYJSGnQ&client=ca-pub-8415620659137418&adurl=http://www.worldslastchance.com/videos%23play458
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Then, when Israel captured Jerusalem in the Six Day War of 1967, exactly one jubilee (50 years) after 1917, 

Jerusalem reverted to Jewish-Israeli ownership once again. Thereby, according to the prophecies of Judah Ben 

Samuel, the Messianic End Times began. 
 

Many scholars have studied and made reference to Judah Ben Samuel’s writings in an effort to understand how 

he reached his conclusions. Among those referencing Ben Samuel were Rabbi Isaac Ben Solomon Luria, a 

mystic dealing with the messianic world (Jerusalem, 1531-1572, Safed); Joseph Solomon Delmegido (1591 

Candia – 1655 Prague), a mathematician and astronomer (“Mazref le-Chochma”), Azulai I (1724-1806), a 

famed bibliographer; Samuel David Luzzatto (1800-1865), a Bible scholar; historian Heinrich Graetz (1817-

1891); and Torah scholar Jacob Epstein (1925-1993). 
 

The secret of how Judah the Pious arrived at such accurate predictions has less to do with the actual calculations 

than it does with the fact that he had consecrated his life to God. His pupils Rabbi Isaac ben Moses (Vienna), 

Rabbi Baruch ben Samuel (Mainz) and Rabbi Simcha (Speyer) testify that Ben Samuel was a model of 

abstinence and selflessness and was awaiting with a burning desire the coming of the Messiah. 
 

Ben Samuel was often called “Light of Israel.” Even bishops came to him for advice. If anyone asked him 

where his wisdom came from he would answer, “The prophet Elijah, who will precede the Messiah, appeared to 

me and revealed many things to me and emphasized that the precondition for answered prayer is that it is fueled 

by enthusiasm and joy for the greatness and holiness of God.” 
 

But to recap the astonishing predictions: In AD 1217 this scholarly and pious rabbi prophesied that the Ottoman 

Turks would rule over the holy city of Jerusalem for eight Jubilees. Now, keep in mind, he made this prediction 

300 years before the Ottoman Turks seized control of Jerusalem in 1517. If indeed 1217 and 1517 were jubilee 

years as Judah Ben Samuel believed, then his prophecy was exactly right, because exactly 400 years after the 

Turks took control of Jerusalem they were driven out of the city and the holy land in 1917 by the Allied forces 

under the command of General George Allenby – on Hanukkah, by the way. 
 

But it gets more interesting still. 
 

The rabbi also prophesied that during the ninth Jubilee Jerusalem would be a “no-man’s land.” This is exactly 

what happened from 1917 to 1967, due to the fact that the Holy Land was placed under British Mandate in 1917 

by the League of Nations and literally “belonged” to no nation. 
 

Even after Israel’s war of independence in 1948-49, Jerusalem was still divided by a strip of land running right 

through the heart of the city, with Jordan controlling the eastern part of the city and Israel controlling the 

western part of the city. That strip of land was considered and even called “no-man’s land” by both the Israelis 

and the Jordanians. 
 

It was not until the Six Day War in 1967 when the entire West Bank of the Holy Land was conquered by the 

Israeli army that the whole city of Jerusalem passed back into the possession of Israel. So once again the 

prophecy made by the rabbi 750 years previously was fulfilled to the letter. 
 

It certainly would be significant if both 1917 and 1967 were Jubilee years, considering the significance of what 

happened in Jerusalem on those years. But it gets even more interesting, because Judah Ben Samuel also 

prophesied that during the 10th Jubilee Jerusalem would be under the control of the Jews and the Messianic 

“end times” would begin. If he’s right, the 10th Jubilee began in 1967 and will be concluded in 2017. 
 

“The Bible should be our standard for prophecy and interpretation of prophetic events,” said Joseph Farah, 

editor and founder of WND, upon learning of Judah Ben Samuel’s predictions in Israel Today. “But one cannot 

ignore what this 12th-century rabbi said and wrote. It’s well-documented. And I applaud Israel Today for 

bringing it to light. The implications of these predictions is staggering to say the least.” 
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The Light House of Jubilee – Marina Webley 
“Looking for a house to live in, I entered a small vacant house that was located in a quiet neighborhood. It was 

an older house, but in good repair. It was light green. It had a very clean atmosphere. As I entered it, I noticed a 

lot of light coming into this house through all the windows. I liked this very much and realized this was going to 

be my house. I walked through it, and exited the backdoor to check the fenced backyard. I noticed that the 

plants and the grass were in somewhat neglected shape, and I was looking for a hose in order to water the lawn. 

As I was looking for a faucet, I noticed with delight that the yard had an underground sprinkling system.” 
 

I believe the light represents spiritual light, and the underground water system represents the well of living 

water that Jesus speaks of. 

 

Elisabeth Elijah Nikomia ‘Jubilee Year’ Prophecy: 

 “He spoke of freedom to the prisoners and releasing the oppressed and proclaiming the year of YAHUVEH'S 

favour. What other year could this mean but the year of jubilee? After proclaiming it he went on 

to bring deliverance from sin, sickness and satan to multitudes of those who were bound and afflicted. All this 

culminated with his own deliverance from the chains of death, and 50 days later the deliverance of his 

followers from all fear on the glorious day of Pentecost. They in turn proclaimed deliverance and 

release to captives wherever they went.  

In the year of 2008 the economy has hit hard everyone but the ultra-rich. Unemployment, 

foreclosures, choosing between paying off debts or putting food on your table and paying for shelter and fuel, 

has even caused Americans to become humble. Famine is sweeping over nations and countries and I would like 

to tell you it will get better but the bible cannot lie. …The freedom of debt derives from the biblical 

idea of the year of Jubilee, the 50th year. In the Jubilee Year as quoted in Leviticus, those 

enslaved because of debts are freed, lands lost because of debt are returned.  …If you need a Year of 

Jubilee where you are free from the debts that are crushing you, claim this Word from 

YAHUVEH as your own. There is no shame in this, for even the debt collectors such as banks, credit card 

institutions, mortgage companies, and even the Government of various lands including America, had to borrow 

more money because they could not pay their debts. Yet the same people come after the ordinary person with 

their high price attorneys and threats showing no mercy. YAHUVEH is not amused and I pity the 

rich when HE sends judgment on them it will be a vengeance like none other and the shoe 

will be on the other foot.”  Updated: 10/01/2015 

Todd Bentley’s 2014 Prophetic Dream about the 2015/2016 Jubilee Year: 
I believe this recent dream I had is a significant promise for 2015 and God visiting the womb of the church and 

giving us a new generation of dread champions and mighty warriors. It was the descendants of Perez 

that became the mighty captains of all the armies of David's mighty men. Many women 

will be blessed this year with children! 
 

In a recent dream I had, the Lord showed me a new generation of kingdom demonstrators that would begin in 

2015. In my dream,  
 

The first part of my dream:  “I saw two things of significance. I saw Bob Jones, who went to be with the Lord 

earlier this year, on the day of love (Valentine’s Day)! Bob spoke with me about his near-death encounter in 

1975 and the billion-soul harvest of youth and young adults. When Bob came back from his near-death 

experience in 1975, he came back to prepare a generation of leaders for the harvest at the end of the age. Bob 

talked with me again about this word and about the harvest of harvesters anointing. In this dream, Bob told me 

it has now been one generation, 40 years, since that experience. Beginning with 2015, a new generation of 
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harvesters would be released to fulfill this word in a greater measure of power and possess the promise much 

like Joshua and Caleb when they took the land after one generation passed in the wilderness.” 
 

The second part of my dream:  “I saw a brand-new fleet of muscle cars that I have never seen before. I 

knew these vehicles were a new type of ministry. I had never seen so much power under the hood and my first 

thought was, "I wonder what kind of 'high grade oil' they use in these cars?" That's when I heard the Holy Spirit 

say, "these vehicles are a new generation of ministries that will walk in a level of My power 

without limitations and with unprecedented power because of their commitment to 

holiness and purity." I asked the Lord who this generation was and He spoke to me about new children 

conceived and born in 2015. They will walk in a ministry and power we have never seen before because of their 

surrender, strength in purity of heart, and love for the Lord. They will be trusted to demonstrate God's power 

without restriction.” 
 

This verse then immediately came to me. 

"Here am I and the children who the LORD has given me! We are for signs and wonders in Israel from the 

LORD of hosts, Who dwells in Mount Zion" (Isaiah 8:18).  (I believe that the Great “Last Days” Jubilee 

Revival, with the sending out of this “new generation of ministries” will start in earnest in the spring of 

2016, during the spring rains (the ‘Latter Rain’)! 
 

Arthur Burt’s 1934 Prophecy about the Judgment and Mercy during Endtime Jubilee Year? 
“There shall come a breath and the breath shall bring the wind and the wind shall bring the rain and the rain 

shall bring the floods and floods and floods and the floods shall bring the torrents and torrents and torrents. So 

shall they be saved like falling leaves (after a fall season stock market crash?) from the mighty oaks 

swept by a hurricane in a great forest.  Arms and legs shall come down from heaven (regeneration of body 

parts?) and there shall be no ebb.” 
 

Days of Elijah by Donnie McClurkin: 
 

“These are the days of Elijah     And these are the days of the harvest 

Declaring the word of the Lord, yeah    The fields are all white in the world 

And these are the days of Your servant, Moses   And we are the laborers that are in Your vineyard 

Righteousness being restored     Declaring the Word of the Lord 
 

These are the days of great trials    Say, behold He comes, riding on the clouds 

Of famine and darkness and sword    Shining like the sun at the trumpet's call 

Still we are the voice in the desert crying   Lift your voice, (it's) the Year of Jubilee 

Prepare ye the way of the Lord!     Out of Zion's hill, salvation comes 
 

Say, behold He comes, riding on the clouds   Behold He comes, riding on the clouds 

Shining like the sun, at the trumpet's call    Shining like the sun at the trumpet's call 

Lift your voice, (it's) the Year of Jubilee   Lift your voice, (it's) the year of Jubilee 

Out of Zion's hill, salvation comes    Out of Zion's hill, salvation comes.” 
 

And these are the days of Ezekiel 

The dry bones becoming as flesh 

And these are the days of Your servant, David 

Rebuilding the temple of praise 
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Is an Eclipse of the Moon a Bad Omen? 
Contrary to what you may have heard, the ‘Full Tetrad Blood Moons’ are signs of blessings not curses, since 

the moon (cratered and pitted with spots and wrinkles) is symbolic of satan (a creature of the night) and when 

it/he is bloodied, it is symbolic of the bruising of satan.  A full moon is a bad sign, since it represents the 

fullness of evil …the time that the wolves howl at night and a time when the majority of 

criminal activity occurs.  But an ‘eclipse of the moon’ like a ‘new moon’ is a good sign.  What 

kind of good signs?  How about Christians coming out of bondage (the unsaved will be going 

into bondage), coming back into the Promised Land and/or a great revival!  The sun is symbolic 

of Jesus the bright morning star, thus, it is when we have a ‘full eclipse of the sun’ that it should 

be looked upon as a bad sign, rather than a ‘full eclipse of the moon’.  Updated: 10/02/2015 
 

Genesis 3:15 (KJV): 

“And I (God the Father) will put enmity between thee (satan) and the woman (Israel), and between thy (satan) 

seed (the lost) and her seed (the saved and Jesus); it shall bruise thy (satan – mortal wound to the head) head, 

and thou (satan) shalt bruise his (Jesus) heel (Jesus dying on the cross).” 

Revelation 12:1 (KJV): 

“And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman (Israel) clothed with the sun (Jesus), and the moon 

(satan) under her (Israel) feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars: (12 tribes of Israel)” 

Revelation 22:16 (KJV): 

“I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring of 

David, and the bright and morning star (sun).” 

Ecclesiasticus 43:6 (KJV): 

“He made the moon (satan) also to serve in her season for a declaration of times, and a sign of the world.” 

Ecclesiasticus 27:11 (KJV): 

“The discourse of a godly man is always with wisdom; but a fool changeth as the moon (satan is a fool).” 

Psalms 104:19 (KJV): 

“He appointed the moon (satan) for seasons: the sun (Jesus) knoweth his going down.” 

Malachi 3:6a (KJV): 

“For I am the Lord (Jesus, the Son (sun) of God), I change not;” 

Luke 21:25 (KJV): 

 “And there shall be signs in the sun (Jesus), and in the moon (satan), and in the stars (the angels); and upon 

the earth (USA?) distress of nations (worldwide stock market crash/2nd Great Depression?), with perplexity 

(wars and rumors of wars?); the sea (the world) and the waves roaring (the sin of the world);” 

Revelation 6:12 (KJV): 

 “And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became 

black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood;” 
 

Tetrad Blood Moons and Subsequent Blessings that followed: 
Let’s talk a little bit about the “blood moons” that Mark Blitz providentially informed us about.  A tetrad blood 

moon is one that is in a string of 4 consecutive lunar eclipses (blood moons).  The blood red-like color comes 

from the sun’s light shining through the earth’s atmosphere during totality, which diminishes the light making it 

appear red.  We have only had 8 full tetrad blood moons since the time of Christ.   
 

 

http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/1611_Ecclesiasticus-27-11/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/1611_Ecclesiasticus-27-11/
http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/1611_Ecclesiasticus-27-11/
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The 9 Full Tetrad Blood Moons since the Time of Christ, & Subsequent Blessings that followed: 
 

1st Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 2nd Century AD): 

Nisan 14, 3922  (April 17, 162)   

Tishri 14, 3923 (October 11, 162)   

Nisan 15, 3923  (April 6, 163)    

Tishri 15, 3924  (September 30, 163)   
 

2nd Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 8th Century AD): 

Nisan 15, 4555  (April 09, 795)   

Tishri 15, 4556  (October 03, 795)   

Nisan 14, 4556  (March 28, 796)   

Tishri 14, 4557  (September 21, 796)   
 

3rd Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 9th Century AD): 

Nisan 15, 4602  (March 30, 842)   

Tishri 15, 4603  (September 23, 842)   

Nisan 14, 4603  (March 19, 843)   

Tishri 14, 4604  (September 12, 843)   
 

4th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 9th Century AD): 

Nisan 15, 4620  (April 09, 860)   

Tishri 15, 4621  (October 03, 860)   

Nisan 15, 4621  (March 30, 861)   

Tishri 14, 4622  (September 22, 861)   
 

5th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 15th Century AD): 

Nisan 14, 5188  (March 31, 1428)   

Tishri 13, 5189  (September 23, 1428)  

Nisan 15, 5189  (March 20, 1429)   

Tishri 15, 5190  (September 13, 1429)   
 

6th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 15th Century AD): 

Nisan 15, 5253  (April 02, 1493)   

Tishri 14, 5254  (September 25, 1493)  

Nisan 15, 5254  (March 22, 1494)   

Tishri 15, 5255  (September 15, 1494)  
 

7th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 20th Century AD): 

Nisan 14, 5709  (April 30, 1949)   

Tishri 14, 5710  (October 07, 1949)   

Nisan 15, 5710  (April 02, 1950)   

Tishri 15, 5711  (September 26, 1950)   
 

8th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 20th Century AD): 

Nisan 14, 5727  (April 24, 1967)   

Tishri 14, 5728  (October 18, 1967)   

Nisan 15, 5728  (April 02, 1968)   

Tishri 14, 5729  (September 26, 1968)  
 

9th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (in the 21st Century AD): 

Nisan 15, 5774  (April 24, 2014) Pesach (Passover) 

Tishri 14, 5775  (October 18, 2014) Sukkot (Feast of Tabernacles) 

Nisan 15, 5775  (April 13, 2015)  Pesach (Passover) 

Tishri 15, 5776  (October 06, 2015) Sukkot (Feast of Tabernacles)  
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Sept 28, Full Tetrad Blood (the 4th/last), Supermoon on Sukkot (Feast of Tabernacles): – Sign #7:       
A supermoon is when a full moon (or a new moon) is at its nearest distance to the Earth on its elliptical orbit.  

The result of this occurrence is the largest apparent size of the moon as seen from Earth.  The technical name 

for this closest proximity of a full/new moon to the earth is “perigee”.  A full moon at perigee, visually appears 

to be 14% in larger in diameter than normal.  The next total full lunar eclipse, supermoon will not happen until 

October 8, 2033.  Updated: 10/02/2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time Lapse Photos of the September 27/28, 2015 Full, Tetrad, Blood Supermoon over Dallas, Texas: 
 

Now what happens when a Full Tetrad Blood Moon occurs in a Jubilee Year (let’s see): – Sign #7:   
 

1st Tetrad Blood Moon Year (2nd Century AD): 
Nisan 14, 3922  (April 17, 162)   

Tishri 14, 3923 (October 11, 162)   

Nisan 15, 3923  (April 6, 163)    

Tishri 15, 3924  (September 30, 163)   
 

2nd Tetrad Blood Moon Year (8th Century AD): 
Nisan 15, 4555  (April 09, 795)   

Tishri 15, 4556  (October 03, 795)   

Nisan 14, 4556  (March 28, 796)   

Tishri 14, 4557  (September 21, 796)   
 

3rd Tetrad Blood Moon Year (9th Century AD): 
Nisan 15, 4602  (March 30, 842)   

Tishri 15, 4603  (September 23, 842)   

Nisan 14, 4603  (March 19, 843)   

Tishri 14, 4604  (September 12, 843)   
 

4th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (9th Century AD): 
Nisan 15, 4620  (April 09, 860)   

Tishri 15, 4621  (October 03, 860)   

Nisan 15, 4621  (March 30, 861)   

Tishri 14, 4622  (September 22, 861)   
 

5th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (15th Century AD): 
Nisan 14, 5188  (March 31, 1428)   

Tishri 13, 5189  (September 23, 1428)  

Nisan 15, 5189  (March 20, 1429)   

Tishri 15, 5190  (September 13, 1429)   
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6th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (15th Century AD): 
Nisan 15, 5253  (April 02, 1493)   

Tishri 14, 5254  (September 25, 1493)  

Nisan 15, 5254  (March 22, 1494)   

Tishri 15, 5255  (September 15, 1494)  
 

 1st Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5335 - Elul 29, 5335  (September 14, 1525 - September 14, 1575)  

 2nd Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5384 - Elul 29, 5384  (September 14, 1574 - September 13, 1624)  

 3rd Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5433 - Elul 29, 5433  (September 22, 1672 - September 10, 1673)  

 4th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5482 - Elul 29, 5482  (September 22, 1721 - September 11, 1722)  

 5th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5531 - Elul 29, 5531  (September 20, 1770 - September 08, 1771)  

 6th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5580 - Elul 29, 5580  (September 20, 1819 - September 08, 1820)  

 7th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5629 - Elul 29, 5629  (September 17, 1868 - September 05, 1869)  

 8th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5678 - Elul 29, 5678  (September 17, 1917 - September 06, 1918)  

 7th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (20th Century AD): 
Nisan 14, 5709  (April 30, 1949)   

Tishri 14, 5710  (October 07, 1949)   

Nisan 15, 5710  (April 02, 1950)   

Tishri 15, 5711  (September 26, 1950)   
 

9th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5727 - Elul 29, 5727  (September 15, 1966 - October 04, 1967)  

8th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (20th Century AD): 
Nisan 14, 5727  (April 24, 1967)   

Sivan 3, 5727 (June 11, 1967) Israel takes back Jerusalem after the 6-day war! 
Tishri 14, 5728  (October 18, 1967)   

Nisan 15, 5728  (April 02, 1968)   

Tishri 14, 5729  (September 26, 1968)  
 

9th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (21st Century AD): 
Nisan 15, 5774  (April 24, 2014)   

Tishri 14, 5775  (October 18, 2014)   

Nisan 15, 5775  (April 13, 2015)   

10th Jubilee Year: 
Tishri 1, 5776 - Elul 29, 5776  (September 14, 2015 - September 19, 2016)  

9th Tetrad Blood Moon Year (21st Century AD): 
Tishri 15, 5776  (October 06, 2015)   

The beginning of the Great End-Time/Last Days Revival? 
 

The Timing of EndTime Events (the 7 and 70 Years): – Sign #1:   
Snakeslayer’s (Youtube Name) “End Times Starting in 2015/2016?” Prophetic Vision, Given in 2008: 

A few years ago, I had this dream that I think might be prophetic. Actually, it was more like a dream within a 

dream, because I either woke up or the dream changed and I had this vision type thing.  

“It started when I began to hear this weird but peaceful music. Then I saw what looked like a man, who I 

assumed was Jesus (or maybe an angel) because of his appearance and the way he talked. He wore a robe and 

there were stars all around him, and (I know this sounds crazy) what looked like straw or hay. I am sad to say I 
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can't really remember everything he said, but I think he was telling me that I shouldn’t be afraid because he had 

protected me in the past and still would in the future. But I also know I heard "fifteen years," (end of 2015?) 

which he said with great emphasis, possibly several times. Then he said, "I will be with you always, even to 

the end of the age," and I woke up. I can't say how I knew this, but I think the 15 years was supposed to 

be 15 years from then, when I would turn 15, and 2015; the end time would start 

sometime when I was 15 and the End would come in 2015, exactly 7 years later. I thought this 

was strange because lots of prophecy teachers say the end time "tribulation" will last 7 years.” 
 

I woke up feeling very calm and not like anything weird had happened.  I've also been observing some current 

world events and think it's very plausible that the final seven years will start in 2008. I'd like to hear if anybody 

thinks I might be right on this or if I'm just crazy.  I don’t believe that you are crazy Snakeslayer, and I do 

believe that the 7-year cycle (2008-2015) is the last plentiful seven years for America, so in affect, it will be the 

last seven years for America as we know it.  But the Great Tribulation with the antichrist probably won’t occur 

until the (2022-2029) 7-year cycle. 
 

Bart Druckenmiller’s Prophetic Vision “The Effect of Every Vision Shall be Retained No 

Longer”, May 15th 1995, A Prophetic Word for 2015 - 2029 (14 Years): 
Bart’s original message from the Lord was given to him back in 1995, and then he lost/forgot about the message 

until some 10 years latter!  Bart now believes that the message was meant for today …the day and age that we 

are currently living in!  He believes that the Lord allowed him to find this message after all of these years 

because the actual appointed time for its fulfillment is now!   

Bart’s Prelude to the Vision:  All of the “sudden” while in prayer still sitting up in my bed, this wonderful 

presence come upon me and began to fill my entire being. It was the most incredible feeling ever and I wanted it 

to last as long as possible. I knew at that moment that something holy and divine was about to take place and I 

told the Lord that if there was something that He was trying to get through to me that He was welcome to do 

whatever He wanted. At that moment I literally felt my right ear pop open as though it was closed or something 

had been blocking my hearing, and then I audibly internally heard words being spoken to me. 

These were the words that I heard, “THE EFFECT OF EVERY VISION SHALL BE RETAINED NO 

LONGER.” As I said before I have asked people that have been in ministry for over 30 years if they can tell me 

where this phrase “the effect of every vision” is found in the Bible and no one has been able to tell me. This 

simply means that the voice that spoke to me knew the bible better than those who have been preaching it all 

their lives. At the exact moment I heard these words: 

 “I was then given a vision of a man whose eyes were open but there was some type of covering over his eyes so 

he could not see.  I then saw hands laid upon his head and all of the “sudden” the covering was removed from 

his eyes and he could then see. I believe God has given me this word to share with people that He will fulfill His 

every word regardless of what any man says. God wants to open up your eyes to His truth so you might be able 

to see where you are going in this life so as to help you open your eyes to be prepared and ready for the One 

who is shortly to come. Jesus is coming back soon and I want to help you open your eyes to this so you will be 

with Him when He returns and you will be involved in His harvest as He with us seeks to save those who are 

lost and perishing without Him.”  “The vision is for an appointed time” 

John 4:35 (KJV): 
“Say not ye, There are yet four months, and then cometh harvest? behold, I say unto you, Lift up your eyes, and 

look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest.”   
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Ezekiel 12:23 (KJV): 
”Tell them therefore, Thus saith the Lord God; I will make this proverb to cease, and they shall no more use it as a 

proverb in Israel; but say unto them, The days are at hand, and the effect of every vision.”   
 

Habbakuk 2:3 (KJV): 

“For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, 

wait for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry.” 
 

 (God fearing Christians who have been sitting on unfulfilled Prophetic Words, that were given to them years 

ago …waiting for the answers to come to pass …waiting to be rescued from the enemies’ fiery darts, trials and 

tribulations.  Many of these Christians have been studying the Voice of the Modern Day Prophets – they have 

studied the Prophetic Dreams, Visions and Prophecies, desperately trying unravel when all of these things 

would begin to come into fruition.  Folks, I believe that this “Jubilee Year” is the time! The time when:                              

“THE EFFECT OF EVERY VISION SHALL BE RETAINED NO LONGER.”!  Updated: 12/04/2015 

David Kenderes’ Prophetic Words about 70 Years of Bondage for America – Sign #1:   

(1945-2015) 70-Year Captivity – Sept 08, 1945 (01 Tishri 5706) - 14 Sept 2015 (01 Tishri 5776): 
During the past decade or so, the Lord has been speaking to me through a series of “Words” about a period of 

70 years of bondage for America.  One might think, as I once did, that these 70 years of bondage would consist 

of some future age or time …it definitely couldn’t be now, when America is seemingly being blessed and when 

many Americans including Christians are living a successful life of affluence and opulence. 
 

Years ago, the Lord told me that America was a type (Twice Speak code language) of Babylon and that just as 

Israel was taken into Babylon captivity for 70 years, so would be the fate of America!  At that time, the Lord 

didn’t tell me when the 70-year period would begin …it was a puzzle that I seemingly had to solve.  So I dug 

into the Bible to refresh my memory about all of the terrible judgments that Israel went through during their 

Babylonian captivity, hoping to shed some light on what America would shortly have to endure as well.   
 

After reading through Jeremiah 29, to my surprise, I discovered that the form of judgment against Israel was 

somewhat different than what I had expected!  There weren’t any killings mass murdering or even torturing 

going on in Babylon.  I did not even read of any burdensome slavery taking place there.  Instead what I read 

about was the Lord telling them to “build houses and dwell in them” and to “plant gardens, and eat the fruit of 

them” to take wives and have sons and daughters and to give your daughters to husbands so that they could 

have lots of children too!  Hmmm, it was beginning to make sense to me now, I discovered that it was talking 

about the “American Dream”!  Even though I didn’t know anything about the 7-year Shemitah cycles (for a 

modern world) at that time, I was beginning to realize that the 70-year period for America would have begun 

sometime after the Great Depression and WW2 (WW2 ended on September 2, 1945/Elul 24, 5705).  It had to 

encompass the time of the “baby boomers” (1946-1964).  It also had to be talking about a period of time when 

America’s housing market, bank accounts and stock market portfolios ruled supreme, a time when we did grow 

lots of gardens and America’s fruit and vegetable farms (California and the Midwest Heartland) were robust and 

fed the United States and the world!   
 

But it wasn’t until recent years that I believe the Lord showed me the ballpark starting and ending dates through 

the teachings of the Prophet Rabbi Cahn.  I always knew about the Shemitah and Jubilee cycles, but I always 

thought of them as a Jewish directives.  I never thought that they could or should also apply to the Gentiles.  It 

was then that I for the first time, latched on to the dates of 1 Tishri 5706 (08 September 1945) through 1 Tishri 

5776 (14 September 2015).  So I’m now convinced that the 70-year cycle would begin sometime after these 

dates (after WW2).  Remember, the baby boomers started one year after the end of WW2 in 1946! 
 

You see folks, the American Christians have been in captivity and bondage to worldly success, money, fame 

and fortune!  We have been both “in the world” and “of it”!  Although some Christians know how to use, spend 
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and invest their time and money wisely, the vast majority of Christians don’t have a clue, they have never 

learned these principles.  During this 70-year cycle, the “lost” had “freedom” (because they were serving their 

first love – money) but the “saved” were bound, because the things of this world and the anti-Christian world 

system was fighting against them and winning!  We will soon and very soon see a reversal of the roles! 
 

But sometime after 1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015), the tables will be turned over!  After the world stock 

market crashes for the 2nd time and the world enters into the second Great Depression, as bad as it sounds, 

Christians will once again begin to experience freedom and turn back to their first love – the Lord Jesus Christ, 

while the lost will lose their first love – the things of this world and enter into captivity!  Updated: 10/25/2015 
 

Matthew 21:12-13 (KJV) (Twice Speak Code): 
“Jesus entered the temple courts and drove out all who were buying and selling there. He overturned the tables 

of the money changers and the benches of those selling doves.”  “It is written,” he said to them, “My house will 

be called a house of prayer, but you are making it a den of robbers.” 
 

Matthew 13:7 (KJV): 
“And some fell among thorns; and the thorns sprung up, and choked them:” 
 

Mark 10:25 (KJV): 
“It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.” 
 

1 Timothy 6:10 (KJV): 
“For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, 

and pierced themselves through with many sorrows.” 
 

Revelation 3:16 (KJV): 
“So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth.” 
 

Jeremiah 29:1-7 (KJV): 
1 “Now these are the words of the letter that Jeremiah the prophet sent from Jerusalem unto the residue of the 

elders which were carried away captives, and to the priests, and to the prophets, and to all the people whom 

Nebuchadnezzar had carried away captive from Jerusalem to Babylon;  2 (After that Jeconiah the king, and the 

queen, and the eunuchs, the princes of Judah and Jerusalem, and the carpenters, and the smiths, were departed 

from Jerusalem;)  3 By the hand of Elasah the son of Shaphan, and Gemariah the son of Hilkiah, (whom 

Zedekiah king of Judah sent unto Babylon to Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon) saying, 4 Thus saith the Lord of 

hosts, the God of Israel, unto all that are carried away captives, whom I have caused to be carried away from 

Jerusalem unto Babylon; 5 Build ye houses, and dwell in them; and plant gardens, and eat the fruit of them; 6 

Take ye wives, and beget sons and daughters; and take wives for your sons, and give your daughters to 

husbands, that they may bear sons and daughters; that ye may be increased there, and not diminished.  7 And 

seek the peace of the city whither I have caused you to be carried away captives, and pray unto the 

Lord for it: for in the peace thereof shall ye have peace.” 
 

Johnny Enlow’s 2015 PROPHETIC WORD: DOUBLE FOR YOUR TROUBLE 

Floods; Is.55:5 Focus; Four 7-Year periods; 4 Winds of W that will Double You 

I have recently been having an unprecedented number of dreams of rain and floods. In each dream there has 

been a different point of emphasis but in all dreams there was no doubt about the dramatic change of life as we 

know it, that these floods would bring. These dreams have all been followed by actual rains and flooding here in 

the previously parched state of California. The dreams have not been fearful dreams but rather have kept my 

spirit in an anticipatory mode as to the New Year we are entering into. 

AWAKENED AT 5:55 AM 
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Then on December 10, I awakened at 5:55 AM and received a download of understanding from the Lord as to 

many things including the last 21 years -as they were broken up into 7 year segments.  These 7 year periods are 

(1994-2001), (2001-2008), (2008-2015) and (2015-2022) 

For a point of reference, it was December 10, of 2008 that I woke up at 3:43 AM and was given the essential 

download for my 7 Mountain Mantle: Receiving the Joseph Anointing for Reforming Nations 

book that spoke into what I was able to see until 2015. At the time I was directed to look at Psalm 34:3,4 as 

theme verses and I believe this passage has been our available lifeline since then. 

“Oh magnify the Lord with me and let us exalt His name together. I sought the Lord and He heard me and 

delivered me from all my fears.” 

At the time I was shown that God’s people had been instead magnifying the challenges and fears brought on by 

the market collapse of August 29, 2008 when the Dow Jones lost 777.7 points and over 1 trillion dollars in one 

day. We were to now magnify Him- as we were having a hard time seeing Him. As we magnified Him we 

would be set free from ALL of our fears and enter into radiant hope. This focus led us to understand that to 

remain in a prevailing state of hope we would have to remain in a state of continually magnifying Him. This in 

essence remained our focus since then as we were to learn to cultivate hope. This remains as unfinished 

business for many but the new season will be more conducive to staying in hope. 

THE NEW 7 YEAR FOCUS OF ISAIAH 55:5 

“Surely you shall call a nation you do not know, And nations who do not know you will run to you, Because of 

the Lord your God, And the Holy One of Israel, For He has glorified you.” 

The 5:55 AM wake-up call is an awakening to Is. 55:5. 555 is also the number of prevailing grace, and the grace 

of God now flooding into His people is so that we become a nations-minded people. He will now release so 

much glory on His participating kids that nations will run to us. In essence He is flooding us- so that through us 

- He might flood the nations with an atmosphere of revival and a mission of reformation. We are the Hope 

Brigade. This is a focus we must now wake up to in order to access the greater victorious grace.  It is often 

much easier to discern where we are going by knowing where we have been. We are ending the third 7-year 

period since 1994 and I was shown key perspectives from each of these. 

(1994-2001) 1 Tishri 5755 (06 September 1994) – 29 Elul 5761 (17 September 2001): 
 
 

David Kenderes: 

This 7-year Shemitah cycle was a time of tremendous wealth and arrogance in America and within the church. 
 

Johnny Enlow’s Prophetic Vision: 
THE TORONTO BLESSING AS A VOLCANO OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

“I was shown that the big event of this 7 year period was the Toronto revival called “the Father’s Blessing” that 

began at the Toronto Airport Vineyard in January of 1994. I saw it as a huge volcano that sent flying rocks and 

lava to the whole globe. It appropriately enough began in a church of about 120, as in the book of Acts- and 

then exploded into every tongue and tribe around the world. I saw that the many secondary outpourings and 

revivals all came from this one and that they did touch every nation. 

One of those secondary revival stations was Brownsville which alone saw over 4 million people touched 

between 1995-2000. The Toronto Blessing was by far the most important thing to happen on the planet during 

that 7-year period and everything has changed since that time. It was a volcanic release of the Holy Spirit, hope 

and joy into the Body of Christ that essentially resurrected the Body of Christ from a great stagnancy. 
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Appropriately enough over 50,000 pastors who were strongly contemplating quitting were ignited into life by 

the pouring out of the Holy Spirit. As is customary, the Body of Christ’s wineskin was not prepared for this new 

wine and so many wineskins and also much wine was wasted. Despite the wastage and loss the positives from 

that time far outweigh the negatives- and in essence the foundation for the next great move of God was laid at 

that time. Those who absorbed that move of the Holy Spirit and then kept moving forward are those positioned 

to carry and lead the new focus of reformation of nations that is now uppermost on the King’s agenda. We have 

always known He is passionate for souls; we are now to know He has that same passion for nations. 

I was shown that many secondary benefits were released into society from the Toronto explosion of the Holy 

Spirit. Many societal markers were affected as a collateral benefit of the Holy Spirit’s infusion into His willing 

sons and daughters. Divorces and abortions have dropped dramatically in the 20 years since that volcano of the 

Holy Spirit, so that where divorces were at 50% they have now dropped to 35%. Abortions have dropped from 

1 in every 3 pregnancies to 1 in every 6. Additionally almost all violent crime statistics have dramatically 

dropped. 

Worldwide the extreme poverty rate has been reduced by at least 10% since that time despite the serious 

economic challenges of the last 7 years. Also since 1994, an estimated minimum of 250 million around the 

world have become filled with the Holy Spirit and this too is changing everything. For those of you who can 

remember being under the influence of the Toronto outpouring you will remember that hope and joy were 

seemingly in the air. There was hope in the air but it was hope-lite which is untested hope. The last 14 years 

have been much different as hope-lite has been assaulted requiring us to search for hope-hardy.” 

(2001-2008) 1 Tishri 5762 (18 September 2001) – 29 Elul 5768 (29 September 2008): 
 

David Kenderes: 

This 7-year Shemitah cycle immediate followed the 9/11 disasters, which humbled the U.S. and led multitudes 

of Americans back into the churches.  Unfortunately this movement wasn’t long lived, and instead of changing 

and humbling people’s hearts, American’s became defiant (Rabbi Cahn’s message)!  They left the churches that 

they recently flocked to and began to adopt the philosophy of “patriotism to America” rather than serving God.  
 

Johnny Enlow’s Prophetic Vision: 
THE WAR ON TERROR: INVADED BY THE HITTITES 

“I was shown that the twin towers terroristic attacks of 9/11 was the significant event of this second 7 year 

period. This introduced a 7 year focus on the war on terror. This was a natural reality and truth but also a 

spiritual reality. The enemy countered the 1994-2001 period of grace and hope with an assault on our hope and 

a release of unprecedented fear. I believe Apollyon himself was spearheading this assault- in part to stem the 

tide of a great harvest that was taking place around the world in those years- as over 200,000 a day were coming 

to the Lord. 

In the book of Joshua, when he was poised to take the children of Israel into the Promised Land, it was referred 

to as “the land of the Hittites” in Joshua 1:4. The word Hittites means “fear” or “terror” and in essence the 9/11 

attacks represented an invasion by the Hittites during the time period of 2001-2008. New fears were in the air at 

all times and most of us succumbed to it. We became very shortsighted in our spiritual projections and until this 

day many of us have been unable shake our inability to project hopeful outcomes for us and for the world. We 

have remained in “waiting for the other shoe to hit mode” and it has kept us from contending for territory God 

has granted us and assigned us. Joshua had been told that to take out Hittites he needed to “be very strong and 

courageous” ; likewise for those who remained strong and courageous there was still great gains to be made and 

assuredly the kingdom of God kept expanding all over the globe. 
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The 2001-2008 time period was in effect a media assault. Never has there been a period when the news outlets 

were more complicit with the principalities over media. To view the news was to be ministered to by demons of 

fear and despair. Many of us became addicted to negativity during this period and many of us have not yet 

broken that addiction. 2015 will be the year for that addiction to be broken.” 

(2008-2015) 1 Tishri 5769 (30 September 2008) – 29 Elul 5775 (13 September 2015): 
 

David Kenderes: 
This 7-year Shemitah cycle ushered in an economic recession and the erosion of America’s “Middle Class”.  

Cost of living continued to rise while salaries greatly diminished!  The housing bubble all but burst, with the 

bubble/balloon greatly deflating.  
 

Terry Bennett’s Prophetic Visitation “You Will See 666”: 
The angel Gabriel told Terry, “2008 will be the beginning of economic sorrows in our nation and in the world. 

During this time the great economic wealth of the United States will be neutralized and the military power of 

the United States will be greatly diminished.” The economic problems will be the primary cause for the military 

power being weakened. 

Gabriel: “The status of the United States as a world power would end during this time.” 

Terry:  “In one sense of it this is the protection of the Lord because if it were not for this downfall the spirit of 

antichrist that is coming out of Europe would make a grab for this nation.” 

“There will be a change in the U.S. currency. A different currency is going to come, at least one. That will entail 

us no longer being the reserve currency of the world. I believe we are on the verge of seeing those things take 

place in our nation and the banking system failing again. So there are very serious things coming 

economically.” 

Johnny Enlow’s Prophetic Vision “The Release of the Frogs and the Rise of the Josephs – Sign #2: 
People talk about the “release” of the “Josephs” glibly, without even knowing who “they” are or what “it” means!  Friends the Josephs 

consist of a very small portion of “future” church leadership, and “they” will not be “released” and they will not break out of prison 

with their prison uniforms on, they will be released from prison and will be elevated to positions of power and authority in the Lord.  

And they will not be released from their prisons (extreme persecutions of all types and financial loss) until or unless a great price has 

been paid first!  With the good comes the bad.  The Josephs will not be released until or unless life as we know of on planet earth is 

changed forever!  But keep the hope and keep the faith friends, for the Lord will be with us through these future trying days and times 

and the greatest revival in church history is right before us!  Updated: 04/30/2016 
 

Johnny Enlow’s - THE RELEASE OF THE FROGS AND THE RISE OF THE JOSEPHS: 
“In my book on the 7 Mountain Mantle, I shared about the rise of the Josephs and what our side was to be about during 

this time period. While 11 brothers would hunker down in the sheep shed, visionary Josephs would be positioned for a 

time of shining. When I was awakened at 5:55 AM, I was shown what the enemy had been given permission to release. 

August 29, 2008, when the Dow Jones dropped a record 777.7 in one day, it all coordinated with a major demonic assault 

upon the nations of the world. I saw multitudes of frogs burping and releasing a dingy greenish-gray mist and haze 

throughout the whole earth. It was like a smog that covered everything. I was led to look at Rev. 16:13 where it talks 

about unclean spirits like frogs- that came out of the mouth of the false prophet. This was not that specific release but 

something of a similar measured release. 

I saw that these frogs were releasing anxiety, murmuring and complaining that fed off the fear already in the atmosphere 

from the previous 7 year season. With this comes finger-pointing and a judgmental spirit which further wars against the 

needed grace to overcome the fog. 

This was yet another 7 year counterattack of the enemy designed to thwart the advances of the expanding kingdom of 

God. I saw that very spiritual people were some of the most susceptible to this fog as it was from the mouth of “the false 

prophet” that these frogs came from. I saw that even very prophetic and very spiritual people would process 
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their spirituality through a very negative and distorted grid. It affected intercession, dreams, visions, prophecies and 

perspectives. Many began to in effect murmur and complain through their “spiritual” senses. Some would call it 

intercession but it was really just complaining out of fear. Some would call it prophecy, but it was just murmuring against 

flesh and blood and heightening the fear they felt. 

This frog fog was affecting dreams and visions. If the prophets or intercessors didn’t rise above the foggy haze their gift 

was compromised and they would end up agreeing with and further releasing this dingy greenish-gray myst through 

declarations that obsessed with demonic conspiracies. This is why hope has become the most valuable commodity on the 

planet. This dingy haze chokes out the oxygen of hope and disables spiritual vision. We have been under a 14 year 

demonic assault on hope, that had intensified the last 7 years and then maxed out the last two years. 

The Lord permitted this as a test to our hope levels. We wanted the haze removed - but He wanted us rising above the 

haze where hope-lite becomes hope-hardy and makes not ashamed. That is why we were thrown a Psalm 34:3 lifeline 7 

years ago- as it is in the magnifying of God on a constant basis that we climb above the smog and find the “upper room” 

He has made available for us on planet earth ever since Acts 2. 

Those who were able to do this in this last season will now be given greatly expanded spheres of authority and influence. 

The great test has had a great promotion built into it. Many of us have passed the test with a C- or even a D- but He only 

wanted us to pass the test. Our hope root systems have had to increase so that we might be the transformational oaks of 

righteousness we were designed to be.” 

(2015-2022) 1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015) – 29 Elul 5782 (25 September 2022): 
 

David Kenderes: 
I believe that this 7-year Shemitah cycle will bring in the end of America as we have known it.  I am looking for back-to-

back stock market crashes leading to a second worldwide Great Depression.  During this cycle, I believe that a 

Russian/Chinese confederacy (along with 5 other nations) will attack (nuclear), invade and then occupy America.  Seven 

flags will be raised on America soil and none of them will be the U.S. flags! 
 

Terry Bennett’s Prophetic Visitation “You Will See 666”: 
“The economic problems of the first seven-year period would be the primary cause for the next major issue 

occurring during the second period from 2015-2021. 2014-2015 would be a transitional year leading to the next 

seven-year period, which would be a time of dramatic changes in governments around the world, great political 

turmoil, and wars. 

Terry: “What the United States is going to go through is civil conflict, civil war, and then invasion. This will 

greatly diminish the desire of the spirit of antichrist to take hold of this nation. So there was a side of it, 

particularly if we pray, that all of this would result in a blessing from the Lord to keep us from the domain of 

the spirit of antichrist. I saw in the governmental arena we will go through a dramatic change in our government 

and there would be a time of anarchy and chaos. For a while we will have a fractional government, which 

means basically our government will come down to the state level because of the military stepping in and 

having to seize control of our federal government. We would call it a coup, but in all honesty it will be to help 

our nation. That is why the military will step in. I believe we are now on the verge of these things happening. 

Lawlessness and chaos was shown to me, and civil unrest.” 

The angel Gabriel told Terry, “When the checks from our government stop coming to the people the chaos 

will ensue.” 

Terry: “Then we are going to see a major change with our government. The great economic turmoil in the 

2014-2015 year of transition will bring on these changes in government. Then there will arise a new 

government in Europe, which Gabriel warned me. Here is what he said to me back in 2001, “Keep your eyes on 

four nations. They are signposts to what is coming. Firstly keep your eyes on Greece. Secondly, keep your eyes 
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on Italy. Thirdly, keep your eyes on Spain. Fourth keep your eyes on France. Greece is going to want another 

Alexander the Great. Italy is going to want and emperor. Spain is going to want a king and queen. France is 

going to want another Napoleon. Satan is going to offer that to them in one person. They will say yes. Through 

chaos they will gain control.” 

Terry: “I believe some of that chaos will be created, purposeful, while other chaotic events will come because 

once they get it going they will be unable to control it. The economic chaos will lead to dramatic governmental 

change in Europe, as it will here in our nation. It will begin in the economic arena and then go forth into the 

governmental arena. Major governmental changes are going to happen in various parts of the world, particularly 

in Europe.” 

Johnny Enlow’s Prophetic Vision: 
THE NEXT 7 YEARS YOU WILL BREATHE AGAIN: WINDS OF WORSHIP, WEALTH, WISDOM AND 

WONDER 

“There will be much more coming as to what to expect in 2015 and beyond, but I was impressed with the 

revelation that the frogs and their haze are being expelled. A great host of angels has been sent to crush these 

unclean spirits that have conspired against the hope and joy of God’s most passionate followers. I believe that 

this is a set, done-deal assignment from heaven- but I also believe their assignment will be expedited by a 

worshipping people. 

1) WINDS OF WORSHIP 

I saw winds of worship come in in 2015 and we want to look for them and make sure to have our sails ready to 

sail with them. We will be taken to new places in His heart as we worship this year. I saw flash mobs of 

worshippers becoming significant news stories in 2015. I saw a worshipping crowd that as they danced every 

dance step it crushed a frog and then further accelerated the angels to also stomp them out. He inhabits the 

praises of His people and this year we will increase our worship and praise to Him. He is making us His 

habitation on earth and as we target reforming nations we want to stay mindful that He will give the nations to 

radical worshippers. It will be a worshipping people who will see the nations come running. You will in fact 

connect your reformation assignment to worship and see it as an extension of that worship. If you have toned 

down your worship because you are a more “seasoned” believer then this is the year to find and release your 

child-like worship again. Worship Him with song and dance and worship Him with your 9 to 5 life. You will be 

rewarded with a new hope-filled place in God’s heart as you do and demons will literally run from you. 

2) WINDS OF WISDOM 

In my 2014 Rosh Hashanah word I shared how angels with scrolls are coming and this will continue to increase. 

The wisdom is coming for how the house of the Lord on planet earth is to be built. Wisdom for how you must 

advance His destiny in and through you is also in these scrolls. Pay attention as these scrolls will come in many 

and various forms. Some will be dreams and supernatural encounters and others will seem quite mundane- but 

be sensitive as the Holy Spirit will remind you that you just received a scroll. Wisdom comes when it is 

building time and this is where we are at. 

3) WINDS OF WEALTH 

I was shown years ago that the archangel of the Mountain of economy or business would 

be released at Rosh Hashanah 2015. This will be a big deal and is why the wisdom angels 

are being released ahead of that. All Josephs must carry the wisdom and the wealth but as 

with Joseph the wisdom comes first. Wisdom is divinely applied knowledge and it trumps 

every PhD on the planet. 
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There is almost nothing that excites God more than to be able to prosper us abundantly and He really is going to 

do that. This is what He does in heaven and He no less so desires to do so on earth. It is a part of His name and 

nature to do so. He only looks for a hopeful people with His heart for the nations as finances turned inward 

cause self-destruction. Wealth empowers one’s vision and if your vision is not His then He has to hold back His 

natural bent of extreme generosity to let your vision come in line with His. He is not interested in funding 

anymore “Left Behind” type movies. Some measure of truth is encapsulated in that perspective but the overall 

narrative is a gross distortion of who He is, what He is about, and what time it is. 

We are in the spring season of the kingdom age and the quicker we can understand more about what that means, 

the quicker we can be a prime target for the coming prosperity angels. 2012 marked the beginning of this season 

and we must shift out of preparation for “end-time scenarios” into arising and shining with His glory. You 

really can’t do both at the same time. Don’t build a ministry that feeds on fear and apprehension. Build one 

around reforming and transforming society. Winds of wealth are coming to those who make this shift. 

4) WINDS OF WONDER 

God is going to be so restoring and redeeming our individual stories that it will astonish us. Signs and wonders 

will increase- but many of these wonders will begin to be how God turned devastating personal stories into 

beauty and triumph. He will begin to blow us away with how He has orchestrated the details of our lives. 

God is telling His great story through us and as we connect to His kingdom narrative (i.e. seek first the kingdom 

of God) it allows Him to rescue and restore our personal story. If your personal story is a mess and seemingly 

impossible to make beautiful, give yourself to Him as never before and you will find yourself receiving His 

winds of wonder that will leave you overwhelmed by His goodness. Everything and everyone who remains in 

His hands becomes beautiful - in its time. He has promised all who receive Him a great eternal storybook 

ending of eternal life in heaven but He is also looking to showcase His goodness to us here in the land of the 

living. As David said, “I would have fainted if I didn’t believe I would see the goodness of God in the land of 

the living.” 

DOUBLE FOR YOUR TROUBLE 

This is one of His personal prophetic words for you in 2015. Look to Is. 61: 7 as inspiration.  

“ Instead of your shame, you shall have double honor, and instead of confusion they shall rejoice in their 

portion. Therefore in their land they shall possess DOUBLE.” 

The play on words is this: 2015 will be the year He sends Winds of W (worship, wisdom, wealth and wonder) 

because He wants to double you (W). There has been a 14 year assignment against your hope and this year you 

are going to breakthrough into radical, crazy hope. Even as Jacob worked 14 years for Rachel and even as 

Joseph was processed until his 14th year after receiving his prophetic dreams- so too will you the persevering 

ones now step into a similar place of breakthrough. This does not mean a life of no challenges- but it does mean 

a life of greatly satisfying fruitfulness. You will strive less and accomplish more. Less effort will bring about 

more fruit. Simple obedience will trump leveraging capabilities.  You will learn to rest, to worship and to love- 

and then repeat that cycle. There is nothing else to do. At the end of the day it is all about growing more in love 

and releasing more of that love. Conditions in 2015 will be optimal for this to happen. Get happy about that.” 

(2022-2029) 1 Tishri 5783 (13 September 2022) – 29 Elul 5789 (09 September 2029): 
 

David Kenderes: 
I believe that this 7-year Shemitah cycle will usher in the 7-year Biblical Endtimes Tribulation Period.  I believe 

the antichrist will rise to power and the “mark of the beast” will be implemented! 
 

Terry Bennett’s Prophetic Visitation “You Will See 666”: 
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“The final phase revealed to Terry occurs in 2022-2028. The predominant part of the governmental troubles will be in 

preparation for, particularly in Europe, the arising of the spirit of antichrist. What is coming is called the new world order, 

but behind that is the spirit of antichrist and the false prophet spirit with that. With that is coming a one-world religion. 
 

Terry: “I was told it would be a combination of three world religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam all brought 

together into a one-world religion. Those three would be combined as a compromise, a mixture. Each of those three 

religions believes in one god whereas other religions have many gods. The one-world religion will be presented as a 

solution that will bring peace, when in reality it will be a compromise and a mixture offered by Satan to turn the world 

away from the absoluteness that there is no other name under heaven whereby men can be saved than the name of Jesus 

Christ. Anybody who refuses to accept the new one-world religion will be labeled as a radical terrorist and a threat to 

world peace. As it goes forward it will move to murder. It will be declared by a religious leader in Europe that this person 

whom they will receive as their governmental leader is god, when in reality it is the antichrist” 
 

James Bailey: “When this religious leader declared this man to be god, Terry saw hundreds of thousands of Catholics 

rose up and said no. They resisted what they knew was an attack against the Lord Jesus himself. As a result many 

Catholics were murdered. He also saw many Protestants resisting and they were also put to death in great numbers. He 

saw millions of these resisters put to death, martyred for their refusal to accept the divinity of the antichrist.”  
 

Terry:  “There will also be resistor nations and tribes of people, even in the European area, who will be unwilling to go 
down that path, but it was at great cost of life that they will resist, and some of them will resist. Satan is going to push for 

worldwide acceptance of the antichrist, but he will never be fully accepted. There will be sheep nations that absolutely 

resist and there will be people groups who absolutely resist.” 
 

The angel Gabriel told Terry: “The people of Ireland and Scotland will never bow to the antichrist.” 
 

Gabriel told Terry: “You will see 666. You will see the number of man demonically controlled in economics, 

government, and religion. When it goes to religion that is when the mass martyrdom begins.” 
 

James Bailey:  Unprecedented Exploits from a Remnant: 

“We know from the Bible a time of great trouble is coming upon the whole earth. However, for those who walk close with 

God will see great things during these times.” 
 

Terry Bennett: “At the same time as the unprecedented in the earth is happening I believe there is going to be the 

unprecedented moving of the spirit of God among His people. I believe a lot of that is going to be a remnant issue. I want 

every person to be involved in that, but I believe, especially in western culture, there is going to be a remnant issue, 

although I think there is going to be some very major moves of God in western areas of the world, but even more so in the 

east. The Lord keeps saying to me that His people are going to do unprecedented exploits. He is saying to expect the 

unprecedented, what has never even been written and what has never even been heard about. What we have recorded in 

the scriptures, but I believe we are in the final showdown here. The Lord said to me, ‘Prepare for the invasion of heaven.’ 

The unprecedented is upon us. God is going to do that which has never even been heard about and that is exciting.”   
 

Signs & Trigger (Japan Disasters) & Worldwide Stock Market Crash: 
ILoveGod777’s (Youtube Name) July 2015, Prophetic Vision – “Prophecy for America, Stock 

Market, Famine, Persecution, JUDGEMENT”:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bw8NvrMCP8Q  

Notice that the first event of the five events that were given to her in the Prophetic Vision was the stock market 

crash.  The stock market crash comes first, leading us into the famine! 
 

Transcription of Prophetic Vision video:  “I looked out my window and I saw a tree bending down from 

withering.  And I h  eard Wisconsin will be destroyed by fire.  And then I saw the tree on fire, withering.  And 

then I went about my daily business and then it hit me all of a sudden.  I said: Lord, when will this happen?  

And He said, when I open a door for famine upon the Land and when you see these order of events.  And He 

spoke as I saw and heard: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvaFRVFoORh7jSaZYvpaGiA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bw8NvrMCP8Q
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 “1” Stock Market Crash.  And I saw the fall of America and I saw a green 

bill of money torn in half and burned with fire, falling like paper.  And then 

He said: 
 

 “2” all houses that do not belong to me shall utterly fall.  And I saw the house in front of me 

crumble down. 
 

 “3” and I saw the Lord in front of me with sheep on His right hand and goats on His left.  

And I heard Him say those who are on the right will be cast off as ones on the left.  And I 

heard: 
 

 “5” the tribes of Israel shall walk with Me in white, before their work for My kingdom is completed.  And their 

fight for love will be established.  And I thought to myself, Lord, what is the fourth one?  And then I got really 

stirred up with His power in my spirit and the Lord said, are you sure you want to know?  And without 

hesitation I was like – yes.  And His reply: 
 

 “4” And I saw a hand receiving from a long needle an implanted device (mark of the beast?) under its skin.  

And I saw and heard the word “Judgment”.  And I saw a visual of these as being spoken from the Lord.   

And this is a Word which He has spoken to me.  He said to share: 
 

“You shall be condemned, who shall fight for you?  On this day, Gog and Magog, yourselves, you filthy lusts of 

falsehoods and money.  Who planted the eye?  Shall he not see this?  Who planted the ear?  Shall he not hear 

the noise?  Shall he not hear all of this?  Constant ringing is in my ears.  And then I could hear kind of loudly in 

the spirit:  How long, how long O Lord, Holy and True, until you avenge our blood on those who dwell on the 

earth?  And then I heard:  “I am the Lord and there is no other.  Thus saith the Lord. “You shall not prosper by 

me or by yourselves unless you repent.”  Updated: 10/22/2016  
 

Lynn Myers’ 03, 2015 Prophetic Dream – “Iran Nuke Deal, U.S. Attacked By Nuke from the North”: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRc7pNdlM80 
 

3:00-9:37 & 23:18-25:22 Min Marks Transcription:  “I was in this house (Mesa, Arizona, a desert where it is 

dirty and very dusty), and the house was very well lit, it was sunny and I opened the front door and I was going 

to get my children from outside, and I noticed that across the street, in the house across the street from me, a 

woman came out of the home.  And it was the home that’s south of me, OK, of where I was.  She came out and 

she was dressed beautifully.  She was in a beautiful white adorned dress, beautiful adorned hair.  She looked 

like a queen, (the bride) I’m telling you.  But it struck me, why would she be coming out over here, you 

know, she looked Persian.  And I asked her – you look like you are going to a wedding, is it a Persian 

wedding?  And she said “yes”.   
 

So I was just kind of looking at her, just thinking wow, this is incredible the way she is dressed, so beautiful.   

And before me then, I see a man. (the groom) And he was in the same kind of wedding type dress and he 

looked like a king.  He looked very adorned, you know what the Middle Eastern men would where over 

their head.  Except, and this sounds funny, but it had meaning, he had a very bad spray tan …he looked 

orange.  And his brother, it was obvious that it was his brother, said to him.  Why are you dressed that way?  

Why do you look that way?  And the man who was the groom, who spoke with very American (accent) said  

“they” (the bad guys?) want me to look this way.  And I said to him, are you going to a Persian 

wedding?  And are you the groom?  And he ignored me.   
 

And I looked away just for a second, because, I’m looking for my children off in the distance.  And 

peripherally, behind the house that I was just coming out of (which would be to the north of me) I see a flash, 

a quick flash.  And before I could get the words out that that’s weird, before I could even get that phrase out, 

I saw a huge mushroom cloud.  And I screamed, I said Oh my, who did this?!  And immediately I saw an 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRc7pNdlM80
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angel of the Lord.  And he was ascended in the air.  And his stance was with his upper arms to his side, palms 

up.  His face was looking up with his eyes closed.  And the glare, the orange glare of that bomb reflected off of 

his gown, off of his tunic.  I said oh Lord you’re coming!  Immediately, I looked and I see myself coming off of 

the ground, my feet still in the dust of the earth, and I was lifted off of the ground, I’m ascending, I’m going up 

and I look across the horizon and I see lights, and I know what they are, they people, they are rising up with me, 

but they look like lights ascending.”  And the dream ended.  And I awoke and I wept before the Lord, because I 

said oh Lord what are you showing me?   
 

Interpretation:   

Marriage:  I knew in my spirit that Iran and the United States were going to make a deal.   

Brother:  I thought it was either England or Canada, but I don’t it was England because there wasn’t an accent.  

I believe in my spirit that it was Canada.   

Marriage:  I knew in my spirit that Iran and the United States were going to make a deal. 

Now, when the Lord gave me that interpretation, the Lord just said, “that’s the Last Straw”.  Because this 

deal signifies so much more.  They minimize it by say well it’s just a deal, but this is a trail of America towards 

the country that we have always supported and that’s Israel.  “This is the Last Straw” says the Lord! 

Bride (Persian Queen):  Iran 

Groom (King):  America 

Groom’s Fake Suntan:  The face of our nation was going to start looking Muslim. 
 

Marcos Goncalves’ July 2015 Prophetic Dream – “Alliance with Iran”: 
I want to tell you guys about a dream that I just had about a nuclear deal with Iran.  And what I saw, I’m not 

sure of the meaning of this dream.  But if you guys do find the meaning or interpretation of this dream, please 

make comments (YouTube), so we will get to an understanding.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoxI4R7QNB8  

(Youtube transcription listed below) Published on July 14, 2015: 

In the dream I saw a political figure who is a powerful man (Obama), making a speech.  That the deal with 

Iran would grow and make connections with Islam and with the Middle East.  His (the 

powerful man) title was the Messiah of Islam.  Doing that, conquering, the victory for this political figure.  His 

mission was to break the alliance with Israel.   
 

And after that, I saw what looks like a park, in the dream I saw a park.  Like a Disney kind of park.  And in this 

park demons are playing.  And I saw a kind of society and figures from Hollywood, they were playing in this 

park.  And all of the illuminati symbols was around in this park.  And they were having a good time.   
 

And here I saw …there was a movie (The Wizard of Oz) with a little girl, and I think her name is Dorothy.  The 

ones that has the shoes.  And she was like …the one that always saying “there’s no place like home” and she 

held the shoes and cracked one to another.  She used to …guys I’m not sure, what this meaning is …I probably 

…I even got …a meaning for this dream.  I just decided to draw it (on the YouTube video he displayed a paper 

with 5 illustrated drawings on it) and to give it to you guys, so we can see if there is a meaning on it.  See if the 

Lord is speaking from this dream.  So help me out.   
 

So I saw this girl from the movie and I heard the name, her name was Dorothy.  She had like two missiles on 

her feet.  She was in this park.  She had two missiles on her feet and the missiles got active and she disappeared.  

(she shot off from the thrust of the missiles) She like flew so fast that she disappeared.   
 

And after that, I saw this guy, it was like he was made with corn.  And he had a goat (also another symbol of 

our society).  He had a goat, (Satan is symbolized as a goat) he took this goat for a walk (the illustration shows 

the man with a goat on a leash).  And this is a small city (the illustration shows the goat tethered to the man by a 

leash, eating a city that was perched on a table or some type of platform).  This represents a city and he (the 

goat) was eating the city.  But he was interested, after he was done eating the city …he was going go and eat 

this guy.  It looks like a trap or something, I’m not sure.  I have no idea what city it is, but the idea was, to go 

around the world destroying everything.  This guy is also a figure from this movie (scarecrow/straw man) and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoxI4R7QNB8
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he was carrying a goat, and the idea was to go around the world feeding the goat, because if he stopped feeding 

the goat, the goat would eat him, devour him!  He has to keep feeding the goat …that was the idea.  (“a straw 

man (the scarecrow) is an object, document, person or argument that temporarily stands in for and is intended to 

be "knocked down" by something more substantial” - SearchCRM).   
 

Marcos stated that the Lord gave him the following Bible passage as confirmation to the Prophetic Dream: 
 

Daniel 4:34 (KJV): 

“And at the end of the days I Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes unto heaven, and mine understanding 

returned unto me, and I blessed the most High, and I praised and honoured him that liveth for ever, whose 

dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom is from generation to generation:”  Updated: 01/20/2016 
 

The following is what I believe to be the “bad guys” symbolism interpretation in ‘The Wizard of Oz’ movie.  
 

The Wizard of Oz Symbolism Interpretation: 
Tornado:  Tornadoes represent the physical and spiritual whirlwinds (trials and tribulations) of the enemy in 

life that try to kill, steal and destroy us, but if we survive the onslaught, we end up gaining new insight into the 

things that are of the greatest importance in life. 
 

The Scarecrow “without a brain”:  Represents the lost ‘cold’ that don’t understand the gospel:  Matthew 

13:19 (KJV):  “When any one heareth the word of the kingdom, and understandeth it not, (“without a brain”) 

then cometh the wicked one, and catcheth away that which was sown in his heart. This is he which received 

seed by the way side.”  
 

Secondarily, a straw man can also represent: “A straw man (the scarecrow) is an object, document, person or 

argument that temporarily stands in for and is intended to be "knocked down" by something more substantial” – 

SearchCRM. Such as, Satan taking care of and using the “shadows” until “they” complete his dirty work, 

wherein “they” will be destroyed by him and his evil forces. 
 

The Cowardly Lion “without courage”:  Represents the lost ‘cold’ that understand and accept the salvation of 

Jesus, but fall away when tribulation or persecution comes:  Matthew 13:20-21 (KJV):  “But he that received 

the seed into stony places, the same is he that heareth the word, and anon with joy receiveth it; Yet hath he not 

root in himself, but dureth for a while: for when tribulation or persecution ariseth because of the word, by and 

by he is offended.” (“without courage”) 
 

The Tin Man (The Tin Woodman) “without a heart”:  Represents the lost ‘lukewarm’ that understand and 

accept the salvation of Jesus, but fall away when the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, choke 

the word out:  Matthew 13:22 (KJV):  “He also that received seed among the thorns is he that heareth the word; 

and the care of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, choke the word, and he becometh unfruitful.”  

They are rusty, stiff necked, self-centered people (“without a heart”) only thinking about themselves at the 

expense of others. 
 

Dorothy “without a home”:  Represents the saved ‘hot’.  The American Christians who might not always 

study to show themselves approved.  American Christians who might not necessarily have a good understanding 

of the Ephesians 6:12b “principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against 

spiritual wickedness in high places.”  But they are American Christians nonetheless.  The degree of their walk 

in the Lord determining the amount of their fruit:  Matthew 13:23 (KJV):  “But he that received seed into the 

good ground is he that heareth the word, and understandeth it; which also beareth fruit, and bringeth forth, some 

an hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty.” (“without a home”). Dorothy’s worldly home was destroyed by the 

tornado in the prophetic dream, but she eventually realized that her eternal home is in heaven.  “There’s no 

place like home”.   
 

Men and Woman Characters:  Did you notice the Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion and the Tin Man are all male 

figures, but Dorothy is female?  There’s a reason for that.  Religious systems are always depicted symbolically 

in the feminine, such as the “Woman”=Israel, “Bride of Christ”=Church and the “Whore”=False Church 
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System.  Well, Dorothy is female because she represents Christians and the other three are male because they 

represent non-christians. 
 

Toto the Dog:  Toto represents the downcast, poor and/or homeless.  The lower class Americans that are 

stepped on, and not respected by most of the middle and upper class Americans.  The only ones that 

occasionally take care of and provide for these folk, are the true American Christians (Dorothy).  These other 

Americans (Toto) are sometimes very insightful and wise, in spite of their unfortunate lot in life. 
 

Secondarily, Toto represents actual American pets that many times have a better sense and understanding of the 

spiritual realm (both good and evil) than we do.  Remember when Toto revealed to Dorothy and the others that 

the Wizard was a fraud behind the curtain and that he wasn’t the True Oz? 
 

Dorothy’s Nasty Neighbor:  Represents the “bad guys”.  Dorothy’s nasty neighbor that pushes to have Toto 

put to sleep, represents the “bad guys” (remember Hitler?) attempts to get rid of what they believe to be the 

undesirable elements of society (the poor, uneducated, minorities, elderly, etc, etc,), through manmade created 

diseases, euthanasia, drugs and other methods to help achieve their goal of drastic depopulation. 
 

Emerald City:  Heaven, the city of mansions and gemstones. 
 

Emerald Palace:  The place of God the Father’s throne 
 

Yellow Brick Road:  People’s journey through life with the ultimate objective and goal of obtaining everlasting 

life in heaven, vice eternal life in the Lake of the Fire.  While we attempt to follow the yellow brick road, the 

enemy throws all types of obstacles in our way, trying to thwart us from receiving salvation and walking in the 

fullness of the Lord.  It’s only by keeping our focus on following the “yellow brick road” that we are able to 

reach the desired city of mansions.  By the way, heaven’s roads are paved in transparent gold (yellow).   
 

Flying Monkeys:  Represents demons/fallen angels in the form of principalities and powers of the air. 
 

Munchkins:  Represents demons/fallen angels in the form of the little voices that speak to us and try to tell us 

what to do and try to tell us to seek the Wizard of Oz. 
 

The Wizard of Oz:  The wizard represents Satan, the great accuser and deceiver!  The angel of Light!  The one 

who says thou shalt not surely die.  The one who cleverly tries to lure us into worshiping the wrong god 

(himself) until or unless he is exposed.  Job 1:6-7 (KJV):  “Now there was a day when the sons of God came to 

present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also among them.  And the Lord said unto Satan, Whence 

comest thou? Then Satan answered the Lord, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up 

and down in it.” 
 

The True Oz:  A ‘troy ounce’ of gold is abbreviated “Oz”.  Gold is representative of good (gold, good, God)  

“Oz” represents Jesus who is the Alpha and Omega (A to “O” or A to “Z”), the beginning and the end.  
 

Silver Slippers:  Dorothy’s slippers are silver.  Silver is representative of Evil (silver, evil, vile, devil).  Silver 

shoes representing feet that are not of Ephesians 6:15 (KJV): “And your feet shod with the preparation of the 

gospel of peace”.  Being spiritually unprepared and unaware of the evils of this world and unable to properly 

stand against the wiles of the devil. 
 

Ruby Slippers:  Ruby or Red slippers gave power over the evil forces.  Red represents power and the blood of 

Jesus, walking in the power of His blood.  Wearing ruby red slippers represents feet that are of Ephesians 6:15 

“And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace”.  Being spiritually prepared and aware of the 

evils of this world and able to properly stand against the wiles of the devil.  Representing the Christians who not 

only talk the talk, but walk the walk! 
 

The Wicked Witch of the East:  Represents bad angels assigned to the east.  
 

The Wicked Witch of the West:  Represents bad angels assigned to the west. 
 

The Good Witch of the North:  Represents good angels assigned to the north.  
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The Good Witch of the South:  Represents good angels assigned to the south.  

 

The Wizard Deceives the Masses at the End of the Age:  Represents the scene at the end of the movie, when 

the Wizard of Oz was exposed by Toto and he (Satan) comes out from behind the curtain (antichrist is revealed) 

and tries to win over the masses (the Scarecrow, the Cowardly Lion, the Tin Man, and Dorothy ) to accept the 

“mark of the beast” Revelation 13:6 (KJV): “And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and 

bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads.” rather than the “seal of the Father”.  

Revelation 14:1 (KJV): “And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Sion, and with him an hundred forty 

and four thousand, having his Father's name written in their foreheads.”  Updated: 01/20/2016 
 

Obama’s Sept 2015 Meetings (w/Vladimir Putin, Xi Jinping & Pope Francis): 
 

Obama and Putin's planned Monday 28 September 2015 United Nations (U.N.'s 70th birthday) 

meeting already rife with miscommunications: 
President Barack Obama will meet the Russian president, Vladimir Putin, on the sidelines of the UN general 

assembly in New York next week, the White House confirmed on Thursday.  But soon after the meeting was 

announced, apparently contradictory remarks from Washington and Moscow emerged on the encounter’s 

genesis and purpose.  

In the US, the White House press secretary, Josh Earnest, said the “top agenda item” for the meeting would be 

Russian support for separatist fighters in Ukraine, with the leaders also expected to discuss an apparent Russian 

military buildup in Syria.  “President Obama will once again use this occasion to impress on President Putin the 

importance for Russia to keep the commitments they’ve made” to withdraw from the conflict in eastern 

Ukraine, Earnest said.  In Moscow, meanwhile, the presidential spokesman, Dmitry Peskov, said the main topic 

of the meeting would in fact be Syria and that Obama and Putin would discuss Ukraine only “if time allows”. 

Xi Jinping, Chinese Leader, Has Weighty Agenda and Busy Schedule for U.S. Visit: 
September 24 Mr. Xi leaves for Washington, where he will have a working dinner at the White House with President 

Obama, Secretary of State John Kerry and Susan E. Rice, the president’s national security adviser. 
 

September 25 Mr. Xi will be greeted with a 21-gun salute at the White House and hold a joint news conference with Mr. 

Obama. Mr. Kerry and Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. will host a lunch for him at the State Department. This will be 

followed by a visit to Capitol Hill to meet with congressional leaders and in the evening a state dinner at the White House. 
 

September 26 Mr. Xi proceeds to New York for events at the United Nations headquarters. 
 

September 27 China and the United Nations are hosting the Global Leaders’ Meeting on General Equality and Women’s 

Empowerment: A Commitment to Action, 20 years after the Fourth World Conference on Women was held in Beijing in 

September 1995. Mr. Xi is scheduled to make opening remarks and to serve as chairman of the first session. 
 

September 28 Mr. Xi speaks at the United Nations’ 70th anniversary session. This will be his first speech at the United 

Nations and will underline China’s status as a charter member, a co-founder of the postwar international order and a 

permanent member of the Security Council.  Mr. Xi leaves the United States later in the day. 
 

Strange Bed Fellows: 

It’s very interesting to me that U.S. president Obama, Russian president Putin, and Chinese leader Xi Jinping 

and will all be present at the Monday 28 September United Nations meeting.  Pope Francis already addressed 

the UN a few days earlier.  Updated: 09/28/2015 
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James Bailey: “Pope Francis will be in the United States for four full days from September 22-26, but he will 

only be in the world’s financial center for one whole day, Friday September 25. He will be speaking to the 

United Nations General Assembly at 8:30 am that day.” 
 

The Catholic prophetic website Locutions.org 3 September 2015, Prophetic Warning: 

“The collapse will not come before Pope Francis comes to America but it will happen while 

he is in America. I deliberately brought the Pope to America, the world’s financial center, to be here when it 

takes place. I want him to be part of the picture. I want him to be present.  His presence in America will be my 

sign that the Church is very important in saving mankind from its own follies.  Toward the end of his trip, he 

will have to shift his message and address the new world situation.  In this way, I will begin to exalt the 

Church as a beacon of light in the darkness.”  Updated: 09/19/2015 

Write up in Time Magazine about the Pope’s recent Visit by Nancy Gibbs and Elizabeth Diaz: 
“…the U.S. church is shifting demographically, politically and spiritually, and no one knows better than the 

Pope (Francis) who is hard at work transforming his church in all those same ways…” 
 

Bette Stevens’ October 1, 2015 Prophetic Vision: 
My husband and I have been sensing the spiritual darkness in most of September (2015), but it did not manifest 

itself until October 1st. 

In September (2015), I watched and listened to the message of the Pope. The Lord had already made me aware 

of an underlying meaning to his message that if we didn’t listen carefully, we would miss. As I watched the 

Pope and the President come together, I heard these words: 

“The abomination (Obama-nation) of desolation”. Secret meetings being done. Secret rituals having 

already taken place. Many American citizens will be slaughtered and the river of blood will flow, just as many 

in Israel will be slaughtered. Many will come to realize from My word, that if   I, the Lord, did NOT intercede, 

then ALL OF MANKIND WOULD BE WIPED OUT. 

Then on October 1st (2015), as my husband and I were getting ready to go to bed, a darkness like I have never 

seen fell in every room of our house. It was like tar. It was so cloudy and dark. As I looked around I could 

hardly see, but I got up and yelled to my husband, “I know what this is.” 

I saw the spiritual darkness fall upon the earth. We had to do spiritual warfare, and I mean some serious 

warfare, to the extent that I enlisted others to pray and even some of them were under spiritual attack. It came 

strong in my spirit of curse words being spoken against our nation, warnings for believers to armor up, and so 

forth. This was going to be the beginning of something we had never encountered in America.” 
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Paul Keith Davis’ Prophetic Warning: 
I am prophesying that by the Day of Atonement in 2015 (September 23, 2015)  

something major is going to happen. 
 

This Ordeal will usher in the One World Government – Stephen Hanson’s Prophetic Word: 

“I tell you that this is the beginning of the end.  For the powers behind the (Pope’s) recent trip to the 

United States will bring about the institution that the great harlot desires. 
 

Don’t be deceived, for this ordeal will usher in the 

one world government.  This is the beginning; and then 

the lines will be drawn up.  For there is only One God, and 

one man who is Jesus Christ, who is the mediator between 

God and man. 
 

You can’t blend all of the religions into one.  The world will 

flood to the deception of these powers. 
 

This is he who m you have wondered about. Goodness can be 

clothed in deceit. Humility can be a pretentious thing. Watch 

and pray, for a great cloud of deceit hangs over the world. 

Those who are wise will discern these things.”   
Updated: 12/15/2015 

 

Jennifer’s September 22, 2015 Prophetic Dream – The Pope Choked Me from the Left: 
Steve (Steve Quayle), “Listening to your recent broadcast about persecution coming to America, I completely 

agree that it was not surprising that the pope decided to schedule his visit to America on the Day of Atonement. 

I had a dream about a month ago where I was sitting in the back seat of a car with the pope and while he was 

trying to turn my attention to the right he grabbed me and choked me from the left and when I looked at 

him, he transformed into a very evil demon with sharp jagged teeth. It was then that I started rebuking 

him. Finally on the third attempt, I rebuked him in the name of Jesus and his grip on my neck finally subsided.  

Last night, on the eve of atonement, I had another dream that the entities in our 

government & the Pope were holding some kind of evil ritual under the White House.”  
Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

Patricia Green’s Prophetic Word, July 29, 2015: 

“September 23rd is the day Obama makes a pact with the devil. It was not by chance that the 

Pope and Obama are meeting on the Day of Atonement. (September 23, 2015) They will make a pact that will 

seal the fate of the United States of America. My vengeance will be poured out from this point forward. 

(September 23rd) There is no turning back…” 
 

September 23, 2015 was also the first day of the fall season …could this day also represent the beginning of 

the “fall” of America?  Updated: 10/01/2015 

Ali Winters’s Prophetic Word: 
“Pope Francis and Barack Hussein Obama, have fomented plans for control of rogue nations, including 

America; nations who have not aligned themselves to follow the New World Order program. Test patterns are 

being carried out now, perpetrated by their evil schemes. But soon, very soon chaos, upheaval disruption in 

cities, school lockdowns, false flags are coming… all implemented to move people to cry out for government 

help, government intervention.  Millions will follow their evil agenda, falling into the trap of satan. Soon after, 

Pope Francis will usher in the man of perdition.” 
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Oil, Germany and the EURO Woes – Sign #4: 
Ugandan minister Elvis Mbonye’s Jan 6, 2015, Prophetic Warning about an Economic Crash:  

He saw a coming economic collapse in the United States. He saw the economy plunging in June/July 

2015 and continuing to go down for years.  The U.S. start market did plunge in June, July and August 

from May all time high levels (18,250) to mid to low 15,000 levels in August, partially due to the downturn 

in the  oil  market. 
 

Oil falls about 21% in July 2015, worst since October 2008: 

“Oil saw its worst monthly drop since the 2008 financial crisis after signs that top producers in the Middle East 

were continuing to pump at record levels despite a growing global gut… U.S. crude closed down $1.40, 

or 2.89 percent, at $47.12 a barrel.” 
 

Michael Perritte’s (Munich, Germany born and works in the North Dakota oil fields) Jan 2015, Prophetic Dream: 

In the dream I was in a classroom. It was as if I was there for career day. I had my hardhat on from the oil field. 

I was speaking to the class telling them about my work in the oil field.  Then I took my hardhat off and placed it 

on a shelf to my left. As soon as I did that a force threw it (hardhat) down to the floor (drop in oil 

prices/start of oil crisis?) and a voice said, “You are on the wrong side of the classroom.” 
 

Immediately the entire classroom shifted to the right. After the shifting I was still in the same classroom, but I 

was now standing behind a large wooden teachers desk, which was not there before. Also, my Atlanta doctor, 

who is from Australia, was seated at this desk, right in front of me with his hands clasped in front of him. He 

didn’t make a move. It was as if he was very focused. Also, there was now a bookshelf on the wall behind me, 

which was not there before.  Then the same voice that said I was on the wrong side of the classroom said, 

“Why don’t you show them a map of Germany?” 
 

So it was not only the classroom that shifted, but the topic too. I was no longer talking to them about the oil 
field, but now it was about Germany.  I was born in Munich, Germany. I turned to my left to grab a book off of 

the bookshelf to show the class a map of Germany, but when I reached to grab it the book was thrown 

to the floor (German Economy crashing to the floor?) with the same force as the hardhat. That was 

the end of the dream.  I have felt impressed by the Holy Spirit since early in the year that between June and 

September there would be significant events not only in America but also other western nations 

in regard to Gods shaking and judgment both in the church and the nations as a whole. 
 

Pastor Lyndsey Williams on Derivatives: 
In so many words, Pastor Lyndsey Williams stated that the “elite” (oilers and banksters) told him that they 

would initiate a global stock market crash by creating problems in the derivative market. 

Rick Wiles of Trunews 1998 Prophetic Word on Derivatives: 

In 1998 Rick Wiles of Trunews Radio was given a Prophetic Understanding that “derivatives” would bring 

down the financial system.  Updated: 12/03/2015 

Per the Wall Street Journal, the German Deutsche Bank lost over $75 trillion on derivative products 

caused by a “sudden” spike in interest rates in June 2015.  Deutsche Bank is Germany’s largest 

bank and the world’s twelfth largest in terms of assets. On Sunday June 7 2015, they unexpectedly announced 

the resignation of both of their co-CEO’s, Anshu Jain and Jurgen Fitschen.   

Terry Bennett’s June 2011, Prophetic Vision: 

“The angel then pointed his finger to Germany and said that the German economy will stumble and that 

there would be exposure of wrongdoings at some high levels, such as banking, economists, and even 
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government leaders. The angel also spoke of bad investments, like with Greece that would be a factor in this 

stumbling. (Germany will now longer bail out the Greek economy)” 

Volkswagen CEO quits over 'grave crisis' by Mark Thompson & Chris Liakos: 

Germany’s Volkswagen chief executive Martin Winterkorn resigned Wednesday September 23, 2015 as a 

growing scandal over falsified emissions tests rocked the world's biggest carmaker. 

Terry Bennett saw the future newspaper headlines revealing coming distress in Europe: 
“The Mission Impossible Mission: Helping the Woes of the Euro. 

The Altered Landscape of Europe: New Nations Emerge from Chaos! 

German and French Currency Unveiled; Others Consider Participation 

Greece, Italy, Spain Join German and French Alliance of Economies” 
 

Neville Johnson’s August 12 2015, Prophetic Word: 

“Something is going to happen this month (August), which will affect what is going to 

happen next month (September). I don’t know what it is. All I saw was a lynchpin being pulled out of a 

wheel and the wheels fell off.  I thought maybe that it is the economy. I wasn’t sure, but something in August 

is going to sign that. It is either some legislation, or I don’t know what it is, but I saw it very, very clearly.” 
 

James Bailey: “Neville Johnson was not told what the lynchpin was, but thought perhaps it was the economy. 

When he delivered this word on August 12 the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed the day at 17,402.51.  
 

 

Thirteen days later on August 25 it closed at 

15,666.44, a drop of 1,736.07 or 10%. If this 

was just the lynchpin imagine what will happen when 

the wheels come off.” 
 

“A death cross is said to have occurred when the 50-

day simple moving average, which many use to track 

the short-term trend, crosses below the 200-day 

moving average, which is widely used to gauge the 

health of the longer-term trend.” 
 

The death cross formed on August 11, 2015 
 

Louie McGeorge’s (New Promise Christian Fellowship Associate Pastor & Phoenix House of Prayer) - 

Prophetic Dream: 

“In this dream I was with some 

friends in Kansas City. They were 

redecorating their home. Taking 

things off the wall in one of their back 

rooms and putting them on their wall 

in the main hallway. Then my old 

Pastor came in and someone asked 

him to tell us what he knows. He said,  

‘There will be a crash in 

Germany on the 25th.’  

That was the end of the dream.” 
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Joanie Stahl’s Year 2000 Prophetic Dream (https://www.trunews.com/trunews-122315-joanie-stahl/) –  

Do you know the Stock Market will go Belly Up? 
10:00 mark:  Around the year 2000 when the EURO was first introduced, Joanie Stahl had a Prophetic Dream 

and in the dream “Joanie was walking along and I came to a hall.  I saw people milling around and there was 

some kind of a barbecue going on, but nobody noticed that I was there.  And I thought, I don’t know why I am 

here and I sat down on a bench.  And then I saw a man and the man came to me, and I recognized Him and I 

knew it was the Lord – I knew it was Him.  And He had little children with Him.  And He came down and sat 

down across from me and said:  Joanie, do you know that the Stock Market will go belly up?  

And I thought to myself, why is He saying this to me?  How does He even know that I look at things like this?  

And He said, by the way, the EURO will fail, it will absolutely fail, it will utterly fail! (utter as in 

udder? - in the year of the cow (7 well-favoured kine eaten up by the 7 ill-favoured cows)?)  And He asked are 

you ready?...”  Will the EURO utterly fail at the time the stock market goes belly up?  Folks the EURO is 

falling apart as we speak!  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

David Skelly's Prophetic Writing – Economic Calamity Coming: 

“The economic crisis will start in Europe.  Euroclydon; the EURO in rough water.  Later the 

American dollar will fall.  Afterwards a big recession or depression will come over the rest of the world.  China 

will stumble but then come back stronger than ever.  Euroclydon the east wind of China will become strong.  A 

group of ICBM and intermediate range missile are called Dong Feng.  Dong Feng means East Wind in Chinese.  

The economic downturn in Europe and America will culminate in the rise of China as the golden dragon.  

Russia has been buying gold for her central bank in large amounts.  In the last 10 years Russia has about tripled 

her gold reserves in the Russian central bank.  Last year even under western sanctions, Russia has acquired lots 

of gold.  Some have said; will Russia go on the gold standard?  But the big story is that China is now the biggest 

producer of gold in the world.  I believe that China has been greatly understating her gold holdings.  On paper 

America is supposed to have about 8000 tonnes of gold but I doubt that she has this.  Germany requested that 

the US return her gold.  America has been very slow to comply.  The US has not allowed Germany to inspect all 

German gold held on US soil.  It does not sound right.” 
 

Federal Reserve Holding German Gold: 

Federal Reserve refused to give Germany any of its gold holdings that were stored in the New York vault a 

few years back (2011?).  The Feds told Germany that they would have to wait 7 years to receive their gold!  

Why, because “they” (the powers that be) knew that “they” would pull the plug on Germany before the 7 

years came to pass!   
 

Germany To Break Away From US, UK, and Join a Russia China Alliance? - Jim Willie, Mar 6, 2015 

“…The Germans have had enough fed up with destructive US activities all kinds for the last few months they 

have been laying at their indictment their justification their reasons to abandon the corrupt US UK crowd, the 

bank wreckage, the market, the endless wars, the sanctions which backfire, and monetary policy.  The economic 

sabotage, the spying, the gold gimmicks, it has finally reached a critical level!...” 
 

Ezekiel 38 (KJV) 

1 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, 2 Son of man, set thy face against Gog, the land of 

Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal (Russia?), and prophesy against him, 3 And say, 

Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against thee, O Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal:  4 And I 

will turn thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses and 

horsemen, all of them clothed with all sorts of armour, even a great company with bucklers and shields, all of 

them handling swords:  5 Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and helmet:  6 Gomer 

(Germany?), and all his bands; the house of Togarmah of the north quarters, and all his bands: and many people 

with thee.  Will Germany break away from a failed EURO and make an alliance with Russia and China?  
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James Bailey’s May 17, 2016 Piece - Prophetic Warnings Pointing to Big Trouble in Germany: 
Several prophetic warnings regarding Germany have been 

shared in the past few weeks, as listed below. 
 

Z3er Michelle shared the following warning in an email 

sent on May 9 2016: 

 “My 73-year old husband last night at 6:00 pm on May 8 

2016 became very out of character. He looked at me 

strangely and said, ‘Something big just happened in 

Europe.’ I looked at him and said, ‘It has to do with the 

money system.’ He sat there dumbfounded for another ten 

minutes and the Holy Spirit said to him, ‘International 

banking system.’” 
 

Z3er Scott shared the following warning in a comment posted on April 26 2016: 

“I had another short dream or vision on April 15 2016 where I quickly knew the word ‘Germany’, and I was 

shown a computer screen that everything had just gone blank or disappeared, and the screen went to what I 

think is like a start-up page, or whatever you call it, and all the icons disappeared and only two were left and 

they kind of migrated up to the upper left hand part of the screen, I just knew something happened suddenly that 

changed things and something along the lines of trading, etc., got shut down or stopped.” 
 

Z3er Phanuel shared the following warning in an email sent on April 26 2016: 

“I had a few dreams this weekend that the DAX (Germany’s stock market) is about to get slaughtered, falling to 

8600-8900.”  At that time, the DAX was at 10,259, so it would have to drop 16.2% to get to 8,600. However, it 

closed on May 16 at 9,952.90, so it has already dropped by 3% in the past three weeks. 
 

Z3er JW shared the following prophetic dream in a comment posted on April 26 2016: 

“In the natural I have this very nice BMW–very fast and powerful. A couple of nights ago, I dreamed I was 

driving a similar car up a steep hill on a two lane highway. Toward the top, the powerful expensive car started 

losing power and barely made it to the top of the hill and stopped.” 
 

“As I was wondering what was up with that, I looked back down the hill and a late model Volkswagen sedan 

was coming fast up the hill in the other lane. There was a young guy driving it and it did not power out like my 

car, but he had to slow down a bit as he came up near me but still evidently had plenty of power to top the hill 

and just keep going down the other side. But, as he got beside me in the other lane this, sort of, clamp thing 

came up over his car and stopped the car dead, right next to mine, at the top of the hill.” 
 

“I remember it occurred to me that his car was a much less expensive model than mine but easily made it to the 

top with plenty of power. Then I saw the guy get out of the Volkswagen and he was very upset that the clamp 

stopped him and held him back from going over and down the other side of the steep hill. I got out of my car 

and walked to look over the hill–down the other side. The highway did not continue. It ended right there at the 

top of the hill.” 
 

“Down the other side was a green grassy field. It wasn’t very steep down the other side–sort of steep, but only 

somewhere around 45 degrees. Near the top, however was a series of wooden lodge pole fences, like you see 

bordering upscale ranches. There may have been some barbed wire along them also. This series of fences only 

proceeded perhaps thirty or forty feet down the hill then the rest of the hill, way on down, was just green grass, 

very pretty. As I stood there by the fences, there were some pieces of the lodge poles about three feet long siting 

in a row, maybe six or eight of them as I recall. I felt compelled to pick them up, one at a time, and throw them 

down the hill. End of Dream.” 
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Interpretation of JW’s Dream: 

JW shared the following interpretation of his dream: 

“I felt like the guy with the less expensive car was someone taking puts or options against the market and being 

sorely disappointed when he was stopped at the top of the hill. Similarly, I felt my expensive car slowly and 

barely making it to the top is my very heavy and expensive FAZ holdings. Also, the fences being barriers near 

the top of the hill probably represent some kind of market barriers as the market drops.” 
 

On April 26 2016, Z3er Hilbilee, who teaches classes on dream interpretation, shared the following 

interpretation of JW’s dream: 

“Both cars are German and they have reached the top. However, it’s not as if there is a steep drop in the 

highway. There is no highway! Is this the end of the road for the DAX? It appears there is no German market to 

continue, but there will still be a decline (grassy steep hill).” 
 

Since JW saw the German cars moving up to the top of the hill, my interpretation is the DAX is going to make 

another top before crashing. The previous top for 2016 was April 20, the same as the Dow. Just as we are 

expecting to see the Dow make a steep climb over the next few days, the DAX is likely to move up at the same 

time. So the fulfillment of this dream could be coming very soon, or perhaps there is another steep climb 

coming at a later date. 
 

JW’s impression that the powerful BMW represented FAZ sounds right to me because it is a high-powered 

investment vehicle, which would lose value (lose power) when the markets move up. However, the BMW still 

had some hope of sliding down the grassy hill while the less expensive VW, which he felt represented options 

trading, had much bigger problems, demonstrated by the clamp preventing it from going down the hill and the 

driver getting very upset. It sounds like a major market disruption. 
 

In January 2015, Z3er Michael Perritte received a prophetic dream revealing a coming crash in the 

North Dakota oil fields followed by a crash in Germany.  

In his dream, the two crashes were separated by a shift in the classroom he was in. Just one month later, in 

February 2015, the oil fields started collapsing, resulting in many people losing their jobs. Michael felt the shift 

in the classroom represented the transition from one school year to the next. We now have just a few weeks 

remaining in this school year, which means the collapse in Germany could be very soon. The details of 

Michael’s dream were including in my previous post, Prophetic Dream: German Economic Collapse Coming 

Soon. 
 

Back in 1973, David Wilkerson received a prophetic vision of a global economic collapse.  

He said, “It’s going to start in GERMANY!” After that he says it will “spread to Japan, and finally to the U.S.” 
Updated: 05/18/2016 
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Japan – Tokyo Earthquake, Tsunami and the Mt Fuji Eruption – Sign #15: 
David Wilkerson’s 1973 Prophetic Vision: 
“I saw a vision this past April, so frightening it staggered my mind. For the past three months I have tried to 

shake it off, but I can’t do it. An economic recession is going to affect the lifestyle of every wage earner in the 

world. The world economists are going to be at a loss to explain what is happening. It is going to start in 

Germany, spread to Japan, and then to the United States. (Sounds to how a worldwide stock 

market would crash in a day – it would start in the east and move to the west) Large and trusted corporations are 

going to go bankrupt. Many churches are going to go into bankruptcy and some missionary 

projects are going to flounder.” 

Neville Johnson’s Prophetic Warning: 
Neville Johnson, founder of The Academy of Light, received a prophetic vision in which he saw the next 

economic collapse starting in Germany and Japan. He shared the following testimony in his newsletter dated 

October 2013:  “I saw another devastating economic collapse. Although the order and timing was not clear, I 

saw that Japan and Germany were some of the signs in this. I saw an earthquake devastating 

Tokyo, which is also a sign as the Tokyo stock market closed indefinitely. The USA was seriously 

affected by this. It was revealed to me that none of the banking safeguards, which were recommended after the 

last economic meltdown in the USA had been put in place. This economic collapse will be far more severe than 

the last one. Many churches and Christians organizations along with large corporations will fall into bankruptcy 

because of this.” 

Darin Hibbert’s Prophetic Dream (Total Crash of the European and Asian Economies?): 
In the first part of the dream, I was hunting with my brother not sure what we were hunting, but it was for large 

game (deer or elk).  We saw some moose and stopped to take a look. We noticed they were being hunted by 

wolves. The wolves then came after us. There was a large black wolf and a large white wolf.  Someone from 

behind me (Jesus?) shot the black wolf. I am not sure who the shooter was. Then the white wolf was still 

aggressive and looked like it wanted to attack me. I shot several times at it but not 100% sure I killed it. 

In the second part of the dream, I was with my brother again. This time we had a large ladder going up to the 

roof at my dad’s house. I was on the roof and my brother was down below on the ground. Even in the dream I 

was confused as to why I was on the roof. I thought it was to fix it, but nothing was broken. 

Then I went in our driveway. My brother said, “Watch this.” He slammed two cars together in the driveway. 

Then he intentionally rolled one of the cars down the driveway so that it went into the road and onto oncoming 

traffic. It struck another car. Then another car hit that car. Then a truck hit that car, and in no time we had 40 or 

so cars and trucks all smashed together. 

I went to start helping people out and to see if they were okay. I noticed that none of the cars in the crash 

were American, but all European (namely German?) and Asian (namely Japanese?). No 

big Ford or Chevy pickups that you would expect to see on a country road in a farming town. End of dream. 

I lay in bed pondering this dream and asked God to help me because this was too strange and complicated for 

me. I fell back to sleep and woke up later to hear, “They just shot the dollar. Gold is going to go to the moon.” 

This voice was not loud like I have heard before, I can’t describe it very well. When I have received words like 

this it usually jolts me up, but this didn’t. Maybe it’s because it’s not surprising, I’ve expected that for years. 
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David Eells:  “On March 9, 2011, the Japanese government promised the Palestinians tens of millions of 

dollars and called for a Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital.  The massive earthquake (2011 

Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami) which followed was described by scientists as a once in a 

1000-year event! What are the chances of a once in a 1000-year event happening almost to the day.  The 

Japanese government defied the Word of God and called for the dividing of Jerusalem! The timing shows the 

authority of the Word of God.  Japan pledged millions of dollars to create a Palestinian state and within two 

days the country was hit with a disaster that is going to cost $180 billion or more!” 
 

Japan Pledges $200 Million in Aid for Palestinians - The Associated Press and Haaretz Mar 01, 2014 
Japan has pledged more than $200 million in aid to the Palestinian Authority, as representatives from 22 nations reiterated 

their support of the Palestinians' quest for their own state.  The pledge was announced Saturday at the second Conference 

on Cooperation among East Asian Countries for Palestinian Development, held in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta.  

Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida said the first disbursement of the aid — about $62 million — was expected later 

this month.  Ministers and high-ranking officials from 22 countries and five international organizations participated in the 

one-day conference, which was jointly chaired by Indonesia, the Palestinian Authority and Japan.   
 

The conference is aimed at renewing continuous commitment to support the Palestinian Authority so it is able to provide 

essential services to the Palestinian people.  During the conference's opening, Palestinian Prime Minister Rami Hamdallah 

said the two-state solution between Israel and Palestine can still be realized, and commended the recent peace efforts by 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry.  Hamdallad was quoted by AFP as saying that during the current round of negotiations 

"all issues actually have been [put] on the table,” yet cautioned against Israel's settlement policy: "Sixty-two percent of all 

our land is still controlled by the Israeli authorities," he said. "This impedes any access we have to natural resources, and 

severely restricts our development."  (http://www.haaretz.com/news/middle-east/1.577266) 

 (What magnitude earthquake can Japan expect from their latest pledge to the Palestinians?) 
 

An Excerpt from Michael Lewis’ 1989 Article from the now defunct Manhattan, Inc. Magazine: 

“…How a Tokyo Earthquake Could Devastate Wall Street and the World Economy…” 
 

Thomas Gibson’s August 11, 2002 Prophetic Word: 
As I was in prayer this afternoon the Lord showed me the following: “I could see a chart with one line on it. It 

went up and down in a jerky fashion (sounds like an earthquake seismograph chart to me). “Suddenly” it 

dropped off so low that it was almost off the bottom. Then it continued its jerky up and down motion, but it was 

now doing so very near the bottom of the chart…” 
 

The Prophetic Voice OF Yahushua Ministry Rosalind D. Solomon’s May 18, 

2016 Prophetic Word – Japan another Earthquake, Big Volcano will Blow!  
Updated: 05/18/2016 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHfvjl2S3VE) 
 

Excerpt from Joe Brandt’s 1937 Prophecy: “…Venezuela seemed to be having some kind of volcanic 

activity. Away off in the distance, I could see Japan, on a fault, too. It was so far off—not easy to see because I 

was still on Big Bear Mountain, but it started to go into the sea. I couldn't hear screaming, but I could see the 

surprised look on their faces. They looked so surprised. Japanese girls are made well, supple, easy, muscles that 

move well. Pretty, too. But they were all like dolls. It was so far away I could hardly see it. In a minute or two it 

seemed over. Everybody was gone. There was nobody left.”  Updated: 05/21/2016 
 

Excerpt at the 4:28 min mark of Siobhan S.’s Youtube Video of her Feb 25, 2016 Prophetic Dream - 

Pacific Ring of Fire Earthquake, Tokyo Leveled & Destroyed  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6eHYjjT6DIE): 
“…I got a Word from the Lord in the Dream.  And the Words were spoken into my spirit that Tokyo had been destroyed.  So it was 

utterly devastated by the same earthquake and I knew, along with the Word, I got a picture of Tokyo in my head and it was utterly 

leveled.  I thought this Canadian city had been decimated, but I knew in this dream that Tokyo had it so much worse.  And so it was 

utterly destroyed.  So this was an earthquake that was so bad that it literally went around the Pacific “ring of fire” – from Japan all the 

way to Canada!  I don’t know if it was a coastal city in Canada or what, but that would be my guess…”  Updated: 06/09/2016 
 

http://www.haaretz.com/news/middle-east/1.577266
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Massive Earthquake and Volcano “Coming to the Earth” – Sign #15: 
Jeremiah 51:25 (KJV) (Twice Speak Code): 

“Behold, I am against thee, O destroying mountain, saith the Lord, which destroyest all the earth: 

(see “Coming to the Earth” directly below) and I will stretch out mine hand upon thee, and roll thee down 

from the rocks, and will make thee a burnt mountain.” 
 

Wattacoota’s (Youtube name) May 2012, Prophetic Dream of an Earthquake in Japan,  

Another one is Coming!  Transcript (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjLdz2905nU): 

“I had a dream about a month ago and in this dream I hovered over the waters and the Lord showed me and earthquake to 

happen in Japan.  Another one!  There was an earthquake last year …early last year in 2011  

(the Friday March 11, 2011 Tōhoku 9.0-magnitude earthquake and tsunami) The Lord’s telling me that a new earthquake 

is coming.  This one that I saw is not as big as the 9.0 of last year, it was a little bit less in magnitude, but it was in land.  

(inland earthquakes are more damaging than earthquakes that strike off the coast) And the Lord reminded me of it 

yesterday.  The Lord spoke to me and said “Nick prophesy again, the people serve the church, but do not serve me!  They 

honor me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me.”  And He said a few other things.  He’s talking to believers here.  

The believers – He’s telling them that they need to wake up!  Then the Lord showed me a vision and in the vision.  I was 

amongst all the people and all the people were screaming and running away.  And this building that I had seen, 

started collapsing.  I didn’t see it collapse I saw it starting to collapse.  This very, very tall building all at once 

I saw it collapsing”.  Updated: 12/05/2015 
  

Kenyan Pastor Dr. Owuor’s 25 May 2012, Prophetic Vision of an Earthquake “Coming to the 

Earth”!  Transcript (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=peJyPdE-ji8): 

“The Lord spoke …He took me to a place, today, on the 25th of May (2012) the Lord said bring judgment to this place!  

So I faithfully and obediently sought the judgment of the Lord for this place.  And when I faithfully and obediently sought 

the judgment of the Lord for that place, then all of a “sudden”, even before I finished, a massive earthquake (Tokyo 

earthquake?) hit that place.  It was very much shaking, very severe in that place.  And the earthquake was so massive, I 

did not the other buildings move away.  But I see one tall building, with glass windows and that 

building was struck by the earthquake.  And when this building was struck by the earthquake, it broke 

…the building broke!  I see one side of the building that has been totally devastated and I see a big metal dish.  Maybe 

there was a dish on top of the building.  I don’t know.  But I see the side that has been demolished.  The same building, 

one side is fully demolished.  The roof and the stairs were broken …it’s a tall building, so the floors have been broken on 

one side.  Then I see a big dish, I don’t know if it is a satellite dish or a communications dish that was on top (of the 
building) that has fallen or if it was something that was mounted in that place, I don’t know.  But there is a dish that has 

actually collapsed.  I see a dish that has collapsed!  Again the entire building has been struck …I don’t know, but I think 

the other buildings have also been struck along the line, but He brought me to this particular building.  And when it is 

struck one side is totally devastated!!!  And the dish now falls on that devastated side.  So that dish, maybe a satellite dish 

that was on top of the roof of the building or maybe a dish that is actually at that place and it is now devastated with the 

destruction.   
 

But the problem is this, that once the building is struck by the earthquake, the other part that remains standing is now 

tilted like this (he leans and rocks with his body) And the Lord put me in that situation.  So, I see that the building is about 

to fall, and then, I also fear that the tremors might come, and so then it might fall on me.  So I begin to run in this dream.  I 

begin to run away because the building …and I was worried if I would make it across the perimeter of the building before 

it falls.  And that means, there’s a building that will almost fall.  It was struck, crashed on one side and almost fall and 

then the tremors will probably bring it down!!  I don’t know.  But people run away!!!  I am already running for my life 

…this night I ran for my life!  …just a few hours ago (he had the dream a few hours before the video was recorded) So 

people run away from that building!  …there’s an earthquake (Tokyo earthquake?) that’s coming!  And that earthquake is 

“coming to the earth”!  (“coming to the earth” seems to imply to me that it will have a global impact.  Maybe a 

worldwide stock market crash?) And the Lord said these are the signs of the coming of the Messiah!  Updated: 12/05/2015 
 

Kevin Mirasi’s Vision of a Mega Historic Earthquake “Coming to the Earth” “Very, Very, Very Soon”! 
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In the morning of 2nd October 2014, The LORD God Almighty, The LORD Jesus Christ and The Holy Spirit 

communicated to me through a vision of the night (Prophetic supernatural dream). 
 

“So in this vision of The LORD, I found myself in a situation where The LORD made me know that He had a 

very important revelation He wanted to pass forth to me. So in the vision, I slowed down on my daily chores 

and activities awaiting this communication of The LORD. So after sometime, probably a few days in the dream, 

I went on my knees and said the following: “Mighty Father In Heaven, You Can Now Take My Soul!!!” 
 

Immediately, I said that short prayer, The LORD took me in spirit and I found myself in a place where an 

earthquake map was presented before me. And as I looked at this real time earthquake map in the vision of The 

LORD, I then saw a mega earthquake (Tokyo earthquake?) that had hit somewhere here on the earth. The 

aftershocks were very big and very many to an extent that on the earthquake map there were very many 

earthquakes that were listed in Red; meaning that they were marked in Red to illustrate their big magnitude. 

Even though the earthquakes listed were very many and in Red; I was made to understand that they had 

occurred within a very short time span. As I continued to go through the listing, then the voice of The LORD 

proclaimed: “This Is a Judgment of The LORD God Almighty upon the Earth”. 
 

I then woke up from the vision of The LORD. 
 

The first message that was imparted in my heart from this very mighty communication of The LORD is that 

there is a mega, historical earthquake that is about to hit the earth. When this earthquake hits, it will be followed 

by very many numerous big aftershocks that will not only be near the epicenter of the main Mega earthquake 

but other aftershocks will be in other areas relatively far from the epicenter of the mega earthquake. In fact in 

the dream, I took quite some time trying to see where the epicenter of the original earthquake was. Even though 

in my mind in the dream I was looking to see whether this mega earthquake had hit California, USA but what 

shocked me was that a variety of names of different locations had experienced the aftershock of the main mega 

earthquake. The aftershocks themselves were so big such that even on the earthquake map, they were also 

marked in Red, and they were so many until I had to turn to the next page of the earthquake map but still it was 

still a Red listing. So I don’t know whether the main epicenter of this mega earthquake revealed to me by The 

LORD in this communication of 2nd October 2014 will be in California, USA or another location on the earth, I 

also don’t know whether it means that very mega and big earthquakes are about to occur on the earth within a 

very short time span. But all in all The LORD is now revealing the prophesy of a mega historical earthquake 

“coming to the earth”, an earthquake that will be followed by very many big aftershocks in different places 

(locations) of the earth. And that this mega historical earthquake will happen “very, very, very, soon”. 
 

The second message that was imparted in my heart from this very mighty communication of The LORD is that 

this mega historical earthquake that is “coming to the earth” will be a judgment of The LORD God 

Almighty. What the voice of The LORD proclaimed in the vision: “This Is a Judgment of The LORD God 

Almighty upon the Earth” 
 

So The LORD God Almighty has got a controversy with the people of the earth, and the only remedy is to submit oneself 

in humility before The LORD by embracing absolute and sincere Repentance for the forgiveness of sins and thereby 

walking in Righteousness, Holiness, Truth and Complete Surrender to The LORD Jesus Christ.  SHALOM!!!”  
 

Folks, “come let us reason together”, God chooses His Words carefully and we should do the same when 

reading His Words!  In both the Owuor and the Mirasi Prophetic Visions (listed directly above), God chooses 

the exact same words, He said that an earthquake is “coming to the earth” this can’t be coincidental!  And 

how can an earthquake come to the earth?  It could come to a city, or it could come to a country, but how could 

it come to the entire earth???  The Lord must be trying to tell us something more than merely telling us that an 

earthquake will strike the earth!  Both visions also state that this earthquake is coming to bring judgment from 

God!  The Mirasi Vision actually states that “This Is a Judgment of The LORD God Almighty 

upon the Earth”.  There’s that crazy verbiage again “Upon the Earth”.  People, the ‘earthquake’ and the 

‘judgment’ are both “coming to the earth”, doesn’t that seem imply a worldwide impact event to you?  …it 
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does to me!  And how could a Tokyo earthquake, a Mt. Fuji eruption or even a super tsunami affect the entire 

world, affect the entire “earth”?  The Prophetic Voice seems to be indicating that millions of people will die in 

Japan from these three related events, and it is plausible that many more people from other countries could be 

killed by the subsequent tsunami, but that still doesn’t touch all of the “earth”, right?  For this earthquake to 

affect the entire “earth”, it must be referring to a financial collapse (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in 

the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) that will follow. 
 

And I might also add, that these two prophets (Owuor and Mirasi) typically give fairly detailed prophecies, but 

these two visions are somewhat vague.  Don’t you find that to be a little unusual?  I mean both of these guys 

have given several Prophetic Dreams and Visions about earthquakes over the years which have always listed 

where the quake would strike, like California, Mexico, Chili, New Zealand etc., but no impact location is given 

in these two visions.  And Mirasi was told by the Lord in his October 2014 vision that this earthquake will 

happen “very, very, very, soon”!  This seems to imply to me that it would be coming within weeks, months 

or at most a year or two …that we wouldn’t have to wait for years for its fulfilment.  And several Prophets have 

stated that the massive Tokyo earthquake would strike before the massive California quake, so we know that 

this “very soon” earthquake can’t be referring to the California quake, right?   

Come let us reason together says the Lord.  Updated: 12/07/2015 
 

Prophetic Dream of a Light Bulb shattering (what caused the light bulb to shatter?): 
There was a prophetic dream that was in my collection (I can no longer find it) which in essence stated that the dreamer 

saw a light bulb shatter followed by a stock market crash that would start in the east move through Europe and then to the 

west!  I believe the dream went on to say that it would start in Asia (Tokyo earthquake?) and then spread to Europe and 

finally to the United States! 
 

Tokyo Earthquake (Equidistant Letter Sequence method Code) – Christian Apologetics Study: 
The one country most likely in danger of a massive earthquake, according to the Bible code (ELS Code), 

is Japan. Japan will suffer a series of major earthquakes in the coming years. Recent English Bible and Hebrew 

Codes reveal a giant earthquake could hit Tokyo Japan sometime in the near future. Likewise, dream 

interpreter and prophecy teacher John Paul Jackson says another massive earthquake will strike Japan sometime 

in the near future and 7 million Japanese will die. He believes the eruption of Mount Fuji will be associated 

with this massive earthquake in Japan. Mount Fuji is the highest mountain in Japan, it rises to 12,388 ft (3,776 

m) near the Pacific coast in central Honshu. Mount Fuji, with its graceful volcanic cone (dormant since 1707), 

has become famous internationally. It is considered a sacred symbol of Japan, and thousands of Japanese climb 

to the shrine on its peak every summer. The mountain is the major feature of Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park, 

created in 1936. For many code researchers, “Japan” is also the country most clearly encoded with a future 

“great earthquake.” Again, there is no way to know if the stated danger is real. However, there seems to be 

an apocalyptic urgency in the Bible Code to warn the Japanese people about their near future.   
Updated: 10/28/2015 
 

Jim Bakker – From the ‘31 Things’ 1999 New Year’s Eve Prophecy at Morning Star Church: 

“There is going to be that earthquake God has been speaking to me is coming soon to 

Japan. And I was dreaming in this dream, I was running and I was warning people. I was saying "get to higher 

ground. Get to higher ground." I could look and I could see in the streets and I saw walls of water coming way 

down, even miles down the roadways. But walls of water were coming in. As we ran higher and higher, I was 

still looking back and as walked up and I could see the water coming, I said, "come follow me."   

“…Tokyo would be flattened first, followed by the Los Angeles earthquake…” 
 

Prophetic Vision of Tokyo Earthquake, Bob Jones: 

Our (U.S.) economy will be destroyed when a huge earthquake hits Tokyo and the Japanese pull 

their money out of the U.S. stock market.  (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or 

early 2016?) 
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Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj’s Prophetic Vision for 2015: 

“An earthquake will hit Japan again. While I tell you this, I am seeing a vision. In the right side of the 

map of Japan, a very big angel is standing on the ocean. Raising his right hand towards the heaven, he says,  

‘I swear this in the name of the living God. This will come to pass very soon.”   

(Another delayed prophecy?)  Updated: 01/09/2016 
 

Neville Johnson’s Prophetic Vision: 

“I saw Japan being shaken by volcanoes and earthquakes in a way that had repercussions  

(Worldwide stock market crash?) around the world.”  Updated: 01/09/2016 
 

James Bailey’s Excerpt from Nita Johnson Two Major Earthquake Warnings: 

She was shown that judgment in the form of massive earthquakes is set against both Los Angeles and 

Japan. (Mt Fuji?) She was shown that these would not be just big earthquakes but massive ones that could 

lead to the loss of life for millions of people. Such events would also have ripple effects across the world 

and could bring down the economy. (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?)  
Updated: 01/09/2016 
 

John Paul Jackson’s 1985 Prophetic Vision: 

He saw the following news headline:  “Volcano Erupts Near Tokyo:  

7 Million Dead, Another Million Missing” (Mt Fuji?) 
 

After seeing the headline he found himself standing on a mountain near Tokyo. Here is what he saw: 

I actually found myself standing on a hillside or a mountain or a high hill across from Tokyo. There was a tree 

that was blooming or blossoming or just finishing blossoming. A high-speed train had just gone by on the 

railroad tracks that were a little bit in front of me, maybe 200 yards down from where I was standing. 

I looked across the city of Tokyo at a huge mountain (Mt Fuji?) in the background that was half 

covered with snow. The snow was about halfway down on it. I saw a plume of smoke or steam coming out of 

the side of the mountain. Then a little while later I saw another plume of smoke or steam come out of the side 

of the mountain. Then I saw a third plume (could these ‘plumes of smoke’ be indicating that there will be time 

to flee? – a warning sign for those in Tokyo to get out now?) come out of the side of the volcano. Then a short 

while later, I saw it shake.  I could hear all of the noise of the city, the people, the trains, the planes going 

overhead, just the hustle and bustle of a huge city. 

When this thing happened, when it erupted, I remember saying to myself, “Oh, this is worse than Mount 

Saint Helens.” The Volcano blew and smoke and ash came towards the city. It was steam and water, and the 

water was so hot that it melted things. When it hit things it did not just blow them over but there was a melting 

that took place. Then a short while later all of the noise became muffled and then quiet, absolute quiet. 

Keith Pierce Prophecy “There Will Be A Shaking Coming to Japan", May 19, 2005 

"There will be a shaking coming to Japan (Tokyo earthquake?) that will bring them to their knees. This 

shaking will change the industry of the nation. Japan has been built upon a fault line linked with a deep 

wounding from the past. This shaking will occur before the apostolic team (the Joseph’s?) that I 

am sending to Japan arrives. When they arrive, I will begin the healing of the fault line and release a new 

anointing for industries. I am sending you to the people group of that area and they will be humbled in the midst 

of their pride. Do not fear. I am causing the mountain (Mt Fuji?) to be brought down (The ungodly 

political and religious leaders?) and the valleys to be brought up. (Christian Revival Begins?) I will 

create a leveling effect in Japan" 
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Diana Pulliam’s 2015 Prophetic Dreams and Visions – The Church Rises out of the Ashes: 

“In 2015, through a series of dreams and visions, the Lord revealed things that shook me to my core.  He 

showed me coming death and destruction, the rise of the Church from the ashes, and the greatest 

harvest of souls in history – events to happen before the rapture of His Glorious Church. 
 

With each revelation, the Lord continued to emphasize His Church is not to fear, that we will be walking in the 

Glory, doing the works of Jesus in the very midst of this coming destruction and chaos.  Until Dec 16, 2015, I’d 

only read about the Glory of the first century Church, and subsequent periodic awakenings since that time.  But 

on the night of December 16th, I received a glimpse of the Glory and what it will be like to walk in it! 
 

The dream began with me at my house, standing in the family room. Although it was not revealed to me, 

whether it was an earthquake, a bomb, or whatever; something had happened.  I noticed (in my 

peripheral vision) cracks in the wall of my house. Several people were in the room with me, and they were in 

full panic mode. They were yelling, “Oh, no! What are we going to do, how are we going to make it?” 

Immediately, I opened my mouth and the Word began to flow, “Fear not! My God will supply all our need 

according to His riches in glory by Jesus Christ.”  As I was speaking the Word of God, I was acutely aware of 

the fact I felt absolutely no fear. All I felt was unspeakable joy and peace. Then the scene changed. 

Suddenly, I was at the location of the dream I had in July (see The Great Escape), where everything was 

covered in grey ash, with destruction as far as my eyes could see Small groups of people dotted the 

landscape. Some were walking around with dazed expressions, obviously in a state of shock; some were 

weeping softly as their eyes took in the horrific scenes around them; while others were wailing and screaming 

out in pain and agony.  I began to walk towards them. 
 

As I walked towards them, I felt the love of the Lord descend upon me. It was strong and powerful, and filled 

me to the point I felt I was going to burst.  The love was uncontainable and began to flow out of me towards the 

hurting people. 
 

When I reached them, I saw the sick and severely injured surrounded by frightened loved ones. I felt 

overwhelming love and compassion, as the Word of God began flowing from my lips; “The Lord said, “Come 

unto Me all you who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest…”  “The Lord will forgive all your sins 

and heal all your diseases; He will redeem your life from destruction.”  As the Word was spoken, people were 

drawn towards it. 
 

As they drew closer, I extended my hands toward them. Love was now flowing like a river into me and outward 

through my hands.  As I touched or came near each individual, their countenance changed before my eyes. 

Instead of expressions of fear, great peace and joy spread across their faces. Those with injuries were instantly 

healed, as wounds disappeared, along with any trace of blood on their skin or clothing. The maimed in the 

crowd rose to their feet. Then I heard a voice behind me. 
 

I turned to see a woman approaching with a plate containing only a few morsels of food on it.  With tears in her 

eyes, she said, “This is all we have, how are we going to live?”  I said, “Bring it to me.” 
Updated: 01/27/2016 
 

One particular prophecy from Chuck Youngbrandt, predicts a financial agreement between Japan and China in 

the first bad year for America.  I suspect that this agreement will take place shortly after the Japan disasters take 

place.  In other words, China will be attempting to financially aid Japan in their time of trouble, albeit more than 

likely with a few strings attached. 
Updated: 03/13/2016 
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Anonymous - Earthquake on Asian Soil: 

Large buildings, seemed new but largely abandoned. I saw massive buildings collapsing, a towering 

building rocking then falling to the ground. The ground was shaking. I couldn’t see many people but 

I knew I was near a large population center. I could not read the signs and billboards but they appeared to be 

Asian. I saw Asian symbols and writing. Tokyo maybe, possibly China though. I saw ash over the city. 

I woke up. 3:45 am.  I feel this is a very large earthquake that will happen soon. Definitely seemed like it was an 

Asian country. I felt this happening in the near future. Large news event. 
 

Rodney Berry’s April 19, 2010 12:12:21 pm (Midnight Hour?) “Volcanoes, which One will be 

Next”? – Prophetic Word: 
“I had another dream this weekend, very vivid, which I now will describe unto you, and 

make my findings Known!"  And maybe you will have thoughts upon this Dream from 

MESSIAH!"  "I" was on a beach, and “suddenly” men began walking towards me, 

and they were of Old, wearing helmets made in a fashion of England or 

Viking or Spanish, I have yet to research and find again, who made helmets with a 

long nose guard coming down the length of the nose!"  They were carrying sharks, four sharks!"  And they 

threw them down on the sand, and a large dog ran up, and began eating one of the sharks, a dog likened unto a 

husky!"  “Suddenly”, a volcano erupted, we all turned and huge Boulders began falling all around us, I 

said do not run, we will not be hurt, but we moved from side to side so as the giant rocks would miss us…”   
Updated: 12/16/2015 
 

Rachel Baxter’s 12-09-2015 at 3:  and’ Soldier at the Door‘ –am Prophetic Dream  03  

12-13-2015 Prophetic Word – ‘Prepare For Battle’, The Time Has Come: 
“On December 9 2015 at 3: I was deeply asleep dreaming of being asleep in this very large house that am,  03

  elevision.tn ve ever seen o’mansion Iwas grand and exquisite. It was better than any  

I was in bed asleep in the master bedroom with my husband when I was awoken to 

knocking at the door.  It went on for a while. Eventually I nudged my husband go see 

who it was.  I was a little anxious like you would be if it had really happened.  I didn’t 

know who it was as I watched my husband go down the hallway, down the big 

staircase, then start towards the door, which was quite a ways away since the house 

was so big.  He either said it or was thinking he knew who it was before he got to the 

door.  Just then, I was woken up from my dream by one of our kids. 
 

So I got up still thinking of the dream and wondering who was going to be at the door. Then I felt like I should 

go downstairs to get a drink of water.  I went downstairs and heard the word “centurion.” I had the sense that 

a large soldier was standing in the corner of the dining room facing me.  His presence was so real I felt like I 

should have been able to see him, but I couldn’t with my eyes, only with the eyes of my heart, in my spirit, but 

with those eyes I saw very clearly. 
 

I kept looking at the spot where I thought the centurion was.  I asked the Lord, “Why is he here?” 

The Lord answered, “The battle lines have been drawn”. 

Then I asked, “What battle?” 
 

He answered, “For souls, to take them to hell or to heaven”. 

Then I asked, “What does the centurion want with me?” 
 

Then I heard, “To give you plans and orders”. 
 

Then I felt like the centurion had moved to the living room and was about 8 (number of ‘rebirth’) feet from 

me.  I asked the Lord, “How do I get the orders?” 
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I heard, “Put out your hand and he will place them in your hand.” 
 

So I did and felt like he laid a rolled up piece of parchment in my outstretched hand.  I asked, “How will I read 

them? 
 

I felt like he said, “Move your hand to your heart to take them into yourself.” 
 

So I did.  Then I felt like the centurion turned to leave out the back of the house. He then mounted a horse 

and went away.  Later, in prayer, I felt confirmation that it was Jesus at the door in the dream.  He is knocking 

as the time is at hand.  He wants everyone of us to answer His call, and He wants to give us wisdom and 

understanding for what lies ahead. 
 

 Revelation 3:20 NIV: 

“Here I am! I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat 

with that person, and they with me.”   
 

Then on December 13 2015 in the early evening I heard: 

“Quiet yourself before me.  Get rid of all distractions.  I am the gentle breeze.  I am a soft fabric against your 

skin.  I am subtle.  Do not lose sight of the end game, eternity with me.  Stand strong, even as the winds of evil 

blow mighty and powerful.  I will be your protection.  I will be your strong tower. 
 

The Giants come.  They are returning to earth for a final quest.  This battle they desire to fight is 

one of intellect, but they shall be outsmarted.  They forget My promise to My children, that I will never leave 

them or forsake them.  Even to the end of the age!  The demonic will have its fun, but when it is over, I will 

reign victorious for all time.  The schemes of the enemy are great, but not one hair on the head of one of My 

children will be harmed, for those that rest in the shelter of the most high. 
 

I will show you their plans.  I give you copies of their own orders to discern.  I will lay it out 

for you in your heart so that your mind can then begin to comprehend the details.  Seek me for discernment.  

There is no need to be surprised when minions carry out the evil plots of Satan, the crafty serpent. 
 

The centurion wears my armor into every battle.  He walks in sandles of peace.  His head is covered 

with the helmet of salvation.  His chest is covered in my righteousness.  His shield of faith causes every arrow 

of the enemy to fall.  His sword is mighty cutting even to the bone with the power to create and destroy with my 

word.  I desire every one of my children to dress as the centurion.  You will face battle and you must put on the 

whole armor.  When in it fully, your protection is complete, and victory is assured.  Prepare for battle.  The time 

has come.  Do not go out without it on anymore.  Teach each child to wear theirs. 
 

Fear not that which is coming upon the earth.  Everything made by man will shake.  

Everything built on the foundation of My Son, the cornerstone, will stand firm.  I am doing a work in My 

children.  I am pouring My love out, beyond measure.  No ear has heard the glorious riches in store for My 

children who love me.  Remember that this is temporal, temporary, but I am eternal.  There is nothing that 

you will face that I have not already triumphed over. 
 

It is good to complete preparations in the physical before Christmas.  After Christmas, the only 

preparations that are required are those in the Spiritual.  Wait upon my throne daily.  Make time for my 

instructions each and every day.  This will save physical lives.  This will save eternal souls.  Life is found in me.  

I will turn every scheme of the enemy for good.  Even now his frustration grows as his plans of so-called genius 

fall apart and backfire.  He is the God of chaos but I AM the God of peace.  I give you my peace to carry. 
 

Arise children of the one true God!  Waive your banners!  Blow your trumpets!  Begin 

your march in step as I lead you around Jericho!  For it will be I, only Me that brings 

ultimate victory over death.  Watch as the wall falls and evil is destroyed once and for all. 
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Then, there shall I stand in victory, as the old passes away and the new comes forth.  My 

bride ready for her groom!”  Updated: 12/17/2015 
 

Catherine Browne of Scotland’s Prophetic Vision: 

 Catherine saw a horrific eruption of Mt. Fuji, which caused massive destruction in Tokyo and 

worldwide mourning. 
 

Excerpt from Brian Carn’s November 25, 2015 (7:30 & 12:15 minute marks) Clarion Call Video: 
7:30 Mark: “…something is going to happen that is going to take away the happiness, the joy that everybody 

would normally experience.”  (Massive Tokyo earthquake and Mt. Fuji eruption and subsequent worldwide 

stock market crash?)  

12:15 Mark: “…something catastrophic is going to take place, where normally everybody is happy, everybody 

is rejoicing, something is going to happen “suddenly”, where people are going to say that we went into the 

New Year weeping.  It’s going to be a time of weeping as soon as the New Year begins!  There is getting 

ready to be a shaking, (Mt. Fuji eruption?) even in the Body of Christ, (Lukewarm Christians begin to awake 

out of their slumber?) God is about to shake some things...”  Updated: 11/27/2015 
 

John Croino’s 2008 Prophetic Prediction: 

 “If you live in Tokyo, move to the west and away from the sea. Avoid Mount Fuji. 
Fishermen will soon find summer fish during the winter in Tokyo bay.” 
 

Stan Johnson’s 12-05-1999 Prophetic Dream - Earthquake with and an Economic Crash: 
“I was walking under a large bank.  The bank covered one square city block.  I was walking on dirt.  Looking up I could 

see the bottom of the first floor about fifteen feet (end of 2015?) above me.  I noticed the foundation of the bank was 

made of red brick (The current world’s stock market and promissory notes have an unstable foundation) - the same kind 

of red brick used to build houses that would never hold the weight of a large bank.  I began to notice that the foundation 

was only one brick thick and had large holes (financial bubble?) in the foundation every ten to twenty feet.  Right in front 

of me, about five steps away, was a hole in the foundation so large I could get on my knees (prayer) and crawl through it.  

I thought, “Wow!  This is dangerous! This bank could collapse and fall down on me any minute.”  I looked at this weak 

foundation and thought there is no way this foundation could hold the weight of this big bank on a good day, especially in 

an earthquake! 
 

I started to walk the five steps to the hole in front of me and get down on my knees (started to pray) and crawl out from 

under it.  Then I noticed about twenty-five steps away was another hole so large I could walk out from under the bank 

without getting on my knees.  (trying to secure one’s financial retirement nest egg in these volatile times without the Lord)  

I chose to take the easy way out and began to walk toward the larger hole. (deciding to walk without the Lord) 
 

All of a “sudden” the bank began to shake!  The bank fell about half the way to the floor.  (50% devaluation of the 

dollar?)  What was fifteen feet (end of 2015?) to the ceiling was now under seven foot. (start of the 7 “bad years” for 

America?)  Instantly I was surrounded by a mass of terrified screaming people.  (world financial crash?)  They were 

running in all directions with no place to go.  It was panic!  They were running into me and blocking my way to the easy 

opening seconds earlier would have made an easy escape route.  I couldn’t even see the easy escape hole anymore.  I 
looked for the hole five steps away I could get on my knees and crawl through.  I couldn’t see that either.  In the panic I 

was lost!  I was just as lost and just as much in a panic as everyone else. 
 

I ran to the far side of the bank, found a large hole and got out from under the Bank.  I knew I had to get several blocks 

away from the bank building (trying to escape the cities into the wilderness before it is too late?) because it was many 

stories high.  I didn’t want it to fall on me, but as I stepped from under the foundation I saw a chain-link fence about 

twenty-five feet away, approximately fifteen feet tall (end of 2015?) topped with razor wire, surrounding the entire 

bank. 
 

About a half of a city block away was a security guard firing a machine gun killing people from a guard tower along the 

fence.  (Martial Law and Concentration camps are coming to those that don’t escape the cities?) He was telling people to 
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get back away from the fence and get back under the bank.  Some were laying dead, others he was shooting as fast as they 

neared the fence.  He was trying to keep people under the falling Bank! 
 

I saw an old pickup truck parked next to the fence.  I waited until his head was turned. Running I put my left foot on the 

bed and right foot on the cab jumping for my life jumped over the fence.  I had escaped, but only at the risk of my life. 

Looking back I saw many others trapped or dead!  Updated: 12/11/2015 
 

September and October (2015): 
 “…In my Rosh Hashanah message I laid out the prophetic track for September 

to December. I had a parabolic comparison with the four sequential victories 

David had over the lion, the bear, Goliath, and lastly the Philistines. We are right 

on track with what I shared, which is why I want to encourage you to be excited 

about November.  I said October would be the month "the bear gets tamed," and 

I said that spoke of the Stock Market, but also the next step of not being pushed 

around by fear (it just hit me that this is what we've been hit with: a plague of 

fear). The Bear Market was tamed during October, as it was necessary that no fear be given an outlet during the 

month that the panickers were looking for opportunities to panic. 
 

A November (2015) to Remember, Goliath Beheaded and a Wonderful Thanksgiving 

November - A Time to Risk and Beheading Goliath with His Own Sword: 

“…The atmosphere is shifting and changing so much that we are now being enabled to behead our personal 

"Goliaths". There have been many who have been as the children of Israel were during the 40 days of Goliath's 

taunts and "prophetic declarations" that froze the nation. Perhaps you had chosen to "hide and whine" instead of 

"arise and shine"…there is a reality that's available now for you to take out Goliath with his own sword.  As 

David did, you must run towards him fearlessly and risk it all. When David went after Goliath he risked his 

whole future and life itself, should his assumption of a God with a different narrative not pan out. …Chase 

down the tap root of fear itself.  
 

“…Fear will cost you some serious Kingdom ground, BUT a great recovery is available if you will throw all 

Goliath-inspired caution to the wind and go after Kingdom destiny. Without faith it is impossible to please God! 

Whatever steps of "caution" (translated to FEAR) that you took in order to not need faith, you now want to 

reverse in order to get back your Kingdom edge.  Face your fear. Take it out with its own sword.  Great help 

from Heaven is being sent on our behalf in November, in order to make it a November to Remember. 

Unavoidable relational and financial advancements are commanded for us in November. However none of it 

will happen if we don't shut Goliath's mouth of access into our lives.  Identify the fear source and cut it out of 

your spiritual diet.  Great winds of wealth and winds of wonder (from my prophetic word of the year for 2015: 

Four Winds of W) are blowing right now and will be increasing in November and December. Your sail will not 

be up to catch them if you are in fear. GET IN FAITH AND DO SOME RISKING. Sow into Kingdom 

advancement. Your best returns will come from investments of faith you make in November, as well as in 

December. 
 

A Wonderful and Wonder-filled Thanksgiving: 

Very key in this "November to Remember" will be a remarkable Thanksgiving. We have just broken out of a 

14-year cycle of trial and refinement and you will feel it this Thanksgiving. (I did feel it!) There has been a 

release of a wonder-filled "wind of reconciliation" and connecting for family and friends. Expect a sweet time 

together as you hoist your sail and yield to that wind. Relational estrangements from many years are going to be 

repaired, and one of the first signs of this is when you will hear from family members wanting to connect, who 

haven't wanted to connect in a long time.  This Thanksgiving and this Christmas will be an amazing healing 

time for families and you only have to yield to it. Solid family relationships will go to yet another level of love 

and closeness as great bonding will take place. Many significant physical healings will also happen as families 

take the time to pray over each other. Jehovah-Rapha (the Lord who heals) will be visiting our homes this 
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Holiday Season and amazing testimonies will come from it. Much healing and even new important relational 

connections will happen this whole November, but especially around Thanksgiving.” 
 

Notice that Mr. Enlow’s prediction for a stock market recovery in October came to pass – it did rebound and 

has remained so through November.  He also said that “Christmas will be an amazing healing time 

for families”.  I am assuming that means that the prodigals will begin to come back in the fold at Christmas 

time.  If that be true than what will the catalyst be (disasters in Japan followed by a worldwide stock market 

crash?) to bring families back together?  Updated: 12/01/2015 
 

Everything Changes for the “American Woman” after the Holidays! – Sign #8: 
 

Debra Elramey’s November 12, 2015 Prophetic Dream –  

Christian Woman Given One Week Stay of Execution by Muslim Jihadists: 
“I was at my father’s birthplace, across the orchards from where I grew up. ISIS came for me. As in my first dream, they 

were dressed in black and wearing ski masks, as we see in all the videos they release. 
 

I begged them for another week to get myself prepared before they beheaded me, or crucified me, or whatever 

heinous form of death they had planned for me. Imagine how surprised I was by one young man’s mercy toward me. He 

said, ok, we’ll be back in a week. 
 

I figured seven more days would give me a chance to find a safe place. But the week came and went – and guess 

who didn’t get prepared. 
 

So they returned in exactly one week to carry out the execution. My only thought was to try and flee, run to the 

house where I’d grown up – if I could find an inconspicuous way to escape. Either get real creative about it or die at their 

hands. I thought about trying to take the back path toward my homestead, past where the orchards had once stood, if only 

I could pull off the escape.” 
 

Jihadists Sent by Our Government? 

“These men looked like jihadists, but upon waking from the dream it occurred to me that they could have been U.S. 

government agents in disguise, given the humaneness of granting me that extra week to prepare before my execution. Yet 

I wasn’t certain. It’s bad when you can hardly distinguish between jihadists and your own government agents in waking 

reality. 
 

After all, the U.S. is funding these terrorists, according to credible reports. Not to mention John Kerry’s recent confession. 

They could have been sent by the Obama regime, as Christians and patriots who resist tyranny are being targeted here in 

our land. We are the ones called “extremists” – as good is now called evil – and the persecution is ramping up by the day. 

We are now deemed enemies of the state.” 
 

We Have Already Been Invaded: 
“In interpreting the dream, my impression wasn’t that my father’s literal birthplace would be invaded, as his land is out in 

the middle of nowhere and terrorists tend to attack metropolitan areas, but that our homeland has already been invaded. 

Yes, the government has brought in “680,000 immigrants from the Middle East and hundreds of thousands of foreign 

students from the Middle East every few years,” according a Conservative Review article titled, “San Bernardino Terror: 

The Islamic Jihadists Among Us.” 
 

The Washington Free Beacon reports that at least 72 employees at the Department of Homeland Security are listed on the 

terrorist watch list – DHS workers on the terrorist watch list!  This bizarre and disturbing news was disclosed after an 

investigation of the agency found that “DHS continues to fail inspections aimed at determining the efficiency of its 

internal safety mechanisms, as well as its efforts to protect the nation.”  Updated: 01/29/2016 
 

 

 

 

 

Rachel Baxter’s November 1st, 2015 Prophetic Dream “There Is To Be No More Delay”: 
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My heart is so heavy for that which is coming upon our nation and the world. I want to share a word the Lord gave to me 

and released me to share.  On November 1st I heard this: 
 

“There is an event (volcanic eruption, earthquake and tsunami in Japan?) just in front of you that will 

change the direction of your nation for eternity.  It is time for America to experience the wrath of 

the one true God.  Every drunkard must sober up eventually.”  “There are no more curtain calls.  There is to 

be no more delay.” 
 

“I have spoken and my angels shall be dispatched to the corners of the earth to release the punishment that has 

been saved for this day.  There shall be much weeping and nashing of teeth.  Mothers will cry out 

for lost children.  Fathers will crumple with the loss of their sons and daughters.  Families will be ripped apart.  

Hearts will fail with fear for the great and terrible day of the Lord.  Many will seek death, but not find it.  Many 

more will die an inward death no more to experience joy in their day.  All that was once considered gain shall 

then be loss.”  “Every eye shall shed many tears, but I have prepared my remnant to survive the storm through 

the power of my word in their ears.” 
 

“There will be three major events that are to come in short succession.   
 

The first will be a calamity of the governments (scandals and changes in government leaderships?).  

Many kings and rulers will fall.  They will face opposition from each other and from their own people.   
 

The next calamity will be of nature. (volcanic eruption, earthquake and tsunami in Japan this fall in 

2015?)  The earth will toss and turn to and fro.  Mountains (Mt Fuji?) will crumble and the water will flow in 

unnatural ways.  There will be too many bodies to dispose of properly so that they will rot where they fall.   
 

The third calamity will be of economics.  (the 1st worldwide stock market crash following the tragedies 

in Japan?) Money will fail.   
 

This is the time for every child to step into all that I have for them.”  “Yes, I am already victorious.  The end is 

known.  What has not been made known until now is the way that I choose to gain the victory battle by battle.  I 

made man for my purposes, to express all that I am.  From Adam and Eve, that purpose has been constrained by 

sin.  My image in all its fullness has not been expressed, but that is about to change.  Before my son lives and 

reigns on this earth again for one thousand years, I will establish His kingdom, which will usher in His glory.” 

“It will be in you, and every child that purifies their heart to receive all that I am, that my kingdom shall come.  

You will see the unparalleled glory and magnificence of all that I am displayed in the unity of the body of 

Christ as the times reach their fullness.”  “The time has come to put on the full armor of God that I have given 

to you, to walk out into battle with me.  The war will rage around you, but you will rest under the wing of The 

Almighty.”  Updated: 12/02/2015 
 

Thomas Gibson’s Prophetic Word: 
…You stand on the verge of the greatest destruction of the economy of this earth. …When the great crash (in 

America) occurs, it (the World Economy) shall come down. You stand on the verge of the greatest 

economic collapse in the history of mankind.  (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 

2015 or early 2016?) 
 

 

 

 

Bill Weather’s May 25, 2015 Prophetic Dream – American Woman Get away from Me: 
On 5/25/15, I dreamed:  “I and a couple others were playing a game of war with fake rifles. We were playing a 

fun game of war running through the yard. Then I didn’t have my rifle and had to wrestle two kids from their 

toy rifles before they would fake shoot me with them. 
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One of the kids I knew. His name is Nehemiah. So I managed to thrust their guns away from them with my arm 

and then proceeded to fun wrestle Nehemiah to the ground to fake choke him, but suddenly, real blood started 

rapidly flowing out of his entire head, neck and chest area. Then we stopped in shock, as the fun game of war, 

by our surprise, turned to blood.” 

The lyrics of the song American Woman, by the Guess Who, were playing throughout this dream. So when I 

woke up I was singing these words, which I believe are the key to understanding the dream. 
 

“American Woman” by The Guess Who: 

 “American Woman, get away from me-hee. 

I don’t need your war machine. 

I don’t need your ghetto scene. 

Colored lights can hypnotize, 

Sparkle someone else’s eyes…. 

Gotta go gotta get away, 

Now go go go, gonna leave you woman, 

Gonna leave you woman, 

Bye bye bye bye….you’re no good for me, 

I’m no good for you, 

Gonna look you right in the eye, 

Tell ya what I’m gonna do, 

You know I’m gonna leave, 

You know I’m gonna go, 

I’m gonna leave you woman.”  Updated: 04/01/2016 
 

David Doughty’s April 30, 2015 Prophetic Word – There is No Time Left for the American Woman: 

On April 30, 2015, I had been at a Thursday morning prayer meeting where we had been in deep prayer about 

America.  As I was jogging home, I continued to ask God for a revival in this country.  The word of the LORD 

came to me as I ran: “She’s come Undone.  There is No Time left for the American Woman.” 

As a classic rock fan, this word had instant meaning.  The message referred to three Guess Who songs from the 

late Sixties and early Seventies.  When I got to my law office that morning, I looked up the lyrics.  The songs 

hold a very sobering message for America: 
 

“American Woman” by The Guess Who: 

“She’s come undun. 

She didn’t know what she was headed for 

And when I found out what she was headed for 

It was too late… 

It’s too late 

She’s gone too far 

She’s lost the sun (son)… 

Too many churches, and not enough truth, 

Too many people and not enough eyes to see… 

It’s too late 

She’s gone too far 

She’s lost the sun (son). 

Undun, The Guess Who 

There’s no time left for you 

No time left for you… 

There’s no time left for you 

No time left for you. 

No Time, The Guess Who 
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American Woman, gonna mess your mind 

American Woman gonna mess your mind… 

American Woman, stay away from Me 

American Woman, mama let Me be 

Don’t come a-hangin’ around my door 

I don’t wanna see your face no more.” 
 

There is no time left for the United States.  We’re over the tipping point.  Judgment is coming upon us as surely 

as it did on Jerusalem back in Jeremiah’s day. 
 

Randy Bachman, a member of the Canadian band The Guess Who, wrote the lyrics to Undun after seeing a 

woman at a party who had overdosed on acid.  That’s a pretty apt description of our country.  We’ve come 

undone.  We’re like an overdosed woman, fazed and dazed on drugs, passed out to the spiritual warning signs 

that are flashing.  Too many churches and not enough truth.  Those words could not be more prophetic. 

The song American Woman has an interesting story behind it as well.  The band was jamming in Ontario, with 

its lead singer Burton Cummings ad-libbing some lyrics that spontaneously came into his mind.  Fortunately for 

them, someone in the audience had a tape recorder.  They felt the song had been given to them.  American 

Woman stayed at number one for three weeks in 1970.  In discussing the meaning of the song, co-writer Jim 

Kale said, “John Lennon once said that the meaning of all songs come after they are recorded.  Someone else 

has to interpret them.” 
 

It doesn’t take much interpretation to read the meaning in these songs for our late, great nation.  The American 

Woman has come undone.  There’s no time left for her.  Updated: 04/01/2016 
 

David Doughty’s May 29, 2015 Prophetic Word – The Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down: 

On May 19, 2015, I had a dream with more musical connotations, with yet another “doom” message for 

America: 
 

“In the dream, it was a dark setting, the sky black and red.  People were killing one another in front of me.  I 

saw a person, a famous celebrity, stabbed in the mouth with a pitchfork.  This scene of utter destruction and 

murder was something I had seen before in a dream. 
 

This is just like what I had dreamed, I thought as I watched the chaos.” 

As I viewed this apocalyptic vision, the song The Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down by The Band was playing 

in the background. 
 

“The Night They Drove Ole Dixie Down” by The Band: 

In the winter of ’65 

We were hungry, just barely alive 

By May the 10th, Richmond had fell 

It’s a time I remember, oh so well 

The night they drove old Dixie down 

And the bells were ringing 

The night they drove old Dixie down 

And the people were singing 

They went, “Na, na, la, na, na, la” 
 

The song details the terrible aftermath of the Civil War, when Richmond, the capital of the South fell to the 

Union forces.  It is a beautiful song of great sadness from the perspective of the defeated Confederates.  It 

signifies the coming destruction and sorrow of American’s fall. 

As I watched with complete grief filling my soul, the word of the LORD came to me. 

“Judgment draws nigh.  Every word I have spoken shall come to pass.”  Updated: 04/01/2016 
 

David Kenderes’ April 01, 2016 Prophetic Word – “Miss American Pie”: 
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In the early morning hours of April 01, 2016, while I was reading Bill Weather and David Doughty’s prophetic 

Words and Dreams (listed directly above), the Lord gave me the Word “Miss American Pie”.  So I looked 

up the lyrics to Don Mclean’s “American Pie” and found the following prophetic lyrics: 

 

“American Pie” by Don Mclean: 

 “A long, long time ago 

I can still remember how that music used to make me smile 

And I knew if I had my chance 

That I could make those people dance 

And maybe they'd be happy for a while 
 

But February made me shiver 

With every paper I'd deliver 

Bad news on the doorstep 

I couldn't take one more step 
 

I can't remember if I cried 

When I read about his widowed bride 

But something touched me deep inside 

The day the music died 
 

 [Chorus:] 

So bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

And them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

Singin' this'll be the day that I die 

This'll be the day that I die 
 

 [Verse 1] 

Did you write the book of love 

And do you have faith in God above 

If the Bible tells you so? 

Now do you believe in rock and roll? 

Can music save your mortal soul? 

And can you teach me how to dance real slow? 
 

Well, I know that you're in love with him 

'Cause I saw you dancin' in the gym 

You both kicked off your shoes 

Man, I dig those rhythm and blues 
 

I was a lonely teenage broncin' buck 

With a pink carnation and a pickup truck 

But I knew I was out of luck 

The day the music died 
 

 [Chorus:] 

I started singing bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

Them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

Singin' this'll be the day that I die 

This'll be the day that I die 
 

 [Verse 2] 

Now for ten years we've been on our own 
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And moss grows fat on a rollin' stone 

But that's not how it used to be 

When the jester sang for the king and queen 

In a coat he borrowed from James Dean 

And a voice that came from you and me 
 

Oh, and while the king was looking down 

The jester stole his thorny crown 

The courtroom was adjourned 

No verdict was returned 
 

And while Lenin read a book on Marx 

The quartet practiced in the park 

And we sang dirges in the dark 

The day the music died 
 

 [Chorus:] 

We were singing bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

Them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

Singin' this'll be the day that I die 

This'll be the day that I die 
 

 [Verse 3] 

Helter skelter in a summer swelter 

The birds flew off with a fallout shelter 

Eight miles high and falling fast 

It landed foul on the grass 

The players tried for a forward pass 

With the jester on the sidelines in a cast 
 

Now the halftime air was sweet perfume 

While the sergeants played a marching tune 

We all got up to dance 

Oh, but we never got the chance 
 

'Cause the players tried to take the field 

The marching band refused to yield 

Do you recall what was revealed 

The day the music died? 
 

 [Chorus:] 

We started singing bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

Them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

And singin' this'll be the day that I die 

This'll be the day that I die 
 

 [Verse 4] 

Oh, and there we were all in one place 

A generation lost in space 

With no time left to start again 

So come on, Jack be nimble, Jack be quick 

Jack Flash sat on a candlestick 

'Cause fire is the devil's only friend 
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Oh, and as I watched him on the stage 

My hands were clenched in fists of rage 

No angel born in Hell 

Could break that Satan's spell 
 

And as the flames climbed high into the night 

To light the sacrificial rite 

I saw Satan laughing with delight 

The day the music died 
 

 [Chorus:] 

He was singing bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

Them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

And singin' this'll be the day that I die 

This'll be the day that I die 
 

 [Outro] 

I met a girl who sang the blues 

And I asked her for some happy news 

But she just smiled and turned away 

I went down to the sacred store 

Where I'd heard the music years before 

But the man there said the music wouldn't play 
 

And in the streets, the children screamed 

The lovers cried and the poets dreamed 

But not a word was spoken 

The church bells all were broken 
 

And the three men I admire most 

The Father, Son and the Holy Ghost 

They caught the last train for the coast 

The day the music died 
 

 [Chorus:] 

And they were singing bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

And them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

Singin' this'll be the day that I die 

This'll be the day that I die 
 

 [Chorus:] 

They were singing bye, bye, Miss American Pie 

Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry 

Them good ole boys were drinking whiskey 'n rye 

And singin' this'll be the day that I die”.  Updated: 04/01/2016 
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Wanda Bordelon’s Prophetic Dream, December 2015 - I Heard the Number “15” (2015?) 

and Shadow Figures Raise Up the Bull Market Then Shoot It Down: 
“The dream began with me standing around a concrete teepee shaped mound that was 

approximately 25 feet tall and flat on the top.  As I stood there, I watched some men who 

I knew were politically powerful, but I never saw their faces. They wrestled a very weak 

bull all the way up to the top of the mound and chained his foot. I felt so bad for the bull 

because he was sickly and weak and had no fight in him. The men were proud of 

themselves for their accomplishment. They didn’t seem to notice the bull’s sickliness. 
 

Once the bull was secured, he was shot in the head. These men were ecstatic over their 

deed. I saw the bull’s blood going down the sides of the mound. I somehow was able to 

see the bullet as it exited his head and I was concerned how far it would travel and the 

damage it would do.  After that, I turned my head in sorrow and shame because of what had happened. The bull didn’t die 

right away. There were discussions amongst these men as to how long it would take the bull 

to die and fall down. Then I heard “15” (2015?). 
I don’t know the meaning of the dream. But I do feel as if it was from the Lord.”  Updated: 12/24/2015 
 

Stan Patton’s 2 December 2015 Prophetic Dreams – “Everything will Change”: 
I’ve had a couple of dreams the last couple of weeks that might be from the Lord. 
  

In the first one, which I had on December 7th or 8th, I dreamed we (my family) were living in what I knew was 

a temporary home in a good-sized city.  I looked off toward the horizon and saw what could have been an 

approaching storm and knew in my inner man that after the storm went through, the earthquakes (Tokyo 

and California?) would come.  
 

In the second dream on December 18th, I dreamed that I was on Obama’s staff (or perhaps just a hanger-on) 

and was observing him go about his (evil) business.  At one point, he was laid out as for a doctor's examination 

and I could see that under his clothes he didn’t have normal human flesh but a skeletal frame that was made of 

plastic and metal.  As I was waking up, I heard a voice say, “After tomorrow night, everything will 

change.” Since that’s tonight, we won’t have long to see if anything happens! 
 

This terrorist attack (the San Bernardino attack?) and the earthquakes (Tokyo and California?) will finish off 

the economy, which they have falsely propped up, so that these things get the blame.  Updated: 12/24/2015 
 

Penny Notzrim’s 11, 09, 2013 Prophetic Dream “After Thanksgiving Everything Changes”: 
“Hi Youtube its Penny, and I’m recording this on November 11th, 2013.  I wanna share a dream that I had a few nights 

ago.  So on November the 9th, I dreamt that I was staying at a hotel, where people were sun bathing right outside of the 

rooms that were outside of the ground floor.  And as I was walking towards my room, there was a hairy man with 

swim trunks that were too tight for him, and he was approaching me.  As he got closer to me I sensed that this was not 

going to be good.  And I had a bottle of water in my hand, and I set it down so that I could open up the patio doors to my 

room.  Because I needed both hands for some reason, it was heavy.  Anyway, I got it open and bent down to pick up the 

water bottle back up and I quickly slipped back inside the room.  I closed the door, locked it and closed the blinds …those 

patio swivel blinds.  And as I was doing that, this man passed by my room outside and I heard him say:   
 

 

 

I don’t know what’s up with women, but ‘after Thanksgiving everything changes’.   
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So I knew that this was significant.”   
 

(“Will this be the fulfillment year?  Just “after 

Thanksgiving” on December 02, 2015 at 17 

were wounded and 14 killed in a radical Islamic 

mass shooting  terrorist attack, an  d I might add 

that one of the terrorist shooters was a woman).   

 

One day later, on Thursday December 03, 2015, an historic change for American military was made when 

Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter announced that the Pentagon would open all combat jobs to women.  Also, 

27 were killed and 90 were injured, in a three person female suicide attack in Lake Chad on December 05, 2015 
 

“…one of the most significant dreams that has yet to be understood, that I had was on February 11th, 2012 and 

that was the one where I was doing a cheer and the words were shouted out with a battle cry “Victory 30Y” 

and we have still been trying to figure out – “30Y”, what’s the “30”, what’s the deal with that.  (is it possible 

that the “30Y” represents “30 years”?  Jesus’ ministry started when He was 30 years old and Joseph’s ministry 

also started when he was 30 years old.  Could this victory cheer represent a call for the Joseph’s to come out of 

their prisons and for the ‘Great Last Days’ revival to commence?) When I was looking back in my notes, I saw 

this guy with a hairy back and I remember that I saw something about guys with harry backs or hairy back guys 

or something.  Well I went back and looked and the scriptural confirmation that I got for that “Victory 30Y” 

dream was from the book of the Jubilees.  And www.cepher.net is where you can go to if you want to purchase 

the version of scriptures that I read from and it includes the book of the Jubilees.  So anyway, it was Jubilees 

38:10 where it talks about the sons of Jacob pressing hard against the sons of Esau in the mountains of Seir.  

And bowed their necks so that they became servants the sons of Jacob.  So, I don’t know, I ended up taking a 

video down that I had recorded.  I had seen the word Sier in front of my face in the middle of the night, one 

time when I woke up about a year and a half ago.  And I uploaded a video called the children of Seir.  And I 

ended up taking it down, because it showed up on some Pakistani website called Egypt videos.  One of my 

subscribers sent it to me and said did you know and I said what, this is weird, so I took it down.  Anyway, the 

reason that “Sier” is significant is because the Seirites were known as the harry guys.  ‘Box and the riders on the 

storm’ (youtuber ???) received a similar Word pertaining to the ‘riders on the storm’ awhile back.  So I 

remember the Father showing me the Seirites, so these would be the children of Esau, the ones that were harry, 

verses the children of Jacob.  So, these two people groups are in opposition to one another.” 
 

“…last year during Hanukah, I was skyping with David (her husband), we were not together (they were in 

separate places) at that time.  And it was the third night of Hanukah.  We were in Israel two years ago and 

bought this beautiful Hanukea ??? Menorah.  So Hanukea ??? is a menorah that has what is called a shamash 

candle …the candle that you use to light the other candles.  And ours actually used oil in it with little floating 

wicks.  Anyway, so last year, I’m skyping David and all of a “sudden” I’m looking around and I’m like 

honey, there’s ‘ashes falling’ on me.  I said hold on a second I smell something.  And I went into the other 

room and our Hanukea ??? was on the piano in the living room and the shamash candle had ‘erupted’ and 

blown up!  And David said it melted down, I said it ‘blew up’.  But there was “ash” all over everything in 

my house!  I had to dust every square inch of it, it completely ‘erupted like a volcano’!  OK, the thing 

that’s interesting about this to me, is a gal that goes by the name Barb and she goes by the name (youtube) of 

‘278pikelk’ …I’m not sure how she pronounces it – Barb I love you, ha, ha.  Anyway she has two videos I 

wanna connect to.  One’s called “Warning” and one’s called “Thanksgiving”.  And in the first one she’s given 

the word ‘super volcano’ or ‘volcano’ …something about ‘Volcano’.  And the Lord specifically 

instructed her about this ‘volcano’.  That morning before I had watched her video I had gone back I was 

looking up some of the stuff that the Lord was giving me last year, and on June 30th of 2012 I heard the words 

‘super volcano’ and I was actually shown a date on a calendar and it looked like this “28”. (does the “28” 

http://www.cepher.net/
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represent a date on the Hebrew or Gregorian calendar, or might it be a countdown of days until the event occurs, 

or even something else?).    Updated: 12/04/2015 
 

David Kenderes’ Event Code – A Can of Baked Beans Explodes and Sets off an Alarm! 
I wish I could find the write-up for this Event Code, but I haven’t been able to locate it.  It happened several years ago and 

I want to say that it occurred around 3 to 3:30 am.  My wife and I were both upstairs sound asleep when our home alarm 

system went off and awaken us.  Our dog was in the downstairs living room howling at the warning sounds!  The police 

actually arrived at our house, rang the doorbell and asked us some questions to verify that we were OK and that we were 

the actual homeowners.  I silenced the alarm and went into the alarm system to determine which sensor activated the 

alarm.   I discovered a living room motion sensor, near the hallway pantry was the one that activated.  As my wife and I 

walked into the pantry we noticed to our dismay that a can of baked beans had exploded all over the room!  Need I 

say that it was a mess and that it took forever to clean it all up!  I knew at the time of this event that it would represent a 

significant event (Event Code), but the Lord also revealed to me that it would happen in a future year …that it wasn’t to 

be fulfilled at this time.  Will a 2015 fall season, Mt. Fuji volcanic eruption be the fulfillment of this Event Code? 
Updated: 12/04/2015 
 

Excerpt from Brian Carn’s October 6, 2015 (Clarion Call) Video Recording: 

“I see an earthquake, (Tokyo?) another earthquake (Tokyo?) 
disaster similar to what happened in Nepal.  But, I see a very bad 

earthquake (Tokyo?) coming very, very, very soon.  But, there’s 

going to be another earthquake (Tokyo?) disaster and I wouldn’t be 

surprised if it happened in the next couple of days or weeks.  Another 

very bad earthquake (Tokyo?) getting ready to take place, and I am 

trying to find out in the Holy Ghost where it’s going to be.  But this is 

going to be a pretty massive earthquake. (Tokyo?)  I feel it very 

strongly OK.  It is going to happen within days to weeks, OK.  But this thing is right around the corner.  There 

is coming an attack on America in a couple of days (spiritually speaking).  …I see a shaking (Tokyo 

earthquake/Mt. Fuji eruption?) and a shifting (shifting of powers?) getting ready to hit our country – 

a shifting of power and a changing of the guard.  (Coming Forth of the Joseph’s?) 28:48 Mark: but I see 

something happening concerning a mountain, OK.  (Mt. Fuji eruption?) I want you to hear me – just pay 

attention to the news, something is going to come up on the news about a mountain.  (Mt. Fuji eruption?) I 

don’t know if the mountain (Mt. Fuji eruption?) is going to collapse.  I don’t know if the mountain (Mt. 

Fuji eruption?) is going to fall.  I don’t know if a bomb is going to hit a mountain, (Mt. Fuji eruption?) but 

pay attention to the news, something is going to come up about a mountain.” (Mt. Fuji?)  Updated: 11/21/2015 
  

Lisa Cooke Doyle’s May 26, 2006 Prophetic Word about a Volcanic Eruption & an Earthquake: 

In My Mind I Heard the Following Statement, "The Mountain Has Just Blown!" 
 

Last Friday on May 26, 2006, I was abruptly awakened to an upright position at 3:00am. (the same general time 

that my baked beans can exploded – see Event Code above) In my mind I heard the following statement: 

"The Mountain has just blown!" (Mt Fuji eruption?) Then in the Spirit, I felt tremors from below the 

earth's surface that gained in momentum, until it was as if--my entire home was being violently shaken by a 

giant earthquake of magnitude proportions. (Tokyo earthquake?) 
 

Although this was a spiritual experience, I half expected (as I turned on my television set) to find a news report 

of what I just experienced. Although there wasn't any indication of reports on recent seismic (earthquakes), or 

volcanic activity of this proportion, I knew the Lord was personally calling me to prayer. 
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Drastic Changes Coming in 2016 – Ali Winters’ Prophetic Word, November 27, 2015: 

“…Beginning in January 2016 drastic changes come to the world. Those I sought to bless, 

now I will curse. A time of grave darkness and evil will fall upon the nations. Fear will grip hearts. Men’s 

minds will be unable to discern the wickedness. Lives will be forever changed by what is coming. Hearts have 

grown cold, idolatry has flourished and souls slip daily into a hell created for satan and his angels. Manmade 

evil coming upon the unsuspecting among you. Nations even now plan destruction and chaos against others. 

Watch China, Turkey and Russia closely, carefully in the weeks ahead. America is unprepared and will be dealt 

a mighty blow…” Updated: 11/27/2015 
 

Ali Winter’s Prophetic Dream - After the Holidays (2015) Great Changes are Coming: 
A strong word of admonition from the LORD: 

“Great will be the heartache of many. You have been given hard words, but these are hard times and My little 

ones roam unconcerned among the wolves. Continue to share. Do not be discouraged. Look up and watch out. 

My children have little time to prepare for what is coming. Your future, though uncertain to you, is safe in My 

care, but you must be ready to face great obstacles in My Name. 
 

Very soon you will begin to see subtle changes in your government. Listen and be aware of 

your surroundings.  After the holidays it will happen – great changes. You have been told. I 

have warned My children and they in turn have spoken of this to others. You must continue to speak even under 

threat of punishment and persecution – speak. My Name must be proclaimed through the grief and wrath 

quickly coming to this once grand nation, now only a shell of what it once was and still could be if only 

America had chosen to follow My statutes instead of the broad politically correct road to her own destruction.” 
 

The following is a word received on 20 December, a word I felt was personal for me. After prayer and 

reflection, perhaps these are words for the body. Judge them for yourselves. They ministered to me, perhaps 

they will minister to you as well. 
 

 “My daughter, continue as you are instructed to do. Do not lean to the left nor to the right but move straight 

ahead under My anointing. Great will be the battle you must fight as satan desires to destroy those who are 

precious to Me. But you are covered by the Blood of your Saviour. His power and might is your power and 

might. Continue in My will. It will not be long before evil forces charge across your land. You must be prepared 

for many will seek your counsel. You must remain calm and trust Me to protect and defend you. Your times are 

in My hand. Fear not.” 
 

John 10:9-10:  

“I am the gate; whoever enters through me will be saved. He will come in and go out, and find pasture. The 

thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.”  

The Holy Spirit directed me to read the 16th chapter of Jeremiah. Please take a moment, read and prayerfully 

consider the words of Jeremiah 16.  Updated: 12/30/2015 
 

Johnny Enlow’s Rosh Hashanah Prophetic Word for 2015: 

Erick Enz’ December 21, 2014 Prophetic Dream, Transcribed from the January, 9, 2015 

Trunews Audio Broadcast (starting at the 42;46 mark) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZS3Ll4jMg0): 
 

1st Dream: “In my dream I was out over the ocean and I was looking at my watch.  And I was counting down 

on my watch in my dream because I knew something was about to happen and I knew exactly when.  And I saw 

on my second hand, counting down for this event, and when it reached “0” …when my second hand counted 

down, I saw a nuclear missile come out of a submerged submarine, out of the ocean.  And immediately in my 

dream my understanding was that the intended target was America.  And the other understanding that I has was 

that North Korea was behind what I was watching.  And then I immediately saw – I don’t know if it was one or 

multiple land based nuclear missiles being launched.  And in the end of my dream I saw a date and the date that 

I saw in my dream was December 3rd, 2015.  And I immediately woke up from my dream and I knew that 
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the dream was from the Lord, but I asked the Lord to confirm the dream by giving me another dream that night 

regarding the dream that I just had and I asked Him to give me a scripture to confirm that.” 
 

2nd Dream: “I fell asleep again and the Lord gave me another dream.  And the second dream that I had was:  

The Lord had brought two men to me and it was a divine appointment.  We all understood that God had 

divinely brought us together for a specific purpose.  And the purpose was for me to warn about this dream.  And 

I warned the men of what I had just dreamt in the first dream.” 
 

“Then I woke up the next morning and I asked the Lord to give me a scripture, to confirm that this was from 

Him.  And He gave me Micah 5:10-15:  
 

Micah 5:10-15:  
“10 And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the LORD, that I will cut off thy horses out of the midst of thee, and I will 

destroy thy chariots: 11 And I will cut off the cities of thy land, and throw down all thy strong holds: 12 And I will cut off 

witchcrafts out of thine hand; and thou shalt have no more soothsayers : 13 Thy graven images also will I cut off , and thy 

standing images out of the midst of thee; and thou shalt no more worship the work of thine hands. 14 And I will pluck up 

thy groves out of the midst of thee: so will I destroy thy cities. 15 And I will execute vengeance in anger and fury upon 

the heathen, such as they have not heard.”  Then I knew this was from the Lord.”  Updated: 12/02/2015 

The event did not happen on 03 December 2015.  The date was either delayed, or represented something else, or 

was incorrect.  Hopefully time will shed some light on this dilemma.  Updated: 12/04/2015 

Rick Wiles of Trunews Prophetic Word about a Surprise North Korean Nuclear Attack: 
Rick Wiles was also given the Prophetic understanding that a surprise nuclear attack from North Korea would occur and 

that one U.S. city would be destroyed.  Updated: 12/03/2015 
 

David Rowland’s 06-15-2015 Prophetic Dream - Judgment Begins with Fed Interest Rate Decision: 

“I had a very strong dream on the night of June 15 2015 about an upcoming interest rate decision by the Federal 

Reserve Bank. The Lord is really bringing it to mind as this next meeting looms closer. 
 

Note: Although the dream did not reveal any specific timing, the next interest rate decision from the Federal 

Reserve is scheduled for tomorrow December 16 2015. 
 

Here is what I saw in my dream: 
 

I am seated in what appears to be a briefing room listening to a well-known TV 

minister speak. It seems he is making an announcement or having a press 

conference to discuss his current physical condition. He is pale, emaciated and 

bandages can be seen under his clothing. His face is gaunt and his eyes are dull 

and somewhat glazed. 
 

As the scene opens he is already speaking and saying something to the effect “It’s been a terrible ordeal, but I 

have survived. By God’s grace, I have pulled through.”  I realize he is referring to the state of his ministry and 

this is being represented by his physical appearance.  His income from donations and goodwill toward his 

ministry have suffered greatly.  End of scene one. 
 

Then a second scene begins and I am seeing an episode of the TV show The Waltons from almost 40 years ago.  

In this episode John-Boy Walton (a budding journalist) wins a contest and the prize is to cover a major news 

event.  This happens to be the zeppelin Hindenburg’s arrival in New Jersey in 1937.  Of course, this was one of 

the most famous explosions of all time. 
 

Then I saw John-Boy return home, but he was hesitant to share his experiences.  When pressed, he shouted, 

“You want to know what happened?  I’ll tell you what happened!  We were all standing there staring at this 

huge thing as if it’s from God and it blew up and a lot of people died!  That’s what happened!”  That was the 

end of my dream. 
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Upon waking I began to attempt to connect these two scenes.  I knew this was about coming judgment 

and a crash, but why the Hindenburg?  The minister in scene one was a wonderful grace teacher whom I 

have supported in the past, but he is known for stating “God’s not mad. He’s not even upset.” 
 

I have not seen him take into account that one purpose of judgment is God’s mercy not to allowing us to 

continue in our transgressions.  As I prayed over this dream I realized this minister was making his 

announcement after judgment of our nation had begun and his financial contributions and his reputation had 

both taken a severe downturn.  He and his ministry were pretty banged up, but had survived.  He had no answer 

to explain the events that were befalling our country. 
 

The Hindenburg explosion was obviously about a crash. In dream interpretation, I always teach 

people to ask why this and not that?  Why not an airplane or something more contemporary crashing? I try to be 

very objective when interpreting my own dreams.  I have heard Rick Joyner kidding the late great prophet Bob 

Jones about Bob interpreting his own personal dreams, so I always want to err on the side of caution. 
 

For this reason I contacted a pastor friend of mine with a strong prophetic anointing.  As I have taught dream 

interpretation in his church, we have co-labored for many years in the study of dreams.  We agreed this was 

about judgment and an economic “crash and burn” but some of the symbolism seemed hidden. 
 

Within a few hours he called me and said check out today’s Drudge Report.  One of the lead articles was The 

Fed’s Worst Nightmare – The Ghost of 1937.  It showed a photo of the Hindenburg 

exploding!  This was an article linked to an article on CNBC, which stated: 
 

 “Many policymakers and market observers assert that the risk of the Fed raising rates too early exceeds that of 

moving too late. This is the specter of 1937, when the Fed raised rates prematurely and exacerbated the Great 

Depression.”  This was exactly what the dream was prophesying. The Federal Reserve would begin to raise 

rates and judgment would begin through an economic crash in our nation. As I had never heard of the 

Hindenburg Omen or the fears that a rate hike would again create a “depression within a depression” as in 1937, 

I feel this was a pure revelatory dream.  The specter of 1937 is upon us with this next Fed rate hike.”   

The Federal Reserve raised the interest rates on December 16, 2015.  It was the first hike in nearly a Decade! 
Updated: 12/16/2015 
 

Marianella Morales’ Jan 13, 2016 Prophetic Word - A Correction of Divine Magnitude is Coming! 

The following was imparted to me about noon today. It was as though the Holy Spirit took hold of my pen. 

“I see a correction (“correction” is a financial stock market term) of divine magnitude coming.  (1st 

“Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) A rude and true awakening.  A 

stripping and shocking event that even professing Christians are not ready for. 
 

I believe that in the silence and quietness of homes, God is raising up an army of priests, judges, 

leaders, ministers and prophets of old.  He is putting his standards on the table, and we 

will be weighed against it.  He is bringing justice.  Heaven on earth is coming to regroup and restore 

a people after Him and not religiosity.  He will declare a clean slate of all doctrines and manmade 

traditions.  He will put a stop to man-made definitions of His Words.  He will put a stop to 

false spokesmen and raise up mouthpieces from the throne room. (the Joseph’s?) 
 

This will come at the highest price imaginable.  The Lord will divide and remove in order to establish His 

divine order. It will be a shocking (Tokyo earthquake?) wake up call, but a final one.  Anointed ones 

that have surrendered all even unto death will be used to demonstrate and manifest the matters of the Kingdom.  

No one will miss this presentation by God.  His ambassadors were born for this and there will be no 

mistake about it.  The Father is warning us about this approaching hour.  God’s will be done.  Amen.”  
Updated: 01/14/2016 
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Denika Alston’s 2 Prophetic Dreams “In Two Moons and Three Days It Will Come”: 
I had a troubling dream on November 29, 2015. I didn’t want to share it because I was 

concerned about giving a date and I didn’t want people expecting some huge event while the 

Lord might simply be just shifting things behind the scenes on that day. 
 

Well, in my dream I had an African man approach me with terror in his eyes. He said in his 

African accent, “In two moons and three days, it will come.”  That was it; that was the end of 

the dream. However, I immediately went into another dream and I thought I was awake.   
 

In this next dream, I knew it was important to remember all that the African man told me. I 

started telling people about the first dream. I was startled by what the man said because he had such concern in 

his eyes although he spoke calmly. In this dream, I saw a calendar showing it was November 29th (“after 

Thanksgiving”) (which was the real date of both dreams). So in the dream I counted ahead five days and 

wondered if he meant December 3rd. While I was still wondering about that, I woke up very alert and sober. 
 

Two Interpretations: 

1st Interpretation: Later I began to ponder the meaning of the dream. I went back and listened to a dream I 

heard on Trunews on Jan 9, 2015 and sure enough, it was pointing toward December 3 2015. It begins at the 

42:30 mark.  However, I asked myself, why wouldn’t the man just say five moons or five days? He separated 

the two time periods, so I wasn’t sure because I saw the calendar with the November 29th date in the second 

dream and counted ahead five days, but I did not see December 3rd on the calendar nor was I certain that it 

meant five days. 
 

2nd Interpretation: So there is another interpretation that might fit better with the words spoken by an African 

man because many of the African tribal oral traditions use moons as a way to tell time and narrate their 

historical accounts of their village ancestors. In that context, two moons would refer to two moon cycles with 

each cycle lasting 29.5 days, which is how long it takes from one new moon to the next (Wikipedia). So two 

moons would be 59 days (29.5 + 29.5). Adding 3 days to that makes 62 days. Counting from November 29 

would put the fulfillment date on Saturday, January 30.  So two moons and three days could be Thursday 

December 3, 2015 or Saturday January 30, 2016.  The man said “it will come”, but did not say what 

it was. However, he had a look of terror and great concern in his eyes, so it sounds like something very bad. 
Updated: 12/02/2015 
 

The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the Zika virus a global public 

health emergency (pandemic) on February 01, 2016.  I concur with James Bailey 

belief that this fits the second interpretation of Denika’s Prophetic Dream to a tee!  

Starting from the November 29, 2015 (the date of the dream), we add two 

moons/months (Hebrew calendar – 30-day months) which takes us to January 29, 

2016.  Lastly, we add 3 days taking us to February 01, 2016 …the date of the 

WHO’s announcement! 
 

Let’s get a little bit more confirmation. “in my dream I had an African man approach me with terror in his eyes. 

He said in his African accent, “In two moons and three days, it will come”.  Why was an “African man” in the 

dream people?  Well, if we look at the history of the Zika virus, we discover that back in 1947, scientists were 

researching yellow fever on a caged rhesus monkey in the Zika forest in Uganda (central Africa).  The monkey 

contracted a fever and the researchers isolated it from its serum and described it as the Zika virus.  This same 

virus was then isolated from the first human in Nigeria (again central Africa) in 1954!  From there it spread to 

Asia and eventually to Central and South America.  And at the time of the WHO’s announcement it had spread 

(“it will come”) to the United States! 
 

The tiger mosquito (Aedes aegypti) born Zika infection has spread to over 22 countries in the Americas.  Aedes 

aegypti is also the carrier of Dengue Fever, Yellow Fever and the Chikungunya disease.  The virus is suspected 

to cause small heads (Microcephaly) in pregnant women’s embryos along with other disorders.  The virus can 

also be spread person to person by blood and bodily fluid including semen.  Updated: 02/09/2016 
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The New York City Financial District Crane Collapse (Event Code) on Feb 05, 2016 – Sign #12:   
A 565-foot ‘red’ crane collapsed in Lower Manhattan’s Financial District on Friday February 05, 2016.  The 

collapse killed 1 person and injured 3 others.  The one fatality, a 38 year old David Wichs, a Wall Street worker 

who lived in Manhattan, was sitting in his parked car at the time of the collapse.   
 

 

This is an “Event Code” folks, an Event Code 

depicting the fast approaching NYC Financial 

District stock market collapse!   
 

Note, the crane was “red” (finances in the red) and 

that the deceased man was “38” (the number of 

change – financial change).  And he was a Wall 

Street worker!  Wall Street will die! 
 

Event Codes are events that happen in life pointing 

to an even greater event that looms on the horizon. 

 
 

This same type of event code happened twice in the spring of 2008 pointing to a soon approaching stock market 

crash, which occurred in September!  See the articles below.  Updated: 02/05/2016 
 

Crane Collapse Killed 7 and Injured 24 on March 15, 2008 - Wikipedia: 
 

On March 15, 2008, a crane owned by New York Crane & 

Equipment collapsed during construction. Seven people were 

killed and 24 others were injured.   
 

It was a luffing-jib tower crane manufactured by Favco that was 

200 feet tall at the time of the collapse. The accident occurred 

when workers were attaching a new steel collar to anchor it to the 

building at the 18th floor, as part of an operation to extend the 

crane upwards. 

 
Crane Collapse Kills Two and Unsettles New Yorkers on May 30, 2008 by Michael M. Grynbaum: 

 

“The collapse of a crane at an Upper East Side construction site on 

Friday morning killed two workers and severely damaged several 

high-rise apartments. And it left many New Yorkers pondering an 

unsettling question: This again? 
 

It was the second time in two months that a familiar urban fear came 

to stunning fruition: a similar incident in March killed seven people 

and prompted officials to enact more stringent safety regulations and 

assure the public that they should not be afraid of construction sites 

around the city…”  May 31, 2008 - The New York Times 
 

 

James Bailey’s 12-10-2015 Prophetic Dream – “Wild Volatility Coming in Currency Markets”: 
“In a dream yesterday I saw wild volatility coming in the forex market, specifically for the USD/CHF pair. I also saw 

unprecedented movements in the price including specific prices along the way. These movements provide great 

opportunities for traders, but might also be hard to believe because it is so unusual. So before sharing the details, I thought 

it would be helpful to show how my previous forex dreams have played out. 
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Previous Forex Dreams: 
Back on April 11 2015 I saw in a dream the price for the forex pair USD/CHF was dropping fast. I 

shared the details in my previous post, The Decline of the Dollar Has Started. At that time, the 

price was at .984. Within four weeks, it had dropped down to .912, a huge drop of about 7.2 cents! 
 

In that dream I saw the starting price, but no other prices, so I did not know how low it would go. I 

wrongly assumed it would keep dropping until the dollar ultimately is devalued, but that was not 

shown to me in the dream. So what I saw in the dream happened, but what I assumed did not. This 

has been an ongoing process of learning not to add anything to what He reveals. 
 

For several months after that the Lord showed me graphs, which I shared in different posts. The graphs always proved to 

be very accurate. They were easy to see after they happened, but I found them very challenging to use for trading because 

they did not show any numbers or dates. So I looked for patterns without knowing how big the pattern would be. At first I 

wrongly assumed some parts of the pattern had already happened, but eventually learned the whole graph was always in 

the future. Eventually I got so frustrated with them I asked the Lord to stop showing them to me, and He did. 
 

Then I specifically asked Him to show me numbers, so he did. The first numbers I saw showed the price going up to 23, 

which I shared in my previous post on October 9 2015, Confirmation USD/CHF Price Going Up to 23. That is very 

helpful to know, but it doesn’t help at the moment because it refers to the coming crash of the Swiss franc, which is still in 

the future. 
 

The next week, I had another dream in which I saw increased volatility coming, which I shared in my previous post on 

October 15 2015, Volatility Alert to Forex Traders. I saw wild fluctuations with the price shooting up then immediately 

dropping back down. I was not shown any specific prices or dates, just movements on a graph with the general sense that 

the size of the movements was unusually large. I estimated the move I saw went straight up about 5 cents, then straight 

back down almost instantly. As I clarified in a reply to a comment, the size of the movements I saw in that dream were 

only rough estimates. The main point was the dramatic increase in volatility. 
 

We now have 8 weeks of history since I posted that warning. The volatility has increased significantly as the price shot up 

from about .95 to 1.031, an increase of 8.1 cents! Then just a few days later it dropped all the way back down to .983, a 

drop of 4.8 cents. I believe the “sudden” dramatic 4 cent drop last Thursday December 3 is a great example of more 

volatility still to come. These are very big swings for this pair! 
 

New Forex Dream: 
I saw even more volatility in a new dream yesterday. For months I have been asking to see actual prices, but yesterday 

was the first time I have seen anything, other than the October 9 dream, which revealed the future collapse of the Swiss 

franc. For that reason, I have been out of the market waiting on the sidelines. I have learned to only trade when I know 

what is going to happen. 
 

I was not shown specifically which currency pair I was seeing, but I am confident it was USD/CHF because it is the only 

one I trade and the only one He has ever revealed anything to me. 
 

I did not see any graphs, but was just watching the actual price the whole time. At first it was not moving much, but then 

“suddenly” it started changing very fast going all the way up to 1.35. Since I did not see any graphs and the numbers 

were moving too fast to read, I don’t know what the graph will look like. However, it rarely moves straight up or down so 

it seems likely to make some bounces along the way. 
 

In this dream I was holding a long position so I was glad to see the price moving up. When I saw it reach 1.35, I attempted 

to put in a sell order to take my profits, but before I could get my order entered the price started dropping fast all the way 

back down to 1.19 then to 1.16, roughly in that range. Then I am pretty sure I saw it drop down further to 1.12. All of this 

was happening very fast. I am sure I saw 1.19 and 1.16, but a little less sure about the 1.12. When I am at my computer 

watching it like I was, it takes me less than a minute to create an order, but it dropped back down before I could get my 

order entered. So that shows how fast it was moving! 
 

Then it started going back up again. I saw it go all the way back up above 1.3. I did not see it go all the way back up to 

1.35, but it went above 1.3. It might have even reached 1.31. That was the end of the dream. 
 

The volatility I saw was unprecedented. In January 2015, the price dropped from 1.02 to .838 when the Swiss franc 

decoupled from the euro, which was a giant move down 18.2 cents. However, what I saw yesterday was twice as big, 

moving up 36.2 cents! However, it happened so fast it will surely not show up on most charts depending on the time 
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increments. It might show up on the 1-minute chart, but I doubt it would show up on the 5-minute or any longer 

increments. 
 

My Next Steps: 
I finally got what I have been asking for, actual numbers! So I am now back in the market with a long position. I have a 

Limit Sell Order set at 1.349 to make sure I capture the move up to 1.35. Depending on how fast it moves back down, I 

will try to take a short position on the way back down to 1.12 or at least to 1.16. From there, I will take another long 

position as it moves back up to 1.3. 
 

I thought about trading options on FXF, an ETF that tracks this currency pair, but my concern is the price movements 

might be too fast to capture with options trading. Also, market hours are more limited with options trading. The big moves 

could happen when the options market is closed. Forex offers the advantage of being open 24 hours. The other problem 

with options trading is the contracts have expiration dates. Since I was not shown any dates I don’t know for sure when 

this will happen. 
 

I believe this kind of volatility is possible because of other dreams in which I saw tensions increasing throughout the 

world after the United States took an unpopular stand. As the world’s reserve currency and largest economy, any major 

events or actions taken by the United States could cause big swings in currency markets. I saw this stand would precede 

an even bigger event, which would cause a stock market crash. Someone suggested this stand might be the Fed raising 

interest rates. It could be, but the details were not shown to me. We’ll find out soon.  Originally I was told the crash would 

occur in 2015, which I shared in my previous post, Warning: “Sudden” Economic Collapse Coming in 2015. Later I 

was told there was a one-month delay, (January 2016?) which I shared in my previous post, Prophetic Dream 

Announces One Month Delay. So I am expecting to see lots of volatility coming soon.”   
Updated: 12/12/2015 
 

James Bailey’s 7 July 2014, Prophetic Dream: 

On July 7 2014 the Lord gave me a dream in which I saw the world had entered into a time of increased 

tensions prior to a “sudden” crash of the U.S. stock market and devaluation of the dollar. 

A crash in Germany could fit this scenario because it would surely cause increased tensions throughout the 

world.  The tensions were already high when I saw the U.S. take a stand, which caused tensions to increase even 

more. Months later in a separate dream I saw the stand taken by the U.S. would be the authorization of 

military aid to a hotspot, which now appears to be Ukraine. I saw the “sudden” drop in the stock 

market happening soon after that.  (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) 
 

A bill has already been approved by the U.S. House and Senate authorizing $200 million in lethal military aid 

for Ukraine (HR1735). I saw President Obama increasing that amount to $1.2 billion. So I am keeping an eye 

on that bill. It is currently in the final stages of being reconciled between the two houses and could be sent to 

President Obama very soon. 
 

 

James Bailey’s “The Event before the Event” March 01, 2015, 

Prophetic Dream Fulfilled – Obama Authorizes $1.2 Billion for 

Military Defense Equipment on February 9 2016 – Sign #13:    
 

“A news report released yesterday, February 9 2016, by Spacenews.com provided 

the fulfillment of a prophetic dream.  President Obama authorized a proposal for 

$1.2 billion in spending for military defense equipment used by the United States 

Air Force. His authorization is the fulfillment of a prophetic dream I received on 

March 1 2015, which was given as a sign to show we have entered into the season 

of a sudden economic collapse and to show the markets have now reached a 

turning point. I shared the details of that dream in my previous post, The Event 

Before the Event.  All of the six details revealed in the dream have now been 
fulfilled, plus a seventh detail, which confirms the original warning dream 

received in 2014. 
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Fulfillment 1 – Proposal Sent to President Obama: 

In the first part of the dream, I was working as a staff member inside the Obama administration assisting with preparation 

of a proposal to send to President Obama. I never saw any involvement from Congress. The fulfillment came from a 

proposal from the Air Force, which has now been authorized by President Obama. The path followed by this proposal is 

consistent with the path I saw in the dream. As Commander in Chief over the military, it is standard procedure for 

spending proposals prepared by the Air Force to go to the President for authorization, then to Congress for funding. 

This part of the dream was important because it revealed the proposal had to originate within the Obama administration, 

just as this one did. The President does not have the authority to increase the amount of spending bills sent to him by 

Congress, so it could not originate in the Congress. It also could not have been fulfilled by a sale of weapons because the 

seller does not have the authority to increase the amount of a sale. Only the buyer can do that. 
 

Fulfillment 2 – Proposal was for Military Spending: 

In the dream, I did not know specifically what the spending proposal was for, but I knew it was for “military weapons and 

equipment,” which is how I described it in my post. The fulfillment comes from an engine used to launch rockets to send 

our national security satellites into space, which is part of our Air Force. 

“The Air Force currently depends on United Launch Alliance’s Atlas 5 rocket, which uses the Russian RD-180 engine to 
power its first stage, to launch the majority of national security satellites. In response to Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 

2014, lawmakers have limited future use of the engine and in its place say they would like a new American engine by 

fiscal year 2019, a timetable Air Force officials call aggressive.” (Source: Spacenews.com) 
 

Later, I guessed the proposal might be military aid for a foreign country, but that was only a guess and was not revealed in 

the dream. It will actually be used by our own military. 
 

Fulfillment 3 – $200 Million Proposal Increased to $1.2 Billion: 

In the dream, I saw the proposal was originally for $200 million, but the amount was increased to $1.2 billion when 

President Obama authorized it. The fulfillment came from this Air Force proposal, which originally requested “about 

$208 million” for fiscal year 2017, but was then increased to $1.2 billion. 
 

 “Previous plans called for spending $208 million on a new liquid-fueled engine, but the 2017 budget proposal calls for 
the development of next-generation launch systems using a “shared-investment approach” with two or more U.S. 

companies. The budget includes long-range plans to develop “evolved” versions of the AEHF communications and SBIRS 

missile warning satellites.”  (Source: Integrated Space Analytics) 
 

The U.S. Air Force plans to invest more than $1.2 billion over the next five years to develop a new launch system that 

would aim to end the Defense Department’s reliance on a Russian rocket engine, according to budget documents set to be 

released Feb. 9. 
 

 “In its last budget request for 2016, the Air Force had planned to spend about $208 million on a new liquid-fueled rocket 
engine from fiscal years 2017 to 2020, but now plans to spend more than a billion ($1.2 billion) in the same time period 

on what’s described as an investment in a next generation launch system.” (Source:Spacenews.com) 
 

Funding for the engine was included in the 2015 NDAA at the amount of $220 million, but the latest proposal for the 

2017 fiscal year was “about $208 million,” which I believe is close enough to what I saw, $200 million, to show this is the 

same event. The amount was increased to $1.2 billion because the engine was upgraded to a next generation launch 

system, which is the exact number I saw, even though the actual number is described as “more than $1.2 billion”, so it is 

also off by a small amount. The point is these numbers are close enough to fit what I saw. It is just like God to give us 

more than enough! 
 

Fulfillment 4 – FAZ Downward Price Trend Reversed: 

In the dream, the scene changed and I was walking into the office of my stock broker because I was planning to do a trade 

on a certain ETF (stock symbol FAZ). My broker then showed me a large chart with a graph of the price trend for FAZ. It 

showed the long-term downward trend had ended and had now started moving up, like the classic hockey stick graph. The 

fulfillment of this event came today when I pulled the actual three-year price graph for FAZ. I was amazed to see it looks 

exactly like what my broker showed me in the dream, as shown below. 
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Fulfillment 5 – FAZ Price Moves Up Same Day: 

In the dream, I somehow knew the price of FAZ was going to increase on the same day the news was announced about 

President Obama’s decision to authorize $1.2 billion in military equipment. Price increases have been rare for this ETF in 

recent years, but the fulfillment came yesterday, February 9, when the news story was released and the price moved up 

from $61.42 to $61.93. Then again today, which is the day I received the news, FAZ moved up from $61.93 to $62.07. 

Today’s price started the day down about $2.00 per share, but rebounded at the end of the day to close up $0.14.  
 

Fulfillment 6 – Cancelled My Trading Plans: 

In the dream, I cancelled my plans to do a trade on FAZ based on the change in the trend, which my broker showed me. 

The fulfillment came today because I was actually planning to sell some of my shares of FAZ today. I have been holding 

it for months and have not done any trades during all that time, so it is a very rare event for me to be planning to make a 

trade on FAZ. 
 

My plan was to sell some of my shares to free up some cash. Over the past few days, I have been praying about this trade, 

asking the Lord what I should do. I had to have an answer by today because I need the cash by Friday, just two days from 

now. There is a lot more to this story than I am able to share right now, but one day soon I hope to tell the rest of the story. 

So when I got the news earlier today about the fulfillment of this dream, I realized God had already answered my prayer 

one year ago when He showed me I would be cancelling my trading plans the same day I heard the news about Obama 

authorizing the $1.2 billion. One year ago He already knew my plans for today and already answered what I just prayed 

over the past few days. He is an AMAZING GOD!   
 

The fact that I was planning to do a trade on FAZ on the same day I received news of Obama authorizing $1.2 billion is a 

fulfillment of the dream. Cancelling my plans is also another detail fulfilled, so this is actually two details for the price of 

one. 
 

Fulfillment 7 – FAZ Shoots Up Like a Rocket: 

This dream was given as a follow up to a previous dream regarding a sudden economic collapse to let us know we were 

getting close to seeing the fulfillment of the first dream. So when I saw this news story today, I was amazed to see the two 

dreams are connected by a rocket. 
 

In the first dream, when the economy collapsed I saw FAZ shoot straight up like a rocket. As it turns out, the fulfillment 

of the second dream comes through the development of a rocket engine! I don’t believe this is any coincidence, but it is 

another proof to let us know this is the fulfillment of the dream. 
 

Summary: 

Based on the fulfillment of these seven specific details, I am confident this is the fulfillment of what I saw. The event 

before the event has happened. God has given us a sign to let us know we have now entered the season when our economy 

will suddenly collapse. We are now very close to an event that will forever change life as we have known it. 
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There was no way possible last year on March 1 2015 for me to know a military proposal would start at $200 million and 

would then be increased to $1.2 billion, or the other six specific details, which were all fulfilled. Only God could know 

these things. 
 

God reveals future things to His people, which puts us into a waiting room looking forward to their fulfillment. 

Sometimes we wait a long time without seeing any evidence of fulfillment, but promises cannot remain promises forever. 

Sometimes there are even delays, but at some point what was promised must come to pass. It is like being pregnant and 

looking forward to the birth of a baby. When the baby comes it is time to celebrate. 
 

Thank God our waiting is not in vain. God does not forget a single detail of what He said will happen. It will all come to 

pass in the time He has appointed. It might take longer than we expected and longer than we wanted, but God is faithful to 

His word and He will bring it to pass every time. 
 

Even though this dream reveals something very bad happening to our country, I am rejoicing in seeing the faithfulness of 

God to reveal the future for the benefit of His people, to help us prepare. There is only a little time left to prepare. 

I provided a status update on the coming collapse in my previous post, “Update and Four Warning Signs for the 

Coming Economic Collapse”. In that post, I identified four warning signs God has given me to let me know the collapse 

is near. When I posted that on February 2 2016, I showed how two of the four signs have already manifested and I was 

still watching for the other two. Now three of the four signs have happened. The only one left is increased tensions 

between the American people, which I believe is coming soon. 
 

The Lord told me about the time of increased tensions in a separate word I received in October 2014. When I first 

received the dream revealing the $1.2 billion authorization, I wondered if perhaps that might be what causes increased 

tensions, but that was just another one of my guesses that turned out to be wrong. The dream did not reveal any 

connection between the $1.2 billion authorization and the increased tensions. It is tempting to try to figure out how future 

things will unfold, but only God knows the future, so I am learning it is best to leave it in His hands. 
 

Market Trends: 

At first, I did not fully understand the scene in this dream where I went into my broker’s office to make a trade. Later, the 

Lord told me the graph He showed me represented a turning point in the markets. I don’t believe He meant this exact day 

would be the turning point, but that it would be a sign confirming the old trend is over now and the new trend is going to 

continue. However, it is interesting the Dow Jones average started the day today up over 200 points, but ended the day 

down 85 points. 
 

It is also interesting Fed Chairman Janet Yellen testified before a Congressional panel today and will appear before a U.S. 

Senate panel tomorrow. I believe her comments in these meetings are helping to fuel the new trend. 
 

The Dow Jones peaked in May 2015 and has never been able to get back to that level. Signs of trouble started showing up 

in the summer of 2015 with a dramatic drop in August. I believe the Fed’s December interest rate hike sealed our fate as 

the market started dropping again soon after that. This is what Dave Rowland shared in his post, Judgment Begins with 

Fed Interest Rate Decision, which was posted on December 15 2015, the same day the Fed announced the rate hike. 
 

It is important to note FAZ is an inverse ETF, which means it always moves in the opposite direction from the rest of the 

market. It is directly tied to the Russell 1000 Financial Services Index. So the turning point we have just reached means 

we are now going to see the stock market steadily dropping because it is impossible for FAZ to move up unless the market 

moves down. This does not mean the market will drop everyday because it is always volatile. We can expect to see some 

days when it moves up and perhaps even some big moves, but the long term upward trend that started back in 2010 has 

now ended. A new downward trend has started and I believe it will continue for years to come. 
 

Recommendations: 

I believe the fulfillment of this prophetic dream is a “sign” letting us know a sudden economic collapse is coming 

soon. Just as the photo at the top of this post shows the engines already ignited, I believe our launch time is now very 

close. 
 

What I saw in my original dream is this collapse will happen so suddenly there will be nothing anyone can do about it 

after it starts. So it is very important to position ourselves for it ahead of time. Whatever position we hold when it comes 

is what we will be stuck with. I believe there will be disruptions preventing us from making trades after it starts. 
 

Instruments like FAZ provide ways to make profits during the crash, but there are also other ways to do it. The crash will 

not only cause stocks to drop, but will also cause a dramatic devaluation of the dollar. There are ETF’s available to cash in 

on this too, including FXE, which is tied to the EUR/USD currency pair, and FXF, which is tied to the USD/CHF pair. 
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The tragic events coming to our country are the judgment of Almighty God against a nation who has turned her back on 

Him. We have been taught God no longer brings judgment. They say that was all Old Testament stuff, but somebody 

forgot what happened to Israel in 70 AD and the events soon coming upon the world as described in the book of 

Revelation. 
 

For some people, this is good news. For others, it is very bad news. In both cases, God will bring justice to our land. He 

will make the wrong things right and the crooked places straight, and He will bring many lost souls back to Him. 

We are entering into the best of times and the worst of times at the same time. For those who are right with God in every 

area of their life, it will be the best of times. They have nothing to fear because they will be sealed with supernatural 

protection. In the same way that God will seal His bond servants in the future Great Tribulation, He will seal His people 

during these times of birth pangs (Revelation 7:1-8). His angels will be charged with guarding and protecting His faithful 

servants from the coming disasters. 
 

For those who have been faithful to God, they will not only be protected from the coming destruction, but they will enjoy 

a year of Jubilee, a year to rejoice for the great things God is doing in their behalf. God has a Word for them, which He 

delivered to Matt Smith and he shared in his post, The Time Has Come for Me to Bless You Mightily. 
 

For those who are not right with Him in every area of their life, the worst of times are just ahead. There will be no escape 

from the shaking. This includes not only those who are lost, but also those who call themselves Christians, but have 

compromised with sin and as a result are spiritually asleep. Sad to say I believe this is the condition of most “Christians”. 

For anyone in this category, the best way to prepare for what is coming is to repent right now. Confess your sins to God 

and cry out to Him for His mercy. Anyone who turns away from their sins and stops sinning will be forgiven. Those who 

merely ask for forgiveness while continuing to sin are only playing games with God and they will not be forgiven. 

All the financial preparations in the world will not help those who are not right with God. Even if their accounts get filled 

temporarily with lots of profits, their gains will turn into losses as destruction tracks them down. There is no hole deep 

enough and no cave dark enough to hide from God, so it is foolish to run from His judgment. The only solution is to turn 

to Him in wholehearted surrender.  What is coming is all about getting right with God and the answer is found here:” 
 

Matthew 6:31-33 (KJV): 
“Do not worry then, saying, ‘What will we eat?’ or ‘What will we drink?’ or ‘What will we wear for clothing?’  For the 

Gentiles eagerly seek all these things; for your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things.  But seek first His 

kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things will be added to you.”  Updated: 02/12/2016 
 

James Bailey’s February 17, 2016 - Triple Top Reversal Could Be Forming Now – Sign #14: 
“Another confirmation could now be unfolding, letting us know a sudden economic collapse is coming soon. This latest 

confirmation comes from a pattern in the stock market price movements, which began forming about six months ago. 
 

Just as doctors are able to recognize the signs in a patient who is close to dying, such as the death rattle, technical analysts 

are able to recognize patterns in the market letting them know a major reversal is coming. In the final months of a long-

term bull market, the market often forms a distinct pattern, which is called a triple-top reversal. 
 

On a graph (below), a triple top reversal looks like a giant W because the market moves down, then back up, then back 

down, then back up one final time before dropping sharply. Here is how two different sources explain it: 
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The Triple Top Reversal is a bearish reversal pattern typically found on bar charts, line charts and candlestick charts. 

There are three equal highs followed by a break below support. As major reversal patterns, these patterns usually form 

over a 3 to 6 month period. (Source: Stockcharts.com) 
 

Here is how Investopedia explains it: 

A pattern used in technical analysis to predict the reversal of a prolonged uptrend. This pattern is identified when the price 

of an asset creates three peaks at nearly the same price level. The bounce off the resistance near the third peak is a clear 

indication that buying interest is becoming exhausted. It is used by traders to predict the reversal of the uptrend.  

(Source: Investopedia) 
 

I am not a technical analyst, but I have been tracking signs of a coming sudden economic collapse, which fits the 

description of a major reversal. So far, I have been shown four signs to watch for to let us know we have entered the 

season of the collapse. I recently documented the fulfillment of two of the signs in this post, Update and Four Signs for 

the Coming Economic Collapse. Then a third sign was fulfilled last week when President Obama authorized a spending 

proposal for $1.2 billion in military defense equipment. See my post, Prophecy Fulfilled: Obama Authorizes $1.2 Billion 

in Military Defense Equipment. So three of the four signs have been fulfilled and I am still waiting for the fourth, which is 

increased tensions between the American people. 
 

A triple top reversal pattern began forming six months ago and is still not complete, but it has already formed three of the 

four legs of the W shape, which is an interesting coincidence because I have seen the fulfillment of three of the four signs 

I was given. 
 

To complete the final leg of the W the stock market would need one final rally. I believe we could see that soon because 

of two recent dreams in which I saw the value of the dollar moving up much higher prior to the coming crash. The value 

of the dollar often moves in the same direction as the stock market, so as the dollar moves up the stock market might 

move up too. These two do not always move together, but they often do. 
 

The value of American stocks, especially those that are included in market indexes, tend to increase along with the 

demand for U.S. dollars – in other words, they are positively correlated. (Source: Investopedia) 
 

If the triple-top reversal pattern completes it would be another confirmation we have reached the turning point. 

Completing the final leg will require a stock market rally, which might sound like a contradiction because last week I 

shared how Obama’s authorization of $1.2 billion in military equipment was a sign to let us know we have reached a 

turning point in the long-term trend. I believe that, but we should not expect to see the markets turn on a dime because 

volatility is normal in the stock market. Just as there were many down days during the long-term upward trend, we can 

expect to see many up days during the downward trend. It rarely moves in a straight line. Long-term trends are easier to 

see when we step back and look at a 5-year or 10-year graph. 
 

A triple top reversal pattern began forming in August 2015. If the pattern continues, the stock market could be moving up 

soon, as shown in the red line below. This chart shows the Dow Jones Industrial Average from May 2015 until February 

2016.   
 

If this pattern completes, we could see the market drop sharply soon after it reaches the top, so this pattern could help us 

zero in on when we might see the sudden drop. 
 

An experienced technical analyst explained to me today the final leg of the W does not necessarily have to go up as high 

as the first leg due to the overall declining trend. The red lines shown in this graph would be plenty high enough to qualify 

as a triple top, and it might not even get that high. We might also see it bounce around near the top for a month or two, 

just like it did in the middle part of the W. So this is not an exact science, but it can help us see when we are getting close. 
 

Only God knows if this pattern will continue to unfold, but it appears to be well on its’ way. For investors seeking to cash 

in on the crash, this is something to be watching for and praying about because upward movements in the stock market 

bring lower prices for inverse ETF’s like FAZ, UVXY, and TVIX. The ideal time to buy inverse ETF’s would be after 

this pattern has completed. Investors already holding inverse ETF’s should not panic if we see a brief market rally because 

it would confirm we are close to a major reversal.”    
Updated: 02/18/2016 
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Excerpt from Matt Smith’s Prophetic Poem: 

“At the very end of 2015, And the year of ten plus six, 

That wicked old Satan, Will be up to evil tricks. 
 

December through February, Winter finds itself here, 

A “sudden” event will strike, (Japan disasters?) And many will be in fear. 
 

Know then My judgment, Has come upon this land, 

God reigns supreme, And deals with a heavy hand. 
 

From March until June, The spring season shall arrive, 

There will be many people, Found not to be alive. 
 

Benjamin Faircloth’s Jan 17, 2016 Prophetic Poem “In the Month of Red, Blood Will Be Shed”: 
On January 17 2016 at around 2:30 am I was awakened to the following word, which I received several times 

before I got up and began to write it down. The Holy Spirit spoke these words to me: 
 

“I am mobilizing My Team, My Army to the frontlines. War is here now! Carnage will rage from Wall Street 

to the Main Street of America. My judgment has arrived. My time of winking is over. I will stare and I will gaze 

at this nation’s demise. I am fixed in My position and plans. The time to reap has come! The desperation of man 

will be fierce.” 
 

He then said something I’ve never heard before, “In the month of red, blood will be shed” 
 

Interpretation: 

I believe the month of red relates to the month of February. Valentines dominates the month and the bright red 

displays are everywhere in retail stores. This is what my mind thought of when I heard this. It could also relate 

to a month of the stocks running in the red, not recovering, and then carnage starts in America. Whatever the 

month of red turns out to be, it will not be good. 
 

I asked the Holy Spirit to give a scripture to confirm this word. He gave me this: 

Isaiah 51:19-20 (KJV): 

“19 These two things are come unto thee; who shall be sorry for thee? Desolation, and destruction, and the 

famine, and the sword: by whom shall I comfort thee? 

20 Thy sons have fainted, they lie at the head of all the streets, as a wild bull in a net: they are full of the fury of 

the LORD, the rebuke of thy God.” 
 

Here is what is so confirming about this scripture. Carnage is coming, in many forms to this nation. The Sword, 

famine, invasion, societal implosion, economic collapse; verse 19 is upon us. 
 

Verse 20 speaks of the sons in relation to leadership; those who lead us in business, politics, and the Church. 

Notice they have fainted! Where did they fall? At the head, the pinnacle, the summit, the top. That is what the 

word head means, and that is exactly our problem in America! There is no real leadership in America! From the 

White House to the corporate office, it is difficult to find leadership willing to lead in righteousness! 

The streets represent the avenues of guidance and passages of life. 
 

Now look at the next part; “As a wild bull in a net.” The King James Version uses the word bull instead of 

antelope. But I was directed to read it in the KJV, which leads to this interpretation, the bull (market) has 

been caught in a net. 
 

Our leadership has brought us to this point. We are not getting out of this, even if the stocks bounce 

around, as though the bull is getting free, it won’t! The full fury of the Lord and His rebuke is soon 

to be upon us.  Updated: 01/19/2016 
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James Bailey’s Feb 15, 2016 Prophetic Dream - Karate 

Fighters Reveal Damaged Currencies & Food Supplies: 

“During my prayer time today, I dreamed I was standing in the 

living room of an apartment looking into the dining room 

where two men were standing facing each other. They were 

wearing white karate uniforms and were preparing to fight, but 

they were just sparring, not really fighting. I never saw any 

furniture, so it appeared they had plenty of room to fight. 
 

The one standing closest to me had his back towards me, but I 

was not directly behind him, so I could see the face of the man 

he was fighting. I watched them start sparring, but at first they 

were not throwing many punches, then the man standing closest 

to me did a super-fast move where he repeatedly slapped the 

other man on both sides of his face a few times. Even though he 

was only slapping, not punching, he clearly had the upper hand 

because the other man was unable to do anything about it. 
 

Then the other man retaliated with what appeared to be a dirty punch, because he struck with his full strength. 

His punch was so hard it caused the man standing closest to me to momentarily bend over and turn red in the 

face, but he quickly regained his composure. Then he looked at the other man and respectfully nodded his head 

to let him know he was ready to continue. 
 

Then the man standing closest to me retaliated with what looked like watching a video in fast forward. I could 

not believe what I was seeing because he started slapping both sides of the man’s face at lightning speed, way 

faster than anyone could really move. It was amazing! The other man could not do anything to stop the attack, 

so he just stood there and took it. 
 

I was so amazed, I left the living room to go into the dining room where they were. As I walked my view was 

momentarily obstructed by a wall. When I entered the dining room they were no longer there, so I kept walking 

and found them in the kitchen. The fight was over. The other man had taken so many slaps to his face he was 

leaning against the kitchen counter in a daze while a couple of other men were tending to him, trying to help 

him recover. That was the end of the dream.” 
 

In my previous fight update three days ago, I was able to confirm the big punch had finally landed in the karate 

fight between the U.S. dollar (USD) and the Swiss Franc (CHF). 
 

“Then last night I dreamed I opened the doors to a small cabinet. Inside was a five digit number. Then I woke 

up, but in my sleepy condition I failed to write it down. Then a little later I could not recall if it was .98889 or 

.89889. Of course, there is a big difference! 
 

God is very good because when I went back to sleep I had the same dream again. I went back to the same 

cabinet and opened the doors and confirmed the number was .98889.”  Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

Possible Global Interpretation Below: 

Dream interpretations can be multifaceted, in other words, they can have a certain meaning on a personal level 

and a somewhat different meaning on a corporate or global level.  The following is what I believe represents the 

global level.  Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

‘God is in the Details’: 

Did you ever hear the saying “God is in the Details”?  Well, He truly is, and when dissecting into a Prophetic 

Dream, with prayer of course, we must make sure that we contemplate the ‘dream setting’ and the dream 

details.  As an example, the Lord might speak to us and tell us that the two Karate fighters represent currencies 

and that’s fine …now have one piece of the puzzle.  But, immediately after getting that revelation, we should do 

our due diligence by asking the Lord why Japanese ‘Karate fighters’ Lord?  For He could have depicted the 
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fighting scene using Brazilian ‘Jiu-Jitsu’, ‘Korean Taekwondo’, ‘Israeli Krav Maga’, ‘European Wrestling’ or 

‘American Boxers’ as an example. We’ve got to remember that ‘God is in the details’ folks.  He doesn’t 

randomly pick the details without rhyme or reason, everything is done by design.   
 

So if the ‘Karate fighters’ represent currencies, one of the two fighters would logically represent the Japanese 

Yen.  And the fighter “standing closest to me had his back towards me” (closest to Mr. Bailey), in the dream 

would represent the American Dollar.  Just as when we play a graphic video game (Xbox etc.) and see the 

backside of a person (representing US as we play the game).  Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

Now what about the Setting? 

The setting began in the living room of an apartment, why not in a house?  Well, as we all know, the “American 

Dream” has turned into an “American Nightmare”!  Since the 2008 stock market crash and recession, new 

homeownership in America has drastically declined, especially for young people which seems to be the focus of 

this dream.  It is the focus of the dream since “young people” make up the majority of the people that play video 

games and watch martial arts fighting.  And since 2008, they make up the largest portion of apartment living, 

since they can no longer afford to purchase homes, they rent out apartments.  The ‘Living Room’ represents the 

new American generation’s “American Dream” (living in an apartment).   
 

The Dining room, where Americans once socialized as a family unit over the dinner meal has all but 

disappeared – the dining table and all the furniture is gone it has been removed!  Family meal socializing time 

has been replaced with infighting! 
 

The fight begins and the ‘American Dollar’ beats up on the ‘Japanese Yen’ which has already been fulfilled 

from late 2014 until the current time (February 2016). 
 

The Japanese Karate fighter (Japanese Yen) strikes with a “low blow” to the American Karate fighter 

(American Dollar)!  I believe that this is scheduled to happen sometime between December 2015 through 

March 2016 with the “delayed” Japanese disasters (Mt Fuji mountain blowing up, the Tokyo earthquake and 

subsequent tsunami, followed by the worldwide stock market crash and a major devaluation of the American 

dollar)!  Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

1) The dollar will begin to slide in July 2016.  Near 100% confidence level in this prediction.  Updated: 07/14/2016.  

Fulfilled!  The dollar sunk on Tuesday July 26, 2016 to its weakest level against the yen in nearly two weeks!  The slump 

was caused amid reports that Japanese stimulus efforts might fall short of investors’ expectations.  Then on Friday July 

29, 2016, the U.S. dollar slumped again in relation to the other major currencies.  This time the dollar weakened in the 

wake of weaker than expected second quarter gross domestic product data.  The weak data “crushed” the dollar (just in the 

nick of time - at the end of July) as predicted!  At the same time, the Japanese yen surged against the dollar, after the Bank 

of Japan delivered a smaller than expected round of additional stimulus (BOJ stimulus program) to boost the yen.  The 

euro also gained ground versus the dollar at the end of July, to trade at $1.1179, up from $1.1075 late Thursday July 28, 

2016.  Updated: 08/02/2016.   
 

The American Karate fighter retaliating against the Japanese Karate fighter after the “low blow”, devastating 

the Japanese fighter and ending the fight/sparing match, represents the complete devaluation of the Japanese 

Yen and end of the Japanese Yen as we once knew it!  Even though the American Dollar will be hurt by the low 

blow (30 to 50% devaluation of the dollar?) it will yet survive for a time. 
 

Notice also that when the fight was over, the fighters moved from the dining room into the kitchen, where the 

Japanese fighter was being tended to by others.  The kitchen represents the fact that once this trigger (the Japan 

disasters) takes place and the world’s stock markets crash, that food prices and food availability will start to 

become an issue.  It also speaks of other nations and people groups (including Christian organizations) traveling 

to Japan to assist the nation in its time of need.  One of the Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt prophecies stated that 

China would make an economic agreement with Japan in the “first bad year” of America.  These tragedies in 

Japan could very well be the catalyst for this upcoming agreement.  Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

Possible Prophetic Dream Details Interpretation: 

1) The ‘Living Room’ represents the new American generation’s “American Dream” (living in apartments) 
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2) The Dining room representing “Family meal socializing time has been replaced with fighting” 

3) 2 Karate Fighters represents ‘2 currencies’ 

4) Karate Fighter standing closest to Mr. Bailey with his back facing him represents the ‘American Dollar’ 

5) Karate Fighter furthest away from Mr. Bailey represents the ‘Japanese Yen’ 

6) The ‘American Dollar’ beats up on the ‘Japanese Yen’ representing the dollar’s advance against the Yen 

7) The ‘Japanese Yen’ strikes the ‘American Dollar’ with a “low blow”!  The “low blow” representing the 

blowing up of Mt Fuji along with the Tokyo earthquake, tsunami and subsequent worldwide stock 

market crash, which will drastically devaluate the American Dollar! 

8) The ‘American Dollar’ although greatly hurt, survives and wins the fight representing a devalued dollar 

currency is still being used after the crisis has passed. 

9) The fighters moving into the kitchen represents the tragedies in Japan that lead to a worldwide stock 

market crash will begin to affect the cost and availability of food.  Updated: 02/18/2016 

10) The “98889” number representing the release of the Apostles=88 and Prophets=98 after the Japanese 

disasters take place.  Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

This S&P 500 Death Cross’ Could Be The Real Deal: 
By Lorcan Roche Kelly 

Not all “death crosses” are created equal. 

In a note to clients, Intermarket Strategy Ltd. Chief Executive and Strategist Ashraf Laidi points out that the 

S&P 500’s 50-week moving average is falling below its 100-week moving average. 
 

This “statistically significant” death cross has only happened twice is the past two decades, Laidi points out. 

The first took place in 2001 and was followed by a 37 percent decline in the index, while the second pattern 

occurred in 2008 and preceded a 48 percent drop. 
 

 
 

With investors already growing increasingly nervous about prospects for equities, a death cross of grave 

proportions could give extra reason for caution.  Updated: 05/19/2016 
 

Rachel Baxter’s May 25, 2016 Prophetic Vision - America as she was will be Remembered No More: 

I had this dream in the early morning hours on May 25 2016.  This was a new experience for me having an 

“open vision” while dreaming, if that even make sense! 
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 “I dreamt I was sleeping in my bed and dreaming when I was awakened by an open vision that began as a black 

and white television cartoon being played on my bedroom wall like a projector.  Eventually the cartoon 

characters faded away, replaced by a broadcast coming into focus.  I saw a parade of blue military tanks going 

down the road. I knew I was facing north and so the tanks were moving in front of me from right to left (east to 

west). 
 

After seeing the tanks, I saw scenes of chaos and violence between people.  Then I saw a hospital scene where a 

young lady had lost her face. It was in a metal tray.  I watched and realized her body had been separated in 

pieces, so her upper torso and arms were attached to her head, but her face was gone.  With her arms and hands, 

she covered the place where her face would have been as if in embarrassment. 
 

I watched as the nurses began to move her various pieces in preparation for surgery.  I thought to myself, “How 

would they ever put her back together?” 

On the bed where the lower half of her body laid, there was a fake head or “bust” of a plaster head laying as if 

they were somehow keeping a placeholder for the head to be reattached.  None of this was gross in the dream, 

but it did seem very strange and disturbing to me.  End of dream. 
 

I asked, “Father God, was this dream from you?  Please give me understanding.”  Then I heard Jesus share this: 

“This dream is from my Father.  He desires to show you the current state of America.  The dream should be 

interpreted in reverse order.  What is to come will result in America ‘losing face’.  She will face much mockery.  

She will be cut into two pieces.  There will be those that will want to try to put her back together again, but it 

will not be possible.  She will be irrevocably torn in two.  After this happens, chaos will ensue.  America will be 

decimated by her enemies and conquered.” 
 

“America, in its’ current form, will be remembered no more and will fade away from the pages of history.  

What once was, and now is, shall be no more.”  Updated: 05/27/2016 

 

Caught with My Pants Down! – Sign #17:   
Zandra Potter’s March 05, 2016 Prophetic Dream - America! You Forgot to Zip Your Pants! 

 “I had a dream yesterday morning. I saw a large pair of pants coming down 

in the sky. They were so large they could be seen from great distances. I 

noticed they had a metal zipper, like blue jeans, and it was unzipped.  After 

this I heard God’s voice stating with Great Authority, “AMERICA! You 

forgot to zip your pants! Now the whole world can see the shame of your 

sin!”  I immediately thought of the last Republican debate. I did not watch it, 

but I heard it had turned crude at one point.   
 

Next, I was in a church with a very charismatic heavy set black pastor. He was preaching hard and loud. At the 

end, I asked to speak with him. He gave me an appointment time to meet in his office.  When I arrived at his 

office, a very attractive young black woman met me. She looked me up and down and with a toss of her head 

she said, “Come on jealous”!  I immediately knew she had some type of relationship with the pastor. She held a 

position she thought I would be jealous of. 
 

As she led me into the office, there was no light. I sat across from her and she sat in darkness, which I 

recognized was spiritual darkness. I could only make out her silhouette. I asked to pray with her and was very 

surprised when she agreed. I wrapped my arms around her as we kneeled together on the floor. Powerful love 

enveloped us! 
 

I said to her, “We have to love each other. God has called all His children to be as one, in unity”. 

She wept and the room became light. After this she took me to the pastor. He was sitting in a very comfortable 

chair with his feet on an ottoman. He appeared at ease. I told him, “I have a message from the lord. You have 

left your pants unzipped! Now all of America will see your shame!” 
 

His eyes grew very wide and he appeared fearful. He spoke, “God is giving you His words! Now go give them 

to someone else! Leave me now!” 
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I woke up with a start! Immediately, I asked God for an interpretation and received this in my spirit. “The world 

has seen the sin of your nation! It is lifted up in plain view. My judgement starts in My house!” 

Pastors who preach false doctrines will be exposed! 
 

I asked the Lord why I saw African American people in my dream. I was puzzled because I have never dreamed 

about a certain race of people. The Lord revealed there should be no division in His body. It should not be! 

Especially different races of people not loving each other in His house! His body should be in unity! We all 

bring a special gift that He has given us to the body. Let us celebrate our diversity and walk in love for one 

another!  I felt like this was a very powerful and prophetic dream. I thought about taking the race part out of the 

dream because it is a sensitive subject, but I very quickly discarded the idea because I cannot alter what God has 

given me.  I have African American brothers and sisters that I love and cherish. It disturbed me that I would 

have a dream about race. However, God is calling for unity. Also, I think He gave me a black pastor because I 

think a famous one will be “exposed”.  God have mercy on us all this season!” 
 

Anonymous 12-06-2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘Caught with My Pants Down’ - the Alarm Goes Off: 
Steve (Steve Quayle), “I saw a trailer for this Syfy miniseries in the theater yesterday, for the show, "Childhood's End" by 

Arthur C. Clark.  Interestingly, I had a brief dream this morning during the 9 minutes of my alarm snooze, that I was 
headed to "school" (I'm in my 50's) and decided under some leading, to take a different route to my friend's house instead. 

When I got there, the sky opened up with many large and varied space ships, filling the skies. I've had dreams of ships a 

few times before. Then “suddenly” (maybe a little embarrassing) my pants were down and I was trying to get 

them back up, but I was struggling. I was literally caught with my pants down. Once I got them up, and 

the alarm went off again. (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) 
 

When I recalled that detail while making coffee, I chuckled to myself, "caught with my pants down" and 

received a quickening of my spirit. As if the Holy Ghost was trying to drive that point home. We will be caught 

with our pants down.”  Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

Anonymous September 2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘It is Here’, - Caught with My Pants Down: 
Steve (Steve Quayle), “I went on your dreams and visions this morning and I was literally blown away. I had 

the same dream about two months ago. It seemed so absurd that I didn't tell anyone but I've take it to the Lord 

numerous times because it was that disturbing.  
 

In my dream I am with a lot of people, all business types and athletes, and we are getting ready for some kind of 

presentation.  “Suddenly” there is massive chaos and we all realize that "it's here".  (1st “Black Monday” 

stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?)  I go outside to make my way to the main building so I 

can help people, and people around me are crying/laughing that finally it's here (they're so relieved that it is 

finally here because the wait has been so agonizing) I get to the shores of the other building and the waves are 

coming in like crazy, no one can survive it. I look up on the banks and there are all these Chinese 

soldiers with these really weird long guns coming down. (Financially, the United States is a debtor 

nation to the Chinese, when things fall apart, don’t you think that the Chinese will demand their money, even at 

the threat of war?) I run into the building for safety and realize that I don't have any pants on. I go to grab some 

jeans and right then this huge wave of water with demons on top of it hits the glass of the building and the 

sound is so deafening, so ominous, like a thousand demons screaming all at once. I turn to warn the others and 

tell them we have to get out of here now, then I realize that I barely have my pants on (the feeling of 

despair and embarrassment for not being properly prepared for what has come?) and that I'm still barefoot. I 

wake up laying in my bed shaking and crying and asking the lord to help us all be ready and not be caught with 

our pants down and without shoes. I've only told one other person this but it has haunted me ever since. I can 

still hear the sound of those demons screaming. When I read your new dreams and visions where the guy said 

"we will be caught with our pants down" I almost threw up. Just wanted to share.  Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

Tawnie’s December 08, 2015 Prophetic Dream - ‘December 20th, Caught with My Pants Down’: 
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Steve (Steve Quayle), “Just this morning, Dec 8th, I woke from a dream "caught with my pants down." The Lord 

gave me this dream because of events that happened yesterday. I was instructed to tell my family I couldn't 

travel to go see them at the Christmas party on December 20th for no reason I know of. It really hurt them.  
 

All through the night me and my children had sour stomachs. You know in the pit of your stomach when 

something is horribly wrong. Then I received a dream; I was around my family in some place on the road, like 

we were traveling. Then someone in family asked me to go out of my way and get something for them. I agreed 

and on roller skates (I'm not that great on them) traveled a far distance to get there and spent a lot of money to 

get the item (a pair of tweezers).  Then on the way back I had to get on a on ramp. I was just realizing 

how far I had to go when the on ramp started getting steeper and steeper.  It had a rail on the side I had to cling 

to get up while still wearing roller skates. Towards the end I was using arm strength to pull myself up 

and using footholds in the rail, it was so much more difficult because the wheels of the skates would slide off 

the rails constantly.  
 

I was close to the top when someone told me to try the rail to the side it would be easier. It was like a children's 

playground metal spiral, with the bar in the middle and the spiral metal circles going round from the top 

to the ground. I put one skated foot on it and my balanced tipped, and I had to grab onto the spiral with both 

legs to save myself. I ended upside down sliding down the spiral part way before I could stop 

myself. I was wearing a skirt (unusual for me) and it came up “over my head”.  I was shocked and 

embarrassed and tried to hold my skirt up but couldn't while still upside down. (1st “Black Monday” stock 

market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016, and the feeling of despair and embarrassment for not being 

properly prepared for it?) Thankfully I had on appropriate undergarments so I wasn't completely bare. That 

realized I continued to not worry about what I couldn't help and get back up on that ramp.  
 

I woke up thinking what a strange dream until I got on your dreams and visions this morning and seeing the 

other two posts for the first time.  Summary; I was so far away from where I was supposed to be and what I 

was supposed to be doing to appease my family. I like the other gentleman, had no shoes. Times are going to 

get really hard. The only thing keeping me from falling was the rail or bar I was clinging to. I had a few 

moments where I reacted or paused but then I kept going. The spiral could possibly mean opening dimensions? 

The world will be turned on its head. It was a personal warning to me. Could something possibly 

happen between now and Dec. 20th?? (Time will tell – won’t it?) All I know is the feeling I and my 

children were quaking with last night. Don't get caught with your pants down.”  Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

‘Over My Head’ - The Fray: 
I never knew 

I never knew that everything was falling through 

That everyone I knew was waiting on a cue 

To turn and run when all I needed was the truth 

But that's how it's got to be 

It's coming down to nothing more than apathy 

I'd rather run the other way than stay and see 

The smoke, and who's still standing when it clears 

Everyone knows I'm in 

Over my head 

Over my head 
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Number “18” and the Exiting of the Josephs from Prison – Sign #18: 
(Since America/the World will not do a 180 degree Spiritual Reversal – Judgment Comes)   

 

David Doughty’s May 31, 2016 Prophetic Dream – It’s too late to Perform a 180 Degree Turn: 
“On the morning of May 31, 2016, I dreamed my wife and I were driving on a highway that had two lanes in 

each direction separated by a median.  It was cloudy, but my eyes were drawn 

to a patch of absolute blackness amid the gray.  Then I realized it was a tornado.  

A huge, massive, twisting black tornado that suddenly dominated the whole 

sky.  I thought about driving into the median and doing a 180 

degree turn, but I knew no matter where I turned, the storm 

was coming! 
 

I awoke, knowing this was a message from the LORD.  I prayed for understanding.  The Holy Spirit revealed 

this dream is for our nation, the United States of America, letting us know it is now too late to do a 180.  It 

doesn’t matter what direction we head; destruction is headed our way.  We can’t escape it. 
 

 “I WILL NOT RELENT,” the LORD spoke to me as I lay in bed.  The Holy Spirit directed me to look in the 

Book of Ezekiel. 
 

In chapter 24, Ezekiel was told to mark the day; when Babylon laid siege to Jerusalem.  At the time, Ezekiel 

wasn’t in Jerusalem but in Chaldean captivity.  Previously, God had given them this warning to repent: 

“Repent and turn from your transgressions, lest iniquity be your ruin.  Cast away from you all of the 

transgressions you have committed, and make yourselves a new heart and spirit!  Why will you die, O house of 

Israel?  For I have no pleasure in the death of anyone, declares the LORD God, so turn and live.” (Ezekiel 

18:30-32) 
 

Yet on this day to be marked, God spoke with a different message: 

“On account of your unclean lewdness, because I would have cleansed you and you were not cleansed from 

your uncleanness, you shall not be cleansed anymore till I have satisfied my fury upon you.  I am the LORD; I 

have spoken.  It shall come to pass.  I will do it.  I will not go back.  I will not spare; I will not relent; according 

to your ways and your deeds you will be judged,” declares the LORD God. (Ezekiel 24:13-14) 
 

From my other dreams and visions, I’ve seen the disaster that awaits America if we don’t repent. Our great 

cities will burn.  I had hoped and prayed a great revival would sweep through our land, and we would turn from 

our wicked ways and return to God.  Only now, the terrible black storm is about to hit us.  It is too late.  The 

LORD will not relent from the judgment He has promised because we have not repented.  We shall reap what 

we have sown.” 
 

Some of the Rules of Gematria (we will be using the Standard Conversion form of English Gematria): 

A zero by design is a number which has no beginning and has no end, it is a 

continuous loop, it is eternal!  In Gematria, (Christian numerology) the 

number “0” is pretty much a placeholder number, and represents a state of 

limbo, a state of trial or testing.  It represents a continuous loop of “testing”.  

The testing “0’s” never end, but for us humans, we merely pass in and out of 

the testing, which allows our individual test and trials to end.  Notice that the 

track is always there, it is the cars (cars are symbolic of humans) that move 

in and out of the oval loop not vice versa.   
 

To my fellow codebreakers, that take exception to this pronouncement, and state that I have no right to remove 

inner zero’s from within Gematria sums… stating that I have no right breaking this long standing rule and 

tradition, I ask, who originally gave the right to the creation of the long standing rule in the first place?  I also 

suggest that we all let the evidence speak for itself!  The problem with many codefinders today, is that they 

have little to no “investigative imagination”.  They stay with the tried and true and are afraid to venture out into 
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unknown territories.  It is imperative that we understand the importance of having the freedom to be able to 

drop the zeros from the end of and within the contents of a word’s number.   
 

I am not trying to downplay the significance of the number “0” for all numerical integers including “zero” have 

significance, but I also want to emphasis that the number “0” in Gematria, can be thought of as merely a 

placeholder/s and dropped from the word or phrase sum, as I will illustrate below.  Let’s move on. 
 

Also, within Gematria, duplicate or multiple appearances of the same number 

does not change the value or meaning of the number.  When using Gematria, 

we do not add or subtract word numerical values (go to other code systems 

for that).  An example of this is the number “4” (using the standard 

conversion (A=1, B=2, C=3… Z=26) form of English Gematria) equals faith 

(faith=44 (4)).  One could also solve the numerical value of a large group of 

words (like in a sentence or paragraph) and come up with a total of (4444 

(4)) and it would still represent the meaning of “faith”.   
 

Genesis 4:25 (KJV): 

“And our father said, Go again, and buy us a little food”.=444 (4) 
 

Faith Test: 

Faith “4” Test “0…” (Sometimes people pass the test, sometimes people fail and sometimes they pass only to fail): 

Now if “0”s follow the “4” as in “40” or “400” days or years, it simply represents faith testing for “40” or “400” 

days or years.  God destroyed the earth with flood, by causing it to rain on the earth for 40 days and 40 nights 

(Genesis 7:12).  Per the law, the maximum number of lashes that a man could receive for his crime, was 40 

(Deuteronomy 25:3).  Moses was on Mount Sinai for 40 days and 40 nights (Deuteronomy 25:3).  Goliath 

taunted Saul’s army for 40 days before David slayed him with a slingshot (1 Samuel 17:16).  Moses was on 

Mount Sinai receiving the 10 commandments for 40 days and 40 nights (Exodus 24:18).  Moses interceded for 

the Israelites in Egypt for 40 days and 40 nights (Deuteronomy 9:18, 25).  After fleeing from Jezebel, Elijah 

traveled for 40 days and 40 nights to reach Mt. Horeb (1 Kings 19:8).  Jesus fasted and was tempted by Satan in 

the wilderness for 40 days and 40 nights (Matthew 4:2).  Jonah cried out to Nineveh that in 40 days it would be 

destroyed (Jonah 3:4).  The time period between Jesus’ resurrection and ascension was 40 days (Acts 1:3).  

Moses fled to Midian after killing an Egyptian, where he spent 40 years in the desert managing flocks (Acts 

7:30).  The 12 Israeli spies, spied out the land of Canaan for 40 days (Numbers 13:25).  The Israelites wandered 

for 40 years in the wilderness before going into the Promised Land (Deuteronomy 8:2-5).  Israel served the 

Philistines for 40 years before Samson’s delivery (Judges 13:1).  Israel was afflicted in the land of Egypt for 

400 years (Genesis 15:13, Acts 7:6, Exodus 12:40–41, Galatians 3:16–17). Israel was without a prophet for 400 

years (the years between the Old and New Testaments – “the years of silence”) before the coming of John the 

Baptist (Malachi 4:5-6).  I hope this makes sense?  So let’s move on. 
 

A Closer Look at “18” and “81”: 

On a side note, I find it interesting that the numbers eighty one=108 (18) and one eighty=180 (18) both equal 

“18” and that one hundred eighteen=181.  Now in the rules of Gematria, like number elements (“1” and “8”) 

which make up the number “18”, can be arranged in any order without changing the meaning of number.  In 

other words, “18” (within the Gematria Code) have the same meaning, as do the words with a letter sum of “81” 

and thus they will have the same basic meanings.  Let me try to explain this using a ‘mixing paint’ analogy.  

Think of the number “1” representing one color of paint, while the number “8” represents another color of paint.  

When mixing two equal parts of the two colors of paint into an empty container, we will always get the same 

results an unvarying third color.  It doesn’t matter which of the two colors (the “1” or the “8”) is added to the 

empty container first to achieve the unvarying third color, as long as we add equal amounts of the second color 

to the mix as well. 
 

First Color “1” + Second Color “8” = Third Color (18, 81, 1188, 8811, 11181888, etc). 
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But, to better understand the meaning of the numbers “18” and “81” in Gematria, we need to also break down 

the two numbers into their individual number elements “1” and “8” and look at those meanings first.  Well “1” 

is the number of “beginnings” and “8” is the number of “rebirth” (new beginnings). 
 

Beginnings=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of beginnings 

Rebirth=80 (8) “rebirth”, “test” of some event or something 
 

The Number Elements of “1” and “8”: 

Beginnings=100 (1):  Genesis is the first book of the Bible and it is filled with “beginnings”, such as the first 

man, the first woman, the first marriage, the first child, the first death, etc, etc… As we all know, all of these 

“beginnings” in life, are followed by double testing (“00”), ha, ha. 
 

Some number “1”s: 

Beginnings=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of beginnings 

Hospital=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of medical treatment 

Ointment=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of soothing relief 

Plummet=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of a fall 

Financial fall=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of financial hardship 

Black Monday=101 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “beginnings” of past/future stock market crashes 

Foundation=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of a building or an idea 

Outset=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of something 

Redeploy=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of a troop assignment 

Therefore=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of a thought or a conclusion 

Contrast=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of divergence 

Imitation=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of copying 

Adventure=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of exciting activity 

Division=101 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “beginnings” of dividing 

Martial Law=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of restraint and control – the loss of freedom 

Loosening=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of freedom from something – to set free or loosen 

Seduction=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of being seduced 

Repentance=101 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “beginnings” of repenting 

Restore=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of restoration 

Set apart=101 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “beginnings” of separation from something  

(example: a true Christian is separated from the world) 

Christian=101 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “beginnings” of Spiritual rebirth 

Temperance=100 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “test” of virtue and self-restraint 

Nine-one-one=110 (1) “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “test” of help and rescue 

Eighteenth=101 (1) “beginnings”, “test”, “beginnings” of the numbers “1” and “8” together 

Rebellions=111 (1) “beginnings” of rebel rousers 

Providence=111 (1) “beginnings” of divine guidance 

Newly wed=111 (1) “beginnings” of marriage 

Calculation=111 (1) “beginnings” of calculating 

Computer=111 (1) “beginnings” of computing 

Annihilator=111 (1) “beginnings” of an annihilator 

Executer=111 (1) “beginnings” of an executioner 
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Rebirth=80 (8):  The number “8” is an infinity sign 

rotated vertically.  It is an endless double loop, the 

design often used in toy race car track setups.  “Eight” 

is found in the KJV version of the Bible 80 (8) times 

(74 O/T, 6 N/T)).  A piano has “88” keys and seven 

full octaves.  It takes “8” minutes for the sun’s rays to 

reach (at 186,000 miles per second) the earth.   
 

9 x 9 + 7 = 88 
 

98 x 9 + 6 = 888 
 

987 x 9 + 5 = 8888 
 

9876 x 9 + 4 = 88888 
 

98765 x 9 + 3 = 888888 
 

987654 x 9 + 2 = 8888888 
 

9876543 x 9 + 1 = 88888888 
 

98765432 x 9 + 0 = 888888888 
 

 

After Jesus rose from the grave, He made “8” separate appearances to people: 
 

1:  To Mary Magdalene in the garden (Mark 16:9-11).  

2:  He appeared before two disciples traveling on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24).  

3:  He appeared to all the disciples except for Thomas (John 20:19-24). 

4:  One week late r He appeared to all them including Thomas (John 20:26-29).  

5:  According to the writings of the Paul, Jesus was seen by 500 believers at one time (1Corinthians 15:4-7).  

6:  Jesus also met his disciples at the appointed place in Galilee (Matthew 28:16-17)  

7:  and on Galilee's shores (John 21:1-24).  

“8”:  Then lastly, on the Mount of Olives as He ascended to heaven (Acts 1). 
 

The “8 Ball” is a ball that supposes to predict the future (the “rebirth” of one’s future days).  The weather 

channel “rebirth’s” ‘it’s local on the 8’s’ (TV weather forecasts) every “8” minutes.  There were “8” gates in 

ancient Babylon (the United States is a type of (Twice Speak Code) Babylon) and the eighth gate was named 

Ishtar (the goddess of fertility), where our modern day pagan holiday of Easter derived from.  That’s why 

people celebrate Easter with candy bunnies and chicks, because these animals are very prolific “rebirth’ers”!   

The New Testament (the “rebirth” covenant) was penned by “8” men (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, James, 

Peter, Jude, Paul).  A week has 7 days (Sunday – Saturday) and then the eighth (“8”) is actually the rebirth of 

the first day (Sunday) of the last week.  Jewish circumcision is performed on the day “8”.  Circumcision was an 

outward cutting of the foreskin, which represented the inward cutting or “rebirth” of the heart.  There were “8” 

people on Noah’s Ark, the ship that gave “rebirth” to all of humanity.   
 

Genesis 7:10 (KJV): 

 “And it came to pass after seven days, that the waters of the flood were upon the earth.” =888.  end of death, 

“rebirth” to all of humanity 
 

Some number “8”s: 

Rebirth=80 (8) “rebirth”, “test” of some event or some happening 

Rebounded=88 (8) end of ruin “rebirth” of original status 

Build again=80 (8) end of non-building and the “rebirth”, “test” of building 

Declare again=80 (8) end of non-declaration, “rebirth”, “test” of declaration 

Live again=80 (8) end of death, “rebirth”, “test” of life 

Ceaseless=88 (8) end of discontinuing, “rebirth” of unending, infinite 

Party=80 (8) end of working, “rebirth”, “test” of celebration 

Rebirth=80 (8) 
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Give up=80 (8) end of “rebirth”, “test” of surrender 

Kidnapped=80 (8) end of independence, “rebirth”, “test” of abduction 

Aground=80 (8) end of floating in the water, “rebirth”, “test” coming or stranded on land 

Quaking=80 (8) end of calm in the land, “rebirth”, “test” of shaking in the land 

Son of Adam=88 (8) end of the only man, “rebirth”, of the 2nd man (Abel) (Jesus in the Twice Speak Code) 

Fall of man=80 (8) end of sinlessness, “rebirth”, “test” of the sinning of man 

Evil men=80 (8) end of good deeds, “rebirth”, “test” of evil deeds 

Up rise=88 (8) end of rest/status quo, “rebirth” of unrest/movements 

Agreement=88 (8) end of unrest/disagreement, “rebirth” of a rest/settlement 

Apostle=88 (8) end of world’s doctrine, “rebirth” of God’s doctrine 

Wise men=88 (8) end of foolishness, “rebirth” of wisdom 

Miracles=80 (8) end of the natural, “rebirth”, “test” of the supernatural 

Immanuel=88 (8) end of the “years of silence”, “rebirth” of a relationship with God (a title of Jesus ‘God is with us’) 

Palm Branch=88 (8) end of no ruling kings in the land, “rebirth” of a ruling king in the land 
 

The March 11, 2016 triple overtime college basketball game between UCONN and Cincinnati which ended the 

game (88–85) on freshman Jalen Adams’ thriller more than have court shot! (http://www.sbnation.com/college-

basketball/2016/3/11/11208726/uconn-cincinnati-half-court-buzzer-beater-american-tournament) 
 

Genesis 17:6 (KJV): 

“And I will make thee exceeding fruitful, and I will make nations of thee, and kings shall come out of 

thee.”=888 (8).  end of a cursed downtrodden nation, “rebirth” of a God fearing nation 
 

Genesis 41:7 (KJV): 

“And the seven thin ears devoured the seven rank and full ears. And Pharaoh awoke, and, behold, it was a 

dream.” =888 (8).  end of plenty “rebirth” of dearth and famine to a nation/s (in the Twice Speak Code it represents 

this Jubilee Year) 
 

Proverbs 6:9 (KJV): 

“How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard?  When wilt thou arise out of thy sleep?”=800 (8) end of a spiritual 

sleep, “rebirth” of a spiritual awakening 
 

Proverbs 11:31 (KJV): 

“Behold, the righteous shall be recompensed in the earth: much more the wicked and the sinner.”=800 (8) end 

of deeds, “rebirth” of judgment for deeds 
 

Matthew 26:61 (KJV): 

“And said, this fellow said, I am able to destroy the temple of God, and to build it in three days.”=808 (8) end of 

Jesus’ physical body, “rebirth” of Jesus’ resurrected body 
 

Revelation 2:4 (KJV): 

“Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first love”=800 (8) end of serving God, 

“rebirth” of backsliding  
 

The Numbers “18/81”: 

A cubit, the unit of length used in the Bible’s Old Testament, was measured from the tip of a man's middle 

finger to the point on a man’s elbow. A cubit is roughly “18” inches in length. 
 

The meanings of words with the Gematria numerical values of “1” and “8” are very similar.  They have 

meanings of some type of “beginnings” or “rebirth”.  In fact the word “beginning” has a Gematria numerical 

value that shares both (“1” and “8”) number elements:  Beginning=81.  Basically the number “18/81” represents 

eminent beginnings=180 (18).  Beginnings that are coming immediately, just around the corner, even at the 

door, so to speak.  A reversal in status or direction of a person, people, city, state, nation or the world.  The 

beginning of a king’s rule, the beginning of king’s rule – the birth of a kingdom or nation; the beginning or 

ending of bondage for a nation.  It could also represent a person being healed of an ailment, one buying a new 

http://www.sbnation.com/college-basketball/2016/3/11/11208726/uconn-cincinnati-half-court-buzzer-beater-american-tournament
http://www.sbnation.com/college-basketball/2016/3/11/11208726/uconn-cincinnati-half-court-buzzer-beater-american-tournament
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car, inheriting wealth, losing all of their wealth, going into sin, becoming rebellious, or even experiencing a 

“born again” conversion.   
 

Some number “18”s and “81”s: 

Eminent beginnings=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” 

Repeat Reunions=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” of reunions 

Bringing beginnings=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” beginnings 

Beginning=81 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” beginning 

Born again=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of spiritual new birth 

Brand new=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of new things 

Evolve=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of gradual development 

Redesign=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of designing again in a new way 

Set up=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of arranging 

Arrest=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of seizing someone 

Dominate=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of domination 

Latter Rain=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of ‘last days’ revival 

A heavy yoke=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of bondage 

Kinsman=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of kinsman relationship 

King David=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of God’s King 

Added=18 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of adding 

Dictionary=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of literacy 

Die=18 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of death 

Deed=18 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of ownership to something 

Head=18 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of the top or leadership of something 

Head of the body=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” Jesus’ following 

Encumber=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of burden 

Mad=18 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of anger or craziness 

Rebellious=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of rebellion 

Lust of the eyes”=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” of lust 

The love of money=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” of greed 

Drinketh damnation=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of damnation 

Pharisee=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “beginnings eminent” of hypocrisy/pretense 

Sadducees=81 “rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “beginnings eminent” of hypocrisy/pretense 

Noah walked with God=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” of union with God 

Glory of the Lord=180 (18) “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “test” – “eminent beginnings” of God’s Glory 

Totalitarianism=181 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, “beginnings” – “eminent beginnings” of absolute control 

Latter Rain=118 “beginnings”, “beginnings”, “rebirth”, – “eminent beginnings” of the “Last Days Revival” 

Zeresh=81 (a city in Issachar) 1 Chronicles 12:32 (KJV): “And of the children of Issachar, which were men 

that had understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them were two hundred; 

and all their brethren were at their commandment.” 
 

 “But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which 

is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.”=1881 “beginnings”, “rebirth”, 

“rebirth”, “beginnings”, – “eminent beginnings” of commencement of prayer 
 

Blameless: 

Blameless=88 

Unblameable=88 

 “And He said, now also let it be according unto your words:  He with whom it is found shall be my servant; 

and ye shall be blameless.”=1180 (118) 
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Some of the Number “Eighteen’s” Found in the Bible: 

Judges 3:14 (KJV): 

“So the children of Israel served Eglon the king of Moab eighteen years.” “eminent beginnings” of release 

from bondage 
 

Judges 10:8 (KJV): 

“And that year they vexed and oppressed the children of Israel: eighteen years, all the children of Israel that 

were on the other side Jordan in the land of the Amorites, which is in Gilead.” “eminent beginnings” of release 

from bondage 
 

Judges 20:25 (KJV): 

“And Benjamin went forth against them out of Gibeah the second day, and destroyed down to the ground of the 

children of Israel again eighteen thousand (18,000) men; all these drew the sword.” “eminent beginnings” of 

“test”, “test”, “test” 
 

Judges 20:44 (KJV): 

“And there fell of Benjamin eighteen thousand (18,000) men; all these were men of valour.” “eminent 

beginnings” of “test”, “test”, “test” 
 

2 Samuel 8:13 (KJV): 

“And David gat him a name when he returned from smiting of the Syrians in the valley of salt, being eighteen 

thousand (18,000) men.” “eminent beginnings” of “test”, “test”, “test” 
 

2 Kings 24:8 (KJV): 

“Jehoiachin was eighteen years old when he began to reign, and he reigned in Jerusalem three months. And 

his mother's name was Nehushta, the daughter of Elnathan of Jerusalem.” “eminent beginnings” of the rule of a 

king 
 

1 Chronicles 18:12 (KJV): 

“Moreover Abishai the son of Zeruiah slew of the Edomites in the valley of salt eighteen thousand (18,000).” 

“eminent beginnings” of “test”, “test”, “test” 
 

Luke 13:11 (KJV): 

“And, behold , there was a woman which had a spirit of infirmity eighteen years, and was bowed together, 

and could in no wise lift up herself.” “eminent beginnings” of release from infirmity 
 

Luke 13:16 (KJV): 

“And ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, 

be loosed from this bond on the sabbath day?” “eminent beginnings” of release from infirmity 
 

Revelation 3:3 (KJV): 

“Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not 

watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee.=1818” end of 

lukewarmness “eminent beginnings”,  of a decision (to become hot or cold) 
 

Now in the scope of this Jubilee Year, could the number “18” be indicating that the United States and the entire 

world for that matter, is about to embark into a new era?  A second “Great Depression” and the “Great ‘end-

times’ Revival”?  A time where most of the wealthy will lose their wealth?  A time when the persecuted ‘true 

believers’ and the Joseph’s will be released from their prisons; many of which will gain untold wealth, to use 

for the kingdom?  A time when the captives are set free and the free become bound?  A time where untold 

millions will accept the Lord as Savior?  I believe to the Glory of the Lord=180 (18), that it is that time! 
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Numbers “18” & “81” in this Jubilee Year (1 Tishri 5776 (14 September 2015) – 29 Elul 5776   (02 October 2016)) 

Is it possible that the Gematria words and phrases with “88”, “18” and “81”s in their sums, are trying to tell us 

something about the day and age that we are currently living in?  And more specifically, could they be 

screaming out through the heavens to us in axiomatic code language in this Jubilee Year, that a major birthing is 

about to take place in the coming “Midnight” hour, via the Japanese disasters and the worldwide stock market 

crash?  I believe that the answer is emphatically yes, yes, yes!!!  

 
And how about Taylor Swift, back on Monday August 4, 2014 she uploaded a cryptic 

video: from an elevator, in which she’s shown pressing the button for the 18th floor 

and she hit the button six times! 
 

 

AMC's The ‘Walking Dead’ season 2 episode 10 was entitled:  “18 Miles Out”.  And 

the March 13, 2016 season 6 episode 13 show entitled “The Same Boat”, had its 

character Carol draw a circle around a large number “18” (her kill count) written on 

page of her journal notebook.  The camera closed in with a close-up shot of the number.  

It was supposed to represent the number of living people that Carol had killed to that 

point in time.  What are “they” trying to tell us folks???   

 

A prophetic quote from Brian Carn’s website (http://briancarn.com/prophecy/) “25. The Prophet also mentioned 

in a different day that the Holy Ghost revealed to him that many stars were going to die this year. The Holy 

Ghost told him the number 18 but did not reveal to him what it means.”  “In a different message the Prophet 

mentioned that a major shift in the atmosphere will occur in the month of April, it would be as if 

there was a “change of guard” in the spiritual realm. He also prophesied of the biggest earthquake.” 

 

The DJIA stock market has recently surpassed the 18,000 mark! …there’s that number “18” again!  Also, I have 

watching the active 188-day (there’s that number “18” once more) earthquake cycle arrays and they seem to be 

indicating some big quakes (probably 6.0 or larger) on, or on either side of all of the following 2016 dates:  

April 25, May 01, May 10, May 17, May 23, May 30, June 09 and June 14.   The big 9.0 plus earthquake that I 

am expecting to strike Japan, could very well land on one of these dates.  My research seems to be telling me 

that the April 25th and May 1st dates are the most likely occurrence dates for that event.  Updated: 04/23/2016 
 

The DJIA stock market has recently surpassed the 18,000 mark and is inching up to that number once more! 

…there’s that number “18” again!  Also, I have watching the latest, active 188-day (there’s that number “18” 

once more) earthquake cycle arrays and they seem to be indicating some big quakes (probably 6.0 or larger) on, 

or on either side of all of the following 2016 dates:  May 30, June 9, June 14.   The big 9.0 plus earthquake that 

I am expecting to strike Japan, doesn’t have to, but could very well land on one of these dates, with May 30 th 

and June 14th being the most likely 188-day cycle array dates.  Once again, if you are currently living in the 

Tokyo area or know someone that is, please be mindful of these dates and be prepared to leave the area on short 

notice.  If you see or hear reports of Mt Fuji emitting smoke or ash, get out of town!  If at all possible please try 

to avoid the region on the aforementioned dates, especially on May 30th and June 14th.  Updated: 05/26/2016 
 

Coincidental? 

Is it a coincidence that the word “coincidence” isn’t a word in the Hebrew language?  Was it a coincidence or 

was it God ordained?  If we say it was God ordained that it isn’t in the Hebrew language, than we must also say 

that the word “coincidence” does not belong in the English language as well, right?   So if we claim that 

coincidence is not a God ordained word, then we must believe that it is not a God ordained activity either, 

which means that there is no such thing as a coincidence, and that all occurrences have some meaning …to one 

extent or another.  So let’s look at some non-“coincidental” (“1”, “8”, “81” and “18”) sports occurrences 

leading up to and into this Jubilee Year to see if it isn’t in fact the “eminent beginnings” of a new era …an era 

http://briancarn.com/prophecy/
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of role reversals (of those which are in captivity and those that are free), an era of the second “Great 

Depression” and the “Great end-times Revival”! 
 

“Japanese” pitchers and uniform number “18” (hmmm!): 
Written by Daigo Fujiwara 

“Blog called Mets by the numbers had a kind of interesting post about significance of uniform numbers in 

Japanese culture: Why Igarashi Was Issued No. 18, following the news that Mets’ new reliever, Ryota Igarashi, 

picked the uniform number of 18 this year. 
 

Of course, our man Daisuke Matsuzaka wears number 18 for the Boston Red Sox. 

 

When I first read the question “Why is number 18 significant number in Japan?”, first answer that popped in my 

head, speaking from my personal experience growing up in Japan, was that its because Yomiuri Giants’ number 

18 has always been “Ace’s number.” But funny thing is when I looked it up, in my lifetime only two Yomiuri 

Pitchers have worn 18: Tsuneo Horiuchi from 1967-86 and Masumi Kuwata (also played for Pittsburgh Pirates) 

from 1986-2006. 
 

Horiuchi is no doubt a great pitcher, he is in Japanese hall of fame and won bunch of Sawamura awards and 

MVPs, and Kuwata, for the most part, was a a great pitcher, too. 
 

Other significant pitchers that I came across with quick internet search of who wore 18 are: 

Victor Starffin, Motoshi Fujita (both Yomiuri Giants), Tetsuya Yoneda (Hankyu Braves, Japanese HOF), 

Hideki Irabu (Lotte- Yankees) and Daisuke Matsuzaka (Seibu Lions). 
 

Masahiro “Ma-kun” Tanaka (Tohoku Rakuten Golden Eagles), and Hideaki Wakui (Seibu Lions), who said I 

am not worthy of Daisuke’s 18 at first and wore 16 for a while, wear 18 now, that I can think of off top of my 

head. Both are considered up and coming aces. Wakui won last year’s Sawamura awards.” 
 

2015 Women’s world cup:  

It’s interesting to me that USA defeated Japan (do you see the connection? …the coming 

Japan disasters) in the 2015 women’s World Cup final 5-2. USA’s star goalkeeper was 

Hope Solo (where does your ‘solo hope’ come from?) who wear’s the number “1” on her 

jersey and number “10 (1)” Carli Lloyd’s hat-trick (3 goals) clinched the match! 
 

Anderson Varejao number “17” or “18”? 
Anderson Varejao who played for the Cleveland Cavaliers in the 2014/2015 NBA 

championship against the Golden State Warriors, displayed the number “17” on his 

jersey in a losing cause to the champion Golden State Warriors.  But very interesting to 

me, is the fact that Cleveland has since traded the Brazilian center to Golden State and 

his number has subsequently been changed to “18”.  By the way, the same 2 teams are 

expected to meet again at this year’s 2015/2016 NBA Championship. 
 

The Chicago Blackhawks win the 2015 Stanley Cup Title: 

Marian Hossa number “81” was given his third championship ring after helping 

the Chicago Blackhawks win the Stanley Cup for the third time since 2010, 

defeating the Tampa Bay Lightning 2-0 in Game 6.  The forward's credentials 

are enough to earn him the distinction as one of the greatest players ever to play 

for the Chicago! 
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2015 Triple Crown winner ‘American Pharoah’: 

American Pharoah (do you see the connection with the Joseph’s and 

bondage/freedom, the 2 cows with the 7’s on their foreheads and the beginning of 

the 7-year famine?) won the 2015 Triple Crown while wearing the number “18” on 

his side.  People these events were not coincidental! 

 
 

 

 

Kyle Busch wins the 2015 NASCAR Sprint Cup Series title: 

Kyle Busch won the 2015 NASCAR Sprint Cup Series title in his green 

number “18” race car! 
 

 

 
 
Peyton Manning & Denver Broncos won the 2015/2016 Super Bowl Championship:  

The Denver Broncos quarterback number “18” Peyton Manning led the Broncos in 

the 2015/2016 Super Bowl championship title!  
 

 
The “18/81” (the “1”s and “8”s) Gematria Composition: 

Living instructions for the “7-bad years” for America and the world, commencing in this Jubilee Year: 
  

“For all flesh is as grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of grass.  The grass withereth, and the flower 

thereof falleth away.”=1181 
 

And on the left side Adam=180 (18) in a former age=88 time of trouble and=180 (18) bringing=80 (8) 

rebukes=81 and the curse=118, which waxed=108 (18) the fall of man=80 (8).  “And He said, who told thee 

that thou wast naked?  Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldest not 

eat?”=1180 (118)  “Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into fire.”=811   
 

And on the right side=180 (18), Noah walked with God=180 (18). “For the righteousness of the Lord loveth 

righteousness; His countenance doth behold the upright.”=880 (88).  “And the Word was God”=181, 

Immanuel=88 (8), head of the body=118, glory of the Lord=180 (18), came and lived with man=181  “As He 

saith also in another place, thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec.”=808 (88) 
 

Upbraided=80 evil men=80 (8), embarking=80 (8) maleficent=88 scourge=88, fashioned=81 “and set up over 

his head his accusation written, this is Jesus the King of the Jews,”=808 (88)  
 

High minded=81 Pharisee=81 and Sadducees=81 fail; give way to the=188 apostle=88 (8), wise men=88 (8).  

“Wisdom resteth in the heart of him that hath understanding:  But that which is in the midst of fools is made 

known.”=1081  “He that walketh with wise men shall be wise: but a companion of fools shall be 

destroyed.”=811  “Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling and election sure: for if 

ye do these things, ye shall never fall.”=1188  “For we are the circumcision, which worship God in the Spirit, 

and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh.”=1118   
 

Unshod,=81 a doer of all evil=180 (18) and lukewarmness=180 (18), and prosperity=180 (18), always=81 

die=18.  For it was=111 (1) “the love of money”=180 (18), “lust of the eyes”=180 (18), annihilating=118, the 

first bullock=181.  “For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be 

taken out of the way.”=1118 
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“And Jonah (Twice Speak – delayed judgment) began to enter into the city a day’s journey, and he cried, and said, yet 

forty days, (40 – “faith” “test”) and Nineveh shall be overthrown.”=118  And it is the “gold cow”=188, and it is 

the “golden calf”=188, the looming=118, eminent=80 (8), Black Monday=101 (1) Financial fall=100 (1), 

financial crash=118 and financial stumble=180 (18).  Devoid of my pants=188, plummet=100 (1) and beareth 

all things=180 (18); desolate,=81 “the seed is rotten under their clods, the garners are laid desolate, the barns 

are broken down; for the corn is withered.”=1081 (181)  “I beheld till the (eagle) wings (Babylon and 

Nebuchadnezzar – USA and Obama in Twice Speak Code) thereof were plucked (strength is gone), and it was lifted up 

from the earth, and made stand upon the feet as a man.”=1188  “Then Jacob gave Esau (USA) bread and pottage 

of lentils; and he did eat and drink, and rose up, and went his way: thus Esau despised his birthright.”=1188  

“And they cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, alas, alas, (Twice Speak –“alas, alas”) 

that great city, (Babylon – USA) wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness!  

For in one hour (the Midnight hour) is she made desolate.”=1880 (188) 
 

“Declaring the end from the beginning, and from the ancient times the things that are not yet done.”=818 

“I exhort therefore, that, first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be made for all 

men.”=1118  “If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat; and if he be thirsty, give him water to 

drink.”=801  And it is the men of God=188 and every good path=180 (18), experiencing great=180 (18) 

spiritual drink=181 of blessing,=108 (18) and love unspeakable=180 (18), a hiding place=88 of truth=108 

(18), which no man=108 (18) parteth.=88   
 

“Herein is our love made perfect, that we may have boldness in the day of judgment:  because as He is, so are 

we in this world.”=1088 (188)  “Submit yourselves therefore to God.  Resist the devil, and he will flee from 

you.”=810 (81)  “And why take ye thought for raiment?  Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they 

toil not, neither do they spin.”=1180 (118)  “(For after all these things do the gentiles seek:) for your heavenly 

Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things.”=1118 
 

Forsomuch=118 we pray=88, “and lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: for thine is the 

kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever, amen.”=1188  “Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all 

the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever”=1088 (188).  “And the peace of God, 

which passeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.”=1008 (18)   
 

You are not alone=181 sincerely,=110 (1), me=18, 

David=80 (8) Kenderes=81.  Updated: 04/21/2016 
 

Rob Perrett’s May 18, 2016 Prophetic Dream - I Saw This Steep Slope (Stock Market) All The 

Way Down: 
“I had a very exciting and very bearish dream last night. I’ve been waiting for this for many months, trusting 

that the markets aren’t going to drop off a cliff before God gives me this bearish dream. And now I’ve got it! 

On May 18 2016, I dreamed I was in some kind of cave on the side of a mountain. Outside was a very steep ski 

slope and many people were going down the slope very fast. The entrance to the cave I was in was through a 

narrow channel in the snow. There were high snow walls on either side with a small gap through the middle, 

only big enough for one person. 
 

I was inside the cave with another guy, thinking or imagining how we got in here. It would have been very hard 

to stop on the way down the hill and come into the cave because the opening was very small and you’re going 

so fast you would crash into the wall! I thought it was crazy! 
 

Then I was thinking about leaving and going down. The person I was with exited the cave ahead of me. They 

would need to be careful getting back into the flow of people coming down, but then it was a straight fast path 

all the way down. I saw this steep slope all the way down, at the bottom there was a curved ramp, like they have 

at Olympic ski jumping. I thought this is crazy! Going so fast down and then hitting this jump you would go so 

high! From the jump you would go up to 15,000 feet. I somehow knew the height of the jump, but now I don’t 

recall how low the bottom was. 
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Wow! I was thinking that with that kind of height there is no way you’re going to land without a parachute. I 

saw a guy flying through the air after taking the jump with a parachute on his back because that was the only 

way he would be able to land. There was no hope of landing on skies. End of dream. I never saw him open the 

parachute.”  Updated: 05/26/2016 
 

Too Fast to Fail, How High-Speed Trading Fuels Wall Street Disasters – By Nick 

Baumann, January/February 2013 Issue of Mother Jones Magazine:  
AT 9:30 A.M. ON AUGUST 1, a software executive in a spread-collar shirt and a flashy watch pressed a 

button at the New York Stock Exchange, signing a bell that signaled the start of the trading day. Milliseconds 

after the opening trade, buy and sell orders began zapping across the market's servers with alarming speed. The 

trades were obviously unusual. They came in small batches of 100 shares that involved nearly 150 different 

financial products, including many stocks that normally don't see anywhere near as much activity. Within three 

minutes, the trade volume had more than doubled from the previous week's average. 
 

Soon complex computer programs deployed by financial firms swooped in. They bought undervalued stocks as 

the unusual sales drove their prices down and sold overvalued ones as the purchases drove their prices up. The 

algorithms were making a killing, and human traders got in on the bounty too. 
 

Within minutes, a wave of urgent email alerts deluged top officials at the 

Securities and Exchange Commission. On Wall Street, NYSE officials 

scrambled to isolate the source of the bizarre trades. Meanwhile, across the 

Hudson River, in the Jersey City offices of a midsize financial firm called 

Knight Capital, panic was setting in. A program that was supposed to have 

been deactivated had instead gone rogue, blasting out trade orders that were 

costing Knight nearly $10 million per minute. And no one knew how to shut it 

down. At this rate, the firm would be insolvent within an hour. Knight's 

horrified employees spent an agonizing 45 minutes digging through eight sets 

of trading and routing software before they found the runaway code and 

neutralized it. 
 

By then it was shortly after 10 a.m., and officials from the NYSE, other major 

exchanges, and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority were gathering for 

an emergency conference call. It didn't end until 4 p.m. 
 

IN THE FOUR YEARS SINCE the collapse of Lehman Brothers drove the global financial system to the 

brink of oblivion, new technologies have changed Wall Street beyond recognition. Despite efforts at reform, 

today's markets are wilder, less transparent, and, most importantly, faster than ever before. Stock exchanges can 

now execute trades in less than a half a millionth of a second—more than a million times faster than the human 

mind can make a decision.  
 

Financial firms deploy sophisticated algorithms to battle for fractions of a cent. Designed by the physics nerds 

and math geniuses known as quants, these programs exploit minute movements and long-term patterns in the 

markets, buying a stock at $1.00 and selling it at $1.0001, for example. Do this 10,000 times a second and the 

proceeds add up. Constantly moving into and out of securities for those tiny slivers of profit—and ending the 

day owning nothing—is known as high-frequency trading. 
 

This rapid churn has reduced the average holding period of a stock: Half a century ago it was eight years; today 

it is around five days. Most experts agree that high-speed trading algorithms are now responsible for more than 

half of US trading. Computer programs send and cancel orders tirelessly in a never-ending campaign to deceive 

and outrace each other, or sometimes just to slow each other down. They might also flood the market with 

bogus trade orders to throw off competitors, or stealthily liquidate a large stock position in a manner that doesn't 

provoke a price swing. It's a world where investing—if that's what you call buying and selling a company's 
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stock within a matter of seconds—often comes down to how fast you can purchase or offload it, not how much 

the company is actually worth. 
 

As technology has ushered in a brave new world on Wall Street, the nation's watchdogs remain behind the 

curve, unable to effectively monitor, much less regulate, today's markets. As in 2008, when regulators only 

seemed to realize after the fact the threat posed by the toxic stew of securitization, the financial whiz kids are 

again one step—or leap—ahead. 
 

The Knight episode was "a canary in the mine," says Michael Greenberger, a University of Maryland law 

professor and former regulator at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). "We've been lucky so 

far that this hasn't been more serious." 
 

Knight wasn't the worst-case scenario. Not even close. A lot of high-frequency trading is done by small 

proprietary trading firms, subject to less oversight than brand name financial institutions. But big banks have 

also tried to get in on the act. Imagine a runaway algorithm at a too-big-to-fail company like Bank of America, 

which manages trillions, not billions, in assets. Or, says Bill Black, a former federal regulator who helped 

investigate the S&L crisis of the '80s and '90s, imagine trading algorithms causing "a series of cascade 

failures"—like the domino effect that followed Lehman's collapse. "If enough of these bad things occur at the 

same time," he says, "financial institutions can begin to fail, even very large ones." It's not a question of whether 

this will happen, Black warns. "It is a question of when." 

Years of mistakes and bad decisions led to the 2008 collapse. But when the next crisis happens, it may not 

develop over months, weeks, or even days. It could take seconds. 
 

ALPHA, NEW JERSEY, is a sleepy hamlet in the Lehigh Valley, near the Delaware River. Somewhere in 

town (the owners won't say exactly where) is one of 10 2,000-square-foot amplifier facilities that dot the 

landscape every 75-or-so miles between Chicago and New York City, ensuring that fiber-optic signals travel 

between the two points as clearly and quickly as possible. Spread Networks, the firm that operates the facility, 

may have seen some poetry in the community's name—"alpha" is the term investment managers use to describe 

the performance of an investment after adjusting for risk. 
 

Spread is part of a growing industry dedicated to providing hyperspeed connections for financial firms. A faster 

trader can sell at a higher price and buy at a lower one because he gets there first. A connection that's just one 

millisecond faster than the competition's could boost a high-speed firm's earnings by as much as $100 million 

per year, according to one estimate. 
 

Because of this, trading firms are increasingly pushing the limits to establish the fastest connections between 

trading hubs like New York, Chicago, and London. Every extra foot of fiber-optic cable adds about 1.5 

nanoseconds of delay; each additional mile adds 8 microseconds. That's why companies like Spread have linked 

financial centers to each other by the shortest routes possible. Spread's Alpha facility is one of more than a 

dozen similar centers arrayed along the path of its 825-mile-long, $300 million fiber-optic cable between Wall 

Street and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Spread reportedly charges traders as much as $300,000 a month to 

use its network. Exchanges like the NYSE charge thousands of dollars per month to firms that want to place 

their servers as close to the exchanges as possible in order to boost transaction speeds. Industry experts estimate 

that high-speed traders spent well over $2 billion on infrastructure in 2010 alone. 
 

Traders' need for speed has grown so voracious that two companies are currently building underwater cables 

(price tag: around $300 million each) across the Atlantic, in an attempt to join Wall Street and the London Stock 

Exchange by the shortest, fastest route possible. When completed in 2014, one of the cables is expected to 

shave five to six milliseconds off trans-Atlantic trades. 
 

But why stop there? One trading engineer has proposed positioning a line of drones over the ocean, where they 

would flash microwave data from one to the next like the chain of mountaintop signal fires in The Lord of the 

Rings. "At what point do you say, 'This is fast enough'?" asks Brent Weisenborn, a former NASDAQ vice 

president. 
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The acceleration of Wall Street cannot be separated from the automation of Wall Street. Since the dawn of the 

computer age, humans have worried about sophisticated artificial intelligence—HAL, Skynet, the Matrix—

seizing control. But traders, in their quest for that million-dollar millisecond, have willingly handed over the 

reins. Although humans still run the banks and write the code, algorithms now make millions of moment-to-

moment calls in the global markets. Some can even learn from their mistakes. Unfortunately, notes Weisenborn, 

"one thing you can't teach a computer is judgment." 
 

One set of signals the programs have to weigh are countless trade orders other algorithms send out and then 

quickly rescind. There's a fierce debate about what these abortive trades might be. Some speculate they are new 

algorithms being tested or strategic feints, the equivalent of sonar pings probing the market for a response. 

Some of the fake trades could be aimed purely at gobbling up bandwidth to slow down competitors. "There are 

doubtless former [high-speed traders] who could tell us," Black says. "If I worked for the CFTC or the SEC I 

would be seeking them out to try to learn what was going on." 
 

 
ON THE AFTERNOON of May 6, 2010, CNBC viewers could have mistaken thechannel's programming for an 

apocalyptic blockbuster. The Dow, already down 400 points on bad news from Europe, had suddenly plummeted another 

600. Erin Burnett, wide-eyed, gesticulated at charts to illustrate the "unprecedented" 1,000-point drop. The typically 
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manic Jim Cramer reached a new level of frenzy, shouting at viewers to buy—BUY!—Procter & Gamble, which had 

fallen 25 percent, and wagging his finger at the screen: "If that stock is there, you just go and buy it. It can't be there. 

That's not a real price!" 
 

Prices of nearly every stock and exchange-traded fund had plunged in minutes. Some 300 securities experienced wild 

gyrations, with trades executed at prices as low as a penny and as high as $100,000 a share. During the same second, 

shares of the consulting firm Accenture traded at both $0.01 and $30. 
 

In what was later dubbed the "flash crash," nearly $1 trillion in shareholder value was wiped out in a matter of minutes 

before the market rebounded, eventually closing down 3 percent from the previous day. Almost five months later, 

regulators would conclude that, on a day when traders had already been shaken by the Greek debt numbers, a single 

massive sell order executed by an algorithm belonging to a firm in Kansas had signed a series of knock-on events that sent 

the market into a tailspin. The analysis portrayed "a market so fragmented and fragile that a single large trade could send 

stocks into a sudden spiral," the Wall Street Journal reported. 
 

The flash crash spurred regulators to action—but spurs can only make a horse gallop so fast. No one in Washington makes 

an extra million bucks a year for moving a millisecond faster, and it shows. So far, Congress and the nation's financial 

watchdogs have done more hand-wringing than regulating. In classic Washington fashion, when a Senate subcommittee 

held a hearing in late September on the "rules of the road" for algorithmic trading, the only consensus to emerge was that 
more hearings were needed. 
 

"Thanks to technology, our securities markets are more efficient and accessible than ever before," then-SEC chair Mary 

Schapiro said at an October market technology roundtable. "But we also know that technology has pitfalls. And when it 

doesn't work quite right, the consequences can be severe. Just imagine what can happen if an automated traffic light 

flashes green rather than red, if a wing flap on a plane goes up rather than down, if a railroad track switches and sends the 

train right rather than left."  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

David Kenderes’ January 05, 2016 Prophetic Word – False Flags and Circuit Breakers: 
“While I was in one of my quiet times yesterday, I was asking the Lord about the delay in events (the Japanese disasters 

and the worldwide stock market not happening in the 2015 fall season) and was also contemplating some of James 

Bailey’s and Rachel Baxter’s prophetic write-ups (“False Flag Event Coming Soon from Shadow Figures – James Bailey, 

November 24, 2015”, “Rachel Baxter’s December 2015 Prophetic Word – An Event Will Occur That Will Begin WW3”, 

and “Rachel Baxter’s January 3, 2016 Prophetic Word – I Am Raising Up the Josephs, the Famine Begins on January 

16th” and “James Bailey’s 07/07/14, Prophetic Dream – Sudden Economic Collapse Coming Upon the Whole World”) 

that seemed to be stating that the events projected for 2015 have been delayed and will take place in January of 2016.  

And that there will be a false flag event that will be connected to the worldwide stock market crash that will commence 

war, or at least the threat of war, and possibly even start of WW3!   
 

As a side note:  Keep in mind that even if WW3 were to begin as a result of a worldwide stock market crash, that doesn’t 

mean that the Battle of Armageddon is at the doorstep and that we will soon meet Jesus in clouds at the rapture!  Wars 

have to first start in the hearts and minds of people and nations, followed by strategic planning and studying your enemy’s 

strengths and weaknesses.  It could be months or even years, before the first bullets are fired.  And even at that point, 

small battles and skirmishes between a few countries will take place first, testing the waters, prior to many other nations 

getting involved.  The actual fighting portion of WW2 lasted from 1939 through 1945 and the United States didn’t enter 

the war until December 7, 1941. 
 

Definition of “Circuit Breaker”:  A mechanism that trips to stop stock market trading when the market falls too fast or 

when individual security commodities fall dramatically outside their normal range.  It keeps the market from reaching a 

total meltdown at any one time. 

So anyway, I was praying to the Lord yesterday asking about these things (worldwide stock market crash, China 

threatening to go to war with America after the worldwide stock market crash and what the “false flag” event might 

represent) and I believe that the Lord told me that the US stock market will disable their “circuit breaker” mechanism 

allowing the shadow government to run the US market dry, including all of China’s US stock market investments.  The 

shadow government (bad guys) have the technology to do this folks, just read the Mother Jones Magazine article directly 

above.  I hope that I heard that Word correctly, but I’m pretty sure that the “circuit breaker” mechanism will be the focal 

point of this future quandary.  What was very interesting to me was that this morning when I turned the TV on to the 

financial network (CNBC) and the very thing that they were discussing was the “circuit breaker” and how China has used 
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their “circuit breaker” system twice just this week and that they have just announced that they have decided to suspend the 

future use of their “circuit breaker” protection mechanism!  Things are beginning to heat up folks!”  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

The First & 2nd (Last) Worldwide Aircraft Crashes: 
The Wealthy will Lose Their Wealth and the Joseph’s (Apostles) are Set Free: 
Eve Brast’s February 13, 2012 Prophetic Dream of an Economic Collapse: 

I had a dream on 2/13/12 that I was in a mall/airport.  I was with many people and “suddenly” to the east of us 

a medium-sized volcano erupted (Mt. Fiji and the 1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 

2015 or early 2016?) so completely that it left a huge black crater in the earth. (This represents the downfall of 

the EU economy) 
 

After this, the TSA in this "airport" shut off all exits.  It then separated the men from the women and children. 

Men were put on the first floor and women and children on the second floor.  

I found my way down to a large arcade/casino area where they were keeping people distracted from what was 

happening. Then the wall at the south of the building disappeared and I saw a massive volcano (2nd “Black 

Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering 

in the 2nd Great Depression?) starting to rumble and shake and big chunks of volcanic rocks were falling to the 

ground. These two volcanoes seemed to erupt fairly close together in timing. (1st and 2nd stock 

market crashes of this Jubilee Year (2015-2016) in rapid succession with a short recovery in between?) 

The TSA announced they were going to allow people to start evacuating the building by numbered tickets. I 

went by faith and got into the first group of people they were going to release, even though I had no ticket.  As I 

was standing in the line, a man ahead of me saw me and said, "Here. You can have my ticket." I looked at the 

ticket and it had the number ‘88’ on it. (the number ‘88’ is the number of “Apostles” (Gematria Code – 

‘standard conversion’) – does this represent the ushering in of the Joseph’s?) 

Then they opened the doors and we all ran out of the building into the dark.  It was raining but I wasn't getting 

wet.  I saw a pick-up truck with its headlights on I saw the same man who gave me the ticket tying down his 

son's white rocking horse in the truck bed. I ran and jumped into the truck bed and laid down on my back, 

underneath the white horse.  

Then the truck sped off north toward the "border."  I thought to myself that if I laid under the horse close to the 

right side of the truck bed the border patrol guard wouldn't see me.   

The scripture the Father gave me for this dream was:  

Ezekiel 4:16: 

“Moreover he said unto me, Son of man, behold, I will break the staff of bread in Jerusalem: and they shall eat 

bread by weight, and with care; and they shall drink water by measure, and with astonishment” 

There seemed to be an excitement among us all, like we were preparing for an event that was about to happen. I 

was starting to become a little weary and frustrated, but I heard the Holy Spirit say, "Endure just a little while 

longer."  I decided to go to the hotel lobby.  There were other brethren walking around the lobby and much 

preparation was going on.  Something made me stop and face the wall of the lobby and, as I did, a hole opened 

up in the wall and I saw an open vision. 

I saw Moses kneeling down on both knees in white clouds. I was looking north toward the US and he was 

positioned in the clouds over the eastern half of the U.S.  There was a very bright light shining on him and he 

had his hands up and was squinting, trying to look in that direction. His hair looked golden and was dripping 

with oil that glistened in the bright light.  
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He was wearing a white linen garment and sandals. The oil had also soaked the shoulders of the garment. But he 

was clean-shaven.  I asked the Father for a scripture for this dream and my finger fell on:  

Isaiah 1:26: 

“And I will restore thy judges as at the first, and thy counsellors as at the beginning: afterward thou shalt be 

called, The city of righteousness, the faithful city.” 

The voice of God spoke to him out of the light and said, "It's been 40 years."   Moses said to Him, "But I am so 

small.  How shall I stand?"  I asked the Father for a scripture for this saying and my finger fell on:  

Ezekiel 11:15: 

Son of man, thy brethren, even thy brethren, the men of thy kindred, and all the house of Israel wholly, are they 

unto whom the inhabitants of Jerusalem have said, Get you far from the LORD: unto us is this land given in 

possession.” 

Prophet Brian Carn’s 12/3/2015 Prophetic Word (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83MhcMxYyPk ): 
25:16 mark:  “But the Lord said there’s a collapse (financial) coming that will not just affect the middle class 

and the poor.  It’s gonna affect the rich.  But he that dwelleth in the secret place of the most high shall 

abide under the shadow of the Almighty. (Psalms 91:1)”   

47:20 mark:  “A tsunami warning is getting ready to be issued to Japan.” (from the massive 

Tokyo earthquake? Let me remind everyone that tsunami ONLY happen when an earthquake strikes a 

subduction zone, i.e. Japan) 

1:05:53 mark:  “Coming into the New Year there’s gonna be a major catastrophe.   

(Tokyo earthquake, tsunami and Mt Fuji eruption?) Where people normally rejoice for the New 

Year, they are not going to rejoice so much.  But we will – yeah!”  Updated: 12/05/2015 
 

Prophet Brian Carn’s 12-05-2015 Prophetic Word (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bk9gU0Zn1uU): 

27:55 mark:  “I want you all to pray for Japan, because I see a tsunami about ready to hit Japan!  

Japan is gonna be on a tsunami watch, so watch that on the news.”  Updated: 12/10/2015 
 

Brian Carn’s November 29, 2015 Prophetic Word - My People Are Going to Understand  

“The Just Shall Live by Faith”, courtesy of James Bailey: 
God spoke to me and He said, “The world thinks America is going to be terrorized by ISIS, but they are not 

going to be terrorized by ISIS. They are going to be terrorized by demons. There is something about to hit 

America that is going to break the backbone of America.” 
 

“There is an economic collapse that is getting ready to come to America where even the rich 

are not going to be rich any more. What is getting ready to happen in America, My people are going to 

really understand the just shall live by faith.”  Updated: 12/11/2015 
 

Merlene’s Prophetic Dream about Two Black Horses, April 16, 2014: 
Early this morning, I had a dream in just a few seconds. “I was looking at what seemed a very large rectangular 

picture frame. In the lower left area in the foreground, I saw a black horse, but only his chest, and that he was 

raising up on his hind legs. He was pawing the air; his head was back and forth as if anxious to go but being 

held back by some invisible hand.  My attention was then drawn to the upper center portion, just below the 

frame, by some movement. This was more in the distance.  As I peered to see clearer, it was a chariot with 

two black horses.  (1st and 2nd “Black Monday” stock market crashes?) As they moved toward the very 

edge of the frame, toward the right corner, they disappeared” and I woke up.  
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A short time later, I asked, "Lord, did I really see this?  Did I remember a chariot?  You must show me again or 

let me see a verse with 'horse' and 'chariot' in it."  Pulling two markers from my Bible, I then opened at random 

with my eyes closed put my finger on {2Sa.15:1}  

“Now it came about after this that Absalom provided for himself a chariot and horses and fifty men as runners 

before him.” 

Turning, I read, {Rev.6:5} When He broke the third seal, I heard the third living creature saying, "Come." I 

looked, and behold, a black horse; and he who sat on it had a pair of scales in his hand. 

Concentrating on the question in my mind, was it one horse or two pulling the chariot? I asked the Lord to show 

me a verse with multiple 2s or the word “two’ in it.  Closing my Bible, it fell open to Psalm 55:22.  My finger 

was under 22.  {Psa.55:22} “Cast your burden upon the LORD and He will sustain you; He will never allow the 

righteous to be shaken.” 

Then, asking the Lord for another verse about the black horse, I received by random: {Zec.6:2} With the first 

chariot were red horses, with the second chariot black horses... {6} with one of which the black horses are going 

forth to the north country; and the white ones go forth after them, while the dappled ones go forth to the south 

country. 

Mena Lee Grebin’s 2013 Prophetic Vision: 

Mena heard “death to finances” and saw the black horse and the third horseman of the apocalypse ride out. 

She was told that a recession (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) 

within a recession (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd 

stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?) was coming to America. The stock market 

would crash, small businesses would fail and those that depend on food stamps, welfare, section 8 and other 

government benefits would see them dry up. She was shown a calendar with the months of September (1st 

“Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015?) through December (2nd “Black Monday” stock 

market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great 

Depression?) highlighted, meaning that this was when this vision would come to pass.  

Beginning in January of 2015, the Lord began to say repeatedly to her that the September thru December 

onset of the crises she was shown it will take place in 2015. She was told to begin to stock up on food for 

her family, ministry and others so that she could share what she had stored up during the coming time of need. 

She was also told that these preparations must be completed by the end of the summer (2015). 

Emma Moore’s Prophetic Dream - Do Not Be Afraid When the Bull Begins to Run Again: 
I was standing in a large field under a single tree (America?) – which is interesting because we're in the month 

when the King is in the field. I was trying to protect someone and when I came to them, I said, "The Beast has 

been loosed!" The person I was trying to protect got up and they were able to run. (1st “Black Monday” stock 

market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?)  I turned and saw a BULL and it was running straight for me 

and I knew I couldn't do anything. “Suddenly” the bull was over me (under the weight of the financial crash) 
and I was under it and I was at peace; the BULL was just standing there. (it stopped running because it had 

crashed) 

I said, "Lord, Chuck (Chuck Pierce) gave a word when we were in Malaysia that said when you get in a 

situation that you can't do anything about, ask for an angel. So you're going to have to send an angel to help me 

here." 
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Robert Holmes’ Prophetic Word: 
“…There will shortly come a time when Wall Street will collapse. No longer shored up by public confidence, it  

will swagger under the weight of national debt. On a day of frenzied trading, it shall tumble the nation 
into turmoil and depression. (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or  

early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?) The attention of  

the creditor nations will be drawn to America. I saw a time of conferences and meetings, 

international concern and intervention by prominent international organizations in domestic 

economics and affairs. For the first time in US history, international organizations will intervene 

in domestic affairs. I saw international troops on US soil. A national economic crisis, and localized crises 

will be announced, and utilizing certain powers, the US President will call FEMA (Federal Emergency 

Management Agency) into action. You will see Black Helicopters on television and this will be a sign. 

When she (America) is weakest, a set of disasters will befall the nation. 
 

Eve Brast’s 10 September 2012, Prophetic Dream – Disaster in the Sky: 
“I dreamed my husband, Eddie, and I were sitting in old lawn chairs, like the kind my parents owned back in the 

1970s.They were green and white checkered nylon on aluminum frames. My husband and I were resting in 

these chairs at what I knew was the beginning of Daniel's 70th week. (Mat.24:21) for then shall be great 

tribulation, such as hath not been from the beginning of the world until now, no, nor ever shall be.   
 

We were seated at the edge of a very large clearing, the size of about two football fields, in the middle of some 

woods. It was almost as if we were waiting to see a fireworks show. (We were facing the clearing because we 

have eyes to see and ears to hear.)  
 

There were people milling around back in the woods all around the clearing. (These people were distracted by 

worldly things and their views were blocked by the trees, so they couldn't "see the forest for the trees.") To the 

right side of this clearing, from where we sat, there was a large multi-story flight museum that was also set at 

the edge of the clearing.  
 

“Suddenly”, I heard a very strange sound I have never heard before. It was a combination of rumbling and 

some sort of sound weapon that caused visible ripples in the air. I looked up in the sky to my left and saw two 

very large Blackhawk helicopters (2 “Black Monday” stock market crashes?) escorting the presidential 

Air Force One plane, but they were very low to the ground. In front of the helicopters, there was a 1920s black 

vehicle (representing the past 1929 stock market crash & Great Depression?) tumbling end-over-end 

through the air (representing a volatile stock market crash and looming and 2nd Great Depression?) out in 

front of the helicopters. I asked Eddie, "How are they floating that car in the sky?" (stock market bubble?) They 

all made a diamond formation and proceeding out from the Air Force One and the helicopters there were two 

ripple-shaped arrows; one was pointing forward and the other was pointing backward, like this: < >. There was 

one arrow in front of the vehicle and the other arrow was behind the plane. These ripple arrows were keeping 

this vehicle artificially suspended in the air. (The elite powers are keeping the market artificially suspended for 

their profits, but also as a weapon against us that will result in the destruction of our economy and the lives of 

many people. The 1920s-style vehicle is what the Father used to let me know that this dream was about a 

market crash that is very soon to come.) The arrows remind me of Ecclesiastes 1:9.   
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I was very appalled at this sight because it was so foreign, and stranger than anything I'd ever seen before. (This 

crash will be like nothing we've ever seen before.) They were all heading toward the flight museum building. 

“Suddenly”, a space shuttle with the Air Force symbol on its tail and only a single thruster 

crashed through the outer wall of the museum building from one of the middle floors and took to 

flight (coming out of the 2008 recession/crash and entering into the 1st stock market surge 2008 – 2015?). The 

space shuttle ascended up to the same level as the 

tumbling car (looming stock market crashes & 2nd 

Great Depression?), going in the opposite direction 

toward the back arrow behind Air Force One. When it 

realized it was going to crash into the 1920s vehicle 

that was being artificially suspended in the diamond 

formation, the space shuttle ducked underneath 

the formation to avoid hitting it (1st “Black 

Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or 

early 2016?)  and flew under it. (I read an article on 

September 21st about the retiring of the space shuttle 

Endeavor to a museum in California. The name Endeavor reminds me of the works of the arm of the flesh. Our 

"endeavors" to save ourselves.) 
 

Once the shuttle got past the Air Force One plane, it shot back up (2nd stock market surge happening after the 1st 

“Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) to the same flight level as the diamond 

formation and tried to thrust through the tip of the back-pointing ripple arrow. As soon as the nose of the shuttle hit the 

inside tip of the ripple arrow behind Air Force One, I saw a fireball explosion and the shuttle was thrown backward and 

began to tumble toward the ground where my husband and I were sitting. I told my husband, Eddie,    "This thing is 

going to crash!" (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market 

surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?) We both leaped up and ran to jump over a very large, fallen tree 

trunk that was back a little way from the clearing. This all happened in slow motion, like a scene out of a movie. It was a 

supernatural move that we could not have accomplished in our own strength.  
 

I looked over the top, just in time to see the left tip of the shuttle's wing dig into the ground about 10 feet from where we 

had been sitting and explode with great force, sending destructive ripples throughout the air in all directions including 

ours. But the tree trunk sheltered us from the blast. This tree trunk was so large in circumference that it covered our heads 

as we were sitting upright behind it. I turned to Eddie and said, "Boy! We escaped it just in time!" He smiled at me and 

exclaimed, "Yeah!"  After it was safe to come out, I noticed that the few people who were closer to the clearing saw what 

happened, but the majority of the people, who were further back in the woods, were still milling around there, as if they 

weren't aware of what had just happened.   
 

I then found myself over near the wall of the flight museum, where I was inspecting the 

damage that the space shuttle had caused as it had crashed through the side of the 

building. There were lots of bricks and broken glass all over the ground. “Suddenly”, 

I heard screams of terror coming from inside the building. Then the "Death Angel" 

that was painted on the mural of the Denver Airport jumped out through the 

hole and landed on the rubble from the hole. But instead of being green, as he is in the 

painting, he was gray. (Gray is the color of the pit.).  He had on a trench coat, a gas 

mask, jackboots, an officer's hat and he carried a machine gun. (The officer's hat indicates that this attack on humanity 

will come from high up in the chain of command because the elite have orchestrated this scenario.) As soon as his feet hit 

the ground, screams of terror came from all directions from back in the woods that surrounded the clearing. Chaos broke 

out among all the people, who immediately panicked and began running throughout the woods. (This great market crash 

likely signals the beginning of the seven years of the tribulation wilderness.)” 
 

Daniel Holloran’s 20 March 2009, Prophetic Dream: 

 “I saw the space shuttle with the bay open descending, actually falling out of the sky (1st “Black 

Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?)  and making sounds like a helicopter does that is 
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about to crash; it was rotating wildly on a plane as do helicopters about to crash.  Our house is across the street 

from a large church parking lot. I saw the shuttle drop out of view in front of our house (I was in the back yard) 

and knew it "dropped" into the church parking lot; (Tribulation begins for the Mega Prosperity 

Gospel Positive Thinking churches?) however, a second or so later it came up off the ground, (2nd 

stock market surge happening after the 1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 

2016?) rose above my house (2nd stock market surge happening after the 1st “Black Monday” stock market 

crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) and crashed for good (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in 

the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?) 

off to the right of my home (where an unsaved family lives).” 
 

I knew it was fall (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) because the 

grass was not green, but dying, and the tree's leaves had turned colors. It seemed to me that we 

will be "under" the bull for a while because when the dream ended I was still under him and it was part of what 

the Lord did to assist me angelically. 
 

Chris Garber’s Prophetic Dream – Spaceship Economy Crash, May 04, 2010: 

I dreamed that I was in a giant spaceship (stock market surge of 2008 – 2015?).  I don’t remember exactly 

what it looked like, but it was huge.  I remember that I felt lucky to be on the ship, (1st stock market surge 2008 

– 2015?) even though it seemed as though everyone else on the ship was just “tolerating” me (the world’s view 

of Christians).  I felt “lucky” to be on it, I thought.    
 

The spaceship was flying all around and over the earth. (It will be a worldwide event) It never was 

really high off the planet, but I remember that we went all over the world, very fast (1st stock market surge 2008 

– 2015?).  I remember being able to pick out different continents and making out different landmarks.  I don’t, 

however, remember the ship ever “traveling” out into space very far, even to the moon or anything.    
 

The next scene I remember is that I realized that the spaceship was “crashing.”  I realized, as I looked out 

the window, that the spaceship was crashing into the United States -- as in the lower 48 states.   I remember 

sitting in somewhat of a “pod” with windows all around my head.     
 

The spaceship kind of “crash” landed rather softly (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 

2015 or early 2016?), without any sound, down, down down -- real slowly.   I could see that the ship was 

covering the whole 48 states.   From my vantage point, I was kind of in the part of the ship that crashed into the 

southern California.   
 

I remember that all of the people, and I mean ALL of the people, were rushing around.  They were hysterical, 

upset and not sure what to do.  It was a scene of quiet chaos.  I remember that I was the only person not upset, 

worried or even concerned.  I remember audibly saying some type of quick prayer and thanking the Lord in the 

name of Jesus for safety and provision (God will take care of those who put their faith and trust in Him!).  
 

In the next scene, I saw the “powers that be” looking for people to figure out what happened to the ship and 

why it crashed.  There were people from the original “crew” of the ship, as well as the “general” public 

assembling to work together.   As this group was forming, the persons in charge made an announcement.  They 

informed the group, “There is no money and there will be no assistance from your government.    

 “You have plenty of time to assemble and work on the ship (2nd stock market surge (fall of 2015 or in early 

2016), happening shortly after the 1st “Black Monday” market crash which occurs in the fall of 2015 or early 

2016?). The United States government doesn’t want the ship or anything on it.”  Then I woke up.  Updated: 10/03/2015 
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Sarah Beveridge’s July 12, 2014 Prophetic Dream – America to Crash Again, Transcribed: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nqxfvs6IkrE 
 

“The dream is from the Lord.  I had prayed the night before 

and asked the Lord for a confirmation of the things that are 

coming and comfort for what I was going to be doing and 

needing.  You know, I just wanted the Lord to speak to me 

about the things that are going to be coming and what we’re 

going to be dealing with.  And so He did.  He spoke very 

clearly in this dream.  Now there are some things that He 

hasn’t fully revealed to me yet, but I’m going to go ahead and 

release the dream for the Body of Christ and pray about it, if 

you feel lead.  But the dream helped me a lot, to be 

comforted.” 
 

 “So the dream starts out and I’m packing to go on a trip.  And in the suitcase, I am putting tupperware 

containers in the suitcase and they’re empty.  And then also, I am putting a loaf of bread into the suitcase.  And 

I’m leaving my old boss’s …I don’t know if I am leaving his house, or where I used to work – that part’s a little 

unclear, all I know is that I’m leaving.  He’s there, but I’m leaving.  So I’m kind of taking that as that, this is, 

I’m leaving my old job.   
 

So I’m getting ready to catch a four o’clock flight on American airlines.  And I’m rushing because, it’s leaving 

very soon, I know that I don’t have a lot of time.  So I get to the airport and I’m sure where the American 

airlines terminal is and I ask people and they go oh it’s over there.  So I go over there and right as I get to the 

terminal, the stewardess’ are getting ready to block off the terminal, because the flights gonna be leaving and 

there’s not enough time.  So I rush to go to the gate and then I’m standing in line to get on the plane and I look 

at my ticket.  And the ticket says:  American airlines flight 1100 this flight has crashed before.  

That’s what it said.  It said:  American airlines flight 1100 this flight has crashed before.   
 

So I go to get on the plane and I’m looking for my seat.  And I look over to the right side of the plane and I see 

my seat, it is a window seat.  And I go to sit there.  And outside the window is blue skies and I see that the 

fabric covering of my seat is a multicolored tapestry.  It’s just a beautiful fabric, a multicolored tapestry.  So I 

sit in my seat and the people are mulling around, moving around and some people are getting off the plane, 

which I thought was strange.  And then I look over to my right, and I see that there’s a whole section of the 

airplane that is like quartered off and you couldn’t access it.  And it’s dark and all of those seats are empty.  

And that’s the end of the dream.”  
 

What I believe to be the Dream Interpretation: 
Leaving my Old Job and Boss: represents God preparing us for new jobs and new assignments.  

Catching a 4 o’clock Flight: represents a faith walk with God.  The number of “faith” is “4”.  

Empty Tupperware Containers put into the Suitcase: Not prepared physically for bad times.  

Bread put into the Suitcase: represents the Bread of Life, the Word of God which is Jesus, in other words 

being prepared spiritually for bad times by having a relationship with Jesus.  

American Airlines plane: American grandeur, power and might (first economically and then militarily)  

Ticket “American airlines flight 1100 this flight has crashed before”: represents previous stock market 

crashes, namely 911 (the first plane to crash into the towers was American Airlines Flight number 11). 

Rushing through the Airport to Catch the Flight: represents that there isn’t much time left before the next 

American (and the world) stock market crash occurs.  

Multicolored Tapistry of the Seat Covering: A throw-back to Joseph’s coat of many colors, the covering and 

protection over Joseph while he was in the pit and in the prison.  Setting the timing for this American airlines 

plane crash.  The Joseph’s have not yet been released and won’t be released until the plane actually crashes. 

Those getting off the Plane before it took off: represents the “lost” (those seated on the left side of the plane) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nqxfvs6IkrE
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and the “saved” (those that were seated on the right side of the plane) that chose to physically prepare and get 

out of the stock market before it crashes. 

Empty Dark Seats Partitioned off on the Right side of the Plane: represents the Christians who never got on 

that plane …the ones who were both spiritually and physically prepared for what is coming very soon! 

Sitting in the Window Seat on the Right side of the Plane: represents the seats of the righteous. The “right” 

side represents the true Christians (righteous).  This represents the Christians that are prepared spiritually but 

not physically for the Great economic crash that is coming!  They chose to stay on the economic roller coaster 

ride that is about to crash!  Many Christians will be hurt as a result of this crash, but God can sustain them. 

Blue skies: represents everything seemingly good, seemingly in order – no worries, even though a storm was 

looming, coming soon, approaching just out of view!  Updated: 02/02/2016 
 

John Little’s, March 2015 Prophetic Dream – Lockheed C5 Cargo Plane Crashes: 
“In my dream, I was in a familiar place: 
 

Just down the road from my childhood home there’s another road that T-Bones into a 90 Degree Curve in our 

road. Directly across from the intersection is a Home in a cyclone-fenced in yard. The road that T-Bones into 

ours is called ------- Road (But I’ve always known it as CEMETERY ROAD as a SMALL 100 Plot Cemetery 

sit’s midway —- about 200 yds, down the road)… 
 

I was beside the cemetery (The Road circles around it) walking back towards our road when: 
 

A Plane (It was a USAF Lockheed C5-Galaxy) came SCREAMING OVER my left shoulder at Tree Top Level 

causing me to swing my head up and stumble – the Roar, Vibration and Shuttering nearly took me off my feet, 

and then a massive fireball rose over the home (again about 200 yards away) when it IMPACTED  

(1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) into a GROVE OF SMALLER 

TREES behind the home (The one that sat in the fenced in yard across from the intersection and inside the 

curve).  Again the CONCUSSION/SHOCK WAVE from the IMPACT nearly took me off my feet blowing me 

nearly backwards as I leaned into an ALL OUT RUN towards the accident. I jumped the fence and first ran into 

the front door of the home where an Older Woman (Lukewarm Church?) sat in total shock peering at the 

Fire and Smoke through a rear window frame (All Glass blown out)! 
 

Recognizing that she was O.K. — just in shock, I most immediately turned and ran back out the front door 

and around the right side of the home to the rear where there WAS NOTHING LEFT of the Plane —     

(nothing left of the stock market?) just Smoke and Small Fires and one or two of the most indestructible parts of 

the plane — landing gear and may be an engine or so….. seeing NOTHING/NO-ONE 

(ABSOLUTE/UTTER/TOTAL DECIMATION) — I ran straight to the only piece (Landing Gear) that was 

clear to me and lifted it finding only a “WEDDING RING” buried in the soot and ash!!!! 
 

That “Wedding Ring” panned in and became larger and larger as the dream faded into darkness…… end of 

dream!!!! 
 

It was a C-5 the Largest Transport in the USAF Inventory. 
 

The message was clear!!! America’s about to CRASH!!! 
 

I awoke with an immediate understanding of ALL THESE things — the first being (Why by the Cemetery?) —- 

I awoke with the passage in my mind: 
 

Matthew 23:27-33: 

27 “Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like WHITEWASHED TOMBS, 

which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside are full of the bones of the dead and everything unclean. 

28 In the same way, on the outside you appear to people as righteous but on the inside you are full of 

HYPOCRISY and WICKNEDNESS.  29 “Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You 

build TOMBS for the prophets and decorate the graves of the righteous. 30 And you say, ‘If we had lived in the 
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days of our ancestors, we would not have taken part with them in shedding the blood of the prophets.’ 31 So 

you testify against yourselves that you are the descendants of those who murdered the prophets. 32 Go ahead, 

then, and complete what your ancestors started!  33 “You snakes! You brood of vipers! How will you escape 

being condemned to hell? 
 

The WEDDING RING?! 
 

DIVORCE!!!! 
 

G-d has DIVORCED America and she’s about to CRASH and be DECIMATED!!!! 
 

The GROVE of smaller trees she crash’s into are clearly smaller nations that she’s about to FLY HEADLONG 

INTO!!!! 
 

The “SHOCKED OLD WOMAN” was “Your MOTHER shall be sorely Ashamed/Confounded” — it’s a verse 

in Jeremiah!”  Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

Prophetic Dream of a Black Transport Airplane Crash – David Jones, October 28, 2015 

Last Night 10/28/15 I dreamed I was at an airport and “suddenly” some alarming news was announced. I 

looked in the sky and watched a massive black transport plane crash. (Dow Transports?) (1st “Black 

Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) Then I looked up and saw invading military 

helicopters and then soldiers on the ground. There was no escape and the soldiers were on me in a second. One 

was British and one was German. (British and German economies affected?) They did not do anything 

to me. Next I was still at the airport but there were no soldiers and I asked a man where they were and he said 

they were at a busy store because that was where the people were going to buy goods. (food 

store rampage time?)  Updated: 10/29/2015 
 

Stephen Hanson’s Prophetic Word: 

“…You will see the stock market crash more than it did during the deep depression.”  “Those 

who put their trust in riches will be utterly disappointed. For the stock market crash that happened 

many years ago will be nothing compared to this event that is coming…” “You have known 

about the stock market crash that took place in the earlier part of the last century. I tell you that things in 

the financial world will take place even worse than that.”  (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash 

in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) 

Stock market crash with a drop of 5000 points - Garrett Crawford, May 28, 2009: 
“The first thing I recall in this dream is I was lying in bed, reminiscing about a strange dream I had seen. In this 

dream, I had met a young, red-haired man who was the nephew of author Tom Clancy. After getting out of bed, 

it had crossed my mind that I had to go over to a friend of mine's home for something and he was expecting me.  

I got in my car and drove over to his home; I walked up the step and opened the door. As I swung the door 

open, I saw two men whom I had never met before, sitting in my friend’s living room. One was a heavy-set man 

and the other was a younger fellow with red hair. The red-haired man was setting up a camera and tripod, as if 

he was going to film me, like in a documentary. At this point, I knew that he was in fact Tom Clancy’s nephew. 

I walked over to him and asked “Do you believe in prophetic dreams?” He replied with a yes. I then told him 

that the Lord revealed to me this morning that I would be meeting him. After this encounter I found that the two 

men were impressed with this miracle and that allowed me to be able to talk with them about many things. After 

some conversation and time had passed, one of the men, either my friend or the heavy-set companion of the 

nephew, said to me, “You know, I never forgot what you said about the market crashing; I still think about 

that.” (I guess he was referring to the dream I had about a year ago where I feel the Lord showed me two 

crashes of the market.) (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016, followed 
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by 2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge 

occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?)  Updated: 11/27/2015 
 

“Yesterday the market dropped like a hundred-and-something points; I think you were right on.”  (I had the 

dream on the 28th, so if the dream was correct there should have been a loss of over 100 points on the 27th. I 

looked it up and found the market closed down 173 points on the 27th. So maybe this was just a sign that an all-

knowing intelligence was at work in my dream.) 
 

I solemnly responded to him that that wasn‘t the crash. I told him to expect something closer to the 

market index crashing to 5000 (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 

2016?)  (or losing 5000 points, I can’t remember exactly. I never perceived in the dream that this one-day loss 

of 100+ points would directly precede the greater crash, but that it would be a way down the road. I think the 

man's comment represents the worldly, hopeful belief that the worst is over or that only a little pain will be felt. 

But to the lost's surprise, the crash that is soon to come will be beyond their worst fears.)” 
  

I have a limited knowledge of Tom Clancy. I know that he rights political upheaval-themed novels that involve 

terrorist attacks and wars. I have even heard that he has an eerie gift to be able to write things in his novels that 

have strikingly similar characteristics to what happens in our world today. Maybe someone else who reads this 

could explain what, if any significance, he or his red-headed nephew could mean in this dream. 
 

Rick Sergent’s Prophetic Vision - LARGEST CRASH IN U.S. HISTORY, July 12, 2012 
 “This was a vision I had the night before I was to go to Louisiana to minister. I saw a large grass hut with a big 

party deck on it. People laughing, drinking, eating and dancing. Many of them had drinks in their hand while 

doing various activities at the same time. This large party hut was on the beach. It seemed to be twilight or 

getting dark.  There was a volleyball game going on too, on the beach. People in their swimsuits and holding 

drinks in one hand, trying to play but stumbling around.    

Then, I started to walk on the beach, near the edge of the water.  I saw dead fish floating on the water.  Some 

being wash up on the sand.  I saw this, but no one else seemed to see it or even care. I then saw these words 

above the large, grass party hut. It said this in red letters: LARGEST CRASH IN U.S. HISTORY.   

(1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) The vision then ended. 

I believe a grass hut is not very stable, especially built on sand, that can eventually be washed away when the 

storms come. The people represent the world. They are partying it up by either denying the economic 

conditions, thinking things will get better, or believing in the safety within the borders of the United States and 

not realizing that “sudden” destruction is near. This economy is a house of cards, along with the world, 

because this nation is tied into the world economy. I am not sure what the dead fish represent. Possibly the food 

segment of the economy going bust.” 
 

Jane Lowder’s Prophetic Word, January 3, 1999: 
“I continue to see a vision of a building, and across that building is written these words "WESTINGHOUSE". 

As I look upon these words "WESTINGHOUSE", I see that the letters begin to fall, starting with the "G" and 

"H" from the center of it (the letters did fall off – Westinghouse changed its name to “CBS Corporation” in 

1997). They fall down as if in a drain. As these letters fall off of this building, I see this building crumble and 

fall. I hear the Lord say that the foundation is shaking of great companies that are in good standing and in good 

order. They shall fall and shall be no more.  (this seems to represent companies going under, buy-outs and corporate 

mergers) 
 

The Lord said that there shall be mergers of small companies with the larger companies where the thinking is 

one of safety, but it shall not be safety. “Suddenly”, banks shall close without notice, and the stock market 

shall hit an all-time low. (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) The 
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Lord says that the end is not yet, for the stock market shall rise again (2nd stock market surge happening 

sometime after the 1st “Black Monday” market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) and bring false hope to 

thousands. These things shall be and you shall look upon them and know that I have warned you. 
  

The oil and the petroleum shall go sky high. There will come a time when the lines shall be long, and the hearts 

shall fail, and the anger shall erupt because of the things that are happening. These are days when I shall allow 

the extremes to come. That which is precious to Me shall be turned unto Me. (The coming Great worldwide 

revival?) The soul of man is very precious. Therefore, lift up your hands and your head. Lift them up to your 

Redeemer and know that even as the world shall rock, you shall stand in a sure place with your eyes upon Me. I 

would have you to hold steady in the midst of the trouble and these things that shall come upon the earth and 

upon all nations. 
 

There comes also a wind. It is a wind that will be favorable, but it is not My wind. (2nd stock market surge 

happening sometime after the 1st “Black Monday” market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) If you shall 

follow after this wind, you will find yourself shipwrecked, for in this wind it will seem that all things have been 

put together again, and it would look as if things would blossom and bloom and be fruitful. It shall be for a 

short season, but do not put your finances in it and do not invest your monies in it. That which you 

think shall stand shall fall, and that which others think would fall is that which shall 

stand. 
 

Lift up your eyes and behold your King who sits upon the Throne, and who has your name written in the palms 

of His hand and has His eye upon you to lead you and guide you. I shall steady you and shall cause you to 

stand. Surely you shall be My light, My voice and My outreached hand. 
 

Many of My people have, as it were, their head in the sand, for they hear with their ears, and they see with their 

eyes, but they do not understand with their hearts. (Lukewarm, positive thinking, prosperity gospel, political 

correctness, seeker, grace (disgrace), Prophetic Voice rejecters, tickling ears, so-called Christians?) Tell Me, 

can you feel the wind when it blows? Can you feel the cold air? When your electricity goes off, does your house 

get cold? Lift up your head and look up unto Me, for these elements shall touch all people. Though you are 

called a Christian, you shall feel the coldness, and you shall feel the heat. You shall feel many things of that 

which is round about you, but I shall keep you and uphold you, and I shall make a way where there is no way. I 

do not want you to be ignorant of all things that shall come upon the earth and even upon your neighborhood. 

Lift up your eyes unto your Redeemer, and let your spirit see and understand. For I call you to take a stand this 

day and follow after Me with the wholeness of your heart. I shall be your shelter. I shall be your uplifter and 

your helper. I shall keep you, but know that these things shall come upon the earth and upon your own country 

and in your own city. You shall know that I, the Lord, allow it. 
 

There are many that shall call upon My name, and they shall come to know Me. Do not trust in your riches or in 

your bank account. Do not trust in the establishment of your home. Let your trust be in nothing that is made 

with hands, for this world and the world system are built on sinking sand. You shall see many come crumbling 

down and sinking, but it shall not be so with you, for you are built upon a Rock and established upon the goings 

of the Eternal One. Rejoice in Me. Rejoice, rejoice with an exceeding goodness and gladness in your heart. You 

have said "signs and wonders" and signs and wonders it shall be, for you have sung that the oil shall be poured 

out and even the wine, and it shall be. Therefore, rejoice, for I, the Lord, stand in control, and I have all things 

in control. Arise to your feet and lift up your hands and declare unto the Lord that this day you shall hear with a 

hearing and see with a seeing, and you shall follow after Me. The time is short, and the hour is at hand. You 

shall see the great movements of your God and the rhythms of your God that shall flow throughout the earth and 

into all nations.   
 

Australia (earthquake in Australia?) and the Asian countries also shall shake. (earthquake in Tokyo?) 
You would say they have already been shaken, but that was only a rattle. There shall be a shaking that will 

cause the heart of man to fear and cry out unto Me. Therefore, sing unto your God and sing often of My mercy 
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and My goodness. Though all these elements come, My mercy and My goodness shall never fail. They endure 

forever. You shall see, as you have declared, a great revival and a mighty incoming from those that are without. 

I am that I am, and I change not. This is the beginning of a great shaking. It is not for My family that stands true 

and waits upon Me. Sing of My mercy and declare it in all places. For you shall be the salt of the earth, and you 

shall be the light and the hands that are stretched out to comfort and to build and to bring into order.”   
Updated: 10/30/2015 
 

The First and Second Stock Market Crashes & Great Depression: 
Harold Eatmon’s “Two Black Mondays” August 1997 Prophetic Vision: 
"...In my last article I mentioned a vision of the Stock Market's 'Big Board' having serious upcoming problems. 

I saw the Stock Market soar (1st stock market surge 2008 – 2015?) and then crash. (1st “Black 

Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) After the crash, many big business corporations 

and private parties bought up stocks because of the low cost to buy in. Then I saw the market begin to 

climb again in a short period of time. (2nd stock market surge happening sometime after the 1st “Black 

Monday” market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) Then it crashed again (2nd “Black Monday” stock 

market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great 

Depression?) bringing tremendous loss, ruin, and devastation to all who bought in the first time. This is what I 

have labeled "Two Black Mondays." The time period between the Two Black Mondays was very close together. 

I could not tell exactly how close. It could be a couple of days to a couple of months. There are some tell-tale 

signs indicating the season and the setting. I saw the season to be when 'the leaves fall to the 

ground' then the first crash would occur. (Wednesday, 23 September 2015, is the first day of fall)       

I also saw the Yen and Mark (the Mark was Germany’s currency before the Euro was instituted) fall 

dramatically (This happened in September of 2014) just before this “sudden” and inexplicable 

crash (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?).”  

“Like Joseph in Genesis, I believe America will have fat years of financial blessing. I also believe there are 

coming lean years of financial difficulty for America. I do not believe God is showing this so people can beat 

the game financially. I rather believe He is saying keep your eyes on eternal things. Store up treasures in 

Heaven."  
 

 

If this Prophecy is to be fulfilled in 2015, it appears 

that it was delayed past the fall season into the winter 

season of 2016.  Updated: 12/24/2015 
 

It appears that this prophecy has also been delayed.  
Updated: 01/16/2015 
 

Notice in the graph to the left, how the Japanese Yen 

and the Euro (the German Mark) fell at the end of 

2014 and they haven’t recovered since just as the 

Eatmon prophecy predicted!  “I also saw the Yen 

and Mark fall dramatically just before this 

“sudden” and inexplicable crash.”  
Updated: 12/24/2015 
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Other prophecies (below) that seem to indicate a soar in the stock market (1st stock market surge 2008 – 

2015?), followed by a stock market crash (1st “Black Monday” market crash in the fall of 2015?) and 

then shortly after (2nd stock market surge happening sometime after the 1st “Black Monday” market crash in 

the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) a second stock market crash (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in 

the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?): 
 

Paul Cary’s 26, November 2010 Prophetic Dream: 
This morning Nov. 26, 2010 I had my third Port Townsend Dream on the economy.  
 

First Dream:  “In the past few dreams the first one where I was walking down Water St in Port Townsend, 

WA. It was near dusk at this time and Water St. was unpaved and one Grader was working out the road. I was 

walking North on Water St and crossing the road there where the bluffs overlooking downtown and the 

Admiralty Inlet. Upon crossing Water St I went to a well-known Restaurant and had a cup of coffee. I left there 

and continued North on the water side of Water St. I found myself walking past shops and stores that 

were closed down. No one was there downtown. (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 

or early 2016?) 

I walked all the way to the end of Water St and turned back. It was just a few steps back up or walking south 

that I notice one shop was open and some folks in there. Across the street I saw a utility person working on the 

outside of a building. I surmised then that power was being restored. Then not too long ago but you can find the 

dreams on Jouko Piho’s Prophecy site where I have the dreams posted and hope to get this one up there also.”  

Second Dream:  “So the second dream I was on a bus and I was talking to a person a male about the first Port 

Townsend Dream. I remember explaining to him in detail and just about the time I got to where I was walking 

back or heading back south on Water St and about the little shop that was open where there was no shop before.  

The man on the bus then looking at me with a smile and eyes wide open said, So there is hope.” (2nd stock 

market surge happening sometime after the 1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 

2016?)  

Third Dream:  “Now comes the Third Dream of today. I am in Port Townsend and walking north on Water St 

and this time it was pure daylight and just like in the first dream there were buildings closed but this time I 

could see clearly as it was day light and the buildings were boarded up. I walked further again and came 

to that same area where in the first dream I headed back south and saw this little shop open and people there. 

Well, same situation but now I could see that there were others and they were standing outside.” (2nd “Black 

Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering 

in the 2nd Great Depression?)  That was the end of the dream.  I am trying to put these three dreams together and 

it seems to me that the move to rebuild the infrastructure is going to drain the economy. It will have an effect on 

the population also that could die from starvation or plagues or both that is keeping the numbers down.  

 

The second dream tells me that folks are thinking that there is still hope in the economy but the third dream 

makes it clear that everyone who was in the dark on this issue now realize that the economy is bleak and people 

are dying but they continue to survive and thrive the best way they can.  So in summation the future of mankind 

ability to regain their common ground and economic capabilities is not going to happen and never will again 

thrive, Just as Revelation speaks of: 

 Rev 17:15 And he saith unto me, The waters which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and 

multitudes, and nations, and tongues. Rev 17:16 And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall 

hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire. Rev 17:17 

For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the 
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words of God shall be fulfilled. Rev 17:18 And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth 

over the kings of the earth. Rev 18:23 And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice 

of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of 

the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. Rev 18:24 And in her was found the blood of prophets, 

and of saints, and of all that were slain upon the earth.  

Heidi Baker’s Prophetic Vision shared at the Lancaster Prophetic Conference, August, 2015 – 

‘Americans “Sudden” in Bread Lines and Soup Kitchens’: 
 “I had a vision in your church and it wasn’t what I expected to see. I saw bread lines, soup kitchens, and I saw 

people wearing beautiful clothing. Their clothing was not worn out. Now in my nation when people are hungry 

you can tell. I mean they are in shredded rags. They don’t have shoes or they have flip flops. Most of them have 

no shoes. They are hungry and they know they are hungry. They come for food, not because they are beggars, 

but because they are hungry. 

 

I have held starving children in my arms. I know what starvation is. I 

know what pain is. I know what suffering is. But in this vision that I had 

that was in your nation, which the Lord is helping me to say, I will 

identify with America as well as Mozambique. 
 

I saw this bread line, long bread lines, and I said, “Lord, I don’t think 

that is popular to say in a church, especially one that is all about revival 

and victory and power.” 
 

I didn’t want to see what I saw, but I saw what I saw so, I was so undone that I just said what I saw. And I saw 

all these people and they had beautiful cars, 4 by 4’s and Lexus, Mercedez, BMW’s, Toyotas. There they were 

with fancy shiny cars, but they were standing in line.  What I said about worrying, the worriers turned into 

worshipping warriors. 
 

I asked, “Why are they so well dressed and standing in this line?” 
 

He said, “Because it is “suddenly”. They are “suddenly” in need of food.” 

I asked, “What are we to do?” 
 

He said, “Tell them that what you see in Mozambique they will see in America with the signs and wonders and 

miracles. They will see it on their soil. They will see what I do.” 
 

What is it that He does? For one thing He puts peace on you in the midst of the storm.” 
 

Samuel Garcia’s 04 November 2007, Prophetic Dream: 

Last night/this morning I had a dream in two parts. 

The first part (1st “Black Monday” stock market 

crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016?) I awoke and  

asked THE LORD to give me further understanding of 

and then I went back to sleep and THE LORD gave 

me the second part of the dream. In the first part of the 

dream I felt like I had just left church, it being Sunday 

and I was headed towards the store I work in which is 

a check cashing store; as I approached it I noticed that 

it was closed and that alarmed me because it was open 

when I left to go to church in the morning, so that 

concerned me but I did not see my bosses car so I 
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decided to call her but I got a recorded message from the operator about the phone being out of service or 

something like that. I also noticed that I did not see any cars driving in the streets and it seemed like it was 

around Christmas time; then I woke up.   

The second part (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or 

early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great 

Depression?) of the dream started exactly in the same location the first part started -- 

in back of the store; then I walked towards the front of the store and I noticed that the 

store was closed again but then I looked a second time and the store had become a 

ONE DOLLAR BARGAIN STORE but it seemed like it had shifted. The 

store had shifted and it was in a location where a massage parlor currently is. So I 

went inside and asked what appeared to be a security guard what had happened to the 

people that owned the check cashing store and the guard assured me that that family 

was well and in good health. I did notice that inside the DOLLAR STORE the 

items were in an open box and low quality and they seemed to be Christmas accessories. I stepped out of 

the store and felt that I was in the future and I told the guard that I was aware  that I was in a dream but as I said 

that I felt myself leaving the dream; then I woke up. 

I felt that the dream basically was saying that a MAJOR economic collapse was going to happen in this country 

due to the fact that I did not see any cars driving in the street and that the check cashing store which requires 

you to have large sums of money has become a ONE DOLLAR STORE with poor quality items. 

AMERICA, BLESS GOD, HE HAS BLESSED YOU TOO MUCH FOR YOU NOT TO BLESS HIM. 

PREPARE TO MEET YOUR GOD, AMERICA! 

David Wilkerson’s Prophetic Word: 

…The great holocaust follows an economic collapse in America. (2nd “Black Monday” stock 

market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great 

Depression?) The enemy will make its move when we are weak and helpless. …America is going to be 

destroyed by fire! “Sudden” destruction is coming and few will escape. Unexpectedly, and in one hour, a 

hydrogen holocaust will engulf America -- and this nation will be no more. 

The Bull's Final Crash (2nd Worldwide Crash) - Kaile Hamilton, March 29, 2008: 
“It started with my mom and me in Lubbock, Texas. We stopped at a convenience store and ended up parking 

alongside the curb past the parking spots and gas pumps. Right after we stopped, there was a black Ford Taurus 

(Taurus is an American made car, it is also the symbol of the bull) (black bull market -- in the economic world 

"black," when used before a day of the week, i.e. "black Monday," signifies a huge loss in the market) that hit 

us in the back.   My mom and I were a little stunned and got out of the car to see what happened. We then saw 

that there was no damage to our car. Praise the Lord! (The market will have a fast bull run which will cause an 

increase in investment prices and confidence in the stock market. Unfortunately, as fast as the market will 

rise (2nd market surge happening sometime after the 1st “Black Monday” stock market crash?) it will have a 

“sudden” crash. (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016 (after the 2nd 

stock market surge occurs), ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?) God is sovereign and He has already marked 

this economy to suffer an unexpected great blow to show His children that He is their only hope.  (Matt. 6:19) 

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon the earth, where moth and rust consume, and where thieves break 

through and steal: (20) but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth consume, 

and where thieves do not break through nor steal: (21) for where thy treasure is, there will thy heart be also.) 
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At first glance there was no damage to the Taurus (or bull market) but upon further inspection, there was a gray 

piece of duck tape on the left headlight. (The duck tape represents that the stock market has already been 

impaired. The damage that has been caused in the past has not been properly fixed and the market can no longer 

see clearly and it is only a matter of time before another crash will come.)  
 

The guys who were in the Taurus then got out to survey the damage and asked if we would help them jump the 

car because it wouldn't start anymore. My mom and I agreed.  (The market crash coming is one that will stop 

the market dead in its tracks.) 
 

My mom went inside to use the restroom, while I got in the driver's seat to move the car so it would be easier to 

jump the Taurus. To my surprise, the guys moved the car into the convenience store which I thought was 

strange, but I had told them I would help them so I followed.  (The convenience store could represent the 

government attempting to take the convenient way (or socialism) out of the economic situation but in this case 

the convenient way was not the right way.) 
 

As soon as I was about to start the car, an on-looker came to push our car. I then told him that he was doing 

more harm than good because the car was drivable.  So he stopped and I didn't see him again. 
 

I then began to drive the car into the convenience store and then maneuvered it to be hood-to-hood with the 

Taurus.  The weird thing was the Taurus was elevated on a red brick wall.   I didn't really want to drive my car 

up on the wall because I thought it would damage the car but after measuring the wall with a measuring tape, I 

determined that it was okay to drive up on.  So that's what I did. I recall getting ready to jump the car but I do 

not remember seeing our car or the Taurus ever drive out of the store. Then my mom and I got ready to leave 

the convenience store.  (The government will try everything they can to restart the economy but to no avail 

Before we left the store, I remember I was reading a news story of my mom and I jumping the Taurus, which 

was the car belonging to a band called "Fall Out Boy," a band that I have only really heard of in passing with 

some of my friends, I don't even really know what they look like or what they sing. Then the dream ended.  

(After researching the name and origin of "Fall Out Boy," I learned the name comes from a character that has to 

do with nuclear explosions.  Since "Fall Out Boy" was driving the car, it could represent the ones driving the 

economy will bring destruction, no matter what they try to do to save it.)” 
 

Nathan Leal’s 23 March, 2009 Prophetic Dream: 
 “A few days ago I had a very heavy dream that the Lord gave me.  It was a prophetic dream and I want to share it with 

you right now: 
 

In this dream, I was standing at a street corner of a downtown area of a small town, and I was looking across the street to a 

bank that was on the corner.  It was a one-story bank and it was not very big.  The building was probably 75-100 feet 

wide.  I “suddenly” heard the roar of a propeller plane from behind, and I didn’t look behind me because it happened so 

fast. 
 

Here’s what happened:  A propeller plane that would probably hold 20 passengers flew right over my head and into the 

bank building.  It went through the glass.  When it broke the glass, I could see inside the bank, and the only person I saw 

inside the bank was the bank manager.  He stood up from his chair with his back to the window where the plane was 

coming from, so he didn’t even turn to look at the plane because it happened so fast to him.  He stood up, the wing of the 

plane clipped him, and knocked him straight to the ground, and the plane kept on going through the bank, and it came out 

the other side.  
 

Now, when that happened, I remember in my dream that I just started crying and screaming.  I was panicked.  I was 

terrified to see this thing happen because I just saw a person get killed and I started screaming, "Call 911! Call 

everybody!"  I was just screaming for help.  I felt such panic, and I believe I was feeling a panic everyone is going to feel 

when this happens.  I ran across the street and around to the other side of the bank building to where the parking lot was.  

When I got to the parking lot, the engine of the plane was lying in the parking lot.  The plane flew through the building 
and the engine was on the ground, but I didn’t see the plane.  I looked to my left where the bank was and I didn’t see the 

plane.  I screamed to a person who was in the parking lot, "Where is the plane?"  And he said, "It’s at the end of the 

parking lot; it crashed over there." 
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As I looked to the bank, I saw a huge, empty room.  The glass was broken on both ends.  The plane went through it and 

cleaned out everything.  It was an empty room.  I didn’t even see the body of the banker; I didn’t see desks overthrown.  I 

saw nothing.  It was a huge, empty room.  Then the dream was over. 
 

At first, I didn’t understand what the dream meant.  I took the matter to prayer and sought God about it, and when I did, I 

was overcome with travailing.  It hit me so strong when I was seeking God about this matter, and God told me the 

interpretation.  He told that the airplane I saw is the economy.  And He said, "The economy is going to crash.  It’s going to 

hit the ground and crash.  But before it crashes, it’s going to happen so fast that it is going to take out small banks." 
 

The bank manager got hit from behind.  God said that means it is going to catch them off guard.  It’s going to strike all of 

us “suddenly”.  It’s going to be breaking news: Banks are failing all at once. 
 

This is a terrible thing to imagine, folks.  And God said the reason the engine of the plane was on the ground is that the 

engine is the economic engine, and the engine of the economy is going to fall off eventually.  It’s not going to be able to 

hold up anymore.  So as the economy is crashing, the engine will fall off.  And the reason the plane crashed at the end of 

the parking lot is that is where it was actually going to crash, but before it does crash, it’s going to take out the banks first. 
 

The reason the bank was cleaned out in the dream is self-explanatory.  The banks are going to get cleaned out and it’s 

going to happen fast and “suddenly”.  That means just like in the first depression when there was a run on the banks, it’s 

going to happen again.  I don’t know if this is going to cause a bank holiday. I don’t know the exact particulars, but God 

shared that money will not be available from the banks.  They’ll be shut down and cleaned out.” 
 

Canadian at Steve Quayle's site, 19 July, 2012, (US Plane does 3 Loops then Crashes) Prophetic Dream: 
About six months ago, I had a dream. In the dream, “I was walking down the street with another guy whom I believe was 

a co-worker. It seemed we were on a lunch break. As we walked, I looked up in the sky and saw a plane doing loops.  It 

did three consecutive loops which each seemed to get faster and tighter.  Following the third loop, the plane crashed 

straight into the ground.  I started yelling at my co-worker, drawing his attention to what had happened and that we 

needed to go help the people who had crashed in the plane. He responded, "Well, I need to get back to work now."  It was 

a matter of fact statement without any emotion and then he turned back. I started running on my own to where the plane 

crashed. I came to the street and ran down to the end of the street where it had crashed in the front yard of the last house 

on the left. It was a dead end street (see the “Last president Prophetic Vision” at the bottom of this paper).  
 

All that was left was a smoldering wreckage. There were no survivors. As I stood there staring at the crash site, I didn't 

see anyone else around and heard no sirens or anything. It occurred to me that no one was coming to help. Then I woke 

up.” 
 

When I woke up, I knew immediately that the plane represented the U.S. but I didn't know what the three loops 

represented, although I was certain they were significant. I just asked God to show me what the loops were and then went 

back to sleep. Some weeks later, I was doing something in my office when it seemed God “suddenly” revealed it to me. I 

believe the three loops represent QE1, QE2 and QE3.  We've had the first two with one to go and it looks like it is on the 

near horizon.   Initially, I wondered why the co-worker was in the dream. I now believe he just represents all the friends, 

family and others who don't know or care; they just want to get back to what they were doing. 
 

I read the dream given to TD Hale. The one line spoke of people gathering for Bible studies and prayer meetings after the 

disaster. It talked about spiritual food the people had stored up for this time, like DVDs CDs and books. It reminded me 

that I have been doing this for a couple of years now. For several years at least I've had this sense that the good times are 

coming to an end and so I should start to stock up on good books, etc. People aren't interested in good teaching now but I 

believe the time will soon be here when the religious corporate church will collapse without answers and then people will 

want good teaching.  
 

James Bailey’s 4/23/2016 Prophetic Dream – Playground Equipment at the Bottom of the Lake: 
In this dream, I was outside at night standing next to a large lake. The water was very dark, even black, so there was no 

way to see beneath the surface. (1st Market Crash?) There was something mysterious and treacherous about it, as if 

something dangerous was hiding down there. I sensed there were others around me and we were all feeling concerned and 
anxious.  
 

Then the scene changed and all of the water was gone (short recovery between the 2 crashes?) so I was able to see the whole 

bottom and even walk down into it to take a closer look. I saw various large metal structures scattered around that looked 

http://z3news.com/
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kind of like playground equipment. (representing an attempt to restore what was left of the world’s recreation and leisure times?) 

Some others were there helping me, but I never saw them. Some of the parts were separated from the structures, so we 

carried them to where they belonged and re-attached them, somewhat restoring the structures to their original design, but 

we were only trying to tidy things up and not too concerned with restoring them. I looked all around the bottom of the 

lake and saw other similar structures scattered around in different areas of the lake. 
 

Then the scene changed and the lake was again filled with water. (2nd Stock Market Crash?) I was out on the water in a boat 

along with other people and I was pointing into the water telling them where these metal structures were so they could 

safely navigate around them. That was the end of the dream.  Updated: 04/29/2016 
 

Looking Beyond the 1st & 2nd Stock Market Crashes: 
Anonymous Aug 21, 2015, Prophetic Dream – I sent You Watchman who Cried Out Warnings! 
“Children you are now witnessing my hand move against the powers of this world. Even they are amazed at what little 

power they have over the earth. I am the great judge and jury, and I will have the final sentence verdict. 
 

You have allowed my little ones to be torn apart literally, you have helped to destroy the apple of my eye Israel by 

making her give up land that I alone gave to her. Your nation has turned its back on her and made her to stand alone 

without you to help her in her time of need. Do you think I will not destroy you for the wickedness you have done 

against me and against my precious loved ones? You are found GUILTY……your land is being destroy from the 

ground up. The things that were so precious to you will be completely worthless, and the ground that was so fertile and 

rich with minerals will waste away. 
 

The people of your land have been stricken with fear in their hearts, but not because they fear Me, they fear the 

loss of everything that was their God. Their homes, cars, vacations, money is all being taken away, and they have been 

stricken with fear and uncertainty.  
 

I sent you watchman who cried out warnings, but you ignored them. Now the sirens are going off, 

people are running around not knowing what to do because they put their faith in things and not in the one  

true God of Heaven. 
 

Your sentence is now total destruction, and all those who continue to blaspheme Me will be utterly destroyed. Those who 

chose to live for themselves and did not care for others, or help those in need will be in need and want themselves 

now. They will feel the pain and suffering that they helped heap upon those who were suffering. I the Lord God of 

Heaven have spoken and your judgment is now upon you. 
 

Your land is burning, the drought has turned your rich soil to dust, your shipping vessels lay waste and empty, and 

now your precious stock market is coming apart. Did I not tell you I have lifted my hand of blessing away 

from you? Now you will suffer the consequences of your wickedness. For I do not speak idle words. My words spoken 

can place the stars in the heavens, and cause the universe to dance, and I have spoken these things to be so……  
 

To my precious saints. FEAR NOT for your days will be short lived and your hope of my return is nigh. Continue 

to hope in me and pray that my hand will cover in you that hour. I am with you until the end.”  Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

False Flag Operation Sparks the Beginnings of WW3? 
James Bailey’s 07/07/14, Prophetic Dream – Sudden Economic Collapse Coming upon the Whole World: 

On 7/7/14 I had a prophetic dream in which I saw a “sudden” economic collapse coming upon the 

whole world. “In this dream I was in a big banquet hall (representing an upcoming United Nations meeting 

after a Tokyo earthquake/tsunami/Mt. Fuji eruption and subsequent worldwide stock 

market crash?), which was filled with representatives from different countries. Each country 

had a long wooden table where their representatives were seated. 

Then I saw the table for the United States. There were about six or eight representatives 

seated on one side of the table, but I could not see any of the representatives seated 

across from them on the other side. Then all of the U.S. representatives that I could see 

stood up at the same time. This caused a great commotion throughout the whole hall as 

the representatives from other nations began shouting at the U.S. table and at each other. There was a lot of 
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confusion and yelling throughout the hall. The other countries were demanding that the U.S. representatives sit 

back down but their demands were ignored and the U.S. delegates kept standing. 
 

Then “suddenly” the people who were hidden from my view on the other side of the U.S. table 

shoved the table very hard causing it to crash into the ones who were standing.  

(the US shadow government throws the US government under the bus!) All of them were knocked down 

to the ground and the table landed on top of them. I saw them laying flat on their backs 

with the edge of the table laying on top of them. They were unable to get up and could not 

get the table off of them. They were powerless and helpless and unable to move. Nobody came 

to help them. They just remained pinned under the weight of the table.  Immediately after that happened I looked across 

the banquet hall and saw total pandemonium with everyone yelling loudly with far more commotion than before. Across 

the other side of the room I saw all of the representatives from China stand up and yell at the 

United States saying,  
 

“This is outrageous! We will declare war!” Then all of the Chinese representatives turned 

away from their table and angrily stomped out of the hall…”  I asked the Lord about the timing. He 

said “It is going to come next year (which would be 2015) at a time when there are increased 

tensions between American citizens.” (Tensions between American citizens are increased at this time!) 
 

People, do you see the connections below?  Follow the black arrows. 

James Bailey’s Prophetic Dream (above) “…Then all of the U.S. representatives that I could see stood up at the 

same time. This caused a great commotion throughout the whole hall as the representatives from other 

nations began shouting at the U.S. table… …The other countries were demanding that the 

U.S. representatives sit back down”   
 

Robert Holmes’ Prophetic Word (below) “…The attention of the creditor nations will be drawn to 

America. I saw a time of conferences and meetings, international concern and intervention 

by prominent international organizations in domestic economics and affairs…” 
 

False Flag Event Coming Soon from Shadow Figures – James Bailey, November 24, 2015:  

“…The collapse that I saw was caused by a false flag event. Shadow figures seated at the same table with 

known leaders of the United States intentionally pushed over the table causing it to fall on top of the known 

leaders with the edge of the table pinning them to the floor. Our leaders were laying there helpless, unable to 

move. This was a planned false flag event designed to steal the wealth of our people and the wealth of 

other nations while placing the blame on the wrong people and hiding the true culprits from public scrutiny. 

The shadow figures will know exactly when the event will happen so they can position themselves in the 

markets to profit from the crash. This small group of shadow figures will enjoy a great transference of wealth 

into their accounts while the lifetime savings of millions of American citizens will be wiped out…” 
 

Rachel Baxter’s December 2015 Prophetic Word – An Event Will Occur That Will Begin WW3:  

“An event will occur that will begin World War 3 (without debate) and there is to be no stopping it.  

All the planning and scheming has led to this.  Many will lose their lives.  It is important that you rest in the 

shadow of the Almighty, your refuge and your strength.  I come to you to harken you to listen to all that I have 

to say.  The underpinnings of this attack come not from afar but from your own shores.  Do 

not be deceived. Trust this good word:  I desire My children to live in light just as I am light.  See, the darkness 

covers the earth, yet their are pockets of light that shine forth through the darkness.  The abyss has not 

conquered all.  It is My children of light who shall be victorious.  Let no more false flags confound you.  

They say “look here” while over there great tragedy really takes place.  I will point you to the truth.  I will point 
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My children to all truth, which is in Me.  Look to Miami.  Look to Chicago.  Look to San Francisco.  See what 

is happening.  The wheels have been set in motion and they shall not be stopped…”  Updated: 01/06/2016 

Could this “false flag event” be contrived failure of the “trading curb”/“circuit breaker”, allowing the Dow 

Jones stock market to totally bottom out?  Might this be what the “bad guys” are planning?  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

Bob Neumann’s 18 September 1998, Prophetic Vision ‘The Killing of the Bull’: 
I was standing in that place of relativity that Isaiah called the Valley of Vision. When I was aware of this fact, I 

saw a figure who was waiting for me, so to speak. As before, HE was dressed in traveling attire, a heavy full 

cloak with a hood. Unlike the times I have seen my MASTER, the LORD OF HOSTS dressed this way, I too 

seemed to be wearing the same hooded cloak. 
 

As I came to HIM HE nodded HIS HEAD and turned and walked with me just at and behind HIS left shoulder. 

We walked quickly and with both purpose and intent till we seemed to enter a much wider and open area. When 

HE stopped, HE made a half turn toward me and calmly stated: "YOU MUST KNOW WHAT IS ABOUT TO 

TAKE PLACE". 

 

 

 

HE turned HIS HEAD and looked out into the center of this space and 

there stood this large Texas Longhorn type 'bull'. Exactly what you would 

see at University of Texas football games or on commercials for the stock 

market. Its horns were wide and came to quite impressive points. It stood 

still in the center of a circle of light as a 'spot light' would cause. 

 

 

"THIS IS THE TRUE GOD OF AMERICA'' stated my MASTER. Slowly the 'bull' began to move and the 

spotlight moved with 'him', wherever the 'bull' moved the spotlight moved with 'him'. Every now and then it 

seemed to move “suddenly” and strike a pose.   

 

 

''AND THAT IS HOW IT HAS BEEN'', stated the LORD, "BUT 

THIS IS HOW IT NOW IS...." As the 'bull' stood still the light 

began to move away from 'him' the 'bull' would move to get back 

into the light. Each time the light moved farther and the 'bull' had 

to move farther and faster to stay in the light. Now it seemed the 

'bull' was chasing the light and never really catching it.   

 
By this time I had a good idea that we were standing inside an arena like area and there were ''figures'' on the 

edges of the area but I couldn't distinguish anything besides shadow-figures.   

 

"NOW YOU MUST SEE WHAT HAS HAPPENED AND WHAT WILL QUICKLY 

COME TO PASS..." 

 

The 'bull' stood again in the center of the arena and the light was on 

'him'. For the first time I noticed a large figure standing across from 

where we stood, staring at the 'bull'. In size and shape he was 

identical to MY CAPTAIN but a ''shadow-figure'' and I knew it was 

the 'BEAST'.  As I turned to THE LORD with questions running 

through my mind/spirit HE lifted HIS RIGHT HAND and 

everything froze, time/space/eternity, everything stopped dead so to 
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speak. 
 

With a casual move HE brushed back HIS HOOD and I once again looked into the FACE of my KING. With a 

half-smile and a slight turn of HIS HEAD HE slapped me on the shoulder and explained. 

 

 

"ONCE MY PEOPLE BUILT AN IMAGE 

OF A CALF OF GOLD TO WORSHIP.  

AMERICA HAS ALLOWED THAT 

CALF TO GROW UP AND REPRESENT 

ALL THAT IT WORSHIPS.''  

 

 

 

“Suddenly” I felt something in my right hand and I looked and saw some coins. 

 

"WHOSE IMAGE DO YOU SEE?", HE asked. As I looked into my hand and saw a 

nickel, a quarter, and a coin that looked like gold and a coin that looked like silver. All 

I could think was "it isn't you LORD". "THEN WHAT DOES IT SAY?" HE asked 

gently. I replied "IN GOD WE TRUST". 

 

As HE turned toward the "bull'' in the light HE explained.  

 

"MAN CAN NOT SERVE TWO MASTERS. YOUR PEOPLE CHOSE TO SERVE MAMMON AND NOT 

ME. THE RELIGIOUS IMAGES IN YOUR HAND DECLARE TO THE WORLD THEIR TRUST IS IN 

THEIR GOD. HAVE YOU NOTICED THEIR GOD?''  

with that we turned and walked to the 'bull'. And 'he' began again to move. It 

seemed to notice our approach and ignored us. I looked and was wondering 

what I was supposed to be looking for. For some reason I began to stare at 

it's nose and couldn't figure it out. "THIS IS AN ANIMAL THAT HAS 

NOT BEEN TAMED. IT RUNS WHERE IT CHOOSES AND CAN NOT 

BE CONTROLLED''. With that I had an image of a nose ring, where you 

would lead a 'bull'. "THEIR GOD IS NOT CONTROLLED AS THEY 

WOULD LIKE IT TO BE. SO THEY WILL CHANGE IT SOON.  

 
BUT HAVE YOU NOTICED ANYTHING WRONG WITH THEIR BULL?''  

 

Now I really had to wonder and I began to walk around it when it responded to nature and released a couple gallons of 

urine and a very large 'patty'. The animal had no concern where it hit when it splattered. And it stood in a good scattering 

of similar stuff. But with the 'deposit' I got a good look at the posterior and realized it really wasn't a bull after all. Just a 

'steer'. 

 

"THE LIE GOES FAR BEYOND WHO THEIR GOD IS. BUT EVEN THEN 

THEIR IDOL CAN NOT EVEN DO WHAT THEY SEEK THE 

MOST, REPRODUCE ITSELF. THAT IS THE LIE THAT WILL BRING THE 

DESTRUCTION OF YOUR COUNTRY. YOU TOLD THE NATIONS AND 

PRINCES OF THIS WORLD IF THEY DRANK FROM YOUR CUP AND 

WORSHIPPED YOUR IDOL IT WOULD REPRODUCE ITSELF. BUT YOUR 

LEADERS KNEW THAT IT COULD NOT AND TOOK ALL THE WEALTH IT 

COULD FROM THOSE WHO BELIEVED THEIR LIES, DREAMS, AND 

VISIONS. NOW THEY WILL STRIKE AT YOU THROUGH YOUR GOD."  
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With that statement HE turned away and returned to our place of observation. And as it seemed appropriate I 

dropped the coins in the fresh patty near my feet and took my place at his side.  

 

As easily as time stopped it began again. The 'beast' came closer to the 

steer. The steer shied away. It did not challenge and paw the ground 

like you see in bullfights, another confirmation that it was not a 'bull'. 

“Suddenly” the spotlight disappeared and the 'arena' was now seen. 

The shadow figures filled the arena's seats, all sizes and shapes. As I 

stood watching the sense of anticipation and imminence grew. All of a 

“sudden” a roar of trumpets blared a long 'musical' fanfare and as it 

ended the 'bull' was 'struck' and reeled backward and as the 'cheers' 

of the 'crowd' arose it steadied it's feet and shook it's head to 'clear 

the cobwebs' (Strike #1 - 29 October, 1929 Stock Market Crash?) 

 

 

 

 

We waited again. And without warning the 'trumpet fanfare' began. It 

was louder and lasted longer, as it ended the 'bull jerked to its side 

and again the cheer rang up. Now four long deep gashes appeared 

on each flank and blood began to flow.  

(Strike #2 - 19 October, 1987 Stock Market Crash?) 

 

 

 

 

 

Now the wait was shorter and I began to count. Again the third 

fanfare and cheers were louder and longer as again the 'bull' was 

struck backward and nearly fell off its feet.  

(Strike #3 - 11 Sept, 2001 - 9/11 Stock Market Crash?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fourth assault left laceration across all four legs.   

(Strike #4 - 16 September, 2008 Stock Market Crash?)  
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The fifth assault pushed its head down and as it fell to its knees its whole 

body began to tremor and shake. As it came to its feet again blood flowed 

from its nostrils and pink foaming from the mouth and I thought 'mad cow 

disease'.  (Strike #5 - 1st “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or 

early 2016?).  

 

 

 

The sixth assault came with no waiting period and this time it 

was struck backward with such force it was knocked off its feet and 

slid backward in its excrement. This time the 'bull' struggled to get 

up and it was obvious a rear leg was broken.   

(Strike #6 - 2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in the fall of 

2015 or early 2016, after the 2nd stock market surge, ushering in the 

2nd Great Depression?, which in the grand scheme of things would 

represent a “no waiting period”). 

 
As the seventh fanfare began shadows (shadow government?) 

charged out into the arena and took hold of the 'bull' and turned it on 

its back and held it down. I noticed the beast come forward with a 

short slim sword in its hand. And as the fanfare ended he slashed 

the 'bull's' neck (Radical Muslims slice their victims necks as they 

cut their heads off) and as the cheers went up small black critters 

(Federal Reserve One World Banking System?) in unbelievable 

numbers ran out to drink the blood.  (Strike #7 - 13 September, 

2016 Terrorist Attack, Gulf Coast Hurricane and St. Louis 

earthquake?)  

 

 

 

As the cheer ended the eighth fanfare began and the beast slashed the belly of the bull 

from top to bottom. As the disembowelment occurred the cheers began and many large 

critters (Illuminati/”Bad Guys”?)  began to feed on the entrails.  

(Strike #8 - 2017 Chicago and California Earthquakes?) 

 

 

 

 

 

The ninth fanfare and cheer came as the head was severed from the carcass as the 

carcass was drawn and quartered. (Strike #9 - December, 2016 Y2K-like event – 

accidental nuclear strikes on several US cities?) 
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And immediately a short tenth fanfare and cheer came as the critters ran off 

in four different directions each with a chunk of meat. At this point I 

noticed the eyes just now glaze over as the bull/steer/America finally dies after 

all this brutal treatment; awake and aware of all that took place.  (Strike #10 - 

2017 or 2018 Russian and Chinese simultaneous Nuclear Attack on the United 

States, followed shortly after by a Russian/Chinese (and 6 other country 

confederacy) invasion of America?) 

 

As the scene completely vanished we turned around and this time slowly retraced our steps. As we walked THE 

LORD explained what I had witnessed. 
  

''SEVEN BLOWS WILL BE GIVEN BUT TEN JUDGMENTS ARE RESERVED FOR EGYPT. SEVEN 

BLOWS WILL BRING DOWN THE IDOL OF AMERICA. THE FIRST TWO HAVE STUCK AND YOUR 

COUNTRY BLEEDS.  
  

THE FIRST WAS A BLOW THAT DROVE YOUR GOD BACKWARD, BUT IT CAME BACK A BIT.   
  

THE SECOND BLOW CUT DEEPLY INTO ITS LOINS AND WEAKENED ITS STRONGEST POINTS.  
  

THE THIRD BLOW WILL COME SHORTLY AND WILL STRIKE IT BACKWARD AND IT WILL NOT 

RECOVER ITS LOST GROUND.   
  

THE FOURTH BLOW WILL NOW DESTROY ITS ABILITY TO MOVE AND EVADE  
  

THE NEXT BLOW WHICH WILL BE A PESTILENCE FROM A FOE YOU DID NOT EXPECT. THAT IS 

THE FIFTH AND DECIDING BLOW.  
  

THE SIXTH BLOW WILL CRIPPLE YOUR IDOL AND DELIVER IT TO THE BEAST FOR 

DEVOURING.  
  

THE SEVENTH BLOW IS THE DEATH BLOW.  
  

YET THE EIGHTH, NINTH, AND TENTH THAT WILL STRIP, DIVIDE, AND DEVOUR WILL BE THE 

NOURISHMENT NEEDED TO EMPOWER THE BEAST FOR THE SHORT TIME HE HAS LEFT.''  
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Plagues are Coming to America: 
 

At this point we stopped and HE faced me and once again placed the HOOD over HIS HEAD. 
  

"THAT IS WHY I SENT YOU TO GOSHEN FOR I HAVE A REMNANT EVEN IN EGYPT. IN THE HEART OF 

BABYLON I CALLED TO THEM AND THOSE WHO KNOW MY VOICE HEARD AND CAME OUT. BUT IN 

EGYPT THEY ARE IN BONDAGE AND I SEND MY SERVANTS TO THEM TILL THE INDIGNATION IS 

PASSED AND THE PLAGUES HAVE FALLEN UPON THOSE WHO HAVE HARDENED THEIR HEARTS.''  
  

''IT'S GOING TO BE ALL RIGHT,'' He laughed as he gripped my shoulder. "YOU KNOW WHAT WILL NEED TO BE 

DONE AND YOU WILL DO IT. THERE ARE MANY WHO WILL FIND SAFETY IN THE MIDST OF THE STORM 

AND THE DARKEST OF THE NIGHT. GUARD MY SHEEP OLD DOG A LITTLE WHILE LONGER." And it ended. 
 

Casey Toda’s July 31, 2016 Prophecy - The Bad Guys have Escalated Their Course of Action 

Economic Collapse and Release of some type of Pestilence/Plague: 
On July 31, the Lord shared the following urgent warning with me and a call for His people to pray. 

“Because of the shakings now taking place, an awakening has begun in people who were previously asleep, 

which has ignited a desire in them to know the truth. Although their focus initially is wanting to know truth 

about natural events, I am using this desire to lead them to Myself. Many people are more malleable and open to 

Me than they ever were before because of what is happening. 

The elite, however, are feeling very threatened and have already issued a bypass in their plans and escalated 

their course of action. They are aware that if they do not move quickly there is a greater possibility that their 

plans can be foiled.” 
 

I asked God, “What are they planning?”  He answered: 

“They are pushing forward on the economic collapse and also 

going to release some type of pestilence/plague that would 

shut everything down. Their goal in this is to create such an 

environment of instability, chaos, and fear that people would 

have no choice but to depend on the government, even if they know 

it is corrupt. These types of events would provide the legitimate 

cover required to implement what they want with the least amount 

of resistance. 
 

They are trying to do things outside of My timeline and therefore 

outside of My will. They are trying to block My hand from exposing what I want to expose and trying to prevent the 

people from being awakened. I want people awakened so they can turn to Me. I will use the exposing of corruption, 
conspiracy, wickedness, and deceit to emphasize the value of truth and to lead people to Myself because I am the Truth.” 
 

God gave me a strong warning for those in government and places of authority. Several days ago, as I was preparing for 

bed, I asked the Holy Spirit what I should read in His Word. I heard clearly, “Isaiah 10”. I don’t always hear this clearly, 

but I got excited because I knew He was going to show me something specific and for a purpose. When I laid down in my 

bed to read, it became very apparent to me why He wanted me to read this.  
 

The first portion of the passage was highlighted to me and after reading it too, you will see why: 

1  What sorrow awaits the unjust judges and those who issue unfair laws. 

2  They deprive the poor of justice and deny the rights of the needy among my people. They prey on widows and take 

advantage of orphans. 

3  What will you do when I punish you, when I send disaster upon you from a distant land? To whom will you turn for 

help? Where will your treasures be safe? 

4  You will stumble along as prisoners or lie among the dead. But even then the Lord’s anger will not be satisfied. His fist 

is still poised to strike. (Isaiah 10:1-4) 
 

God is shining forth His light to reveal those things that have been done in secret. He is exposing the depths of darkness, 

lies, deception, and wickedness that have been hidden at the highest levels of our society. 

Steve Quayle received a word from The Lord some time ago stating that before God would allow the full weight of His 

judgment to be released, He would expose the sins of the government to the people and then the sins of the people before 
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their God. We are beginning to see the fulfillment of that word both in the Planned Parenthood and Wikileaks email 

releases. 
 

God is confirming this exposure is being done by His Hand and for His Purposes. He has made it clear that He is going to 

shake everything that can be shaken, and that means everything. There have been many intercessors praying through the 

years by the direction of the Lord, asking Him to pull back the covers of all the hidden things being done so the people 

would see and awaken. 
 

God’s judgment is being released on our nation in increasing measures, but He is calling us to pray against the enemy’s 

plans, timing, and agenda to block what God wants to do and move outside of His perfect plan. Just because He has a plan 

is NOT a guarantee that it will happen the way He wants unless we contend in agreement for what He wills. Even in His 

judgment, He has a timeline and a way in which He will do things. We see that clearly in His Word.”   

Updated: 08/04/2016 
 

Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt’s First year list of events:   
“17. From Georgia a plague to kill thousands as it spreads. Panic and fear will grip the nation.” 
 

Matt Smith’s Prophetic Poem Revealing the Future of America in 2016 and Beyond: 
“…Woe unto Las Vegas, Seattle, and the Big D, Plagues, famine, and destruction are coming soon, you’ll see…”  
 

Rachel Baxter’s April 20, 2016 Prophetic Word – 10 Tornado’s (10 Point List of Future Events): 
 “…8) Plagues – Pestilences will cause suffering and death for many people…” 
 

If the land in Egypt experienced plagues prior to the Israelites receiving their freedom from bondage, why 

should we think that the land of America will not experience plagues prior to the Christians freedom from their 

spiritual bondage?  Updated: 08/04/2016 
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An Excerpt from Matt Smith’s Prophetic Poem Revealing the Future of America in 2016 and Beyond: 

“…The fall season will bring, another election year, But by this time our nation, Will be 

firmly gripped in fear.  Barack Hussein Obama Will Stay Seated in his chair, No 

Democrat nor Republican, will find themselves his heir…”  Updated: 12/28/2015 
 

Rick Wiles’ interview of Rebecca Sterling’s September 1999 Prophetic ‘Mind Meld’ of Barack Obama 

and what’s Coming to USA and Mary Beth (fictitious name), General Harold Green’s Daughter-in-law – 

General Green Died in Afghanistan in 2014 and the Vision Started.  “2015 The Beginning of the End”: 

(http://blitsnews.co/videonews/urgent-2015-is-the-beginning-of-the-end-rebecca-sterling-1999-vision-of-2015-both-parts/Pyh4iIfEn5w/): 

A ‘must’ listening experience!  Rebecca states that she had the prophetic understanding that  

“2015 The Beginning of the End.” She also said that “Obama doesn’t leave office”.  She stated that 

there will be an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attack on America.  A meteorite shower on 

America that takes out some of the US satellite birds.  She saw riots in America.  “Financial 

crash and a lack of food, lack of water, lack of money, lack of jobs”.  “Martial law hits 

America about the time of the next Presidential election” (fall of 2016?).  “Obama says: Since 

I can’t guarantee a fair election, we will just postpone it.”  Sometime after this… “the EMP 

event happens”. (end of December 2016 Y2K-like event?)  Updated: 12/11/2015 
 

Glenda Jackson’s Prophecy to America Video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NifBcShAwrc):  

2:12 Mark: “…This next election (presidential) is not going to take place.  It’s going to be suspended, 

because evil is going to arise and some disasters are going to happen.  And some things are going to be put into 

place and the president is not going to be removed, he is going to stay in…”  Updated: 01/06/2016 
 

Carn’s October 6, 2015 ‘Clarion Call’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ui_paNefl4)  

Video/audio Transcript in its Entirety – with Periscope Problems: 

10:30 Mark: “I see another very “bad earthquake” (Tokyo, Japan?) getting ready to take place.  And I am 

trying to find out in the Holy Ghost where it is going to be.  But this is going to be a pretty “massive 

earthquake”.  I feel it very strong, it’s going to happen within days to weeks.  OK, but this thing is right 

around the corner…” 

11:12 Mark: “I see a very famous presidential candidate, (Donald Trump) going to shock everybody, cause he’s 

gonna get out by Christmas (2015)…”   

12:49 Mark: “…I see a very famous presidential candidate shocking everybody, because by Christmas, (2015) 

he’s gonna drop out.” 

14:00 Mark: “Obama’s presidency is going to end up in a demise.  OK, Obama’s presidency is 

going to end up in a demise.” 

14:14 Mark: “I see in the realm of the Spirit …I see a curve ball being thrown into the process.  …something is 

going to happen that’s going to stir the election to a whole new episode of pandemonium.  …I see this election 

as being one of the worst elections we’ve ever had.  One of the most confusing elections that America has ever 

had.  …I see something that’s going to stir the election to a whole new episode of chaos. 

…and something is going to happen to bring confusion, and it’s going to be like the president – like 

somebody broke the rules and manipulated the votes.  That’s the best way I can explain it.  I see 

something strange happening, where people will say they manipulated the votes.                              
 

From Stephen Hanson’s Jan 16, 2016 Prophetic Word - Great Difficulties arisen because of the Election: 

“…For great difficulties will have arisen because of the election. And the one who will have 

been set in office, will not be the one that many will have chosen…”  Updated: 02/15/2015 

C. Alan Martin 1971 Vision: “…dark and ominous clouds gathering… to the last house (#12).  
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In Martin’s 1971 vision, the 12th president (Obama) would be the last!  Updated: 02/15/2015 
 

Excerpt from Mitch Salmon’s May 2016 Prophetic Word –  

The Days of Elections are Quickly Coming to a Close, Leading to the Days of Execution: 
“The day hastens.  It comes quickly, but like a thief in the night it will not be seen until it is already upon you.  

The days of elections are quickly coming to a close.  They are leading to the days of execution.  Be 

sure the kingdoms of this earth will fall, but My kingdom shall remain.  It is My kingdom that knows no end.” 
 

The Prophetic Voice OF Yahushua Ministry Rosalind D. Solomon’s 2013 Prophetic Word – 

Trump will not become President and Obama will Stay in Office (http://www.get-to-heaven.com/) 
Updated: 05/18/2016 
 

Benjamin Faircloth’s May 24, 2016 Prophetic Word - Hillary will win the election by default. 

Obama will stay in due to the chaos: 
“This morning May 24, 2016 around 3:00 am I was awakened by these words; “America’s last breath, Isaiah 51”. 
 

As I struggled to awake, I heard the Father repeat this phrase, along with more details. I got out of bed and 

proceeded to write the following words: 
 

 “Hillary will win the election by default. Obama will stay in due to the chaos. It will be a two-headed 

serpent, which you cannot kill until I come. This will be what America wants and deserves!” 

As I questioned the Father about this strong word, He proceeded to give me understanding. Hillary Clinton will 

become President because of the chaos that will envelope this nation. I believe as other watchmen do, martial 

law will arrive because of the chaos (caused by terrorism, financial crisis, disasters, etc). Even if Trump wins 

the general election or the popular vote, it will be taken from him by default.”  Updated: 05/26/2016 
 

Excerpt from Elizabeth Marie’s July 22, 2016 Prophetic Vision –Trump’s Ballot Box Tampering Exposed! 

“I saw three medium sized cardboard boxes sitting in a row.  On the top of each one was the name ‘TRUMP’ in 

big, black, bold letters.  The boxes were closed as if they had never been opened, however, I saw in the spirit, 

that these boxes had CLEARLY been opened but then sealed back up to make it look like they were new” 
 

Matt Smith’s May 20, 2016 Prophetic Word - We won’t make it to inauguration day, without 

Obama staying in office:  
“As I came home from work today. I was sitting in my car, in front of my apartment building, crying out to the 

Lord. My heart has been heavy. My spirit truly believes something is about to happen any day now. 

The Lord then began to speak to me about some personal things involving me. However, after he was done 

dealing with me, he began to speak to me about the following topics: 
 

Donald Trump and the Election: 

When it comes to Donald Trump, there will be an assassination attempt on his life. I then asked the Lord, “Will 

it succeed?” 

The Lord then stated to me, “That will depend upon his relationship with me. What’s important for you to know 

is it will add fuel to the fire.” 

The Lord went on to tell me, “We won’t make it to inauguration day, without Obama staying in office.” 
 

Markets, Civil Unrest and War: 

I am not in the markets. I have never studied them to get wisdom on them. I have nothing against people in the 

markets. I wish I had the knowledge sooner. I also know God deals in cycles, thus there is wisdom in taking 

advantage of these cycles and patterns. 
 

With all that being said here is what The Lord spoke to me about the markets and civil unrest/war. First if you 

are in the markets and the Lord has told you to get out, then get out immediately. If he okayed it, then you better 

pray exactly what He wants you to do. Do not take on any stocks or reverse ETF’s He has not told you to get. 

Your gain for being faithful is for kingdom work. 
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Now when it comes to the markets in general, they will take a hit. And when it does many will blame Obama, 

democratic liberal ideology, and all his supporters. These country-first- conservatives, old America (the Red), 

they will be furious, and say, “I told you the economy was bad! The job numbers were a lie!” 

The other half of the nation, the Obama socialist, liberal supporters, the new America (the Blue) will blame the 

other side: Bush, conservatives, and people they deem racist. They will say, “This is Bush’s mess! You racist 

whites never gave Obama a chance! You rich people did this, because you are greedy!” 
 

This will set in motion riots, which will become more violent. When the markets take a hit, it will go up briefly, 

and the Red people will cry foul and say, “Obama is rigging the markets!” Then they will become even more 

angry at the Blue people for the bank measures put in place as a result. 
 

Then the Blue will fight back, blaming the Red for not furthering the socialistic policies. Thus more violent 

cries and riots will fill the streets. There will be terrorist attacks and false flag attacks, which will effect the 

market, and the Red/Blue name game will follow. The violence will escalate to levels never before seen in this 

country. By the time of the election, the economy will be in such bad shape, civil unrest will reach nuclear 

levels of anger, and eventually civil war. 
 

The Church: 

God spoke this to me, “Tell My people to get off the cruise ship. It’s time to get into the jungle, we are at war. 

It’s time to fight for Me. Put on your armor and fight. Jonah tried to go AWOL. He went down to Joppa 

thinking he could get on a ship and ‘cruise’ away from Me, when I told him to go up to Nineveh. When you try 

to cruise away from me, you have nowhere to go but down. Your leisurely days are over. Many people are not 

ready for battle and they are fixing to get slaughtered. Pick up your weapon and fight!” 
 

Remember we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the 

rulers of this age, against spiritual host of wickedness in the heavenly places. 

This is all He spoke to me. Pray and seek God for yourself. Time is short. God Bless.”  Updated: 05/26/2016 
 

Elizabeth Marie’s July 22, 2016 Prophetic Dream and Vision – Pregnant Lady about to Give 

Birth and Trump’s Ballot Box Tampering Exposed! 
On July 22, 2016, I received a dream and a vision.  I have been praying and seeking the LORD about what they 

mean and want to share their interpretation.  Like with all prophetic dreams, words and visions, please seek the 

LORD for discernment and confirmation.  Remember, we only see through the mirror dimly, but one day face 

to face! (1 Corinthians 13:12) 
 

“In this dream I started feeling movement in my stomach and was completely startled by it.  I then recalled, in 

this dream, about another dream that I had a few months ago of how I had been pregnant and was in the final 

transitional stage of giving birth, only to have the contractions completely stop. 
 

Then, I thought to myself, that maybe I really AM pregnant again and now something is about to happen.  Sure 

enough, the movement starting getting stronger and stronger.  I looked at my stomach and started seeing these 

large imprints of little hands and feet trying to poke out. 
 

The movements got stronger and stronger. As they increased, I felt as if this baby was going to try to BURST 

out of my stomach.  I saw the head imprint thrashing to and fro along with hands and feet now trying to punch 

its’ way out of my stomach. 
 

While this was happening, I was outside of a door of a building and there was a bunch of people inside.  I felt 

the immediate need for help and called for someone to come and see what was going on with my stomach.  

Then a person came outside to see what all the commotion was about. 
 

When I looked up at this person who stepped outside, I saw that it was President Obama.  He looked at my 

stomach and saw it flip-flopping about in almost a violent way.  He got very excited, his eyes got large, and he 

drew me close as if he didn’t want anyone else to see or hear. 
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He then, whispered to me, “What is happening to you is a SECRET and a STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE 

NATIONS.”  End of dream.” 
 

“On the same day I received this dream, I also received a vision in which I saw three medium sized cardboard 

boxes sitting in a row.  On the top of each one was the name ‘TRUMP’ in big, black, bold letters. 

The boxes were closed as if they had never been opened, however, I saw in the spirit, that these boxes had 

CLEARLY been opened but then sealed back up to make it look like they were new.  End of dream.”  
Updated: 08/02/2016 
 

Will August 2016 become “The Month of Red”? August 13, 2016: 
 

Benjamin Faircloth’s July 17, 2016 Prophetic Word - Riots in the North, Turmoil in the South, 

Rebellion in the East, Fires in the West: 
During my prayer time on July 17 2016 at around 6:15 

am, the Father spoke the following words to me. 

“Anarchy, anarchy, anarchy! The seething pot of 

rebellion has spewed into your streets. Riots in the north, 

turmoil in the south, rebellion in the east, fires in the 

west! All of these will form your nation’s unrest! The 

lack of peace, is the lack of My Righteousness within 

the fabric and soul of this nation. 
 

Abandonment of My Truth will be filled with rebellion 

and hatred of the soul! Rejection is always followed by 

ejection. You have rejected Me America, and I have 

ejected you from My plans of prosperity and wholeness! 
 

I am here, I have not changed, but you Oh America have changed! Since your birth, you sparkled with newness 

and adventure. You conquered every foe, but you have forgotten the strength behind your tow (struggle). It was 

Me! It was Grace that covered thee! Now your garments will be exposed! For they will be tattered by your foes! 

You wouldn’t listen to instruction, nor would you seek My wisdom and take counsel from Me! 
 

America, I have wept for your sins and rejection of Me. But now I stand and have determined, you will see what 

a hornet’s nest of rebellion looks like within your streets! You will try to cover your eyes, but the fires will be 

too bright and all will see, what America the fallen will look like indeed!” 
 

After receiving the word of the Lord, the Father spoke to me to preach from Isaiah 34. I just preached from that 

chapter last week in my sermon, “The Divided States of America”. 
 

I asked why He wanted me to do that because I was concerned people would not respond to the meat of this 

word, thinking it was a repeat. He replied, “They are not listening to My Prophets, they are not listening to My 

Watchmen and Seers! Tell them again that My Sword has been prepared for this nation. I offered you My 

Covenant of Peace, now you will endure a time of war!” 
 

I will now present this message from Isaiah 34 with new revelation and understanding; along with a word for 

the Remnant Church out of Isaiah 32. The Father instructed me to remind those who would read this word, that 

Isaiah 37:15 is His first choice!  Updated: 08/04/2016 
 

Benjamin Faircloth’s Jan 17, 2016 Prophetic Poem “In the Month of Red, Blood Will Be Shed”: 
On January 17 2016 at around 2:30 am I was awakened to the following word, which I received several times 

before I got up and began to write it down. The Holy Spirit spoke these words to me: 
 

“I am mobilizing My Team, My Army to the frontlines. War is here now! Carnage will rage from Wall Street 

to the Main Street of America. My judgment has arrived. My time of winking is over. I will stare and I will gaze 
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at this nation’s demise. I am fixed in My position and plans. The time to reap has come! The desperation of man 

will be fierce.” 
 

He then said something I’ve never heard before, “In the month of red, blood will be shed.” Updated: 01/19/2016 
 

Benjamin Faircloth’s July 31, 2016 Prophetic Word - August will be an Acceleration of 

Assassinations in the U.S. and the World, Desolation has Come to your Shores, your Prairies, and 

Cities, both Large and Small: 
“On July 31,2016, during my morning prayer time, the Father spoke the following word to me. 

August will be an acceleration of assassinations both in this country and the world. Officials from both 

corporations (including banking) and political parties will be assassinated. 
 

The cutting off of the head will be the goal of your enemy. This will be the dividing of the nations. A great 

culling (selecting process) has begun, it will not stop nor decrease untill the plan is in place. 
 

This plan your enemy has laid out has been approved by Me. For I have warned that the enemy was at the gate. 

I have foretold your enemy would strike, but you have increased with goods and now you are dull of hearing! 

You have placed your hands over your ears. Silence is what you have asked for, but now you will receive the 

increase of My Prophets. For they will not stand by in idleness and stare, but they will stand and say with a 

voice of a trumpet, ‘Desolation, desolation, desolation, has come to your shores, your prairies (drought and 

heatwaves to the heartland?), and cities, both large and small.’ 
 

You have forsaken My covenant, you have forgotten My offering of peace, now you will reap the whirlwind, 

the price of the folly of your sin. 
 

My garments are clean, My breath does not reek with the stench of your consuming sin. I have not violated My 

House as you have violated your own. There is no comparison to My Royalty and Holiness though you were 

once a reflection of My Glory! I have divorced you oh nation of serpents! Vile and unclean are your streets, 

filled with pagan parties worshipping departed spirits of dead men. In your songs and festivities, you will vomit 

from their overflow. For you have drunken the wine of My wrath and fury! You thought I was as you! But I am 

not! 
 

Your churches have become a gall of bitterness for the poison that has been preached. Bitter because the 

sweetness has lost its taste! For My Word is honey and it is life. But oh preacher and pastor of My Sheep, you 

have poisoned and diluted My Word by your sin. You prophesy words of good, peace, and prosperity. Ye 

hypocrites, you will receive the greater judgment! For like Balaam, you taught My People to err! Now the salt 

has lost its savor and it is good for nothing! 
 

To My Remnant, I say arise stand up and go forth, move to higher ground, move to where you can be heard! 

Blow the trumpet! Sound the alarm! For soon war will begin and few will be found. Make haste in your plans 

and prepare My People for My Return and for My Habitation!”  Updated: 08/13/2016 
 

James Bailey’s August 8, 2016 Piece - July 2014 Prophetic Dream Close to Fulfillment - 

Something Will Occur That Will Change Everything that Follows It: 
“In July 2014, I received a prophetic warning dream of a coming sudden event that would trigger an economic 

collapse. Afterwards, I received several additional dreams and words revealing four signs to watch for. So I 

have been watching for those signs and have documented how all four signs have been fulfilled, which lets me 

know we are now in the season when the sudden event will happen. 

I believe the sudden event I saw is the same one other people are seeing because they also describe it as 

happening suddenly and causing major trouble. The following prophetic warning provides another 

confirmation, which was posted by Z3 contributor Jeff Byerly on his blog, Holy Spirit Wind.” 

“The fall (season) will be the beginning of the fall of this world into utter darkness and chaos. Something will 

occur that will change everything that follows it. The Fall is NOT the end, it is the beginning of the end of this 

age. Pray that the devastation will be lessened, that lives would be saved, and that there would be a great harvest 

http://z3news.com/
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of souls for My kingdom. I will counteract the movement of the enemy with a greater outpouring of My Spirit 

and it is available to you even now! As this world grows darker, the outpouring of My Spirit will grow ever 

more powerful and you will become ever brighter until your final transformation into glory.”  
 

This warning also confirms what others have shared in previous posts, including the following: 

Mena Lee Grebin shared, “Within Three to Six Months, Chaos Will Envelop America.” 

Pastor Benjamin Faircloth shared a warning of “Riots in the North, Turmoil in the South, Rebellion in the East, 

Fires in the West.” 

Glynda Linkhous shared, “A Plan is Underway to Surprise You with an Attack that Will Shock the World“ 

Matt Smith shared, “By the Time of the Election, Civil Unrest Will Reach Nuclear Levels of Anger“. 

Pastor David Lankford shared, “Something Has Been Ignited, We Are At the Point of No Return“. 

Chuck Pierce shared how April 25 to October 20 2016 would be “The Most Tumultuous, Confusing Time This 

Nation Has Known in Over 160 Years.” We are now over half way through that six month period. There have 

been increases in mass murders and civil unrest, but not yet on a level that would exceed anything in the past 

160 years. However, a lot can happen in the ten weeks remaining.  Updated: 08/13/2016 
 

Brian Carn’s October 6, 2015 ‘Clarion Call’ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ui_paNefl4)  

Video/audio Transcript in its Entirety – with Periscope Problems - Continued: 

17:44 Mark: “I also see the normal U.S.A. citizen, is going to have access to military grade  

weaponry.  Let’s be very prayerful, because I see something happening with the National Rifle Association, 

where normal people are going to have access to military grade weaponry. 

18:07 Mark: “I see a military draft occurring, and when I’m telling you these things, they could be down 

things happening down the road or they could be close, but I’m telling you what I see.  I see us having another 

draft, OK.  Remember during Vietnam, they had a draft.  I see another draft occurring.” 

18:25 Mark: “As we go into the New Year, the next time you see gas prices low, go get you some containers and 

fill them up with gas, because as we go into the New Year, I see the gas prices going up 

immensely!  And I see a change in the markets, when it came to oil, OK.”   

18:48 Mark: “…So I really want us to be very prayerful in this season, because there’s getting ready to be a 

major shift, something “suddenly” (how many times have we seen that Word before in these Prophetic 

writings, ha, ha) is about to happen in the media, OK.  And again, I see something happening as we (USA) 

begin to go into a season of “smoke and ashes”.  I see Trump fading out.  And I know a lot of preachers just 

went and had a meeting with Trump, God bless them, but I hope they don’t feel like he is gonna be president – 

if they do, they are wasting their time, because the Lord already let us know what is going to happen.”  

…Donald Trump, I see him falling out, as we go into a season of “smoke and ashes”.  

(1st stock market crash in the fall of 2015 or early 2016, following the volcanic eruption of Mt Fuji “smoke 

and ashes”, and a massive Tokyo earthquake, between now and Christmas time?) 

20:42 Mark: “But I wanna talk to you saints and I really want you to hear me.  Because the Spirit of God spoke 

to me very strongly and said:  “Son, the enemy is conspiring an attack against the people of God everywhere.”  

And I want you’ll to hear me, because even the Word of the Lord came to me and said very strongly, “to be 

very prayerful in this season and He told me to increase the temperature of my prayer life, again in this season, 

because there’s coming an attack.”  …and it’s amazing that this thing happened with “periscope” and all of 

this happened, because the Lord said to me, “Isaiah 54:17” 
 

Isaiah 54:17: 

“No weapon (as in terrorist weapons) that is formed against thee shall prosper; and every tongue that shall rise 

against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and their 

righteousness is of me, saith the Lord.”  (periscope wasn’t working for a time in Brian’s video broadcast, and 

the Lord told me that “it was an Event Code for what was to come” – the November 13, 2015 Paris shooting 

massacre, when Islamic terrorists killed 130 people.  The Event Code ‘periscope’/‘Paris scope’ or one 
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could say the ‘scope’ was on ‘Paris’, as in ‘riffle scope’.  You see, everything stopped in Paris during the time 

when all of those riffle scopes were pointing and shooting at the people in Paris, just as everything stopped 

working (in ‘periscope’) for a time, when Brian Carn was delivering the most insightful Prophetic Words of this 

fall season!  God decided not to give Prophet Carn specific information about the Paris attack, in the form of a 

Prophetic Word, but instead, He gave him the information via an Event Code.  Sometimes we have to use 

prayer and discernment before God, to glean additional information that is not openly given.)  
 

21:47 Mark: That’s my scripture for this, OK.  That’s my scripture for this.  And I really want you to hear me, 

because I see an attack, (12-02-2015 San Bernardino terrorist attack?) what happened in this last massacre, at 
the school shooting in Oregon.  The man told them are you Christians, and if they were Christians they were killed.  
 

(Even though it isn’t talked about on the news, many people, including myself, 

believe that the terrorist gunman Farook’s primary target in the San Bernardino 

shooting, was a Messianic Jewish co-worker named Nicholas Thalasinos, that he 

wanted to take revenge against.  Farook and Mr. Thalasinos worked together as health 

inspectors for an extended period of time, and it has been reported that they would 

often have discussions about religion and politics)  
 

“And I wanna tell you all today, that if you are gonna make it in this hour, 

you are gonna have to make up in your mind that you are strong 

in the Lord and in the power of His might.  You’re gonna have 

to put on the whole armour of God, that you may be able to 

stand against the wiles of the devil!  In this season, I want you to 

increase the temperature of your prayers! …and you are gonna 

have to make up in your mind that for God you will live and for 

God you will die!” 
 

24:55 Mark: “I’m trying to get you prepared for what’s getting ready to hit America.  I see people going 

into grocery stores not having food.  There’s going to be a change in our currency. 

(30 to 50 % devaluation of the dollar immediately following the worldwide stock market crash?) 

But no weapon that is formed against you, shall be able to prosper.  So I want us to pray.”   

25:17 Mark: “And I want you to jot down those things that God (I’m jotting, I’m jotting, ha, ha) showed me, 

because the Lord showed me very clearly that someone (Donald Trump) is gonna drop out before Christmas 

(2015).  The Lord showed me very clearly that Donald Trump is gonna drop out as we hit a season of 

“smoke and ashes.” 
 

25:37 Mark: “So keep your eyes – even Israel, very soon, is gonna become lost.  Let’s pray for Israel.  The 

Bible says to pray for the peace of Jerusalem.  But these are things that I see are getting ready to come upon 

America.  I want you to pray for St. Louis because I see sadness in St. Louis, I see chaos in the streets.  But pray 

for Chicago, because I see civil unrest in the city of Chicago, like you’ve never seen before!  
 

 (Keep in mind that Brian gave this Prophetic Word way back on 

October 6, 2015.  And we know now that the Chicago riots have 

since begun!  And according to Mr. Carn they will get much 

worse!  The riots began after the Video of the Laquan McDonald 

shooting, which was captured on a police cruiser's dashboard 

camera, and subsequently released to the public in November.) 
 

The shooting of Laquan McDonald occurred on October 20, 2014, 

in Chicago, Illinois, when McDonald, a 17-year-old black male 

armed with a knife, was shot 16 times by Chicago Police Officer 

Jason Van Dyke (Wikipedia) 
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Do you remember the Baltimore riots that began on Monday, April 27, 2015, where there were days of protests, 

rioting and looting following the death of Freddie Gray who died while he was in police custody?  And do you 

remember that the “Baltimore Orioles” home game (on April 27th) against the ‘Chicago White Sox’ 

was postponed due to fear of unrest and violence at the stadium?  Well the Lord gave me an Event Code out of 

that postponed baseball game.  The Lord gave me a Word and said “that what has happened in Baltimore will 

also happen in Chicago!” and it did! 
 

26:10 Mark: “And I see God calling the church back to a place of prayer.  Again, pray for a major 

preacher, OK.  I see in the realm of the Spirit, - you know what happened when one of the bishops in Atlanta 

– who we thank God, we pray for him.  We thank for recovery, restoration, whatever.  But I see a big preacher, 

going through something like that again.” 
 

28:01 Mark: “I need to speak to somebody and tell you that there is coming an attack upon America  

(12-02-2015 San Bernardino terrorist attack?) in a couple of days.  And when I say days, you have to hear me in 

the Spirit realm.  But there’s coming an attack, very soon.  I see a shaking and a shifting getting ready to 

hit our country.  Even a shifting of power and the changing of the guard. (the fall of many corrupt government 

officials and preachers and the rise of the Joseph’s and the True Church of Jesus Christ?)  And we need to 

pray for Obama, because I see his presidency ending in a demise.  We’ve got to pray for him, 

because God commanded us to pray for those in authority.” 
 

28:48 Mark: “But I see something happening concerning a mountain, OK.  (Mt. Fuji eruption?) I want you 

to hear me – just pay attention to the news, something is going to come up on the news about a mountain.  

(Mt. Fuji eruption?) I don’t know if the mountain (Mt. Fuji eruption?) is going to collapse.  I don’t know if 

the mountain (Mt. Fuji eruption?) is going to fall.  I don’t know if a bomb is going to hit a mountain, (Mt. 

Fuji eruption?) but pay attention to the news, something is going to come up about a mountain.” Updated: 12/12/2015 
 

Randy Conway’s, Prophetic Poem – Surrendered: 
“The America we once knew is gone and it is no more  

We have surrendered while most didn’t know we were at war 

Multifarious battles were fought over many years, 

Battles hidden from our sight and often the enemy, our peers. 
 

Whether long fought or quickly ended the same results were engendered 

By our silent acquiescence, or distraction, America has surrendered 

The enemies of freedom, with hellish inspiration, remained persistent 

Ever advancing their cause and all too often without resistance. 
 

History has been revised, falsified, corrupted and even deleted 

And we now live in a day when history will be repeated 

We have surrendered the truth for the comfort of lies 

An unconditional surrender and our freedom has now died. 
 

We have surrendered our rights that were demanded before our Constitution would be ratified 

As long as we receive a government check that’s certified, we can lie to ourselves that it is justified. 

Not so long ago a monster was released from Jekyll Island and we surrendered our economy 

Every generation since is forced to redistribute wealth because of the victory of traitor bankers who control our 

money. 
 

We have surrendered all hope of present or future prosperity  

And have assented to live as slaves in financial dependency 

We have surrendered the responsibility and privilege to be a people of Biblical literacy 

And by so doing have become a nation without integrity. 
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From the office of the President to the teachers in our schools 

Sexual perversion and permissiveness has made men and women wretches, whores and fools 

By surrendering both our personal and national integrity 

We have given a greater ease to our enemies who continue to garner victories. 
 

Politicians and leaders who cannot be threatened, bought or compromised 

Have continually and often mysteriously died or reportedly “committed suicide” 

We have ignored our duty to throw off a government pursuing a design of absolute despotism 

And have surrendered our future security to Illuminati activism. 
 

We have surrendered our courts and constitution 

We have surrendered all sacred institutions 

We have surrendered the victories of our forefather’s revolution 

We have surrendered our minds to the onslaught of intellectual pollution 
 

Of greatest distress and dire consequence has been the surrender of our pulpits 

Ignoring the Word of God to preach political correctness, sermons are but refuse fit only for the toilet 

The surrender of the pulpits paved the way to surrender education, entertainment and the family 

All moral high ground has been lost and what is unnatural is now accepted commonly. 
 

We have lost our privacy, honesty and civility 

Surrendering our decency, dignity and sovereignty 

Upon the Mastery of the Human Domain we will be but detainees; 

Until we fight for right and surrender only to Christ, this will be our destiny. 
 

This timeless war has come with the shedding of much blood  

Those who never tasted life have paid the highest price as abortion rages as a flood 

Men who fought valiantly for freedom have been used as pawns in evil designs 

And the enemy marches on battling to destroy the human bloodline. 
 

We have surrendered the futures of those not yet grown 

They will never savor the freedoms the past generations have known 

We have surrendered our will and our minds and now live under a great delusion 

Pretending all is orderly and well while the world is in confusion. 
 

What is left, who is left that has not or is not surrendered? 

Is not the final hour upon us when the question of our guilt must be answered? 

Is there still time? Are their soldiers left, enough to fight? 

Who will wear the armor of God and face evil in the power of His Might? 
 

Every day around the world Christians die in torturous agony 

But as long as men die on distant shores, America will pursue meaningless activities 

Alas those who’ve never realized there is a war that rages, 

Will very soon realize that surrender will demand its wages. 
 

We have moved from ridiculing or ignoring the Watchmen to labeling them as psychotic 

Our surrender has had a dimensional effect transporting the chaotic 

There is no more ground that can be lost or all will be held by the despotic 

The events ahead will be prophetic; we will stand for Christ or surrender to the demonic. 
 

What are the terms of your surrender? How will you choose to live? 

All to Jesus I surrender, all to Him I freely give. 

To surrender to Jesus Christ is to win this war 

And will nullify the surrenders that we’ve accepted heretofore. 
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The America I once knew is gone and it is no more 

The stench of our sin is repugnant and will not be ignored 

The instruction of Scripture is offered; we can accept it or ignore 

We will be but a memory of history, or we will repent and be restored. 
 

I surrender all, all to Jesus I surrender, I surrender all.”  Updated: 12/15/2015 
 

Matt Smith’s Prophetic Poem Revealing the Future of America in 2016 and Beyond: 
On December 23 2015, He showed me what is coming to America in 2016 and beyond. Then He led me to put 

it in the form of a poem: 

“At the very end of 2015, And the year of ten plus six,  

That wicked old Satan, Will be up to evil tricks.  (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash?) 
 

December through February, Winter finds itself here,  

A “sudden” event will strike, And many will be in fear. (1st “Black Monday” stock market crash?) 
 

Know then My judgment, Has come upon this land, 

God reigns supreme, And deals with a heavy hand. 
 

From March until June, The spring season shall arrive, 

There will be many people, Found not to be alive. 
 

During this same season, Another checkpoint will originate, 

Then another crushing blow, Will seal this nation’s fate.  (2nd “Black Monday” stock market crash in 

the fall of 2015 or early 2016, after the 2nd stock market surge, ushering in the 2nd Great Depression?) 
 

During these two seasons, The economy will decline, 

Look to Me My people, I say, ‘Your souls are mine.’ 
 

For war will be inevitable, It will not go away, 

I implore My holy people, Stay on your knees and pray. 
 

The dog days of summer, Will follow and draw nigh, 

Protests will fill the streets, With a far more violent cry. 
 

At the end of the summer, As the season reaches a climax, 

JADE HELM will come to life again, Surely it will be brought back. 
 

The fall season will bring, another election year, 

But by this time our nation, Will be firmly gripped in fear. 
 

Barack Hussein Obama, Will stay seated in his chair, 

No Democrat nor Republican, will find themselves his heir.   
(see also Rick Wiles’ interview of Rebecca Sterling and Brian Carn’s October 6, 2015 ‘Clarion Call’) 
 

Martial law is coming, It will soon grip our land, 
I plead with all the saints of God, To take a righteous stand. 
 

2017 will follow next, When it comes rolling around, 

The changes will be different, They will surely be profound. 
 

America will have seen, Destruction and devastation, 

I will hold nothing back, I will show no hesitation. 
 

Disease and pestilence, Will surely grip this land, 

But My people do not worry, It’s all part of My plan. 
 

Watch the hand of Islam, They will shout a battle cry, 

A day of terror is coming, And many will surely die. 
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Now look upon the map, And look upon it well, 

You will see trouble landed, Where American cities fell. 
 

Now woe unto you cities, And you states shown below, 

You have angered God in Heaven, And made yourself His foe. 
 

Woe unto the city, Of the Bears, Cubs, and Bulls. Woe to San Francisco, 

You dare mock me, you fools! I will destroy both of you, 
 

In the hour of My fury, You have been found guilty, 

Yes, by my Heavenly Jury.  
 

Woe unto Las Vegas, Seattle, and the Big D, Plagues, famine, and destruction 

Are coming soon, you’ll see.  
 

Woe unto New Orleans, And even Florida too,  

When I shoot arrows of destruction, You shall surely be through.  
 

Woe unto the city, Known for the Liberty Bell,  

I will take away your freedoms, And you will see much hell.  
 

Woe unto Baltimore, Woe to Washington DC,  

Woe to you wicked leaders, For you must answer to Me.  
 

I will destroy these cities, With one single attack,  

I will shoot arrows of destruction, And I will hold nothing back.  
 

Woe unto Boston, New York City, And even California too,  

You do not worship Me, You say, “I answer to who?”  
 

You say you only answer, To gold, silver, and sex,  

But I will put something on you, Far worse than any vex. 
 

Half of California, Shall be thrown into the sea, 

And New York City, The same fate it will be. 
 

Oh Boston, Oh Boston, Your arrogance will be no more, 

I shall wipe you off the map, You big arrogant whore. 
 

Get prepared for slavery, It is coming to this nation, 

Like Egypt in the days of Moses, It will not be a good sensation. 
 

An asteroid will strike, In the Caribbean sea, 

All around the world, Tsunamis must be. 
 

Earthquakes will come, And will divide this land, 

That we might not forget, God deals with a heavy hand. 
 

You shall look to the east, And see Russians coming here, 

You shall look to the west, And see China causing fear. 
 

They shall invade this land, And take over this place, 

America once a golden cup, Has become an utter disgrace. 
 

Many think they can still sin, And waltz right into Heaven, 

But that’s like foolishly believing, Two plus three equals seven. 
 

There are many who come to Me, On spiritual section eight, 

They are in moral poverty, And will not enter My pearly gate. 
 

Moral bankruptcy, They have truly filed, 

They do not know Me, For they are not My child. 
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You who refuse to teach, My people the ways of the Lord, 

Soon you will find, You can not escape my sword. 
 

Promising My people, Nothing but houses and cars, 

But these will not get you, Not get you very far. 
 

Tell the people to stop, To halt all of their sins, 

Tell them to live holy, So they can enter in. 
 

It is time for the saints, To be truly tried, 

Stand firm upon My word, And in Me truly abide. 
 

If you deny my son Jesus, In front of any man, 

You will sink faster, Than standing in quick sand. 
 

So know these things, They surely will take place, 

Come live your life for Jesus, And receive My mercy and grace.”   
Updated: 12/28/2015 
 

Rachel Baxter’s April 20, 2016 Prophetic Word – 10 Tornado’s (10 Point List of Future Events): 

The Lord just took me through this over the last two hours (on July 14, 2016) as a storm popped up over my city 

and blew through. So many of us have been watching the storm clouds approaching for quite a long time, even 

years. There is an understanding in our spirit that the time of waiting is nearly over for the dark clouds are now 

overhead and ready to be emptied. 
 

“The sky is so dark and what was once stillness has now turned to wind. The branches of the trees have begun 

to move under the power of the wind. The singing of the birds has now been silenced as even they take shelter. 

We’ve had that feeling of unease from deep inside of us growing and growing. Holy Spirit has even spoken to 

so many the words “shaking, shaking, shaking”. He promises that everything that can be shaken will be shaken.  

The sky is nearly ready to open up over America my Friends. We’ve felt a few rain drops hit the ground, and 

even on our face. It feels cold to the touch, but has been “tolerable” as harsh as that sounds. Other nations have 

faced earthquakes, famines, plagues, floods, wars, and Christian persecution, but these things have yet to impact 

us in the same way. The time is nearly here for that to change. 
 

Once, the sky was blue and the sun was shining on America, but that time is over. Our great grandparents, if 

they were alive today, would have a hard time recognizing this nation. Sure, the old landmarks are still here, but 

the feel and expression of the joy in the freedom we once experienced is past because of sin has run rampant. 

The rain is going to begin to pour down harder and harder as the cup of God’s wrath for America begins to pour 

out. Make no mistake, the cup has been filling for decades, and we’ve now reached the point that the cup can no 

longer contain it anymore. 
 

The Lord has shown us, those who have been paying attention and seeking Him, the damage the storm is going 

to do. It is all to His glory that He has woken us up to understand the seriousness of the hour, to warn us about 

all that is coming. I believe it will come in waves, one after another, as scripture says it will be like birth pains 

growing in severity and frequency as the time of Jesus’ return approaches. 

http://www.scrollandfigleaf.com/
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What can we expect in America over the months and years ahead? The following list includes ten things the 

Lord has shown me and which others have confirmed, in no particular order. Some of these have already begun 

to occur and will only escalate.” 
 

Economic Disaster – This storm will impact the stock markets and currencies so that the dollar is dissolved and 

money as we know it fails. 

Drought and Famine – Food shortages will lead to starvation and cannibalism. 

Marshall Law – Our constitutional rights will be relinquished. UN troops will be welcomed and given 

authority over Americans. 

Persecution – Bible-believing Christians will face extreme persecution culminating in FEMA detention camps 

and guillotines. 

World War 3 – Nearly all nations will be drawn into war. Russian and Chinese troops will attack America and 

occupy our land, even launching nuclear weapons. 

Earthquakes – Our country will be split in two pieces and separated by a body of water. 

Floods – Our coastlines will be forever changed by tsunamis and raging waters. 

Plagues – Pestilences will cause suffering and death for many people. 

Wild Fires – Fires will rage across our land and the Yellowstone caldera will erupt. 

New World Order – Nations will centralize under a new world government. The United States of America will 

cease to exist as we know it today. Our sovereignty under God will be dissolved. 
 

I had a dream on April 20th, 2016 where I saw ten tornadoes come down out of storm clouds in quick 

succession. I believe each tornado represented one of the ten redemptive judgments listed above. 

I know that it has been hard to wait day after day for the calamities that He has promised, not because we wish 

any should perish, but because we are so longing for the day when Satan is banished and Jesus takes His 

rightful place as King and Groom. 
 

The warning is this: soon we are going to long for these “extra” days that God has so graciously given us. The 

storm is going to pick up speed and power so that it rages all around us, even in our own families and homes. 

Soon enough we will be IN THE EYE OF THE STORM with nowhere to go but into His arms. 

The sun (Son) is now completely hidden from our view, yet we know it (He) is still there above it all. I believe 

His hand of protection has been lifted from our borders and the evidence of this is all around. Yet, He is still 

God, unchanging. He still loves His children, and Jesus WILL have every child that has been promised to Him 

from the foundations of time. 
Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt’s April 21, 1977 Prophetic Vision – 7 Bad Years for America: 

(Courtesy of Sherry Shriner) 
 

Sherry: He describes a 3 year order of events (This is not inclusive, some of it is messed up from trying to 

interpret his timetables).  This was sent to me from a listener and supporter who went through and dug out tips 

and notes from his book: 
 

Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt’s First year of events:   
1. Do not buy an air conditioner - get used to the heat. 

2. Do buy gas cans and store white gas. (propane and kerosene). 

3. Spring rain will be followed by summer heat and gas shortages. 

4. The dollar will begin to slide in July. For this reason, crude oil imported to the United States will increase 

sharply and there will be gold value problems. 

5. Temperature rise will begin in early June, (Chuck asked the Lord "when in early June?"  Jesus said, "June 

9".) and climb in temperature reaching peak temperatures in July and this will hold all through July, August, 

and September followed by sudden and drastic temperature drop in October. 

6. There will be no rain of any significance from mid-June and on. 

7. Devastating Hurricane to hit New Orleans in September 
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8. The President will be in serious trouble by December. 

9. Japan and China will become friends through economic agreements this year and arrange certain defense 

agreements that will seem aimed at Russia-but secretly aimed initially at the United States. This will be a great 

deception. The United States will fall for it. Japanese government will change character drastically in a visible way. 

10. The angel of death awaits through this year. 

11. ??? 

12. ??? 

13. Continue in faith. The Net of Prayer will grow steadily and then unexpectedly-be ready! 

14. Do not fear. This year many will lose jobs and city and state governments will fail suddenly. 

15. There will be serious economic crumbling. Psalm 37:39 quoted. 

16. Disease will start from California and move east. Many left incapacitated. 

17. From Georgia a plague to kill thousands as it spreads. Panic and fear will grip the nation. 

18. Food riots will break out in August in many major cities. 

19. Food costs to soar, availability declines, quality poor, hoarding magnifies the problems. 

20. Government tries, but fails to instill confidence. 

21. Those who rebel against God will also rebel against government and hundreds of thousands will want for 

food and starvation begins. Psalm 37:35 quoted. 

22. Heat is unbearable. No rain. Multitudes curse God but those touched by love of Christ will repent and God 

will spare them.  Psalm 53:1 quoted. 

23. Power outs caused by heat. Fuel shortage grows worse. 

24. Riots and deliberate destruction by enraged individuals and extremist groups aiming at overthrow of the 

government. Proverbs 3:25, 26 quoted.  

25. Local police will fail to deal with violence and State troupes will be called out and in some areas, the 

violence will be so severe that Federal troops and tanks will have to be called out. Psalm 125:1 quoted. 

 

 

26. In December Russia will "accidentally" nuke 4 American cities, Lexington, KY, Richmond, VA, Columbia, 

SC and just north of New York City. The U.S. Counter attacks and hits three Russian cities. 
 

Sam Salmon’s Sept 29, 2014 Prophetic Word – In Dec this Nation will be Brought to its Knees: 
I received this Word recently, and I am led to share it. I’ve been hearing in my Spirit the last few days, 

“DECEMBER.” On Monday Sept. 29, 2014, I asked the Lord, “what does December mean?” And immediately 

the Lord said, “THIS NATION WILL BE BROUGHT TO ITS KNEES.  Updated: 07/29/2016 
 

Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt’s Second year of events:   

1. January, northern Iowa will be struck by a strong tremor. Thirty days later a massive quake will strike Boston 

area followed by a wave of quakes, leveling blows clear across the nation. "My prophets will be sent out across 

the Nation and My call to repent in late spring," sayeth the Lord! Psalm 37:27, 28 quoted.  

2. Little winter snow but intense cold and little heat in most American homes. 

3. In some places too much snow--in others none. Severe winds add to cold. 

4. Power diverted to major institutions, hospitals, and entertainment centers. 

5. Food lines and the economy near collapses. United States crude oil imports cut off by most oil producers. 

Japan becomes China's ally. Psalm 146:3 quoted. 

6. Chicago temperatures minus 40 degrees to minus 46 degrees below zero during coldest temperatures of 

winter. Upwards of 80% of homes in area will be without heat after a month of intense cold. Many will freeze 

to death.  With little food, intense cold and fear everywhere, life will be intolerable to those who do not know 

Jesus. 

7. Suicide will become common. City services will break down and fail in mid-winter. Fires will burn 

unchecked. 

8. The dead will fall in the streets and lie in the streets. Disease will flourish and kill tens of thousands. The 

nation will reap the seed it has sown in itself. Psalm 147:6 quoted. 
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9. Over half the nations employed will be without work and the dollar will be worthless. 

10. Canada will be in sad shape-but not as bad off as the United States. Mexico and Canada will seal their 

borders, and set a quota on how many United States citizens can 'move over'. 

11. Winter will end abruptly in April with warm days and sun. It will be very pleasant and many will think 'it's 

over' but the land is parched and last year's crop failures will deepen this year. Rivers and lakes will dry up this 

year and temperatures will rise to over 120 degrees F. by Mid-May. (note, the fact that this April is mentioned 

could be April 16, 2006 as this is also Easter and by the time this much destruction has happened you can 

expect people to be calling for a National Sunday Law easily about this time. From another source there is a 

plan for bodies of water to be diverted to underground cisterns for use of the government living in underground 

bunkers by the time this thing is happening too.) 

12. In some other places, rainfall will be so heavy, that flooding and destruction will be unavoidable. Other 

areas will be ripped by numberless tornadoes and hurricanes, and waves of tremors will shake the land, 

followed by outbreaks of disease and fear - hate spawned destruction.  

13. Famine will continue. The government will establish a special economic arrangement and food distribution 

program, but early crop failures, mixed with unending disasters, will crush all hope. Corruption in government 

will destroy confidence. No rain. Intense heat. People will stay indoors in fear. 

14. Everything is failing. Only the Christians have the strength to act, and the Hand of God will be clearly 

visible to all in the Christian communities. Many will be saved in this time; but many others will curse God, 

knowing full well why this has befallen them. This will be the year of "Fear, Pain, and Misery' for those who 

reject Christ.  Psalm 149:4 quoted. 

15. Sin will grow to its deepest even in the midst of judgment, with the call to repentance the loudest, with 

visible signs and wondrous miracles and the mercy and love of Jesus reaching to all. 

16. Multitudes will reject Christ in knowing ways and the depths of depravity and abominable behavior will 

stun even the most compassionate. Persecution will also reach a high in this year, and in many states with 

government approval. Jesus said: "My Prophets and messengers will be abused and hated and injured and 

killed." 

17. The wrath of God up to this point was much blended with God's mercy; but now the wrath of God will burn 

hot. His fury will be unleashed in a terrible way. Psalm 125:3 quoted. 

18. The giant earthquake strikes the Midwest, literally the whole continent is shaken by the intensity of the 

earthquake. The Midwestern United Sates is devastated.  (note, according to other pages this happens at noon on 

July 5 of the second year of this scenario which if you read Revelation 18 it seems to indicate something like a 

meteor hitting water that would relate to this.) 

19. The Russians and Chinese have been formulating contingency plans to deal with the United States, plans 

aiming at long range 'wearing down' of the United States that require close co-operation. Although they review 

the possibility of war, neither power wants to risk war until there is no risk. Both agree that the United States is 

not to be taken intact--but is to be destroyed after weakened. The massive earthquake happens at this time, and 

with great excitement they both see that the United States defenses are down. 

20. It appears to be the opportunity they have looked for. Under the guise of helping us recover, they 

immediately begin to set into motion a plan of attack. Thirty days after the Midwestern United States 

earthquake, the Lord sends His angels to warn His children to flee (to safe haven areas) and 7 days later, Russia 

and China press the buttons, launching a full thermonuclear attack on the United States.  

21. The U.S. Navy and U.S. Airforces are dealt deathblows. Major cities are destroyed. The United States 

returns a hard punch at Russia-much to their surprise. Russia weathers the counter attack with strength and 

within two months invades. Russian amphibious and airborne troops invade the east coast of the United States 

at five points; two points North of New York City and three points south of New York City. Southern Florida 

and parts of Louisiana and Alabama are under water and cease to exist. 

22. The U.S. Army fights hard and manages to contain the Russian invasion points; but then heavy Russian 

attacks break out of one bridgehead and they sweep towards the destroyed Philadelphia area.  U.S. Armies are 

threatened from the rear, attempts to stem the Russian advance fail. 
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23. The President and the government abandon Washington, D.C.  U.S. Armies retreat to a defense line being 

set up in the Appalachian Mountains. Japan, an uneasy ally at first is greatly encouraged by the course of the 

war. Japan moves quickly with China and a month after the Russian invasion of the East Coast Chinese troops 

with Japanese troops invade the West Coast of the United States. (note, he says October 21 is the date of the 

first invasion so the second must be in November for west coast). 

24. The invasion happens at three widely separated points on California and Washington State coastlines. At 

first, the U.S. Armed forces stop them: One Chinese invasion beach-head near San Francisco, is wiped out but 

then with considerable strength the Chinese and Japanese crush the U.S. defense and sweep inland. Russia 

invades and annexes Alaska and slaughters much of the population deliberately. 

25. Hawaii surrenders to Japan intact and China jointly occupies with Japan. The U.S. Army is pressed back on 

every front. Washington, D.C. a ruined city falls into Russian hands. The President and government move west 

and set up the seat of government in Kansas and Dakotas.  The U.S. industrial base is largely destroyed 

although smaller factories are opening up in small towns everywhere. 

26. A severe fuel shortage cripples every effort. The U.S. Air Force is outnumbered and out classed; and 

Russian and Chinese aircraft controls the skies over every battlefield.  The U.S. Navy is destroyed or 

surrendered. The President tries to arrange peace terms; but neither Russia, China, nor Japan will respond and 

the war goes on. 

27. All now smell the blood of the United States and are closing in 'for the kill'. France, Great Britain and Italy 

form a coalition alliance, and U.S. Armies are asked to leave Europe, Spain, West Germany, Holland, Sweden, 

Luxembourg, Norway, and Portugal become loose allies in a mutual defense pact.  Here the Lord does not make 

it clear (it seems vague to me, with a lack of definition) yet the Lord makes it clear that Western Europe will not 

be involved in the war and will elect to stay out of the war and will remain neutral.  Psalm 127:1 quoted. 

28. North Korea will attack South Korea. 

29. China attacks Taiwan. 

30. Stock market crashes in July. 

31. Great inflation, massive food shortages, massive unemployment, starvation starts. 

32. Chicago destroyed completely by a major earthquake. Lake Michigan will plummet the city. 62 million will 

die because of this earthquake felt 500 miles around the city. 

33. 80% of the homes in America will be without heat in the wintertime and with little food, millions will starve 

to death. 

34. Food riots will start in August. 
 

Chuck Johnel Youngbrandt’s Third year of events:   
1. Jesus calls this winter: 'Harsh and Horrible'. Another bitter cold winter with more hardships than ever before. 

Cold, death, and destruction prevail. During winter, Russian and Chinese-Japanese armies are stopped 

respectively in the Appalachian Mountain range and the Rocky Mountain range. The U.S. Army and the U.S. 

Airforce recover some strength and launch desperate attacks aimed at driving Russian armies out. The Russians 

hold the ground they have taken. 

2. Russia hits several places with nuclear devices but now refrains from over use of nuclear weapons. U.S. 

Army is hungry and cannot re-equip like the enemy forces; and our supplies dwindle in battles; and losses 

cannot be replaced. In the Spring of the third year, Russia, China and Japan will launch coordinated attacks. 

Russia will break through at two points in the north and south, while China and Japan will break through at 

three points. Russia will move swiftly against bitter resistance, driving west and southwest. Attempts by the 

U.S. Army to establish a line of defense fail. Russians advance rapidly into Iowa-Missouri areas. Their deepest 

penetration happens in Kansas before the war ends. 

3. Fighting hard, the U.S. Army and government is encircled in the central United States and attacked without 

mercy. The invaders attack and slaughter U.S. Armed forces and the U.S. Army collapses.  Many surrender, 

many run to the hills and much of the government gives up. No surrender is ever signed: there is a general 

collapse of organized resistance. 
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4. Late Spring into early Summer, all major fighting will cease and Russian, Chinese, and Japanese soldiers 

with their allies will dance and sing for joy. For the United States is destroyed and occupied. There will be no 

slaughter in the mainland as in Alaska. Very many soldiers and civilians of the United States will be taken to 

Russia and eastern Europe to work as slave labor at rebuilding destroyed cities. Later many will be allowed to 

return home, although not all will come back. 

5. The Chinese will not at first take prisoners: after meeting bitter resistance, they will change this policy. 

Russia, China, and Japan will strip the land of industrial tools, machinery, and goods.  Only Russia will take 

large numbers as slaves. China will take scientists and technicians. The occupying armies will leave populated 

areas largely intact, using local people to extract raw materials and goods, such as are available. No effort to 

rebuild or restore the nation will be allowed. 

6. God will, by the Holy Spirit, bring or cause the occupying armies to have compassion on the Holy seed, the 

remnant, the Christians. Nevertheless, persecution will begin once Russian, Chinese, and Japanese communist 

officials or commissars replace army officers. Late in the first year of occupation the drought will begin to ease, 

and temperatures will also ease somewhat. The world will be in great fear of this Russian, China, and Japan 

union. 

7. Canada is intact, although suffering from famine, bad weather, and disease. War will come to them later, and 

much of the nation will be destroyed. 

8. The Japanese and Chinese alliance grows stronger and fast. Russia is now becoming afraid of them, even 

though Russia is stronger. Russian oil resources decline seriously and there is severe trouble in the nation. 

China and Japan move to block the Russian threat to Israel, and now a much stronger European alliance joints 

to back Israel also. Russian power is in a state of decline. Russia tries to take Israel, war breaks out. China and 

Japan, joined with Western Europe, engage Russia (to Russia's surprise). Russia is overwhelmed and destroyed 

utterly as a world power. 

9. Israel survives. 

10. At this point, the Leader of the Land-Jeffrey--emerges.  Christians suffer severe persecution in Jeffrey's 

town, as elsewhere.  Jeffrey takes his family and flees into the hills and joins an Army band of guerillas.  Jeffrey 

remembers the Lord's words, and leads an attack on a Russian military base.  It is a miserable failure, with over 

half his unit killed. The Lord sends Chuck and Cliff to Jeffrey. Jeffrey returns to the hills in fear and anger. 

Jeffrey prays and fasts. We arrive with the Lord's word. Jeffrey takes up arms in obedience to God and goes. 

Russians, terror stricken, flee before the Leader of the Land and his small band. Depots of arms and equipment 

are left behind, in tact. Christian Russians quit the Russian army and join with Christian Americans, forming a 

Christian army. A mighty move of the Holy Spirit begins to sweep the land. Psalm 126:3 quoted. 

11. The year starts out with an earthquake in northern Iowa (January) followed by another one in Boston and 

then they become very common throughout the year. 

12. In late spring God's prophets will go across the land, calling people to repentance, many will repent. 

13. Oil imports are cut off. 

14. Mexico and Canada restrict how many Americans can cross over. 

15. At this time persecution of Christians will go wild with government approval. 

16. From the notes I received the great Chicago earthquake is listed for this year as well during the month of 

July, so I don't know if it's in 2006 or 2007. 

17. The Mississippi River spreads and wipes out all the cities in its path. Thirty days later angels will tell the 

Christians where to flee, and seven days after, an all out nuclear attack will hit America. At this time in Florida 

most of the southern half from Orlando south will go under the ocean. Two months later the Russians invade 

landing at Slaughter Beach, Delaware moving into Philadelphia where no one is alive from 3 neutron bombs. 

They also land at San Francisco, Astoria Oregon (Japanese) Russians (Alaska, who kill everyone there they 

find). Hawaii will surrender to the Japanese. 

18. Chuck saw busts of Karl Marx set up in churches and people worshipped him. This begins a seven year 

occupation. Children will be sold for food. Witches and homosexuals will hunt Christians for food, 

cannibalism! Nearing the end of this occupation Americans were put on trains, told they were going to re-

education camps and taken to slaughter houses where they are processed for food. 
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There are 5 (large) safe zones: NE Washington, North N. Dakota, NE NY State, N. Arkansas and N. Florida 
Updated: 07/14/2016 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision of the 12 President Houses - C. Alan Martin 1971 Vision, updated on November 07, 2012: 
In 1971, I received a vision of the night in which I was shown a row of houses. It was not until 23 years later 

that the Spirit gave me a dream which held the key to the meaning of these houses. They represent presidential 

administrations, starting with Truman in 1953 and extending into the future for two more presidents (beyond 

Clinton). 
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Linear Recounting of the Vision of the Night: 

"We were fleeing the persecution and calamity of the day. A brother was fleeing with me. He fell and I paused 

to help him up. We prayed "Lord Have Mercy". My friend vanished, and I looked around to see that I was at the 

top of a hill overlooking 12 houses. As I looked to the west, I noticed dark and ominous clouds gathering over 

one house (#10) and proceeding through to the last house (#12). I looked into the sky over #12, and saw an arc 

of what appeared to be 6 stars in the sky. One of the stars fell to the earth like a fig that was shaken off a limb. 

A voice came to me and said "look to the east!" I began to turn to the east, fully expecting to see the Lord 

coming in the clouds. The dark clouds opened up in two places and I saw the sun darkened and the moon turned 

to blood. As I looked to the east, instead of seeing the Lord in the sky, I saw an army. This army was made up 

of ancient armaments such as battering rams, catapults and siege ramps. I ran down and joined the army at 

house #5. Instantly I was transported into the future, and found myself before what I can only call a "temple 

fortress". The city was gray, in ruins, and desolate. A man had just emerged from the huge double doors of the 

temple fortress. He was dressed in a suit. A voice said to me "he says he is god, but he is of devil". The vision 

ended. 

  

Significant events indicated in the vision: 

6th star falls to the earth. Understood to mean the fall of a ruler 

(or president). 

I do not believe this to be actual stars or a comet or any other such object. The stars appeared to be within the 

atmosphere of the earth, and there was not a huge explosion or calamity when the red "star" fell to the earth. 
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The blood moon and lightless sun. 

More imagery that represents the fall of nations and change in the ages. The fall of a president is not enough to 

bring about changes on this scale. There will be great changes in the earth and alignment of nations. 

A wave ancient weapons of war, which I believe to represent the restoration the sign gifts: 

 

"SIGNS WONDERS AND MIGHTY DEEDS" 

I waited for 23 years to receive a clue as to the meaning of these houses. In another dream in 1995, I was 

in the back yard of house #3. I looked down at my feet and saw a LIFE magazine, with a picture of JFK 

on the cover, and the words "In Memory of Dead Presidents". House number three is the house that 

represents the term of John Kennedy. 

The Houses 

As Stated above, each house represents a presidential administration. 

House 1 Truman: 

Nothing significant revealed about this house. 

House 2 Eisenhour: 

In a related dream, a model rocket was launched into the air and was drifting down into yard of this house. The 

rocket then turned into a glider and glided into the yard. My aunt used to refer to me as her "rocket boy" 

because of my early interest with model rocketry. It was in the Eisenhower Administration that I was born. 

(1954). It was during this dream that I ran through the back yard of house #3 (to retrieve the falling rocket) and 

was shown the Life Magazine with Kennedy on the cover. It was then that I knew that these houses represented 

presidential administrations. 

House 3 Kennedy: 

The yard in which I was shown the key to the meaning of the houses. The Life Magazine with JFK's face on it 

with a caption stating "In Memory of Dead Presidents" was in this yard. It has been suggested that all the 

presidents on this "street" must pass away before the events discussed in the remaining revelation can occur. 

This would mean all presidents up to Carter and maybe Reagan (his house is on a corner lot). 

House 4 Johnson: 

This house was occupied by a family of Jews named Levine. It was during the administration of LBJ that 

Jerusalem was returned to Israel during the 1967 Arab Israel war. Levine is a long form of Levite. This is a very 

significant event in the history of the world. With the retaking of Jerusalem, the temple can be rebuilt and the 

stage set for both the setting up of the anti-christ and the return of Jesus Christ. 

House 5 Nixon: 

It was into the yard of this house that I ran down and joined the army of God which was marching forward 

through time (the backyards of these houses). It was also in the Nixon administration that I was saved, filled 
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with the Spirit, and had the vision I am now describing. Everything up to this point had already happened in 

time. However, everything recorded in the remaining houses had not yet happened. It is significant to remember 

this president, since it will be (according to the falling star and darkened house #10) the 6th administration after 

Nixon that will endure the beginning of judgment on America, including the fall of that 10th president. 

House 6 Ford: 

Nothing significant 

House 7 Carter: 

Nothing significant 

House 8 Reagan: 

A Major shift occurs in the time of this president. The house sits on a corner lot, and the row of houses changes 

direction TO THE RIGHT. It can be noted that the nations' politics took a sharp turn to the right during the 

Reagan administration. Right or wrong, This shift undoubtedly was in the plan of God for the series of events 

leading up to the last presidents and the fate of the nation. 

House 9 Bush: 

Nothing significant in this administration. 

House 10 Clinton: 

It is this administration that is the main focus of the vision of the night. Over the house was a very dark cloud, 

so dark that it seemed like night. The cloud was very low so as to almost touch the rooftop. There was 

something very significant about the "back door" of this house that may have some meaning. The lights were on 

in the house and they stood out brightly in the darkness created by the cloud. As I looked at this cloud hanging 

low over the 10th house, I also saw an arch of 6 stars in the sky to the west. The stars were of different colors, 

and the last (sixth from Nixon) of them fell to earth like a fig that was shaken loose from a limb. I have taken 

this to mean that this administration will preside over some very bad times in the USA, and that this 

administration will "fall." 

House 11 Bush: 

In the yard of this house is a large weeping willow tree. This tree represents mourning and sorrow. But under 

the draping limbs of this tree are children playing. 

House 12 Obama: 

This is the last house that I saw in this vision of the night. After this house was a dirt path that led toward a 

collection of boulders arranged in a semi-circle which reminded me of a place where a trial was held and 

judgment rendered. In another dream which took place during the millennial age, I was standing among these 

rock looking at the ruins of a world rocked by the tribulation. In the ruins of these boulders I found a witch doll. 

I knew immediately that on of the reasons that the USA was judged was because she had gone after the occult 

and witchcraft. 
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Across from the path after house #12 was a new row of houses stretching off into the distance. These I believe 

are the rulers of the land that Jesus will set up during the millennium. 

“In the vision of the night (after I saw the star fall to the earth), I heard a voice say "Look to the east". I began to 

turn and fully expected to see Jesus coming in the clouds. As I turned I saw the clouds part and I saw the blood 

moon and the dark sun. Both of these are symbolic of judgment being levied on a nation and the fall of a 

nation. I continued turning to the east and saw the ancient army approaching from the east through the yards of 

all the houses of the presidents. It was then that I ran down to join this army in the yard of the house of Nixon. 

This was 1971, the year I was saved. Immediately the scene changed and I was in the middle of a city in gray 

ruins. I saw a man emerge from what I perceived to be a "temple fortress" who was dressed in a diplomatic suit 

and carrying a briefcase. A voice said "He claims to be God, but is of devil." Then the dream ended.”  

Perhaps the greatest miracle concerning this vision of the night, and the hardest to conceive, is that the 

neighborhood described is an actual neighborhood from my childhood in Massena, New York!!! 

The street was called "Washington Street" ( for presidents?). 

The houses are just as I describe them, and were that way long before I had the dream. 

There really was a family of Jews named "Levi" in house #4. 

The street did (and still does) take a right turn at house #8. 

House #11 really does have a weeping willow tree under it, and children did play there... because I was one of 

them in my early childhood (early 60s). 

There really is a path leading up from house #12, and there really is a collection of 

boulders at the end of that path! 

There really is a row of houses stretching off into the distance on the other side of that path. 

These facts can be verified with little effort, as the streets and houses exist today as they did 25 years ago. Note 

this map of the area: 
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Can you see the miracle that God somehow manipulated the houses, events, and even street names so as to 

coincide with this vision of the night!!! This in an undeniable, verifiable miracle where God used (and is 

using) an existing neighborhood to lay out His plan for America and the manifestation of the Antichrist. We are 

in house #10 now. 
 

Hold onto your hats, because the next dozen or so years are going to be a roller coaster ride!!! 
 

Tracy Eckert’s (of Storehouse Ministry) Prophetic Vision for 2015 and Beyond: 
Although I haven’t transcribed this video, I highly recommend you’ll watch it.  It definitely spoke to my heart: 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRSFQ0_Hipc)  Updated: 12/16/2015 

 

Brian Thompson’s Prophetic Visions of Events Coming to America in 2015 and Beyond: 
I haven’t transcribed this video either, But again, I highly recommend it to you’ll.  It also spoke to my heart: 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XR91-QNHAg)  Updated: 12/16/2015 
 

Josh Groban’s Song - "You Raise Me Up": 
I would like to close this paper with a song.  Even though Josh Groban’s song, “You Raise Me Up” is 

considered to be a secular song, I strongly believe that God influenced Josh in the writing of the lyrics.  I also 

believe that the song is prophetic (for that reason, I colored the lyrics in blue) for the Biblical “hour” in which 

we find ourselves in today.  For countless years (70 to be exact) the relentless attacks (killing, stealing and 

destroying) by the enemy against the true, obedient Christians and their families has seemingly gone unabated. 

These attacks have even intensified in the last few years, months and days!  So much so that many of us have all 

but given up!  Had it not been for the presence and guidance of the Lord we would have given up!!!  But I’m 

here to tell you, that I strongly believe that we are in fact in the Jubilee Year (Beginning on 1 Tishri 5776/14 

September 2015) and just around the corner, within this Jubilee Year, the tables are about to be turned over!  

The moneychangers are going to lose their money!  A change of guard is about ready to take place!  For the 

non-Christians that means a loss of wealth and the beginning of bondage, but us true Christians, it means our 

shackles are about to be removed and freedom will reign supreme!  We are about to be raised up so 

that we can stand on mountains! 
Updated: 12/14/2015 
 

When I am down and, oh, my soul, so weary; 

When troubles come and my heart burdened be; 

Then I am still and wait here in the silence, 

Until you come and sit awhile with me. 
 

You raise me up, so I can stand on mountains; 

You raise me up to walk on stormy seas; 

I am strong when I am on your shoulders; 

You raise me up to more than I can be. 
 

You raise me up, so I can stand on mountains; 

You raise me up to walk on stormy seas; 

I am strong when I am on your shoulders; 

You raise me up to more than I can be. 
 

There is no life - no life without its hunger; 

Each restless heart beats so imperfectly; 

But when you come and I am filled with wonder, 

Sometimes, I think I glimpse eternity. 
 

You raise me up, so I can stand on mountains; 

You raise me up to walk on stormy seas; 

I am strong when I am on your shoulders; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRSFQ0_Hipc
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You raise me up to more than I can be. 
 

You raise me up, so I can stand on mountains; 

You raise me up to walk on stormy seas; 

I am strong when I am on your shoulders; 

You raise me up to more than I can be. 
 

You raise me up to more than I can be. 
 

For those of you out there that have not as of yet accepted Jesus as your Lord and Savior, please do it now, you 

won’t regret it, He will take care of you, watch out for you, and provide for you!  Just talk to Him, tell him that 

you are a sinner (we all are).  Tell Him that you want to repent of your sins and to begin to serve Him.  Tell Him 

that you are tired of being on the losing team and that you have decided to enlist with the King of Kings (Jesus) 

and His winning army!  And mean what you say and do what you mean.  Welcome to the fold!   
Updated: 12/14/2015 
 

P.S. if you haven’t already done so, please go to the store and buy your supplies, as much as you can afford.  

You need food (especially long shelf life foods like can goods and MRE’s), water (try to buy the 5 gallon 

bottles and a dispenser) toiletries (don’t forget the toothpaste, floss and deodorant, ha, ha), cleaning supplies and 

pet food.  Price increases as well as unavailable goods, will proliferate as we proceed through this “first bad 

year” and continue to worsen in the following years.  We must do our part (buying the supplies) while we still 

can and then allow God to do His part, when we longer can.  Also remember, if we are not willing to share our 

supplies with others, God will not bless us …we will have to fend for ourselves!  But if we share our supplies 

with others in a time of their need, God promises us that He will multiply (Supernaturally if need be) our 

supplies, so that we won’t be thirsty or hungry in the trying days to come!  Updated: 12/14/2015 
 

Who am I?  I live in Central Virginia, I’m a retired electronic communications technician.  I have 

lots of hobbies and interests (namely the earth sciences), including but not limited to, horticulture, 

seismology, meteorology, astronomy, geology, gemstone and gold prospecting.  But most of all, I 

am a passionate student of Prophecy and Code Finding/Breaking.  Jesus Christ is my “first love” 

and trying to reach the world with the TRUE salvation message of the Lord is my greatest 

ambition.   

Sincerely, David Kenderes 
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